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CHAPTER XV.

Chinese Custom-houses.— Attempts at Extortion. — An Adventure.

—

Ptuse de Guerre.—Its Success.—Peace Negotiations.—Their abrupt

Termination.—The Plot thickens.—A Companion in Misfortune.

—

Negotiations renewed.—Their Pailui-e.— Hostilities.—Critical Posi-

tion. — Danger increases.— Attempted Rescue. — The Mud Fort

Mandarin.—His Fate.—The Civil Mandarin.—Rescued at last.

—

The WilUamette.

THE route by which I returned to the broad expanse of

*'The Son of the Sea" was, if possible, more infested

with so-called custom-houses than that by which I had

reached Sin-ya-meu= Every two or three le some wretched

little bamboo-hut would make its appearance round a

bend of the creek, with a long pole and a dirty white rag-

on the end, containing huge red and black characters,

setting forth the official nature of the den. Then sundry

opium - stupified, villanous - looking mandarin soldiers

would rush from their pipes and gambling, catch up their

rusty gingalls and long bamboo spears, and loudly call

upon my Chinese captain to " soong mow " (let go the

anchor), and pay a duty, or squeeze, into their dirty

hands. Upon such occasions P and myself would be

compelled to get on deck with our fowling-pieces, and

drive the harpies off, when they Avould sullenly retire to

their opium and cards, muttering curses upon the Yaug-

quitzo^ and trusting for better prey next time.

This sort of thing may seem very like smuggling, but

it was really far from being so. The duty upon my cargo

was levied at Sin-ya-mcu, previous to cmbnrkation, and

was paid to the customs oflicials ; and from that town to
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Kwa-cliow the fifteen to twenty custom stations were

every one of them ehari^ing in excess of the legal duty.

Chinese have frequently informed me that the governor

of a province lets these squeeze stations out to subordinate

mandarins, who then farm them at discretion. The

mandarins have braves enough to enforce their extortion;

all passing junks are stopped until payment is made ; and

if the aggrieved people should complain, their petition

goes before the governor who thrives upon the system.

This is one of the many forms of Government corruption

throughout China ; to many the extortionate regime of the

Manchoo must appear incredible, though it is a fact pretty

widely known, even by those who are striving to uphold it.

Although during our dinner a couple of braves suc-

ceeded in getting on board from a squeeze barrier, which

led to their tailor becoming acquainted with our shoe-

maker during the process of summary ejectment, myself

and friend reached the great river without further mishap

than an occasional exposure to the ill-aimed gingall balls

of some of the l^affled plunderers. At Ivwa-chow, the

entrance to the Grand Canal on the northern bank of the

Yang-tze, we passed through a large fleet of Imperialist

Ti-mungs, row-gunboats, and a big customs station ; the

officials evidently wished to squeeze us, but, I imagine,

the vicinity of the treaty port Chin-kiang deterred them.

Shooting into the yellow waters once more, a fair wind

carried us bravely over the strong adverse current.

Winter having now set in, and the north-east monsoon

commenced to blow up the whole length of the Yang-tze-

kiang, thus enabling vessels to sail against the tide very

well, we made considerable progress on our way to Nan-

kin before anchoring for the night. At daylight we were

under-wcigh and sailing merrily along, myself and P
keeping regular watch and watch—a course rendered

necessary by the danger apprehended from the numerous

Imperialist gun1)oats and fortified positions in the neigh-

bourhood of Ti-pingdom.
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Till noon we carried the breeze, but tlic day becomiuf^

hot the wind fell, and so we were obliged to run close to

the bank, land our crew with a mast-head rope, and
slowly track up stream. Just before dusk a light breeze

sprang up again, and getting the men on board we made
sail to round the " Mud Eort," situated on the extreme

point of the elbow formed by the river at Nin-gan-shan.

This fort, upon my passage down from Nankin, was^^held

by the Ti-pings ; upon this occasion, to my sorrow, I

found the Imperialists in possession ; its former garrison

having betrayed their charge, and sold it to the enemy.

We had barely rounded the point, making almost

imperceptible headway, when the wind failed, and the

tide, at this point very strong, began to carry us down
stream. At this moment, five gunboats j)ut off from

the shore and pulled directly towards my vessel. Upon
nearing her, they hailed and ordered us to anchor. I

now perceived that they were Imperialists, and, from

the flags displayed, that they were of the squeezing,

or custom-house genus. P and myself immediately

armed ourselves, and ordered the loioder to hold on his

course. The tide was fast drifting our vessel in to the

bank, right under the guns of the fort, and directly the

men in the gunboats perceived this, and saw only two

foreigners on board, and that we mounted no gans, they

surrounded us and opened fire.

Our position was now decidedly unpleasant. We had

drifted to within a few yards of the bank, the guns in the

fort were manned, several more boats were putting off,

filled with men, and the shore was lined with soldiers,

placing their gingalls and matchlocks, and making ready

to fire upon us. I well knew the unscrupulous nature of

these plundering Imperialists, that our duty-receipts from

Sin-ya-meu would not bo regarded, and that they would

most willingly cut our throats for the value of five dollars.

With the force opposed to us, and no cliance to make even

fight, it would have been madness to have
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returned the gunboats' lire with our rifles and fowling-

j)ieces; we therefore took it like lambs, and devoutly

wished for a sudden puff of wind to waft us from our

perilous situation. Not a breath, not the very gentlest

zephyr came, excepting the wind caused by the shots that

were flying all around, some of which, better aimed than

the majority, were smashing into our poor old vessel,

quite regardless of the consequences. The men on shore

and the guns of the fort now opened fire ; while the gun-

boats, finding we did not seem inclined to fight, appeared

to be getting ready to board.

At this critical juncture a fort imatc thought came into

my head. I had my old uniform on board, and the idea

formed was to use it to personate a foreign official, and so

endeavour to save our heads by giving the imps an

impression as to our importance, and a dread of the con-

sequences in case of molestation. Jumping into the cabin,

I quickly reappeared with uniform and sword. My friend

P also had some uniform he had worn in the Indian

navy, so following my example, be dived into his chest

and then rushed on deck "-orsreous in brass-bound arrav.

We were not a moment too soon with our device, for

P had just got on deck when one of our Chinese

sailors was knocked over by a shot, and the rest, taking

fright, suddenly let go the anchor, and casting adrift the

halyards of the sails, let them go by the run ; after which

they ran and hid themselves down below. I now hailed

the nearest gunboat to come alongside, telling my inter-

preter to state that we were foreign officers, or mandarins,

that we were followed by a man-of-war, and that we were

sailing about in the junk for pleasure.

When the braves observed our uniform, and were

invited to board, their hitherto noisy courage seemed to

vanish, and they would not come. However, they ceased

blazing their confounded guns at us, much to our satisfac-

tion, for although Chinese shot, with a tremendous Avliist-

ling by reason of its uneven casting, makes much more
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noise than effect, and generally performs parabolas of

singular eccentricity, some strike the object, especially

when fired at a distance of only a few yards.

Our vessel was anchored within 30 feet of the bank, we

were therefore completely in the power of the imps, Avho

mustered at least 600 strong at that place. I again hailed

the gunboat containing the man I imagined to be the

principal officer, to come alongside, and let me know
what they wanted ; but the fellows seemed suspicious

of some trap, and continued to lay on their oars,

all talking and yelling together at the top of their indi-

vidual voices, each trying to make himself heard above

every one else, in approved Chinese style.

At last the mandarin in charge of the fort made his

appearance on the bank, and after his attendants had

shouted themselves hoarse, trying to make his orders

heard above the din, the jabbering in the gunboats ceased,

and the one I had hailed proceeded very slowly and

cautiously to come alongside. She contained a couple of

officers, whom we got on board, showing them our re-

volvers, and politely informing them, in pure mandarin

dialect, that if their men folloAved them, we should be

under the painful necessity of depositing a bullet or two

in their yellow carcasses. This had the desired effect, and

the fiercc-lookin": braves were ordered to remain in their

boats, much to their disgust, for their fingers, no doubt, were

itching to handle the valuables of the "foreign devils."

When we had seated the two officials in our cabin, an

old number of the Uoug-Kong Dailtj Fress was jiroduced

as our commission in the service of Ilis Majesty the

Emperor of America, while a Manchester rug, of the stars

and stripes pattern, was displayed as our banner. To all

this the Chinamen " chin-cbin'd " with the greatest

respect, but they still referred to the fact that our vessel

carried a cargo, and declared their chief's intention to

squeeze a certain amount of dollars out of us. The duty-

passes we had received at Sin-ya-mcu were then produced
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and tlio officers took tliom ashore to their superior. Tliey

soon returned, and requested me to accompany them to

an interview with the head mandarin, stating that he was

determined to have some money, which he chose to term
" duty," for conscience' sake, I suppose, although it was

certainly a most unmitigated attempt at rohhcry.

Before landing, I made my conductors fully understand

that, upon the slightest attempt at treachery I should

shoot them. I took my revolver with me, and proceeded

to the mandarin's presence, leaving P on hoard, to

preserve our effects from the plundering propensities of

the villanous mob into whose clutches we had fallen.

My interpreter A-ling, our cook, Ganymede, and the

loicdcr, accompanied me on shore as a retinue of state,

somewhat suitable for the dignity of representatives of our

supposed emperor. The Daily Fress was carefully carried

in an old glove-box byA-ling,while the cook was deputed to

carry our cards (in the shape of two labels from bottles of

Bass's pale ale) to the mandarin ; the boy carried presents,

consisting of a couple of empty eau-de-cologne bottles, an

Illustrated London Neics, and a box of damaged per-

cussion caps ; the loiuder brought up the rear with our

(Manchester) banner streaming from a tall bamboo.

Although the soldiers crowded round us they did not offer

much annoyance
;
probably they were awed by our stately

bearing and procession. We reached the Yamun (official

residence), the pale-ale labels were duly delivered, and

then we were ushered into the august presence of the

cruel, sensual, dirty-looking mandarin, my followers

imposingly taking up their position behind me. TJie

Dailtj Fress was displayed by A-ling, who, clever fellow

that he was, to show its importance, bent on one knee

while presenting it.

The display of the newspaper, the presents, and our

uniform, seemed to make a decided impression upon the

mandarin, and we should probably have been set free but

for a mal-a-propos circumstance that now occurred. I
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had sent the loioder down to the beach, loudly ordering

liim to look out for the imaginary man-of-war steamer I

gave our captors to understand was following me, and to

report her approach whenever she came in sight. This

had considerably subdued the mandarin's arrogant tone,

for he was evidently not well up in foreign affairs, and

provincial Chinese have a wonderful idea of the "fiery

dragon ships" of the "foreign devils." He was just

commencing a set apology for the mistake committed by

his "ignorant braves,'' when in came our pig-headed

lotoder, or rather, into the apartment he was kicked by a

couple of soldiers holding on to his tail, and most unmer-

cifully thumping, kicking, and bumping him along from

behind.

It appeared that the wretch had got into conversation

with some of the braves on the beach ; they had asked

him where our vessel was bound, and he naively told

them to Nankin, the rebel capital ! They instantly seized

and dragged him before the mandarin. The long-winded

apology came to an abrupt termination, and the orator

turned his attention to examining the miserable lowder as

to our connection with the Ti-pings. The stupid captain

of our sailors now declared that he only thought we were

going to touch at Nankin en route, to make some demand

upon the rebels with regard to the seizure of some foreign-

owned junks. The mandarin at last ordered him to be

taken into the fort, and dismissed us with an intimation

that we must wait till the next morning to have a duty

levied upon our cargo, and to adjust the whole affair.

The Daily Vress was ceremoniously returned to the

glove-box, tlie stars and stripes were rolled up, and we

were escorted back to our vessel by the two officers.

Upon getting on board, I found P all safe, and pro-

menading the deck like a moving armory, with a rifle

over his shoulder, a revolver and brace of horse-pistols

in his belt, and a sword by his side; wliilc four gunboats

were chained fast alongside, the crews of which, \\\W\ their
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heads poked over our bulwarks, were viciously eyeing the

Cerberus who prevented tliem from indulgiug their natural

propensities.

I found our vessel thoroughly secured by the imps,

who had taken every precaution to guard against a coup-

dc-nialn upon our part. Chains were rove through each

ring-bolt on our deck and fastened on board the gunboats,

two of them being lashed on each side, full of armed men
watchful and on the alert. A long chain was passed from

our bows to the shore, and a number of matchlock men
were encamped for the night right abreast. Even had it

been possible to strike a sudden blow and release ourselves,

as it was a dead calm they could have pulled after our

vessel and blown her to pieces, if they could not have

mustered courage to board us. There was nothing to do

but to trust to the chapter of accidents for a way out of

the difficulty, and, if necessary, to sell our lives dearly.

It was a matter of considerable surprise to myself and

friend that the Imperialists did not beliave worse to us,

for they neither yelled " Yang-quitzo," threw stones, nor

seemed so anxious to attack us as the generality of Man-

choo troops would have been. This we afterwards

accounted for by the fact that they had formerly been

Ti-pings, and had not quite forgotten that they had

once been worshippers of Yesu, and had looked upon

strangers from the "West as "foreign brethren." Their

chief had turned traitor to the Ti-ping cause, and betrayed

the "MudEort" to the Manchoo, in consideration of

retaining his own followers, receiving carte blanche to

squeeze all passing vessels, and being decorated with

a mandarin button and feathers. They were a savage-

looking set, these " Mud Eort " banditti, yet, bad as they

seemed to be, were much better than the usual style of

Imperialists ; had we fallen into the hands of the latter

we should have been treated with much indignity and

violence, if not killed.

We were aroused in the middle of the night by a
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tremendous hubbub, and, running on deck, found it was

the Mud Port people engaged seizing another unfor-

tunate European vesseL Getting into our boat, I went on

board, and found she was a Nlngpo Boat, from Shanghae

to Ilankow, and that the only foreigner on board was an

Englishman, to whom she belonged. The soldiers hauled

his vessel close in to the bank a little below mine, and

there made her fast in a similar manner. After talking

over our mutual misfortune, we agreed tliat in the morn-

ing I should land, and endeavour to obtain our release ;

failing Avhich, I was to get on board his craft with P ;

we were then to man her guns (she carried two six-

pounders), try to force both vessels adrift, and make

a fight to escape.

After a not particularly refreshing sleep, I again went

on board the Nlngpo Boat, to settle our plan for the last

time, preparatory to putting it into execution. Upon

returning to my own vessel, we carefully loaded all our

firearms ; I then concealed my own revolver and a long

bowie knife under my uniform, took A-ling and our cook

with me ; the one carrying the Daily Bress, and the other

two more pale-ale labels ; and proceeded on shore.

The imps had at daylight cast off the chains wherewith

they secured our vessel for the night ; leaving, however,

a couple of thick ropes fastening her to the bank by head

and stern; these P had prepared an axe to cut in case of

emergency. Our cabin was formed by a half-raised deck-

house aft, on the top of this a few bags of charcoal were

placed, so as to form a sort of fortlct, inside which tlic

arms, with a good supply of ammunition, were hidden

;

the ropes were laid ready, fore and aft, to make sail, and

the Nhnipo Boat was liauled quite close to the l)ank, so as

to enable me to get on board her in event of hostilities,

while P could pull to her in our boat.

As I walked away from the bank, and observed P
ensconce himself among the bags of charcoal, my feelings

were not of the most pleasant description. However,

2 F
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tliere \vas no ehoico of conduct ; so, makin^,^ tlio best of a

had affair, I proceeded straight for the den of the bandit

chief, assuming a stolid, immovable sort of Dogberry

officiality, peculiarly effective with the Chinese. Upon
sending in our extemporized cards, and being admitted to

the mandarin's state hall (a dirty apartment in a dirty

liouse within the dirty fort), I was kept waiting till noon

for the appearance, from among liis many wives and

opium pipes, of the owner.

Meanwhile, a breeze had sprung up, and was gradually

increasing ; so that, although the delay proved rather dis-

creditable as to my veracity about the expected man-of-

war, a chance of escape was apparent. If we could not

obtain our release by fair means, we might be able to get

our vessels clear, make sail, and keep up a running fight.

At length, half-stupified with opium, the mandarin

made his appearance, the remaining part of his senses

seemingly concentrated into a dull cunning sort of fero-

city. His first act was to summon quite a number of

armed soldiers to his Yamun, who stationed themselves in

and about the building. Our wretched loicder was then

dragged forth, and presented a pitiable sight. He had

been tortured by having his ankle joints crushed between

logs of wood, and by placing smaller pieces between his

fingers, which were then pressed together by several men,

causing intense agony, and severely injuring the finger-

bones. The torture had compelled him to divulge all he

knew of our proceedings at Nankin, besides a great deal

more which he did not know, but simply stated to anticipate

the wish of his interrogators and another squeeze of the

woodeu bars, failing a satisfactory reply. He was now
examined before me, and confessed that we had left

Nankin, and were returning thither. The mandarin then

declared that he must have 2,000 dollars, or else he would

keep our vessel, and scud us into the interior as T'l'inng

iwisoners for execution.

Por some time I argued against either proceeding,
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displaying the Daily Fress, the duty - passes I had re-

ceived at Sin-ya-meu, and endeavouring to convince the

mandarin as to the serious consequences of exciting the

anger of the Emperor of America by molesting either

myself and friend, or the vessel seized during the night.

At last, after the robber had lowered his demand to

1,000 dollars, and while the discussion w^as becoming very

warm, a soldier brought a report to the mandarin, who
instantly issued some order to an attendant officer. What
the tenor of this might be I heard not, but my cook did,

and it evidently alarmed him, for, exclaiming, " More

bettah, go just now," he rushed out of the room and

disappeared. A-ling immediately told the mandarin that

he would pay his so-called custom-house authorities a sum

of 500 dollars, and then, telling me not to stay any longer,

left the Yamun, begging me to accompany him. Making

a bow to the angered official plunderer, I leisurely

walked forth, and, upon reaching the rear of the fort,

quickly passed through the gate, just as lie appeared in

his doorway, and gave a sharp command to some of the

attendant soldiers.

Before I had turned the angle of the fort and got within

sight of my vessel, half-a-dozen officers with drawn swords

came running after me, calling upon me to stop and

return with them to the mandarin. A-ling, stating he

would run to the pseudo custom-house, a few hundred

yards distant, and bring with him the officials to receive

the squeeze of 500 dollars that we liad offered to pay,

advised me to get on board as quickly as possible.

I waited until my pursuers had reached to within a

a few feet, and then, suddenly drawing my revolver,

jumped towards them with it levelled to the foremost.

They instantly turned tail and rushed back to the fort,

while I ran down towards the beach, holding the revolver

above my head to signalize P and the master of the

Ningpo Boat that danger was at hand.

Ere I liad reached more than half-way between tlie

2 F 2
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fort and tlio river, a tremendous outcry arose from

the former, accompanied by the blowing of horns, the

beating of gongs, and the noise of the Chinese drum. As
I ran, I turned my head in the direction of the uproar

and observed the mandarin, followed by a crowd of

soldierv, rushinfi; after me. Before I could crain the

beach, to my surprise, I saw the Niugpo Boat land some

of her crew, cast off from the bank, and proceed to track

up stream, thus breaking the terms of the agreement upon
which I had landed, and cuttinir off mv onlv chance of

escape from the pursuing imps. AVlicn I did reach the

river bank, every boat had been warned av.ay by the

shouts and gestures of the mob behind me, and the

Ningpo Boat was some distance off the shore, and fast

tracking away.

Por a moment I gazed around, and found myself com-

pletely at the mercy of my pursuers ; in front ran the

swift current of tlie Yang-tze—behind came the savage

vellin"' crowd of armed men.

I had just time to notice P on the top of our cabin

deck, rifle in hand, and hear him shout, while pointing to

the receding Ningpo Boat : " The coward has made terms

with them and deserted us—jump up in the boat on

the beach ; I will open fire on the imps if they attempt to

seize you, and I'll get you off with our boat if I have a

chance ; the imps have stolen the oars, and our crew have

stowed themselves away below !"

The boat my friend referred to was a large one hauled

up slantingly on the beach, one side touching the water

of the river, and the other turned towards my pursuers.

She stood some four or five feet off the ground ; and climb-

ing into her highest part, which was about level with tlic

edge of the river bank before it shelved down into the

narrow beach upon which she rested, I turned to face

the enemy, after answering P , and telling him not to

fire until I gave him the signal to do so by commencing
with my revolver.
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liy this time tlio horde of banditti were within a few

yards, armed in every fashion, and neither dressed as Impe-

rialists nor Ti-pings, but clad in a multitude of colours. The

whole garrison of the place seemed to be turned out, and

with much gesticulation, and the usual terrifying yelling of

Chinese soldiery, rushed along after their leader. Bamboo
spears, gingalls, matchlocks, scythe-headed halberts, broad

three-pronged pikes, and large knives, were waving all

about, and beyond all I distinguished the apimratus to

loMch a prisoner is fastened when harharously put to death

by " cutting into a thousand pieces.''^

On they came, with their fiendish cry, *'Tah ! tah!"

until right down to the edge of the bank, where they

formed a tumultuous crowd, brandishing their arms, some

opening their clothing and beating their breasts in defiance,

but all arrested by my levelled revolver. The mandarin

used his utmost exertions to urge them on, but one and

all seemed disinclined to become the first to draw a bullet

from the six-shooter. The men who carried firearms in

the front rank I sharply observed, and instantly took aim

at any one who attempted to handle his weapon oflcn-

sively. Meanwhile, upon either side, the men above and

below my position got down on the beach, and gradually

advanced towards me, while those not immediately covered

by my revolver l)egan firing their matchlocks.

I now, for the first time in my life, reatlij experienced

fear. In front and flank I saw nothing but a dense array

of savage men thirsting to slay me ; beyond them were a

corps of executioners erecting their triangles in antici-

pation of having the cruel delight to slowly cut me into

.
pieces ; and when I gave a sidelong glance behind (I

dared not attempt more, or the imps would have taken

advantage and rushed forward) the deep and turbid river

met my view.

Por a moment or two, during which the enemy might

liave cut down or seized me without my being able to pull

trigger, I became quite nerveless, while an icy chill came
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over my heart and made me feel both sick and lielpless.

fortunately, I soon rallied. It is unpleasant to mention

such a fear as I had felt, much less to dwell upon it.

Just as the events of my life seemed striving together in

a confused jumhle for the first place in a rapid mental

panorama, ray presence of mind returned. I felt a sudden

glow of enthusiasm for the Ti-ping cause, through which

I had got into the danger, and a determination to die, if

death it was to be, in a manner worthy of an Englishman

before a mob of Chinese.

To this day I am surprised at the sudden revulsion

of feeling I experienced. One moment I was powerless,

trembling, and terrified ; the next, I was keenly alive to

every incident in the scene, collectedly watching each

movement of my individual assailants, and confidently pre-

pared for any result.

At this moment P hailed me :
*' I have covered

the mandarin; shall I shoot him? I can cut her" (our

vessel) '' adrift. Jump into the river and swim off, I will

pick you up."

A little sooner I should have done this, but now I was

prepared to take advantage of the slightest chance of

escape; tlie soldiers were still to be kept back by my
revolver; a peaceful termination of the difficulty might

be obtained ; but if I Avere to take to the water I should

almost certainly be shot like a dog in it, even if I were

not swept away and drowned by the swift current.

I shouted to P , "Hold on yet. I think I can

keep them at bay myself." He had hitherto been support-

ing me with his rifle levelled at the mandarin. " Try and

take me off with the boat."

Although our vessel was lying some little distance

above me and some 30 feet from the bank, and although

the oars had been stolen from our boat, P was a

thorough sailor, and I trusted that he would find some

means of dropping it down to me with a line. I did not

think so without reason, for he replied to me :

—
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" Look out, then ! I am going to put down my rifle.

I will drop the boat down to you; stand by to jump into

her
!"

Meanwhile, the imps seemed striving to work them-

selves into a frenzy, when they would probably rush

forward, receive my few shots, and overpower me by

numbers. The mandarin kept running to his men and

trying to make them point their matchlocks at me, but

directly any one attempted to do so, my revolver barrel

stared him full in the face.

At last, I had the satisfaction to hear P 's voice

again :

—

" Stand by, old fellow," he hailed; "I am just going

to shove the boat off from our inshore quarter with a line

fast to her."

Without daring to turn my head for a moment, I

replied :
" All right, shove her ofiP, and hail me directly she

comes close enough for a jump."

The suspense of the next minute or two yfas very

great, then I heard my friend shout :
" Now, jump now if

you can; I am covering the imps with my rifle."

I gave a half glance over my shoulder, but, alas ! the

boat was too distant. The rope had tautened too soon,

and she had been swept into a parallel line with our

vessel, without reaching within twenty feet of my position.

Hauling her alongside, P—— and As-sam, our boy, got

into her, and shoving well off with a boat-hook, drifted

down, endeavouring to grapple the boat I stood in. Again

she fell short, and was swept out by the tide, amid a storm

of bullets splashing all around her, from the men behind,

from whose fire I Avas sheltered by the front rank, ])ut

who were easily able to shoot at the boat, and who
'managed to wound As-sam in the arm.

P , finding that without oars it was impossihle to

reach me with the boat, reluctantly returned on board to

his former position Ijchind the bags of charcoal, and there

resumed his rifle. Just at the same time the mandarin,
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finding his soldiers afraid to break the ominous pause by

attac'lviui^ me and exposing their leaders to certain death,

l)egan to set the example himself. lie Avas certainly a

far braver man than any of his followers, for dashing

forward, sword in hand, he got to the lowest end of the

boat and clambered into her, although I could easily

have shot him at any instant. Steadying himself, he

began to advance towards me, along the gunnel of the

boat, which was open amidships and had a decked bow

and stern.

THE MUD FORT MANDAKIN.

It was now a most trying moment for me. The man-

darin was already within nine or ten feet, and another

second would bring him to striking distance, llis life

was entirely in my power; I could have shot him; but the

first blow was only wanted to break the treacherous calm,

and cause the immediate slaughter of myself. I felt that

my last chance of life depended upon delay ; two more

seconds would decide it one way or the other. The

suspense of that smallest passage of time was indescrib-

able ; many days of intense excitement and danger seemed

crowded into one moment. The short though terrible

hesitation in my mind, whether to shoot the mandarin,

fire the remaining barrels of the revolver at his followers,

and then jump into the river and swim off, or to delay

another second, so as to lose not the merest chance of
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saving my life, seemed to occupy an age of anxious and

momentous thought. At this crisis P spoke to me
again

:

" Shoot the mandarin," he shouted. " I Avill cut the

vessel adrift, sheer her in, and try to pick you up. If I

cannot quite reach you, take to the water ; you can easily

get on board, and I'll protect you by opening fire on the

imps."

Kapidly glancing, as I fully expected for the last time,

upon the clear blue sky above, the bright sun shining upon

and making the earth so beautiful and attractive, and

vividly recalling a far distant home and a loved mother

for my latest earthly thought, I took steady aim at the

mandarin's heart and pulled the trigger, shouting to P
,

" Cut her adrift, and be sharp about it
!"

I naturally expected to hear the report of my pistol,

and to see the mandarin fall, while the soldiers would

rush forward to avenge his death. Although I am certain

I gave the trigger a sufficient pull, the hammer never fell

and the mandarin at the moment, when another stc])

towards me would have brought his uplifted sword upon

my head, suddenly lost his balance and fell from the

narrow gunnel of the boat to the beach. I instantly

hailed P to " hold on," and he returned to his former

position to watch the progress of events.

When the mandarin rolled on the beach, several of

his officers seized him and dragged him up the bank,

regardless of the struggles he made to return and attack

me. Portunately A-ling arrived upon the scene at this

moment, and going to the mandarin, told him that he

would go on board and bring the money required. While

the leader of the robbers was being brought to Jiis

fort, A-ling was taken on board our vessel, after receiving

my assent to procure the dollars from P . Meanwhile

the soldiers remained in the same position around myself,

while I endeavoured to shoAv tliem my indilference by

producing a cigar and lighting it.
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After A-]ing had paid the money into the coffers of

the banditti, he came to me with two inferior oflicers, and

getting the soldiers to fall back, induced me to descend

from my position of vantage, believing all danger was

over. Although at first they seemed quiet enough and

retired from the boat, I bad no sooner reached some little

distance from it than they crowded round me. Suddenly,

and l)efore I could use my revolver, I was seized from

behind by many hands, and while every incident of my
life rushed with supernatural rapidity and minuteness of

detail through my mind, I was forced upon my knees,

when one of the soldiers raised a long and heavy sword to

behead me.

Tlie steel flashed as it was raised above me, and com-

mending myself to God, I shivered wbile for a fearful

moment awaiting the blow. Again, however, I was saved

from the very jaws of death. My W'Ould-be executioner

Avas thrust aside, and I believe that I fainted for a second

or two. I then found myself surrounded by a strange

mandarin and his attendants, A-ling, my cook, and a few

of the more kindly disposed among the robber band.

A-ling informed me that the stranger was a "civil"

mandarin who had just arrived from a nciglibouring city ;

that he had happened to notice my gold band, and had

opportunely rushed forward and rescued me. Thus for

the first time the uniform had done me good.

At first, after expressing my gratitude, I felt perfectly

safe under the protection of the fresh arrival, for I knew
that the rank and authority of a civil mandarin was far

superior to that of a military one like the commandant of

the Mud Fort. However, upon the people around me
moving a little away, I saw three soldiers on the ground,

two dead and one severely wounded ; for it appeared tliat

P , upon observing my seizure, had opened fire on

the crowd. It was now evening and the dusk was fast

approaching, and it a\ as evident that not a moment should

be lost in getting away from the place. T\yo men had
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been killed, and their cliief would undoubtedly endeavour

to avenge their death. After giving the watch I wore as

a memento to the mandarin who had so kindly saved me,

and being supplied with a boat by him, I at last got safely

on board with A-ling and the cook.

My friend P haxl barely griped me by the hand

and congratulated me upon my escape, when we were

startled by the blowing of the war-horns on shore, and

the clang of gongs. While we were hard at work getting

our vessel underweigh, the soldiers came rushing down to

the beach again, waving their flags and arms about, plant-

ing their gingalls, and swearing vengeance for the death of

their comrades. In a few minutes they opened a heavy

fire upon us, while a number of them ran along the bank

in the direction of a creek where their gunboats were

moored.

The wind had fallen comparatively light, and we would

not have been able to escape from the smaller vessels of

the enemy, when, to our great joy, a steamer rounded the

bend of the river below, and came into full view. At this

moment the gunboats were just shoving off from the

shore, but directly they observed the steamship only a

few miles distant they pulled up the creek again, while

the men along the beach ceased firing and ran into the

fort, doubtless believing that the approaching vessel Avas

the man-of-war I had told them about.

When the steamer had arrived pretty near, I signalized

her, and saw that she vras one of the American river

boats. To my horror, when close alongside she hoisted

the Imperialist flag, and I then knew her to be the

JVilliamcttc, a vessel belonging to the Manchoo Govern-

ment. AVhen right abeam she stopped and sent a boat to

my vessel. Eortunately she was manned with an American

crew, and in consideration of the sum of 300 dollars, her

captain, whose name, singularly enough, ha])pened to be

Eriend, Imperialist though Ik; was, agreed to tow my
vessel up to the Nankin forts.
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Before dark we had the satisfaction to bid adieu, to the

Mud Port, as wo ploug-licd up tlie fast rolling yellow

waters astern of the JFiUiamcllc. To our sorrow, how-

ever, we were just able to discern on the beach the

execution of our lowder, ^^'ho was dragged down and

decapitated there before our eyes, while we were power-

less to save the poor fellow.
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HANG-CIIOW, the provincial capital, was earned by

assault upon tlic 29th of December. The Chinese

part of the garrison, unable to endure the horrors of the

close siege, after everything in the shape of food had been

consumed, and even human flesh exposed for sale in the

market-place, opened the gates of tlie outer city and

surrendered to the Ti-pings. The Manchoo troops de-

fended themselves to the last, neither giving nor accepting

quarter, and wlien the walls of the inner city were

carried by the victorious insurgents, the Tartar general,

TiUy, and a number of his men, sprang a mine and blew

themselves up with their citadel.

The capture of this important city and of the treaty-

port Ningpo having placed the Ti-pings in possession of

the whole Che-kiang province, with the exception of

Slianghac and a few miles around it, they resolved, upon

the termination of the year, as previously agreed to, to

follow up the enemy to this last stronghold.

Although, before his unsuccessful trip to Nankin,

Admiral Hope had seemed willing to treat with the Ti-

pings, when he returned to Shanghae, after iinding it
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impo?Ril)lo to again deceive them, bis conduct underwent
a marked change, as evinced by the eager way in which

be sought the opportunity to indulge his warlike pro-

pensities. This opportunity Avas soon afforded him.

Imuicdiately upon the expiration of the year, Chung-
wang, the Ti-ping Commander-in-Chief, moved an army
towards Shangbae. No attack was made upon the city,

but this force gradually occupied every position in the

neighbourhood, till at length not an Imperialist soldier

remained bevond o'unshot ranc^e of its walls. The Ti-

pings again manifested their extraordinary friendliness

towards foreigners by not attacking the city, and with

similar forbearance and moderation to that evinced upon
their approach in 1860, endeavouring to open peaceable

negotiation with the foreign authorities. The leaders of

the different corps cVarmee sent in the usual nobly

worded proclamations, relating to the oppression of the

Manchoo and their own mission to free and Christianize

China ; the success hitherto vouchsafed to their cause

by the "Heavenly Father"; the earnest desire to enter

into friendly relations with the " foreign brethren "
; their

wish to continue all present trade and to open the whole

country up, &c.

Now, at this time the political position of England
with regard to the rebellion was as follows. By the

written guarantee of Sir George Bonham, by that of

Admiral Hope, by that from the British representative at

Ningpo, and by many other acts, her national honour was
pledged to maintain a strict neutrality. The last orders

to her officials in China were, as already quoted :

—

" Her ^Majesty's Government desire to maintain . . . neutrality

between the two contending parties ;" save British subjects from punishment,

"but otherwise you should abstain from all interference in the civil war."

[Dated, Foreign Office, August 8, 1861.]

This was the standing order ; the only later direction

being Lord Russell's suggestion: "But it might be
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expedient to defend the treaty ports i/'tlie Chinese woukl

consent not to use those ports for* purposes of aggres-

sion."

The way the British Consul, Admiral, and General, at

Shanghae, abstained from all interference was by convert-

ing that city into the grand rendezvous of the Imperialist

forces, and then helping them to defend the Chinese city

hy garrisoning it with British troops ; by conveying Man-
choo soldiery down the Yang-tze to Shanghae in English

steamers ; by supplying the Imperialists with artillery,

&c., while strictly prohibiting any trade in the same

articles with the other of the two " contending parties "
;

and by attacking the Ti-pings when they found that the

Ti-pings would not attack them. That useful triumvirate

—the sailor, the soldier, and the diplomatist—placed the

following construction upon Lord E^ussell's ambiguous ifs

and ands. " It might be expedient," they singularly un-

derstood to mean, it was expedient; and "^/'the Chinese,

&c.," they converted into assisting and joining the Chinese

" to use those ports for purposes of aggression." Conse-

quently, in direct violation of their public orders, but in

conformity with the conduct I have just stated, they

issued the following reply to the friendly overtures of the

Ti-ping chiefs :

—

" Whereas we, the Commanders of the French and British forces now
occu}»ying tlie city and environs of Shanghae, have received letters from

Lion and Ho, persons styling themselves . . . , informing lis that

said Lion and Ho are intending to attack and occupy Shanghae ; and

whereas we have no means of comnumicating with the said Lion and Ho,

or any of their people :—Therefore, this is to give notice to whomsoever it

may concern, that Shanghae city and its environs, Woo-sung included, are

at present in the possession of the troops imder our respective commands,

and that if Lion or Ho, or any persons claiming fraternity witli tliem,

attempt to attack these places they will do so at their peril."

Even this was insufficient to effect the desired object,

namely, to drive the Ti-pings to defiance, and force them

to acts of retaliation. When, therefore, it became
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apparent tliat, notwithstanding all the aid afforded to the

Imperialists, they could not succeed, and that eventually

Shanghac must be given up to the revolutionists, or

become annexed to France or England, the British Go-

vernment threw off the mask, and prepared for open

liostilities.

Consul Medhurst, in a dcspatcli to Admiral Hope,

dated " Slianghae, February 19, 1SG2," states the grounds

upon Avhieh the good faith and honour of England were

to he openly violated.

" Granting, of coui'se, that a strictly neitlral poHcy is at present the

only correct one, and that wliatever is done in the protection of tliis city

and settlement must be undertaken with careful regard to that important

axiom, it follows, I think, that there are two points to he considered as

hearing materially on the present crisis. The first is, what resources we
have in the way of supplies for the city and settlement ; and the second,

how far the present action of the Taepings so endangers those supplies as

to make it necessary for us to interfere with them in oui- own defence."

The falsity of this shallow pretence for war becomes at

once apparent. In the first place, it was simply necessary to

allow the Chinese city to revert peaceably to the Ti-pings,

when the inhabitants as well as they would have had

ample supplies. In the second place, the vast river and

sea communication of Shanghae was entirely open (ex-

cepting the AYong-poo branch), Avhile a fleet of some tAVO

hundred European steamers and ships and several thou-

sand large native junks crowded the anchorage, and could

easily have furnished a line of communication for any

amount of supplies. Evidence is abundant to prove wdiat

a mere pretence this casus belli "was, but tw'o reasons will

be sufficient justification for so designating it. Eirst. If

the Ti-pings, by surrounding Shanghae, endangered its

supplies, when they came with the most friendly feeling

for Europeans, they would certainly, if driven to become

enemies and to use the justifiable retaliation of enemies,

have it in their power to utterly destroy those supplies by

devastating the wdiolc neighbouring country ; therefore,
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in all Imman probability, an attack upon them would

render imminent the very crisis to avoid which it Avas

thought justifiable to violate a nation's pledges. Secondly.

The following extract from Admiral Hope's despatch

shows that he conceived that Consul Medhurst had not

made a sufficient case. Upon the 21st of February, 18G2,

the Admiral struck the first blow. Upon the evening of

the same day, in his despatch to the Admiralty, he gave

this reason for his open violation of his own and his

Government's faith :

—

" These jiroceedings " (movements of the Ti-pings) " have heen con-

ducted at a distance much too close to be consistent -witli the respect due

to the occujxitlon of the town by French and English forces, or to leave its

supplies of provisions and native trade unaffected.'^

Is it to be supposed that any city could be captured or

placed in a state of siege without native trade or supplies

being affected, or is it to be argued that the Ti-pings

should be crushed in consequence of the natural results of

their patriotic struggle ?

The presence of the Ti-pings only ^' affected^^ the

trade and supplies it seems ; when, had they been so dis-

posed, they might have stopped the entire, excepting what

could have been obtained by water.

The only thing that affected the supplies of Shanghae

so far as Europeans and citizens were concerned, was the

increase in the price, which was quickly raised by the

provision - dealers, who are always ready to seize the

smallest opportunity to make a little extra profit. Pro-

bably Admiral Hope saw this, and its damaging bearing

upon his alleged casus belli ; at all events, he thought fit

to add another, though equally flimsy.

*• The tract of country enclosed within the line BC, which tliis village,

with others in their" (Ti-pings) "possession, entirely commanded, is that

from which the supplies of Shanghae are chiefly drawn, and its proximity

to the Woo-sung river was such as to aftbrd the puospect of the Chinese

traffic, also material to the support of the town, being seriously impeded,

if not altogether stopped ; and for these reasons I considered the case to be

one calling fur my interference."

2 a
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On these pretences war was made upon the Ti-pings.

It will be noticed that nothing material has ever been

proved against the revolutionists, or urged as an esta-

blished fact, sufficient to justify hostilities, or even a

remonstrance. The British officials in China and the

Government at home attempt to justify their course of

action by mere conjecture as to what they might do,

but never do we find a plain or straightforward accusation

made against them for anything they had done.

Admiral Hope, in his attack upon the Ti-pings, as-

sociated himself with one Ward, an American filibuster,

in the service of the Manchoos. Previous to this, and to

the Admiral's unsuccessful attempt to juggle the Ti-

ping authorities into another agreement not to approach

Shanghae, the said Ward was persecuted and reviled very

fiercely ; but no sooner did the Admiral and his colleagues

think it necessary to pull in the same boat, than the

Yankee filibuster became their pattern and ally. The

whilom rowdle companion of ci-devant General AYalker,

of Nicaraguan memory, mercenary leader of a band of

Anglo-Saxon freebooters in Manchoo pay, and sometime

fugitive from English marines sent to weed his ruffians of

their countrymen, suddenly became the friend and ally

of the British and Prench Admirals, Generals, and Consuls.

The surprise of Ward can only have been equalled by his

gratification upon finding his very questionable presence,

and still more doubtful pursuits, patronized and imitated.

No doubt, at first, he felt considerably elated and vastly

astonished at the idea of filibustini? havinsj become an

lionourable and recognised profession; but soon, poor

fellow ! a black, or rather green, shadow came across his

uncertain dream of happiness and respectability—he

became jealous of his friend Admiral Hope, whose talent

and zeal for making w^ar without declaring it or being

authorized so to do by any Government, he found sur-

passed even his own.

The village of Kao-kiau was garrisoned by a few
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hundred Ti-pings, aud several thousand country people,

who had just joined them, the whole mostly armed with

bamboo spears. The force led against them by Admiral

Hope comprised 350 British seamen with a six-pound

rocket-tube, and about 600 disciplined Chinese, under

Ward, besides which, the French Admiral, Protet, com-

manded 160 Frenchmen, with a couple of field-pieces.

Of course, the ill-armed Ti-pings were unable to resist the

European artillery and arms of precision, and vv^ere con-

sequently driven from the village, with a loss of more

than 100 men killed. This gallant exploit was safely per-

formed by the Anglo-Franco contingent, who, completely

out of range of the few wretched matchlocks of the Ti-

pings, shot them down at their ease with rifles and

artillery, with a loss to themselves of only one French

sailor, killed by a stray shot.

This murderous and cowardly deed was quickly fol-

lowed up by the gallant Admiral, who seemed unable to

refrain from action, especially when it could be indulged

with comparative safety.

AVe have already noticed that one excuse Admiral

Hope made to justify his broken faith was the probability

that the Ti-pings might injure the supply of provisions.

Strange to say, the Admiral did the very things he

pretended the rebels might have done. At the cap-

ture of Kao-kiau all hands dispersed to loot whatever

the Ti-pings had left behind ; and, quoting from the

official report of the affair, " Large stores of grain were

discovered about the place, the greater part of which

were hurneciy

After the exploit of Kao-kiau, Admiral Hope, with a

small party of seamen and Ward's filibusters, went roving

about the country for a week in search of some one to

fight. His warlike spirit was gratified at a place named

Hsiau-tang, in the vicinity of Ming-hong (nearly twenty

miles away from Shanghae), a fortified village occupied

by several thousand Ti-pings. Directly he found this

2 G 2
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place in the way, an order was sent to Sliangliae for rein-

forcements to attack it with. These having arrived, upon

the 1st of March, 18G2, the whole force, consisting of 750

of Ward's disciplined Chinese, 350 British sailors and

marines, and 35 artillerymen, with four light howitzers,

one field-piece, and some rocket-tuhes, and 200 Prench,

Avith two brass howitzers, moved forward to the attack.

Again, as at Kao-kiau, the murderous work was exe-

cuted, and the poorly-armed Ti-pings slaughtered with

impunity. For more than an hour they bravely held

their mud and brick entrenchments, but at last the

crushing fire from the foreign artillery, and the sharp

practice of the Enfield rifles, carried the day. After

standing to their few gingalls to the last, amid a storm of

shot and shell (all fresh from British arsenals and paid

for by British tax-payers), they were driven from the

lines of defence and through the village with immense
slaughter. As they retreated from the rear, the shell from

the irresistible foreign artillery " were thrown rapidly

amongst them, committing fearful havoc. iS^umbers also

fell under the fire from the rifles of the French and
English sailors." In the centre of the village the rear

guard made a gallant eff'ort to repulse their pursuers, but

they could not -withstand the deadly volleys and bayonet

charge of the marines ; and although their bravest men
fell in heaps, while many hand-to-hand conflicts took

place, they were ultimately driven out with a loss of

1,000 killed and 300 taken prisoners, the English and
French not losing a single man. A great massacre of the

unfortunate non-combatants was perpetrated by the Im-
perialist soldiery, who actually forced very many of the

living wounded into the flames of the burning village.

In one official report it is stated :

—

" The streets and liousea presented an awful spectacle, the bodies in

Rome ])laces lying in heaps ; and the plain beyond the villa^'e was strewed

with those sliot down in the flight."
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Another report states :

—

" The rebels ran from the fortifications and came to a stand in the

main street. . . . Upon this, the field-j)iece from the Imjycrieuse, in

charge of Lieutenants Stuart and Richardson, swept them down Avitli

grape and canister shot ; after this their retreat became a flight, wlien the

party of marines and Chinese detached to cut them off did considerable

execution, some 900 or 1,000 having been killed and wounded."

The same report concludes with this sentence :

—

" After all was over, the village was set on fire,'^' and the foreign troops

embarked for Shanghae."'

What will those who falsely accuse the Ti-pings of

devastating and destroying say to this ? They have

declared that the Christian patriots' "success in any

locality is attended with its total destruction," &c.

;

but it appears that these totally destroyed places were

reserved for Admiral Hope to burn down.

As this history progresses we shall find that although

the Admiral made the damaging effect which the presence

of the Ti-pings might have upon supplies one element of

his casus belli, he actually destroyed the very supply of

grain which he dreaded might be affected by the rebels !

There is a more serious matter to be deplored with

regard to the numerous raids commenced and followed

up by Admiral Hope, namely, the cruel slaughter of so

many hundreds of his fellow-men. "We have reviewed the

unmeaning pretences invented by the Admiral and his

coadjutors, but even should it be admitted they were valid,

is it possible any Englishman can be found willing to jus-

tify the massacre of thousands of Imman beings, because,

although ever friendly to them, they affected the mercenary

speculations of a few merchants ? If, in order to main-

tain the immediate profit of their mercantile adventurers,

any Englishman can attempt to justify or palliate these

summary proceedings against the unfortunate Ti-pings,

* Vide p. 6, "Further Papers relating to the Rebellion in China, 1863."
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then I say, far better should that unholy traffic perish,

cursed as it is by the slaughter of thousands of our fellow-

creatures, whose blood has cried aloud to Heaven for

vengeance upon their assailants.

Even the pretence that the revolutionists would have

injured our " commercial interests" falls to the ground by

the testimony of the very merchants themselves, for the

leading mercantile house in China, Messrs. Jardine,

Matheson, & Co., in their business circular, dated

*' Kong-kong, 27th February, 1862," referring to Admiral

Hope's first massacre of Ti-pings, state :

—

" During tlie mtcrval that lias elapsed since the date of oiu- last circular

there is no pavticiilar change to notice in the state of matters ahout

Shanghae ; but the policy the Allied Commanders are adopting will, it is

feared, lead to disastrous consequences. . . . Our intereats call for a

strict neutrality^ but so far from this course being pursued, our last advices

report a combined exjiedition of English and French marines and sailors in

conjunction with a force of Imperialists, commanded in person by their

respective Admirals, against a body of some 6,000 rebels, which of course

they defeated with gi-eat slaughter. . . . The whole country being in

the hands of the Taepings, should this suicidal policy be persisted in, must

in the end materially interfere with, if not ruin, all trade, as it cannot do

otherwise than exaspei*ate a foe by no means to be despised."

What stronger condemnation of the policy pursued

against the Ti-pings can be made, coming, as it does, from

the principal representative of the very class whose

interests it was pretended necessary to protect ? That

this opinion of Messrs. Jardine, Matheson, & Co. was

correct has at the present time been pretty well ascer-

tained, for it did *' in the end materially interfere with "

trade, as the fall off of silk after the expulsion of the

Ti-pings from the producing district proves. This, how-

ever, was not occasioned, as that firm expected, by

the exasperation of " a foe by no means to be despised,"

for the Ti-pings (with a Christian humanity far excelling

that possessed by their civilized enemies) never retaliated

cither upon the trade (entirely in their power) or the lives
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of Europeans. The decrease of silk was caused entirely

by the ruthless nature of the war carried by Britisli

officers and Imperialists into the once happy districts of

Ti-ping-tien-kwo. The Ti-ping patriots were either fools

or saints, for by their mad forbearance they suffered

themselves to be driven from their former possessions

with incalculablejoss of life ; whereas, a system of retalia-

,
tion on their part would have endangered the entire trade

of the district, and consequently have forced the enemy
to relinquish hostilities which so conclusively endangered

the prospect of our " commercial interests."

As the first mercantile house in China considered the

policy of the British Government "suicidal," we may
safely pronounce the aflPected anxiety for commercial

interests a shallow pretext. What then remains to con-

stitute the real casus belli, unless it be " the temporary

interest arising out of the indemnities," and the great

revenue arising out of the vile opium traffic, the loss of

which would have caused a deficit of many millions in

the British treasury ?

The seeming inconsistency of allowing the Ti-pings to

take Ningpo and yet defending Shanghae against them is

easily explained. At the capture of the former city no

British force was present, and although the seven days'

grace so cunningly obtained from the Ti-ping leaders

seems to have been employed in endeavouring to raise a

sufficient force to oppose their entrance, this, in the

shape of H.M.S. Scout and several other vessels, arrived

too late, having reached Ningpo some hours after its fall.

Then, as Admiral Hope very wisely observed with regard

to the policy of exasperating the Ti-pings, "AVe cannot

affi^rd to quarrel with them, as at any moment they might

stop the whole trade of Shanghae." Their wonderful

forbearance had not at that time become assured ; directly

it was, hostilities Avere commenced. Before taking up the

sword for good, it became necessary to try the temper of

the Ti-pings. This Admiral Hope effectually did by his
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arrogance at Nankin ; liis " every obstruction " plan at

Ningpo ; his raids around Shanghae ; an example followed

by the British and French authorities by their unwar-

rantable notifications and defence of Shanghae Chinese

city.

There are, in fact, very many reasons by which the

defence of Shanghae may be accounted, for ; but five of

the most imj)ortant will sufficiently illustrate the prin-»

ciple of the whole.

Firstly. The British Government and its officials in-

terfered in order to save the indemnity and opium trade,

which the capture of Shanghae by the Ti-piugs would

have annihilated, and they were strongly supported by

the opium merchants, who, by this vile traffic, made their

largest profits.

Secondly. A large number of the Shanghae foreign

landholders approved of the defence of the city, because

it enabled them to obtain fresh lots at their own prices

from the Chinese proprietors. From the " minutes of a

meeting of land-renters, held at the British Consulate,

Shanghae, January 12, 1862," it appears that during a

council of war with the Mauchoo authorities of the

Chinese city (all in accordance with the pledges of "strict

neutrality," of course?)

—

" Tlic Taoutae undertook to do this also" (open a road to facilitate

military operations) "6?/ ohliying the Chinese renters interested to 2)art with

their land to the foreign ajyplicants whose names stood recorded first for

purchase."

Thirdly. A certain proportion of traders having taken

advantage of the Ti-ping movement to circulate un-

founded reports as to its brigandage, in order to monopo-

lize the trade by frightening outsiders away, naturally

sanctioned the defence of Shanghae, as the capture of the

city would have exposed the trick by proving the Ti-pings

were not brigands and robbers.

Fourthly. Many land and house speculators opposed
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the success of the insurgents for this reason. The foreign

settlements in the vicinity of the Chinese city had become

crowded with fugitives awaiting the firm establishment of

Ti-ping jurisdiction in the interior; by numerous lawless

Chinamen attracted by the shadow of foreign protection

and the opportunity of establishing gambling hells and

bagnios, ad lihituiji ; and by the manifold parasites and

hangers-on of the Imperial authority in its last strong-

hold. Therefore, while this state of affairs lasted, the

land speculators made prodigious wealth by the letting of

their poperty to the natives at almost fabulous rents, but

the capture of the cit}^ by the Ti-pings would have altered

all this. The vile manner in which many colossal for-

tunes have thus been obtained is lost sight of in England

by the glitter of the ingots.

fifthly. A large proportion of partners in mercantile

houses u]^on the spot, expected to make their fortunes and

retire to their home in three years ; but the occupation of

Shanghae by the Ti-pings, and the natural effect of the

civil war, must have interfered with the import trade and

injured their immediate profits.

Upon these grounds British faith was dishonoured and

a murderous war waged against the unfortunate Ti-pings.

Admiral Hope continued the work of destruction witli

his artillery and rifles from a safe distance, until his recall

to England. Yiolation of good faith, misrepresentation,

and partial aggression, became superseded by regular

hostilities, carried on without any previous declaration of

war, or even statement of grievance. Wbat would such

manner of Avarfare be denominated in Europe ?

Having reviewed the policy of the British Govern-

ment, and the conduct of its officials in China, it may be

well to notice a few reports upon the Ti-ping rebellion,

well worthy of attention, oven though ignored by the

British Ministry. These testimonies prove that the Ti-

pings have not been decimated because they were misun-

derstood by the British Government, but that the latter
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were as well acquainted with their Christianity, friend-

liness, political ohject, superiority to the Manchoos, and

generally improved character, as the writer of this his-

tory, or the authors of the statements he quotes. There-

fore, when the CA'il policy of those who authorized the

unnecessary and unjustifiable hostilities upon the part of

England shall become more generally admitted, they

cannot palliate their wickedness by pleading ignorance

of the true merits of the peoj)le. It is difficult to speak

of this British interference in any but the most forcible

and unmeasured terms of condemnation. Not a solitary

excuse can be truly made for it ; and when the selfishness

of that policy is thoroughly appreciated (which is rapidly

becoming the case), the atrocities committed by its sanc-

tion, and their consequences, will be looked back upon
with grief and sadness by every loyal Englishman.

The first and most important of the above-mentioned

reports was made by Mr. Consul Meadows to Lord

Kussell. Mr. Meadows was better acquainted with the

Ti-pings than any other English official in existence. He
was the most talented in China, the most honourable and
disinterested; therefore, it may be that his statements

were not regarded, and that his presence at Shanghae

became an inconvenience. This difficulty was soon sur-

mounted by the removal of Mr. Meadows from Shanghae

to New-chwaug, very soon after his truthful and inde-

pendent exposition of the Ti-ping rebellion, and by
namiDg as his successor a Consul who was more pliable.

The following despatch of Mr. Meadows bears date

"Eebruary 19, 1861," and is worthy of most attentive

perusal :

—

"consul meadows to lord J. RUSSELL.—(Received April 12.)

" Shanghae, Februaiy 19, 18G1.

" British trade and British-India trade ^\•ith this country, and the

revenues derived from the one and the other, are among the most important

of British intcie,sts abroad. A necessary condition to the flourishing of
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these is the existence of ordei*—of .seciivity to life and property—in this

countiy ; and the existence of this order and security, again, i-equires the

existence of a strong national government. These propositions are so well

established that 1 merely state them.

" But the hitherto existing Imperial Government, that of the Manchoo

or Ta-tsing dynasty, -which was already becoming weak from internal

causes, has received its death-blows from the external action, first of British

anus alone, and now of British and French combined. No strong national

government now exists anywhere ; and in large, and to us veiy important,

jiortions of the country, anarchy and insecurity prevail.

"It becomes, therefore, of the iitniost importance to look around us for

some other power in the nation to take its place. If we find any such

other power, we must not only not attack it, but must earnestly desire its

speedy growth. An adherence, not less wise than just, to the pruiciple of

non-intervention, together with the due observance of the treaties Avith the

Ta-tsing Govei'nment, should pi-event our taking direct jDositive steps to aid

that growth ; but assuredly it would be a most suicidal course, as regards

those large interests to which I have pointed, first to achieve the destniction

of the government we find existing, and then to proceed to prevent any

other from coming into existence.

" Now we have such another power in the Taepings, and such another

government in the government which they have established at Nanking.

"It has been, and by many is still, denied that the Taepings have any

regular government, or can be considered a political power.

" For one moment I will grant this, but only in order to point out

that after maintaining themselves for eleven years in arms in China,

and for eight in the centre of the empire, the Taepings are manifestly a

power of some sort, and to ask—Are we, because this power does not come

up to all that is expected of it, are we, therefore, gratuitously to attack it,

and either greatly lessen or altogether destroy its chances of ever realizing

those expectations 1 What else have we got to look to for the re-establish-

ment of a govenament having power to j)reserve order 1

" But I entirely deny that the Taepings have no regular government,

and have no claim to be considered a political power.

" Ten j'^ears ago, almost immediately after they rose in arms, they

thi-ew off the characteristics of local insui-gcnts, and proclaimed themselves

the ii-reconcilable enemies of the Ta-tsing dynasty. From that time to

this they have never left us in doubt of their object. It has always been

the great one of making themselves the heads of the first state in Asia, and

the governors of tlie lai'gest people in the world. So much has been

established, not only by their own ])ublishcd manifestoes, but by the official

documents of their enemies.

" As to their manner of ])ursuing that object, whether it is such as

befits a power assuming to be i)olitical, it avouKI too much prolong then
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this letter to meet in detail all the objections of those foreigners who

declaim against them.

" Speaking generally, these objections may be classed under two heads.

First, those which are based on the ajjplication to this region and its

peoples, of arguments drawn from the state of society and modes of political

action of Western Euro])e, in defiance of the foct that these arguments are

wholly inapplicable to a state of civilization and a polity so different ; and

secondly, those which are applied in entii-e disregard of the parallel transac-

tions in Western Europe itself, a disregard of obvious analogies, which can

only be the result of great ignorance or of wilful prejudice.

"Among the former, are nearly all the objections to theii- military

discipline, tactics, and strategy, and to their administrative forms, whether

of a civil or a military nature.

" Among the latter, are objections such as that they do not fix them-

selves in the places they take : that they take them and then leave them

again, itc.

" The obvious rejoinder, drawn from the history of Western Europe is,

hoAv often, during the great rebellion in England, were important cities

and strong places taken and evacuated or retaken 1 Did that prove that

the English noblemen and gentlemen who first headed that rebellion were

unfit to establish a government ? Did it prove that Cromwell was neither

a general nor an adminstrator ? And when, ten years ago, the Italians left

Milan to be reoccupied by its former oppressors, after these had been once

expelled, and also allowed the foreign dynasties to reinstate themselves in

their principalities, did that prove that the Italian party which aimed at

expelling all these foreigners was not a political power 1

"A stock argument against the Taepings Avas drawn from theii- destruc-

tion of the suburbs of the cities they occupied. This, however, was finally

silenced when, on the approach of the Taejjings to Shanghae a few months

ago, the British and French garrison in that city fired all its suburbs, not

excepting the densely peopled and commercially important suburb between

the city and the river.

" Then, again, ruthless and wanton slaughter, not only of the foreign

Manchoos, but of their Chinese countrymen, has been urged against the

Taepings as a proof that they were a mere gang of robbers and murderers.

But was there during the }-evolutionary struggle in France no mutual

killing of the opposing parties of Frenchmen 1 I mention only the Reign

of Terror, and the * Noyades,' and, lea\-ing it to your Lordship's memory

to add further illustrative transactions, I ask, do such well-established

historical facts prove that the revolutionary party were merely a large

gang of robbers and murderers, and not a political power?

" Wliile, however, considering it an establislied fact in the liistory of

the Taepings that they, on taking Nanking, put the whole of the Manchoos

to death, not sparing even the women and children ; and while thinking it
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highly probable that they will treat in the same way any other of the

militaiy colonies of the Tartar conquerors of their country that may fall

into their ]>ower, I have long ago arrived at the full conviction that the

tales of the slaughter committed by them on their own countrymen are not

only exaggerated, but very grossly exaggerated.

"My own experience has furnished me with an instructive example of

gi'oss exaggeration of the kind. In the beginning of September, 1853,

when, not the Taepings, but the Triad Society rebels, suddenly rose and

seized the city of Shanghae, I was travelling alone from Ningpo to Shanghae,

vid Chapoo. It was on reaching this latter place, about sixty miles froui

Shanghae, that I first got the news from the crew of my own river-craft,

which hud come there to meet me. The insurrection having broken out

just as they had left, they themselves could give no particulars about it.

But from other vessels, and from the local merchants and ofiicials, I learnt

that there had been a fearful slaughter in the city of Shanghae ; that the

streets were covered with dead bodies and blood ; that the foreigners and

the rebels had been fighting ; and that the whole of the foreign community

had retired in the shipping outside of Woo-sung. So uniform and con-

sistent were these reports, and so certain did it appear that I sho\dd be

unable to pass Shanghae out to AYoo-sung, that I set about studying the

Chinese maps, with a view of finding a succession of river-passages by which

1 might, keeping some twenty or thirty miles distant, make my way
through the country inside of it, and so out into the Great River, and

down that to the reported position of the foreign shipping. But before

undertaking so serious a cii'cuit I, of course, determined to approach nearer

to Shanghae city. As I did so, I found the prevalent reports less and less

alarming ; and at length, when about twelve miles distant, ascertained the

fact—one well known here at the time—that there had been no fighting

whatever with the foreignei's, and that, in the whole city the slaughter

and l)loodshed was limited to the killing of one man. Yet the current and

fully-believed reports only sixty miles oflT were exactly like those we have so

often heard of the slaughter committed by the Taepings. We know, from

the experience of British troops during the last twenty years, that mucli

loss of life usually ensues on the forcible occupation of Chinese cities

from men destroying their families, and then themselves ; from women,
young and old, committing suicide ; and from an unreasoning terror, that

di-ives people into deep canals or rivers, in vain attempts to cross them.

In these very ways several lives were nearly lost, a few months back, in

the Chinese portion of this settlement before an alarm subsided wliicli was

caused by a sudden outcry that the Taepings were entering it, none being

at the time within twenty miles' distance.

" From these habits of the Chinese, we may infer that there has been,

in the many populous cities occupied by the Taepings in this province,

much loss of life among women and children, as well as grown men—non-

O'QrTi «r^o
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combatants ; and tlie inference is supported by tlie fact of foreigners who
liaring visited such cities seeing in the canals many unwounded bodies.

But that the Taeping troops have directly put to death a greater propor-

tion of their non-combatant countrymen, or have even refused quarter to

tlie armed, to a greater extent than have done revolutionary parties in the

civil wars of England and France, is, I am fully satisfied, a prejudiced

repetition on the part of inimical foreigners of the interested calumnies

of the Ta-tsing party.

" Some time back it had become a good conclusion that in the ti-acts of

country occupied by the Taepings there must be greater security for life

and propeity than in those occupied by the Ta-tsings. We knew that the

Taepings had long given up that system of universal consci'iption on which

they acted in 1853, and which then made their approach a source of peculiar

terror. We knew that they depended on voluntary enrolment for the

sup})ort of their fighting force, and that they were earnestly endeavouring

to get the inhabitants generally of hamlets and open towns to remain at

their usual occiipations. This being the case, it was plain that the Tae-

pings could preserve the public peace better than the Ta-tsings, For the

bulk of the leading officials among the former wei'e themselves not only

fighting men, but about the best fighting men that they had ; men who
owed their position to their militaiy qualities. To them there coixld,

among their own party, be no open defiance. There might be nothing of

that military drill and tactics which characterize European armies, but

that discipline, which consists in strict obedience to orders could not fail to

be there. On the other hand, the bulk of the leading Ta-tsing ofticials, the

mandarins, were about the most inactive and timid, the most unwarlike of

their party, and were, we knew, compelled to emplo}', as their cliief fight-

ing men, the ex-pirates of the south-eastern coast-land, who, with their

followers, would not content themselves with their official pay, but woidd

also, in defiance of the wishes of their weak emploj^ei-s, exact money from,

or plunder outright, the peaceable po})ulations whom they were hired to

protect.

" These inferences have been amply confirmed by recent unquestionable

experiences. Mr. John, an English missionary of education and intelli-

gence, went two or three months ago from Shanghae to Soo-chow, and

thence to Nanking, where he stayed for seven days, Mr. John put the

(piL'stion to the Taeping officials why it was that the walled cities held by

them were so entirely deserted by their former populations of tradesmen,

artificers, etc. He received answers to the efiect that those cities had been

transformed into fortresses, necessary to be held for the reconquest of the

country from the Manchoos ; that having been once deserted, no popula-

tion was readmitted, as, under the guise of tradesmen, etc., they might

gradually be filled \\itli hostile forces ; l)ut that, as soon as their own pro-

gress advanced their frontier to other points, they themselves would be
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anxious to see these places repeopled by a peaceful population. In tlie

mean time they were doing their best to protect, in the hamlets, villages,

and open towns, all who choose to remain in them, in quiet submission to

the Taeping rule.

" Now these explanations and statements were fully supported by the

nature of the circumstances and by what Mr. John saw himself. He was

altogether about a month in the country held by the Taepings. He
ti-aversed a tract of that country of about 120 miles in extent (Tsing-poo to

Nanking), and travelled by night as well as by day, quite unarmed, and

never molested. He found the country people quietly pursuing their usual

occupations ; and—a proof of the understanding between them and their

Taeping iixlers—saw the soldiers of the latter moving from place to place

in large bodies without insjiiring terror, and in parties of three or two

without being assailed. At Soo-choAv, both Mr. John and a well-educated

and observant Chinese who accompanied liiiu, and whom I questioned

closely, saw the veritable landed gentry coming in parties to give in to the

civil governor their adhesion to the Taeping dynasty.

"What, on the other hand, is the state of the country on this side of

the Ta-tsing lines ] Not only do the exactions of the mandarins for military

objects equal any similar demands that can be made by the Taepings, but

pii-acy and robbery are well known to be eveiywhere rife. During an

excursion, in the end of October, of some ninety miles up the Yang-tze,

I had myself full ojiportunity of obsexwing the prevalence of piracy and

the alarm of the country people ; and reports came constantly in, on all

sides, showing that the reign of lawless violence is rather increasing than

diminishing.

" It is impossible to say how much of China proper the Taepings hold

altogether, clear of Ta-tsing authorities or troops. But in proof of their

right to be considered a political power, we have the fact that their armies

are operating successfully up into Shang-tung in the North, down into

Kwang-timg and Kwang-se in the South, and in Sze-chuen in the West,

while nothing prevents their penetrating to the sea in the East but the

presence of the foreign forces at Shanghae.

" On the religion of the Taepings little need here be said. Viewed as

a piece of contemporary liistory, the fact of the rise and progress, in this old

scat of Confucianism and Buddhism, of the Bible -spreading Taeping

Christianity—be its exact character what it may—is one of the most

interesting spectacles that the annals of the human race present ; and if the

Taepings succeed in becoming the rulers of the Chinese people, it will

prove one of the most momentous. A foreign official agent, whose nature

or the limited extent of whose information permits of his viewing that

spectacle with indifference, must surely be adjudged mentiilly unfitted for

the career ho has chosen. But except as a deeply interesting piece of

contemporary histoiy, we have nothing to do with it. If we aid the Tae-
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j)ing.s on account of their professed creed, we propagate religion hy tlie

sword ; if we attack them on account of it, we engage in a religious

persecution.

" One circumstance, which does not directly interest us, remains to be

considered ; the disposition of the Taepings towards us. On this point,

the testimony is continuous, always consistent, and remarkably satisfactory.

On three or four occasions, on which foreign wai'-vessels have, without any

previous communication, steamed right u}) to the river batteries of the

Taeping fortified places, they have exercised the right—a right inlierent in

every belligerent power—of endeavouring to keep off a suspicious and, for

their means of defence, formidable force. But so soon as they have been

told that it wa-s not the hired foreign steamers of their Ta-tsing enemies,

but the Government vessels of neutral foreigners that were before them,

they have in every instance at once ceased firing. Their superior officers

have fully explained that if foreign neutral vessels would send small

unarmed boats in advance, they would not be fired at ; and whenever this

has been done, they have kept faith. As for the wliite flag of truce, it is

simply absiird to suppose that that purely conventional signal of the

Western world can be known to the commander of every Taeping batteiy.

But the Taepings have a complete justification for disregarding it, even if

tliey knew it ; they are fighting with an enemy who would not hesitate an

instant about sending in his own foreign steamei-s to open fii-e or efi'ect a

liostile landing, with a white flag or a British ensign flying at each mast-

head. In no one of the numerous cases of one or more unarmed foreigners

advancing to the Taeping outposts, since I first landed at Nanking in

Api-il, 1853, up till the most recent visits of Shanghae ti'aders to Soo-chow,

liave they been received otherwise than peacefully ; while in several cases

those wlio have visited them as prejudiced unfriends have lieen converted

into well-wishers by the friendliness of their reception.

" They appeared in force before Shanghae six months ago, but I have

good reasons for feeling satisfied that they were deluded into so doing by

certain foreigiiei-s who wislied to bi-iug on an irremediable hostility 1)etween

them and us, and who had held out to them the hope that we shoidd give

up the place to them. They fired a few inefiectual shots at the Chinese

troops who were }ninglcd with the British on the walls, and who kept

discharging their matchlocks. But they did not fire at all Avhere tliere

were only British in front of them, and not one of the foreign soldiers

received a wound, though a nixmber of the Taepings were killed by our

fire. Lastly, duiing the half-year that has elapsed since they retired,

foreigners have been received at their places, if not with the same hopeful

cordiality, as peacefully and as civilly as before.

" We have a long succession of irrefragable proofs that the Taepings do

earnestly desire friendly commercial relations with us. The fact is so well

known that inimical foreigners have been constrained to endeavour, with
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a curiously blind ingenuity, to turn it against them. ' All tliat is mere

pretence,' it has been ai'gued ;
' if they felt sure they were strong enough

to attack us with advantage, they would do it.' In reply, I ask if it be so,

in how far do the Taepings differ in that respect from the Russians, French,

and Americans ? Is the peaceful and civil reception the English get from

these nations the result of pure friendliness or of policy 1 Would they

attack us if they felt sure they could do so with advantage 1 What are our

Channel fleets, our fortifications, and our 150,000 volunteers for /

"A few years back the aid of a small British army and naval squadron,

operating along a portion of the Great River, could perhaps have enabled

the Manchoos to suppress this particular Chinese rising against theii* rule

;

but now it would require a large fleet of steamers, operating throughout

some 1,500 to 2,000 miles of the Great River and its larger branches, and

some 20,000 troops, operating in three or four complete small armies in

different parts of the tract of country mentioned above as being more or

less in the occupation of Taeping forces, and which extends about 800 to

900 miles from north to south, and 1,000 to 1,100 from east to west. It

would prove one of the most troublesome and costly wars that England

over engaged in ; costly as regarded the direct outlay, and still more costly

as regarded the consequences to our trade ; for the region in question is

that which, practically speaking, produces the whole of our tea and silk

exports, and which consumes the lax'ger portion of our manufactured

impoi'ts ; and the effect of oar hostilities in it would 1)6 to overspread it

with anai'chy and desolation."

Prom this despatch it will be seen that every point

upon which the British Government has based its hostili-

ties against the Ti-pings is plainly disproved. The last

paragraph may be regarded by some few bigoted pro-

Imperialists as an exaggeration ; but when they glance at

the present state of China (1865), and see the Ti-pings

still victoriously disputing the supremacy of the Man-
choo, when they look upon the very diminished export of

silk, and upon the rebellion rampant in every province of

China, they can hardly dispute that a " large fleet of

steamers " and 20,000 troops was correctly considered by

Mr. Meadows necessary to suppress the revolution.

As for the justice of the British intervention, it is

hardly necessary to speak any further. The belligerent

character of the Ti-j)ing rebellion was recognised im-

mediately after its origin, simply because the British

2 IT.
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remained neutral towards a Power carrying on war, and

moreover, from tlie fact that English representatives

sought out and made guarantees of neutrality with the

Ti-ping authorities. But, while openly recognising the

belligerent rights of the revolutionists, the British Go-

vernment has invariably evaded a strict interpretation of

its professions, and given a tacit support to the Manchoos,

thereby making themselves a party to the war, and con-

stituting: themselves the allies of the latter Power.

The Ti-pings were fully entitled to equal rights with

the Imperialists, whether upon the high seas, neutral

waters, at the treaty ports, or elsewhere. They possessed

a settled Government at Nankin, a vast territory, and

several ports ; and such being the case, should, and had the

British authorities acted honourably would, have enjoyed

any and every privilege given or allowed to the other

party in the civil war. When the Spanish colonies cast

off their allegiance to Spain, when Brazil revolted against

Portugal, when Texas seceded from Mexico, when Greece

rebelled against its Turkish rulers, when the Southern

States of America seceded from the Union, when "Santo

Domingo rose against Spain, when the Neapolitans re-

volted against their Government, in every one of these,

and countless other cases, each belligerent as a matter of

right received equal privileges from neutral Powers.

Had England and other neutral Powers acted accord-

ing to their own law^s, they would have been bound to

recognise the independence of the Ti-pings, for the utter

inability of the ousted Manchoo Government to recover

its authority within a reasonable time was apparent.

More than this, it was universally admitted that the

Tartars, if unassisted by foreigners, would be overthrown,

and when such contingency became certain, England was

dragged in to assist them. The excuse about danger to

British lives and property from the occupation of the

treaty ports by the insurgents is proved false by the cap-

ture of Shanghac in 1853, and the capture of Ningpo in
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1861. The only other excuse of any moment is the

^' might injure trade " one; but is that to be considered a

sufficient justification ? In all the cases of rebellion just

cited, England remained neutral ; why then has she been

made to assume to herself, in China only, the right to

interfere in internecine strife ? Why not interfere in

America for the sake of trade and to prevent so-called rebels

from collecting duties ? As principle has nothing to do

with the policy pursued in China, why should it else-

where? Or why may it not be boasted that England

feared to interfere in America, and therefore refrained ;

but acted differently in China, having no fear.

The Shanghae Times, a paper giving its general sup-

port to the Government, in its issue of March 15, 1862,

thus describes the initiation of hostilities against the

Ti-pings :

—

" We believe that Admiral Hope is the first English officer of the pre-

sent century who has adopted the nnsoldierly practice of making war with-

out having declared war. Having recognised tlie Taepings as a Power,

according to the usage of civilized nations, he ought to have given them

the alternative of retreat, submission, or butchery, before commencing the

latter. This he did not. But as the Imperialists served him at Taku, he

sewed the Taepings at Ming-hong. Honourable men condemned the con-

duct of the Imperial general at the Taku, and if the code of honour has

not changed since then, it has been grossly violated in the two recent

attacks on the Taepings."

We have in a former chapter noticed the false asser-

tion of the British minister in China with regard to " all

classes of observers" condemning the religion of the

revolutionists, and his equally unfounded statement that

the Ptcvds. J. Edldns and Griffith John met with an

" ungracious reception." The following reports by the

nev. G. John (of the London Missionary Society) will

not only expose the truthlessness of Mr. Bruce, but also

multiply proofs as to the Christianity of the Ti-pings, the

evil policy of the British Government, and the astound-

ing apathy of the missionary body at large.

2 II 2
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The Eev. Griffith John, in a report to the secretary

of his society, dated "Shanghae, December G, 1860,"

states :

—

"They" (the Ti-pings) " liave created a vacuum, not only in the

temples, but also in the hearts of the people, which remains to be filled.

This is the missionary's work

—

a work that might he done immediately, were

it not for tJie unaccountable policy of the representatives offoreign Powers at

thi!^ 2)ort. My principal object in going has been fully realized.

" My object was to obtain from the chief an edict of religious tolei'a-

tion. This I have obtained. It gives full permission to missionaries of

every persuasion to enter into and live in the insurgents' territory, for the

purpose of carrying on missionary work. The ])hraseology, in some parts,

is bombastic, and therefore objectionable ; but tlie simple meaning is full

toleration to all Christians, whether Protestant or Catholic. ' I see that

the missionaries are sincere and faithful men, and that they do not count

suffering with Christ anything ; and because of this I esteem them very

highly.' Such are the words of the edict. Then comes a command to

the chief officers to issue orders to all the (insurgent) brethren to treat the

missionaries well. I showed the edict at Su-cheu, and asked the chiefs if

they would help me to get a house, a chapel, &c. ' Yes,' said they, ' you

come, and it will be all right.' I send you the original of this edict, written

by tlie young prince himself, and l)earingthe seal of his father, and I intend

to furnish you with a translation by the first opportunity. Ifirmly beliei^e

that God is uprooting idolatry in the land, through the insurgents, and tliat

He will hy means of them, in connection with the foreign missionary, plant

Christianity in its stead. Let the prayers of our brethren in England be

more fervent than ever in behalf of China. If these men succeed, the days

of idolatry are numbered in the land. I am fully con\-inced that, should

they succeed to establish order within the boundary of the Keang-sii pi'o-

vince, it would be nominally a Christian province before the expiration

of twenty years. The same observation will hold good of all the other

])rovinces."

This is the edict referred to by Mr. John :

—

" 'edict of religious toleration,' by the chief of the CHINESE

INSURGENTS.*

" ' Having received the decree of my Heavenly Father (God), of my
Heavenly adopted Father (Christ), and of my Father (the Celestial King),

I command all the King's officers, both civil and military, and all the

* "The original is written by the young prince, in the 'name of his

father, on satin, with the vei-milion pencil, and stamped with the seal of

the Taepmg-wang, the Celestial king."
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Brethren, to be acquainted with it. The true doctrine of my Father (God),

and of my adopted Father (Christ), is the religion of Heaven. The religion

of Christ (Protestant religion), and the religion of the Lord of Heaven

(Roman Catholic religion), are included in it. The whole world, together

with my father and myself, are one family. Those who lovingly and

harmoniously observe the regulations of the heavenly religion are permitted

to come and visit (us). Now, from the memorial presented to us by my
imcles, Kan, Tsan, Chung, and others, I learn that the foreign teacher

G. Jolm and his friends, esteeming the Kingdom of Heaven, and reverencing

and believing in my Father (God), and my adopted Father (Christ), to

whom be thanks for the bestowment upon us of authority, power, and

wonders, of which those who are far and near have reverentially heard

—

have come for the express purpose of seeing the light, of beholding God and

Christ, and of requesting permission to spread abroad the true doctrine.

Seeing, however, that the present time is a time of war, and that the

soldiers are scattered abroad in every direction, I am truly afraid that the

missionaries might be injured by following the rabble soldiery, and that

thus serious consequence might ensue. Still, I truly perceive that these

(missionaries) are sincere and faithful men, and that they count it nothing

to suffer with Christ ; and because of this I esteem them very highly.

" ' Let the kings inform all the officers and others, that they must all

act lovingly and harmoniously towards these men, and by no means

engender contention and strife. Let all know, that the Father (God), my
adopted Father (Christ), my father and myself, are one family ; and let

these men (missionaries) be treated exceedingly well.

" ' Eespect this.'

" Note.—The Kan-wang told us that the chief is anxious that his son

should feel an interest in the propagation of the Gospel, and therefore

directed him to write it. . . .

"The expressions 'to the light,' and 'behold Christ and God,' are

explained in the fact tliat Nanking is the Jerusalem of the Celestial

dynasty. I asked the Kan-wang if the above edict opens up the whole of

the insurgents' territory—Nanking not excepted—to missionary operations.

He replied that it does. . . .

"Thus, tlien, the above throws oi)en the whole of the insurgents' terri-

tory to missionary work, so far as the insxirgents themselves ai-e concerned.

Here and there the phraseology is objectionable ; still, this point is quite

clear : tliey have done this not in ignorance, but with their eyes quite open

to the difference which exists between them and ourselves."

In a letter, dated twelve days later tliaii that already

quoted from, Mr. Jolm gives this reason I'or not going to

live among the Ti-pings :

—
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" When I returned from Nankin I fully intended to go to live in that

city, if practicable ; but after much thought, and some consultation tvUh those

wlw are in authority, I have come to the conclusion that it would be

premature to do so just now. . . . The river, I am told on good

authority, is to be opened at once, and the ports of Han-kow and Kin-kiang

ai*e to become consular ports. Another expedition is about to go up the

river, and then it will be determined what is to be done with the insur-

gents. They may be treated as friends, or, on the other hand, as foes. If

not as friends, I am convinced that it will be our fault, because they

cherish the kindliest feeling towards us, in spite of our conduct towards

them when they visited Shanghae."

We will conclude Mr. John's reports with three short

extracts; the first of which clearly shows what good

might have been effected by the British missionaries had

they performed their duty ; the second goes far to esta-

blish the superiority of the Ti-pings over the Manchoos.

1. "The insurgents are making rapid strides, and are determined, as

you will learn from my journal, to uproot idolatry in the land, and to 2)lcint

Christianity in its room. The former they will do -svith a strong hand, and

the latter will not be left undone, if the Churches and missionaries are alive

to tlieir duty in reference to this great movement."

2. " They have doubtless gross defects ; but in every respect—religious,

political, social, kc.—they are centuries ahead of the Im^jerialists, and T

cannot but wish them God sjieed."

The third and last extract from Mr. John's reports is

taken from one dated "February 2, 18G1," and fully

shadows forth what England has '}iow been compelled to

understand, and w^hat every sensible person fully com-

prehended long since. Mr. John states :

—

" It is fortunate for us that the Tartars have their hands full just now,

as the value of the recent treaty rests solely on the weakness of the existing

dynasty. The Tartars hate us with an insatiable hatred, and would, in

spite of the treaty, i-ecommencc warlike o})erations to-morrow had they the

power. To break faith with the barbarian is not crime but vii'tue, accord-

ing to their creed, if his humiliation and expulsion might thereby be

effected. From the JNIanchoos we have nothing to hope, but everything to

fear. They ai-e sworn enemies to Christianity and civilization, and they

have set their ii-on faces determinedly against both. They can do but little

at present. The wonderful progress of the insurrection in the South, during
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tlie last yeai', and the repeated defeats and the complete discomfiture of

the Tartar hosts in the North, have thoroughly undermined the Mauchoo

power. It must fall. There is no power in China to uphold it. The

Kwang-si insurrection, on the other hand, miist triumph, ifforeign Poivers

do not interfere. The Manchoos might as well attempt to blow the sun out

of the heavens as to qviench this flame which their folly and tyranny have

kindled. . . .

" The insurgents themselves are still determinately opposed to idolatry

in all its features. At their approach the idols vanish, and the priests of

Buddh and Tau disappear. The downfall of idolatry in the land seems to

be bound up with their success. Never did China present such a spectacle

to the Christian world. Will the Church, unfaithful to her Head and false

to herself, as the depository of the blessings of light and life for the world,

look on with indifference? Shall the four hundred millions of China

remain in their state of darkness and death, because of the ivorklliness and

deccdness of the people of God 1
"

To these questions the British Government appears

to have returned an affirmative answer.

A few extracts from a report of the Rev. W. Muir-

heacl, in harmony with the testimonies of other mission-

aries, both as to the death-blow idolatry had received

from the victorious arms of the Ti-pings, and the general

knowledge of Christianity possessed by them, shall close

our quoted evidence for the present. In the spring of

1861, Mr. Muirhead spent a month among the Ti-pings

at Nankin, and while there was constantly engaged

in preaching about the city, and thus describes his

experience :

—

" Going about sometimes for several hours a day, I have been abun-

dantly encouraged by the number and attention of the audiences. It seems

as if there were a foundation to go vxpon, from the amount of religious

knowledge diffused among the people. There is a response, if not in their

hearts, at least in their thoughts, to the tidings of mercy. They are made

familiar at every step with the name and compassion of the Heavenly

Father, by the ttnpi-ecedented 2)ractice of recording tlie fact over every door^

When, therefore, the sanio ti-uths are announced in their liearing by a

foreign missionary, they give a ready assent, and express their cordial

approval. How different is all this from our ex])erieiice in Hhangliae and

elsewhere! There we have a hard and strong gi-ound to work upon;

ignoi-ance and opposition previiil in abundant nu^asuro. Here, on tlie purl
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Loth of the military and civilians, there is knowledge, and tlieri^ is apjjre-

ciation of the truth to a certain extent, which renders the spiritual enforce-

ment of it a more easy and pleasant duty."

These extracts must naturally make one believe that

the " all classes of observers," so cunningly invented by

Mr. Bruce and his ministerial friends, consist of Mr.

American Baptist Missionary Holmes.

The Kan-wang, the missionaries' friend, having left

the city while Mr. Muirhead was there, that event was

mentioned in the following language :

—

" In prospect of his going out, I had occasion some time ago to allude

to hLs constant dependence on God, and to urge upon him the duty of

earnest prayer. But in this I was anticijiated by a previous request of his

own, when, after describing the trials and difficulties of his situation, he

Haid to me :
' Mr. Muirheacl, iway for me !' He has need of our ])rayers,

and I trust his request will be attended to by many friends at liome."

Poor Kan-wang ! The only prayers have been those

devoutly entertained by opium traders and " indemnity
"

interested people for the destruction of him and his

confederates.

Of the Ti-ping women Mr. Muirhead states :

—

" While walking along the streets, the number of females that are seen

on the way is rather a novelty. They are in general well dressed, and of

very resjiectable appearance. JMany are liding on horseback, others are

walking, and most of them have large feet. Not a few stop to hear our

preaching, and always conduct themselves with perfect ])ropriety. This is

new, as compared with the former course of things, and the whole reminds

one partly of home life. It will be a blessing if the revolution should tend

to break up the system of female exclusion, hitherto practised."

We will conclude our extracts from Mr. Muirhead's

report with the following interesting account of a conver-

sation between himself a young Ti-ping soldier :

—

" And now a word or two, with regard to the character and prospects

of the movement. Those engaged in it si)eak not boastfully, but calmly

and confidently, of its success. They acknowledge the difficulties in the

way, yet believe in the Lord God that they shall be established. They do
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not apjn-ehend it "will be an easy thing to overcome their enemies ; bnt

fighting, as they thiak, imcler the bannei's of the 'Heavenly Father' and

* Heavenly Brother/ they contemplate a happy issue as a matter of coiirse.

" As Kan-Wang's followers were assembling in front of his palace, a

young man came upstaii's. I asked him if he was going out to join the

army. He said yes. * Was he not afraid of being wounded or killed 1

'

* Oh, no,' he replied, ' the Heavenly Father will befriend me.' ' Well, but

suppose you should be killed, what then?' 'Why, my soul will go to

heaven.' ' How can you expect to go to heaven 1 What merit have you to

get there V 'None, none in myself. It is entirely through the merits of

the Heavenly Brother that this is to be done.' ' Who is the Heavenly

Brother V ' I am not very learned,' he said, ' and request instruction.'

I then began to tell him that He was the Son of the Heavenly Fatliei-

;

but before I had finished the sentence, he replied correctly. ' What gi-eat

work did Christ do T I asked. The young man gave an explicit statement

of the Saviour's work for sinners, of his coming into the world, suffering

and dying in the room of sinful man, in order to redeem us from sin and

misery. I inquired if he believed all this. ' Assuredly,' was his reply.

' When did you join the dynasty V ' Last year.' ' Can you i-ead V ' No.'

* Who instructed you in these things V ' The Tsan-wang.' ' What does

he in the way of instructing his people?' 'He has daily service in his

[)alace, and often preaches to them alike at home and when engaged in the

field.' 'What book does he use?' 'He has a number belonging to the

dynasty.' 'Do you know the New Testament ?' ' Yes, but cannot read

it.' 'Can you repeat the doxology of the Heavenly Father?' He went

over it correctly. It contains in simple language the fundamental tenets of

Christianity. 'Are there any special laws or commands connected with the

dynasty ?' ' There are the ten commandments.' ' Repeat them.' He went

over a number of them, till he came to the sixth. ' Now,' I said, ' how is

this command observed by you, seeing that so much cruelty and wickedness

are practised by your brethren all around V ' Oh,' he replied, ' in so far as

fighting in the open field is concerned, that is all fair play and cannot be

helped. It is not intended in the command.' ' No,' I remarked, ' that is

not my meaning ; but look at your brethren going privately into tlio

countr}' and robbing and killing the innocent people; what of that I' 'It

is very bad, and sncli will only go to lielL' ' What, notwithstanding their

adherence to the dynasty, and fighting luider the same bamiei-s as yourself?'

' Yes, that is no matter ; when the laws of Christ and the Heavenly

Father are not attended to, these guilty individuals ought to die and go to

hell.' 'But is not this the case with a gi-eat number of your adherents ?'

' Alas ! it is especially among our new recruits, whose hearts are not

imj^ressed with the true doctrine.' 'In all the public offices i.s care taken

to instruct tlie soldiers and civilians connected with them ?
'

' Yes, everv

man, woman, and child of reasonable age in the capital, can repeat the
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doxology of the Heavenly Fatlier.' ' And what about those in the

countiy ]' ' Those who have short liair are not yet snfliciently taught, but

books are being disti'ibuted amongst them, in order that they may learn

those things."

Can this be called a "blasphemous and immoral" basis

of religion ? If those who so designated it possessed but a

tithe of the temporal practice and spiritual faith of this

illiterate young Ti-ping, they would be happier men;

but it must be admitted that their sentiments and actions

hardly induce such a belief.
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CHAPTER XVII.

On board the WilUamette.—Blockade i-unning.—Arrival at Nankin.

—

Solemn ThanksgiA'ing.—Domestic Ai-rangements.—Phillip's Wife.

—

The Wooing.—The Dowry.—The Wedding.—Trade established.—

Imperialist Corruption.—Preparations for leaving.—An Elopement.

—The Joiu-ney.—The Surprise.—The Repulse.—Arrival at Hang-

chow.—Its capture.—The particulars.—Cum-ho.—The Chung-wang.

—His mistaken Policy.

THANKS to the impish steamer WilUamette, we
escaped any further annoyance at the hands of her

friends, for, according to agreement, she towed us past all

the Imperialist positions. Although I had paid rather

dear for this favour, the danger we had escaped at that

atrocious Mud Port, and those troubles we avoided by

towing past the unscrupulous batteries and piratical

squadrons of the enemy, made it well worth more. Had
we sailed to Nankin, our nights would have been far

from pleasant, sleep being rendered impossible from the

unceasing watching for some hostile demonstration, ami

the excitement attendant on the several skirmishes

which we must have had with the Manchoos.

The Avorry and excitement of running the Nankin
blockade can only be thoroughly appreciated by those

who have experienced its perils. The Ti-ping adherents

certainly found few pleasures to reward them, and their

lot was very far indeed from being cast in pleasant places.

Such dangers as myself and many otlicrs have endured

while assisting the cause of these patriots have left an

impression which even time cannot efface.
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Perchance, we arc sailing i:)eacefully and slowly along

the broad Yaug-tze, dreaming of home or philosophizing

upon the spread of liberty and Christianity by our Ti-

ping friends, when crash comes a discharge of artillery

from some Manchoo fort, as the first intimation that we
were within the meshes of those who would destroy all

hope of improving China or of realizing our own dreams,

with equal iDdifference. This danger passes over, and

the wearied have sought for slumber, when those on their

anxious watch suddenly discover a squadron of the some-

time pirate Ti-mungs hired to fight the battles of the

Manchoo ; and at the same instant those below are startled

by the broadsides fired at their devoted vessel. After

running the gauntlet of these heavily-armed vessels, the

sleepers, with rifles by their side and revolvers under

pillow, are subject to incessant disturbance from the

attack of the centipede gunboats, as the latter pull from

sly corners and creeks, in twos, tens, or twenties, and

chase the passing sliip, eager for the blood of those on

board, or the pleasure of looting their effects.

Many of the few Europeans who were engaged

assisting the Ti-pings were captured and barbarously

killed by the Imperialists
;
yet, in spite of these dangers,

and the certain prospect of a cruel death if unfortunate

enough to fall into their hands, every man willingly

incurred them, with a full conviction that the cause

was worthy of any risk or sacrifice.

Some have been found daring enough to allege that

personal profit was the motive which induced so many to

incur suffering and danger in support of tlie Ti-pings.

The absurdity of such a statement is made clear by the

fact, that from 1860 to 1863 the principal supply of silk

and tea was derived by the merchants of China from

the Ti-pings, and t]iat it was possible to carry on trade

with the Imperialists with perfect safety, and with as

large, if not larger, profit.

The true reason why those engaged in assisting the Ti-
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pings prefered that course, with all its troubles and dangers,

is that, having once met the revolutionists, the immense
superiority of the latter to the Manchoos had enlisted

their sympathies and active support. Money, of course, in

many cases had a great deal to do with the transactions

of those who traded among the Ti-pings ; but others, I

am certain, were solely actuated by disinterested motives.

He must, indeed, be a singular specimen of a man who
could really know and experience the society of the Ti-

pings, and not become a warm friend to them.

The IVillimnette was a powerful steamer, and on the

evening of the day after she had taken us in tow, we
had the satisfaction to be cast off right in the mouth of

the Nankin creek, while the good ship continued on her

way to Ngan-kin, whither she was bound with munitions

of war freshly obtained from the British arsenals in

China, to be expended in the slaughter of those who
held England's pledge of strict neutrality.

Upon bringing up in the creek, I landed and paid my
friend the Sz-wang a visit. He gave me a hearty welcome,

and immediately set his servants to prepare a regular

feast for myself and friend. I could not refuse the kind

hospitality of my worthy host, even impatient as I was
to get into the city and see Marie, who, he assured me,
was in perfect health and happiness, and a vast favourite

among the ladies at the Ti-ping capital, at the same time
astonishing me by saying that Phillip had been married
since my departure from Nankin.

At last, while the dinner was progressing, and the

Sz-wang had for a moment been called away by a courier

from the city, I left the table, and, assisted by his eldest

nephew, who was a great friend of mine, I mounted one

of his best horses and set off for Nankin, leaving my
friend P. to excuse me and relate our adventures and
the intentions of the so-called "foreign brethren" at

Shanghae towards the Ti-pings ; a point upon which tlie

Sz-wang always felt the deepest anxiety.
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Upon reaching the Chung-wang's palace, I found a

large number of chiefs assembled in the " Heavenly

Hall," and all greatly elated by despatches just received

from the Commander-in-Chief detailing the capture of

the seaport Ningpo. Anxious as I naturally felt to

meet my betrothed, I was yet obliged to join the chiefs

in the solemn thanksgiving they were about offering to the

Great Giver of all victory. Upon this occasion, as usual,

whether after triumph or defeat, the Ti-pings attributed

their important success entirely to the will of "The
Heavenly Pather." Their absorbing reliance upon God,

because of their belief in the righteousness and Christianity

of their cause has often startled me by its singular devoted-

ness and simplicity. It was not only those who had been

of the original " Society of the Worshippers of God"
in Kwang-si, that were so fervent and hopeful, but all

hond fide Ti-pings, and even many among the latest

recruits were equally inspired. It is a well-known fact

that young boys, of twelve to fifteen years of age, are

commonly the bravest soldiers and most daring spirits

in the ranks of the Ti-ping soldiery. Pormerly the very

women fought by the side of their male relatives ; at the

present time they still undergo the hard dangers of the

camp. Thus, upon consideration of all the facts bearing

upon the motive and practice of the Ti-pings, it cannot

be difficult to understand that some mighty inspiration

has affected a large portion of the Chinese in a remarkably

striking manner. Some term the cause and effect evil

;

others, not so self-conceited and hypercritical, say " it

is good." By some the great Ti-ping revolution has

been considered a religious fanaticism, an extensive

leaguing together of banditti for the sake of plunder

;

the fact being that the only religious enthusiasm is to

establish our Bible throughout China, and the only phy-

sical action an endeavour to liberate that vast empire

from what even their worst opponents declare a hopelessly

corrupt and oppressive Government

!
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When the thanksgiving prayers in the " Heavenly

Hall" were brought to a conclusion, I soon found my
way to the inner apartments, and had the happiness to

find Marie looking, if possible, better and more handsome

than ever. She was delighted with the kindness of the

Ti-ping ladies, and particularly noticed their sincere

piety and continual study of the Holy Scriptures. Before

long her inseparable companion. Miss Cum-lio, appeared,

and considerably amused us by her round-about inquiries

after my friend L., who, much to her satisfaction, I stated

might be shortly expected.

While taking a stroll in the garden, Marie informed

me that during my absence she had been much annoyed

by the importunate attentions of a young chief, the son

of the Tsan-wang, one of the principal members of the

Ti-ping Government. In fact, to so unpleasant an extent

had his sudden passion carried him that, upon two occa-

sions, his emissaries had attempted her abduction, the

last attempt having taken place only a few evenings

before my return, and while she was walking in the palace

grounds alone. The young chief I knew by reputation as

a wild and unscrupulous character, but his father was a

most influential personage ; therefore, though I might

readily have avoided further trouble by representing the

affair to the authorities, I decided to take Marie with

me and join the Chung-wang at Hang-chow, rather than

excite any bad feeling by making a public case when it

could be avoided. Ti-ping justice was remarkably prompt

and severe, and conviction of the chief would- very likely

have led to decapitation. Before putting my plan into

execution, it was necessary to await the arrival of L. with

our lorcha.

In the evening I found Phillip with his wife waiting

to see me in the old rooms at the back of the Chung-wang's

palace. I had ample occasion to congratulate him upon

his choice, for the lady was by no means wanting in

personal beauty. She was a really fine girl, taller tlian
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the generality of Chinese women, with very pretty and

reguk^r features, light-complexioned and rosy-cheeked,

and was quite hlack-eyed and long-haired enough to

please the greatest brunette admirer ; besides which she

was fortunate enough to possess nice little feet, not

deformed according to Imperialist Chinese taste. How
Pliillip met her, and how she became his wife, took

place, as he informed me, in the following way :

—

A week or two after my departure from Nankin,

intelligence was received of the capture of the city of

Ngan-kin by the Imperialists, and the defeat of the

Ying-wang, who had been prevented effecting its relief

through the delay caused by his communication with

the British expedition up the Yang-tze. Reinforcements

havino- been ordered from Nankin to the north bank of

the river, so as to co-operate in the Ying-wang's retreat,

Phillip accompanied them, taking charge of the few pieces

of artillery they carried.

One day, while with the foremost of the advanced

guard, he became engaged in an attack upon a fortified

liamlet, which was obstinately defended by some Manchoo

troops, who were assisted by the inhabitants. In such

cases, of course, the Ti-pings treat the villagers as ene-

mies, making prisoners of those Avho escape the battle,

and seizini? their efiects.

While driving the Imperialists out of the palace,

Pliillip received a slight though painful spear-wound in

one of his hands, and, upon entering a house to obtain

some water, he saw his future wife for the first time.

The house was, apparently, one of the poorest in the

village, and the young woman, with her aged father and

a little servant-girl, constituted its only occupants. They

were naturally much alarmed by the conflict raging about

them, and while the timid daughter supplied him with

a draught of water, her father threw himself at his knees,

heloimng and imploring protection.

Phillip was considerably impressed by the charms
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of the celestial damsel, and with his brave though tender

heart sincerely pitied her unprotected state, so he waited

-until the arrival of the main body of the forces ; and then,

after obtaining from the chief in command a protection

chopi or paper, to affix to the door of the house, and

thereby make it inviolate, he continued on the march,

leaving father and daughter showering Chinese blessings

upon his foreign head.

My friend had not proceeded very far when he re-

flected that a great proportion of the rear guard (which

in this case was a position of no moment) was composed

of quite new levies, many of whom had been Imperialist

hraces, and had only lately been enlisted as Ti- pings, and

who, probably, still retained the old propensities to excess

and plunder strong within them. Thinking thus, and, I

dare say, with a lively remembrance of the daughter's pretty

face—her equal not being seen every day in China—he

determined to ride back and protect the old man's house,

if necessary, till the last of the force had passed through

the village. During his return he had met a number

of the recruits as prisoners for looting houses and robbing

country people, the punishment for which would almost

certainly be decapitation, and upon reaching the place he

found many were plundering and destroying all they could

lay hands on.

Phillip had scarcely noticed this when the little girl

he had seen at the house came running up to him, scream-

ing and holding out her liands, and with the blood pouring

from a large gash across her cheek.

bearing the worst, and blaming himself for not having

made greater liaste, he left one of his men to attend to

the poor child, and galloped up to the house with the

rest.

The building was beginning to smoke where some of

the marauders had just applied the torch, while, right

across the threshold of his once happy home, the appa-

rently lifeless 1)ody of the old man lay before my friend.

2 1
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Ilcaring the noise of voices inside the house, Phillip

expe(;ting at each step to come across the daughter's

corpse, drew his revolver and entered. He arrived not a

moment too soon, for, upon reaching the inner chamberj

he found the poor girl struggling in the hands of several

soldiers. The next instant and his pistol had effectually

released her, when she rushed fainting and dishevelled to

his arms. Carrying her to the outer apartment, he laid

her on a couch, and then turned his attention to the father.

The latter still lived, but death was evidently fast ap-

proaching as his life ebbed away from several ghastly

wounds inflicted by the heavy knives of the ruthless

murderers.

The fire being extinguished by some of his men,

Phillip got the poor old man moved into the house, and,

assisted by the sorrow-stricken daughter, did all that

was possible to save him. It was, however, soon apparent

that his end was drawing near ; he seemed quite sensible,

though for some time unable to speak. At last, with

a flickering revival before the total eclipse of life's

lamp, he pointed with one nerveless hand to the wainscot,

and ejaculated, " Tseen !—che-mo !" (Money !—take away

the wood
!
) Upon going to the spot indicated, Phillip

found a crevice in the panelling, and, using the blade of

his sword, he managed to wrench away a large piece,

exposing a hollow containing a small bundle tied up in

blue Chinese cloth. While lifting this up he knew by its

weight that it must contain gold, and when he placed it

by the side of the dying man, the latter Avith difiQculty ma-

naged to say " Gno—show—ne !" (I—give—you). Then,

calling his daughter, he with a last effort stretched forth

his arms, and, grasping her hand and that of the stranger

from the far West, and feebly endeavouring to place them

together, fell back, and in a little while expired.

After a distressing scene with the bereaved girl,

Phillip was compelled to order the interment, under a

few inches of earth, of her father's body. Immediately
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afterwards it was necessary to set out for the now distant

army, and when Phillip overtook it his future wife was

with him, as her fate would have been certain had she re-

mained alone at the desolated village, defenceless, with

her gold and beauty, before the incursions of Imperialist

or Ti-ping marauders. There were many Ti-ping women
accompanying their husbands with the army, so the poor

girl had some of her own sex to comfort her. The ex-

pedition was not long away from Nankin, and upon its

return to the city, Phillip and the orphan were married in

the Ti-ping church, thus accomplishing not only what

they supposed to have been the wish of the dead father,

but also what accorded with their mutual inclination.

And so it was that my friend Phillip obtained a wife

and a fortune with her, for that heavy little bundle con-

tained more than sixty gold bars, each worth about 300

dollars. Phillip Bosse, or Boze, declared himself so satis-

fied with his wife, his present affairs, and the Ti-pings,

that he vowed he would never leave them. He kept his

word, for he died amongst the patriots, and as his rela-

tives in Greece may never otherwise hear of his death, I

give his name as I knew it ; so that should this book ever

fall into their hands, they may at least have the melan-

choly satisfaction to know where his body rests, and that

he died like a gallant and noble-hearted man, serving a

righteous and a great cause.

A few days after my arrival at Nankin, my friend

L. brought our lorcha safely into the creek, accom-

panied by three other vessels of the same class, the

owners of which had availed themselves of the passes I

liad given them from the Chang-wang. Each craft was

deeply laden with rice and other provisions. My own

junk and lorcha, containing rice belonging to the Ti-ping

Government, we left in charge of certain officials, and my
friends all joined me in the city. Soon after the arrival

of L., several vessels came in from Shanghai^ to trade;

these were succeeded by others, and a regular commerce

2i2
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sprai]": up and was continued for a year or two. In a few

months the trade liad become so great that it was quite

common for more than thirty vessels (both foreign and

Chinese-owned) to arrive in one day. The large supplies

received by this line of communication were stored in the

extensive Nankin granaries, and while these were always

kept full, the residue was distributed through the town
and villages of the district, the neighbouring country

being much impoverished by the continual warfare raging

around the Ti-ping capital.

The fraudulent and corrupt revenue institutions of

the Manchoo Government have long been notorious. The

enormous extortion practised upon foreign trade until

the wars with Great Britian compelled a more regular

tariff, and the plundering squeeze stations scattered over

every half-mile of Imperialist territory, each of Avhicli

pilfer a sum from the unfortunate owner of all passing

merchandise, be he a foreigner who ought to pass clear

by virtue of the transit duty clauses of the treaty, or

a Chinaman who is legitimate prey, have made China a

vast system of independent ofiicial violence and rapacity.

No w^onder the naturally astute Chinese appear so

particularly cunning and deceitful to Europeans ! The
j)ossession of money is a sure attraction for the man-
darin vultures ; so that beyond the pale of the foreign

settlements at the treaty ports, throughout the country,

every native merchant and civilian is bred up to habits

of mendacity, and particularly to conceal his real income

and condition.

The endless ramifications of the Manchoo administra-

tive extend from each remote corner of China to the

central poAver; and although every one of the myriad

feelers sucking away at the substance of the nation (in

the shape of mandarins, all appointed with merely

nominal salary, but given carte hlunche to obtain emolu-

ment after sending an annual stipulated sum to the em-

peror), crams its individual self with spoil, the squeezing
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and contracting of the Manclioo canker feeds the insa-

tiable core at Pekin. It is useless to think of curing or

mitigating the evil, though some have vainty advocated

doing so. The only remedy must necessarily be a change

of dynasty, such as the Ti-pings would certainly

have effected had they not been wickedly opposed by

foreigners. Every branch of civil, military, social, political

and religious organization has become so hopelessly cor-

rupted since the Manchoo era, that any attempt to

change or improve the deplorable results of their evil

rule might be carried on ad infinitum, only to result in

certain failure. But one course affords a prospect of cure

and a consequent chance of happiness for China : that is,

a radical change of Government.

Let foreigners be righteous, and permit the native to

expel the Tartar ; and the Chinese, when ruled by Chi-

nese, will become benefited by western civilization, and

(if the Ti-ping should not become exterminated by British

intervention) in all probability Christianized.

In striking contrast to the excessively corrupt Im-

perialist customs, the Ti-ping revenue organization was

just, regular, and simple. Throughout every part of

Ti-ping-tien-k\^'oli but one custom-house was established

at each town or village where trade was carried on.

The rate of tariff has always been moderate, and the

great advantage of the system consisted in being able to

clear goods by one payment, upon which a pass would be

given to take them free of further charge or hindrance to

their destination. The Ti-ping Government deserved no

little credit for the simplicity and effectiveness of their

Board of Bcvenuc, and it is mainly due to that branch of

their administration that the valuable silk trade increased

and continued progressing so favourably during their pos-

session of the producing districts.

Not only can all who have traded at Nankin testify to

the entire superiority of the Ti-ping custom-house, but

many silk and tea merchants now revelling in England
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have to thank the admh'able regulations and forbearance

of the revolutionists for their well-lined pockets. Every

customs establishment in the late Ti-ping territory was

composed of a superintendent, several deputies, and a

very efficient staff of surveyors, clerks, and weighers, and

at places frequented by Europeans, one or more inter-

preters were always found. Rice and other grain were

quite free of duty, and that upon dried and preserved

provisions was very low. All other produce and general

merchandise were moderately taxed, either by tariff or ad

valorem. Such were the regulations, which were not

(like the Imperialist maritime customs) simply binding

upon foreign goods, but were applicable in an equal

degree to the property of natives.

Before putting into execution the design I had

formed to depart suddenly from Nankin, D., an old

friend of mine, arrived from Hankow, where he was

established as the principal partner of a large mercantile

firm. He brought several vessels to trade with the city,

and he came to an arrangement bv which he was to sail

with Captain P., and another European as mate, in

our lorcha Anglo Ti-jmig, the latter to convoy his junks

and our old one. D. was a perfect Chinese linguist,

and to him I am indebted for much valuable information.

I waited until P., in charge of the lorcha and her

consorts, had sailed up the river to obtain cargoes of rice,

edible oil, bacon, salt fish, and other articles of consump-

tion, and then prepared to leave the city.

During a few days I sent Phillip and L. into the

country to buy some horses, and at last, together with

our own, managed to muster fourteen strong animals,

which were then stabled at a remote part of the city,

close to the north-east gate. Since the return of my
friend and companion L., we had successfully con-

cealed his presence from the female part of the Chung-

wang's household, with one exception, and by this ruse

he had obtained several interviews with the lady of his
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affections, the (according to his idea) incomparable Cum-
lio. The result of these meetings soon transpired.

At length the day came, the close of which was
settled for our exit from Nankin. Six picked men, he-

longing to an artillery corps Y>^e had formed of some of

the Chung-wang's troops, were selected to accompany

myself and comrades. The horses were particularly at-

tended to, and our weapons were well cleaned and then

carefully loaded, for danger had warned us against the

risk of rusty locks and carelessly charged fire-arms.

When all had been arranged, L. informed me that he

had determined to carry Cum-ho, who had agreed to elope

with him, to Hang-chow, and so induce her father to

sanction their marriage. I found it impossible to dis-

suade him from doing so, and he assured me that the

lady's mind was equally decided ; therefore, much as I

feared the affair would injure our satisfactory and friendly

relations with the Chung-wang, I had no choice but to

accede. Cum-ho, in order to find an opportunity to join

us, had paid a visit to the Ying-wang's ladies, and as

their dwelling was close by, she was only accompanied by

her own female attendant.

Just when the shadows of evening were cast in long

dark lines from the tall battlements and high pagodas of

the city, we prepared to assemble at the appointed ren-

dezvous. Phillip, with the six Ti-ping soldiers, I sent on

to the stables, while L., with our boy As-sam, waited

outside the Ying-wang's palace for Miss Cum-ho ; and I,

taking A-ling, my trusty interpreter, joined Marie in the

Chung-wang's gardens. As the hour fixed upon for a

general meet drew near, myself and party, eacli carrying

a small quantity of baggage, left the gardens by a small

door and proceeded to the somewhat distant stables.

Upon reaching the rendezvous, I found Phillip had

brought his wife with him, and also another horse for her

use. We had not long to wait for L., who, with his

fair runaway and her maid, arrived soon after myself.
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The horses were now led forth, and we, numhering fifteen

persons, having mounted, the word was given to spur and

away.

Upon reaching the city gate we were detaind for a

long while by the warder, in consequence of the late

hour, although I had taken care to provide myself with

the requisite pass from the proper authority to permit my
egress or ingress at any time. At last the surly guardians

of the portal turned out, shuffling their clothes about

their backs with a style peculiar to the Chinese, who
generally sleep quite naked, and have a curious way of

drawing tlieir arms from the sleeves of their clothing

when dressed, and shrugging them up next their body.

After the shuffling, stocking-pulling, and preliminary

spitting (a great and indispensable habit with Cliinamcn),

had partially subsided, the sleepy guards managed to

draw back sundry huge wooden bars, to undo any amount
of rusty locks and bolts, and then the massive doors

creaked slowly open. AVliile the gates of the city clanged

together, we set off at a gallop for the road leading

south, to reach which we turned westward and skirted

a considerable part of the walls.

Chinese horses, though small, are wonderfully strong

and enduring, and it was not till the close of the day

after our start that we came to a regular halt, and only

then because our fair companions were fatigued. My
literally fair readers need not take umbrage at this ap-

pellation, for yellow-tinted celestial and dusky Portuguese

as they were, their beauty was undeniable, and their

figures such that many a European dame might justly

envy. The rough riding through the mountain-passes on

the southern road from Nankin affected our hardy ani-

mals but very little ; and when our camp was pitched for

the night under the shelter of tlie wall of a ruined Bud-

dhist temple, and they were picketed in a semi-circle

around, they set to work cropping the short grass as

leisurely as though they had just left the stable. We
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carried tlirec tents with oiir baggage, and these were

pitched ; one for the women ; one for my comrades, A-ling,

and our hoy ; and the other for our six men.

A large fire was lighted, and we had nearly finished

the sujiper served up hy As-sam, when crash came a

volley of musketry among us, directed from the crest of

a small hill directly fronting and overlooking our camp at

a distance of some eighty or ninety yards. I had stupidly

neglected to choose the other side of the wall for our

resting-place. Of course, we instantly started to our feet

and snatched up the arms at hand, and while the Ti-pings

shortened in the tether of our horses, forming a close

array of the well-trained, docile animals, fastened to-

gether head and tail, the rest of our party placed the

women directly under the shelter of the living rampart.

These measures were barely effected when a body of more

than fifty horsemen dashed round the hill and char2:ed

upon our position. We had no difficulty in discovering

them to be Ti-pings, and when they came closer we saw

the Tsan-Avang's son was at their head. Their first volley

had fortunately been aimed far too high ; it may be that,

fearing to injure the vfoman he pursued, the chief had

done this, trusting to cause an alarm, during which he

might dash forward and carry off the prize. Our reply to

the advancing party was not so bloodless as the com-

mencement of their attack. My own comrades, and even

A-ling and As-sam, were capital marksmen, while the six

men liad been selected for their approved courage and

the well-known skill so peculiar to Chinese when properly

instructed.

Every man of our party was armed with either an

Enfield or some other rifle (two being Sharp's breech-

loaders), and all were able to use them witli deadly

accuracy ; therefore, the number of the approaching foe

gave us but little dread, especially as avc saw they were

armed only with short European-nuide double-barrelled

guns and Chinese matchlocks. Wc waited until they had
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galloped to Avitliin twenty yards, but rcceivin£>' only the

Avar cry, " Tali ! Tali !
" in reply to our challenge, we

then took steady aim, and commenced firing upon them

by successive volleys from each half of our number. The

affair was settled in a moment almost. The leader and

half a dozen of his men, with twice that number of

horses, were quickly rolling on the turf, for at that short

distance the difficulty would have been to miss them

with our rifles. When their charge was entirely repulsed

we ceased firing, a dozen men came forward on foot and

carried off their fallen comrades and chief, and then they

all slowly disappeared in the direction of Nankin. During

their advance they had kept up an irregular fire, which,

with the exception of grazing the other arm of our boy,

As-sam (one had been wounded at the Mud Port), and

shootins: awav the ear of one of our horses, did no

damage.

Upon the fortunate termination of the skirmish we
dispatched the remainder of our supper, turned in for the

night upon the opposite side of the wall, and kept three

men on sentry till morning. Upon resuming our journey,

we soon came to a rich and thickly-populated country, and

during the next few days, while traversing the silk dis-

tricts from end to end, along the eastern shore of the Ta-

boo lake, md the city of Soo-chow, Kia-shing-foo, and the

Grand Canal, I particularly noticed the vast imj)rovement

that liad taken place since my first visit to Soo-chow some

eight months ago. Everywhere around the traces of

war (always excepting the demolished Buddhist temples)

had disappeared before the progress of peace and plenty

;

and although I may be accused of exaggeration, I do not

hesitate to affirm that the establishment of Ti-ping su-

premacy and administration over these, the most valuable

districts of China, had restored them to prosperity and

happiness in a shortness of time hitherto unparalleled

in the case of either Chinese or any other civil war

desolation.
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Although during my previous visit I had sccu amply

sufficient to undeceive me as to the wickedly false allega-

tions of Ti-ping devastations, &c., still I was hardly pre-

pared for the flourishing state in which I found the

settled territory of the revolutionists. I knew that the

export of silk within the current year (1861) had already

increased to upwards of 20,000 bales more than during

the corresponding period of last year (when till May the

districts were under Imperialist rule); but then I ima-

gined the great increase might be due to the wish of

holders to realize. I found, upon the contrary, that the

improvement was entirely due to the Ti-ping occupation.

In less than two years the districts under Ti-ping jurisdic-

tion had produced silk representing a sum of not less

than £3,000,000 per annum more than previously ! At
each of the many villages and at every peasant's cot,

the happy-looking people were engaged tending their

silkworms for winter, reeling the last cocoons, or tilling

their fields.

Great as the prosperity of the country seemed, there

was something even more gratifying and interesting in

the changed appearance and disposition of the people.

All the unfavourable characteristics of the Manchoo-op-

pressed Chinese had vanished, and their natural character

Avas manifested in a way which illustrated their candour,

hospitality to foreigners, and native good temper.

After a twelve days' journey, the later part of the

time in large canal boats, we arrived within a day's march

of Ilang-chow. Leaving the water route, we disembarked

our horses and set forward in the dircctioii of the pro-

vincial capital, guided by the continual booming of

heavy guns. Upon reaching the crest of some high

ground, the city lay before us in the clear frosty air of a

fine December morning. But, as we find the case every

day, the beauty of nature was marred by the passions

and strife of mankind. The extensive city was in fiaines

in several quarters, and the dense columns of smoke
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shrouded as with a pall the slaughter taking place be-

neath. As we rode forward through the beautiful neigh-

bouring country, we were enabled gradually to discern

dark masses of troops rushing forward against the city

amid the constant roar of artillery and the rattling crash

of smaller arms. It was evident that we had arrived at

the moment of a grand assault by the Ti-ping forces.

As our soldiers each declared that the Cliung-wang's

head-quarters were to the west of the city, we made a con-

siderable detour in that direction. We had not proceeded

far when a disorderly crowd came in sight, hurrying away

from the city. Directly they observed my party, the

greater number turned off and precipitately fled in another

line of retreat. As those w^lio stood their ground were

making ready with spears and gingalls to give us a w^arm

reception, and as w-e were not out like a parcel of knights

errant seeking adventure and fighting from pure love, w^e

wdsely followed those who ran aw^ay, and succeeded in

catching one of the hindermost, to question as to the state

of affairs in the city. At first the man was terribly

frightened, and we could make nothing of him ; then he

became still more alarmed, and we found out all we
washed. His fear was the usual one accompanying the

flight of disorganized iindisc'ipl'med troops, which with

Chinese becomes a wild panic ; not because the men fear

death, for no people can meet it with the stolidity and

callousness with which they will suffer execution and

torture, but from the simple fact that they are not

sufficiently disciplined to know how to be killed in an

orderly manner on the field of battle. They see a chance

of escape, and on one taking it the whole follow like a

flock of sheep.

Having ascertained from our prisoner, Avho with his

friends were all Imperialist soldiery from the garrison of

Hang-chow, that the Ti-pings had just captured the city,

we set him at liberty, and then galloped for the west

gate. On the way w^e passed many fugitives fleeing in
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every direction. Upon reaching the rear of the Ti-ping

lines of circumvallation, we found them almost denuded

of troops, the few remaining heing fully occupied in

guarding prisoners. We soon found the Commander-in-

Chief's head-quarters, but no Chung-wang was there.

The scanty num])er of soldiers on guard were in a great

state of excitement about the success of the siege, and we
managed to elicit from them that the Chung-wang had

entered the city with his whole force, and was now engaged

attacking the Tartar quarter, an imperium in imperio,

city within city, being protected by its own walls, and

with a central citadel towerinj? above all. Leavini? the

women in a house protected by the main guard, with the

remainder of my party I rode towards the city. Uj)on

entering by the nearest gate, we found the streets un-

occupied, except by the bodies of the slain ; but the

noise of battle guided us to the spot where living men
were busily engaged increasing the number of the dead

and dying.

Hang-chow, cut off from all communication Avitli the

outside world, every line of supply severed by the be-

siegers, and famine raging among the unfortunate gar-

rison and inhabitants, fell to the investing army upon the

29th of December, 1861. Early on that day the Chung-

wang had commenced a grand assault, conducted upon

each gate of the city. After a fiercely contested fight,

the assaulting columns having gained some advantages at

the south and east gates, the Chinese portion of the de-

fenders at those points surrendered, probably induced to

take that step by the very short rations to wliich they

had been reduced. When the gates had been given up,

the Ti-ping troops poured into the city with such ardour

that the Tartar bannermen were quickly driven within

their inner defence. Hundreds of the miserable citizens

of the provincial capital were starved to death during the

siege, hundreds more, with their families, committed

suicide. The nature of war in China has usually been so
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morciloss, and the conduct of victorious troops at the

capture of a city so outrageous, that in many cases

during, the civil war, and the wars with Great Britian,

the people, probably imbued with a dread of these

consequences, have committed Avholesale suicide when
they were not in the slightest danger of being mo-

lested.

I managed to find the Chung-wang just in time to

join the last attack upon the inner or Tartar city. The

Commander-in-Chief, surrounded by his officers, received

myself and friends with evident signs of satisfaction. His

men had just been repulsed by the Manchoo troops, who

were fighting with the greatest bravery and determination.

The Ti-pings had eight or nine pieces of artillery turned

against the wall of the inner city ; but these were esta-

blished in one position, firing point blank upon the ram-

part, so that when the assaulting parties moved forward

the guns became useless. I instantly advised the Chung-

wang to move two or three guns away upon each flank,

so as to enfilade the parapet and protect the advance of

his stormers. This was quickly done, and upon joining

the leaders of the next assault, we had the satisfaction to

find it successful. The Tartar bannermen retreated to the

citadel in the centre of their city, fighting to the very

last, assisted by their women, who fought with them like

men, and one of whom inflicted a severe spear-wound

upon Ling-ho, a Ti-ping general, when he would have

saved her life. The greater portion of the Chinese troops

garrisoning Hang-chow were captured, but the Manchoos

fell almost to the last man. Their loss during the cap-

ture of the city was very great, and when at lengtli they

were driven into their citadel, Luy, their general, blew the

remnant into the air, the entire Tartar force, men, women,

and children, perishing in the ruins.

After the capture of Hang-chow, the anti-Ti-pings,

who were in the habit of howling over Ti-ping atrocities,

though oblivious to those of the Manchoo, indulged their
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distorted tliougli vivid imaginations by invcigliing against

such indiscriminate slaughter. It is true that a great loss

of lite occurred, but not a man fell except in battle,

neither were any non-combatants killed except by star-

vation or their own hands. It is a singular fact that

those who have been loudest to exclaim against Ti-ping

cruelty, have always delighted in Imperialist barbarities

and success, the words being synonymous.

When the last note of conflict had died away, and the

Chung-wang had fixed his head-quarters within the city,

I broached the subject of his daughter's presence and her

attachment to my friend. The time was propitious, for it

was the moment of a great triumph, and I suppose it had

put the Ti-ping generalissimo into an immensely good

and benevolent frame of mind, for he simply expressed

his intention to take her back to Nankin, and settle

the affair upon our return to that city. In the even-

ing Cum-ho waited upon her father, having taken up

her quarters with the rest of our feminine fellow travel-

lers in a house close to the large building occupied by

himself and staff.

On the morning of the first day of the new year, a

large body of the army was dispatched in the direction of

Shanghae, under the command of the Shi-wang, with

orders to occupy every town and village up to the walls

of that port, and then to open negotiations with the

British and other authorities, who had so unjustly as-

sumed to themselves the right of holding a Chinese city

for the Manchoo against the Chinese patriots. During

the next few weeks the Chung-wang busied himself esta-

blishing the different offices of Ti-ping Government in

Hang-chow, and completing his plans for the occupation

and retention of the remainder of the " provinces of

Kiang-su and Clie-kiang. At length the Commander-in-

Chief, seldom more than a month in any city (during

his remarkably energetic and rapid conduct of the Ti-ping

operations), took his departure for Nankin, there to
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mature further tactics as to the mode of prosecuting

tlie war against the Manchoo, and also to consult with

his king the Tien-wang, and receive further commands.

I had ample opportunity to notice the exceeding

popularity the Chmig-wang had attained among the

country people, for everywhere we passed they turned out

to welcome liis arrival, and all I questioned declared him

to be a good and just man, who respected and protected

the rights of the meanest peasant of the land. Many of

the Ti-ping chiefs were popular with the civilians, some

were disliked, all were considered better than the Man-
choo, but none were so beloved as the Chung-wang.

Before the troops had been marched towards Shanghae,

a day of thanksgiving was held at Ilang-chow ; and al-

though the motive of the Ti-ping is that of justice and

Christianity, I could not help thinking of the similar

practice among Europeans, who never fail to return thanks

to God for triumph over their weaker brethren, whether

their cause be righteous or quite the reverse.

On our march to Nankin, the Clmng-wang took a

route which embraced all the principal cities captured

during the last year, including Hoo-chow, Kar-shing-foo,

Soo-chow, Wo-kong, Quin-san, Tat-san, &c., and at each

thanksgivings were offered up for the late important

success. About this time the Commander-in-Chief com-

mitted his first great error. His mistake consisted in

breaking up a large proportion of his forces into gar-

risons for the numerous walled cities in Ti-ping posses-

sion, and in moving the rest of his troops to other

quarters.* It is true, he had nothing to fear from the

enemy, all their armies in the field (with the exception

of those operating against the Ying-wang, on the line

of the Yang-tze river, above Nankin) having been

utterly dispersed ; but no preparation whatever was made
to resist the probable hostility of England and Erance,

* Thi.s was, liowcvcr, iu accordance witli the Ticu-Avaug's oi'devs.
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beyond such defence as the widely separated fortified

towns might be able to make. This neglect, when the

British scheme of intervention came into full play, proved
fatal to the welfare of Ti-pingdom. City after city was
captured in detail by British artlllerij and troops ; Avhen,

had the patriots only concentrated their numerous but

greatly scattered forces, the result might have proved
very different. I wearied myself, the Chung-wang, and
many other chiefs, by continually representing the danger

in case of foreign hostility (which I felt certain would be

the result of Lord Elgin's policy in China), but the poor

Ti-pings seemed infatuated, and resolutely refused to

believe that the. unbrotherly so-called "foreign brethren "

entertained such perfectly unprovoked and cruel in-

tentions. Patally have they been undeceived ! Deeply
responsible have England and Erance become for t!io

consequences

!
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OHAPTEE XVIII. .

Earl Russell's Despatch.— Its Effect.— '' Taking tlio Offensive."— Official

Reports.—General Staveley.—Attacks the Ti-pings.—General Ward.

Hope and Ward repulsed. — Che-poo attacked.—Its Capture.

—

Loot Regulations.—Kali ding attacked.—Its Capture.—Ti-ping Loss.

—Newspaper Comments.—Tsing-poo besieged.—Inside the City.

—

Ti-ping Losses. — Na-jaor besieged. — Cho-lin besieged. — Ti-ping

Bravery.—Cho-lin captured.—The Chung-^yang.— Kah-ding evacu-

ated.— Consul Harve/s Despatch .
— Despatch reviewed.— Ning-po

threatened.—Captain Dew at Ning-po.—His Despatch.—The Reply.

—Captain DeVs Rejoinder.—Preparation to attack Ning-po.—Cap-

tain Dew's Inconsistency.—His Ultimatum.— Official Despatches.

—

Ning-po attacked.—Ning-po evacuated.—Newspaper Reports.

APTEE; hostilities had been commenced by Admiral

Hope, and npon hearing of the capture of Ningpo

by the Ti-pings, Earl Ptussell endorsed the violation of

British faith by approving the hostile maintenance of

Shanghae and the other treaty ports against the Ti-ping

belligerents, in the following despatch to the Admiralty,

dated, "Eoreign Olfice, March 11, 1862 "
:
—

" I Lave, therefore, to signify to your liordshijis the Queen's commands

that Vice-Admiral Hope should be instructed to defend Shanghae, and to

protect the otlier treaty ports not in the hands of tlie rebels, so far as it is

in the power of Her Majesty's navalforces to do so."

Before, however, these instructions were received (they

bearing date March 11, and occupying at least three

months in reaching Mr. Bruce at Pekin, and being by

him communicated to Admiral Hope at Shanghae), the

war was carried far into the interior and thoroughly

established, although, in the first instance, it had been
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pretended that the operations were only undertaken in

defence of Shanghae.

Mr. Bruce having stated his opinion by the following

passage in a despatch, dated March 4, 1862 :
—" Shanghae

is threatened, and its supplies cat off, and the insurgents

will be emboldened by our passiveness and their success

at Ningpo to press us still closer. I have stated to Sir J.

Hope that, in my opinion, we are perfectly justified in

taking the offensive against the insurgents;"—Lord

K-ussell again approves of the disobedience of his former

orders, by stating in a despatch, dated " Eoreign Office,

June 2, 1862 :
—" I have to convey to you my approval of

the views expressed in your despatch of the 4tli of March,

with regard to the course to be pursued towards the

Taepings." This sanction for the British authorities in

China to take " the offensive " was, of course, tantamount

to a declaration of war against the revolutionists; yet

Earl Bussell and his co-adjutors preferred working in

secrecy, the approval of Parliament was not sought,

neither did Her Majesty's Ministers ever deign to trouble

themselves by announcing their policy. This, however, can

hardly be a matter of surprise, considering that they had

no casus belli to set forward as a justification—the multi-

tude of excuses sent home by those who violated solemn

pledges in China no more constituting one than a number

of petty faults would justify hanging a man in England.

Admiral Hope having reported his breach of faith and

neutrality by the murderous raid upon Kao-kiau, which

he termed " certain moral support;" and having requested

the shadow of the Ministers' 'countenance and support in

these words, " I therefore strongly recommend that the

Erench and English commanders should be required by

yourself and M. Bourboulon to free the country from the

rebels within a line commencing at Kading on the Yang-

tze above Woo-sung, through Tsing-poo to Sung-kong on

the Woo-sung river, and thence across to a walled town

opposite on the Yang-tze
;

" he received full approval

2 k2
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fi'oiii Ml*. Bruce to continue as ho had commenced, at his

own goodwill and pleasure.

In his despatch, authorizing' the very course he had

previously stated would he more calculated -than any

other " to lower our national reputation," Mr. Bruce,

with his usual had memory and inconsistent policy, states

of Ti-pingdom and the people " that its sources are

exhausted ; that neither money nor supplies are to he

drawn from the deserts to which the provinces overrun hy

them are reduced;" completely ohlivious of the "85,000

hales " of silk he had declared, only a few months previous,

were drawn from the producing districts—the deserts

of his vivid though forgetful imagination.

The report of the Admiral and the reply of the

Minister each discuss the radius project shortly established

against the Ti-ping belligerent only, and the further

increase and support of Ward's and fresh legions of

mercenaries. This is the first official mention of those

now notorious schemes.

When the Kao-kiau massacre, the radius plan, and the

organization of foreign-disciplined filibustering corps, a la

Ward, were reported to him. Earl Hussell again followed

the path already laid out by his subordinates in China—

a

system of ])olicy that could not be defended on principle,

and still worse in execution. * The officials in China

always acted directly against the spirit and letter of their

public instructions ; then reported what they had done,

and obtained the sanction of the British Government.

Admiral Hope, immediately upon receiving the

support of Mr. Bruce, gathered together his w^ell-armed

sailors and marines, his big guns and his little guns, and,

assisted by the French Admiral, Protet, and Brigadier-

general Staveley in command of the British troops, eagerly

continued " taking the offensive " against the badly-armed

* TiOrd Palinerstoirs Govei-nmont had one groat finality— it manfully

STipported its sulioi-dinate officials whether right or wrong ; it is at least

doiiVitful whether his successors will have coui-age to pursue the same policy.
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Ti-ping-s. The war uj^on those to whom England was

pledged to observe neutrality—a war never stated to the

British Parliament—and, moreover, a war never even

declared to the Ti-pings tliemselves, was rapidly pro-

secuted. General Stavelev havino: assumed chief command
of the allied Anglo-Eranco-Manchoo filibuster operations,

did so entirely against the spirit of the orders of his

Government, for not until some months later did the

approval of Admiral Hope's conduct (bearing date,

"Poreign Office, June 12, 18G2") reach Cliina, and even

these instructions only referred to the nacal expeditions,

already authorized by the despatch of March 11, 1862.

Mr. Bruce admits this in a despatch to General

Staveley, dated " Pekin, April 28, 1862," although at the

same time he prompts him to join the Admiral's raids.

He thus states :

—

*' It is clear that, at that date, Her Majesty's Government had nut

resolved on doing more than aidiug in the defence of the treaty poi'ts hy

means of the naval forces on the station."'

Now, it is utterly impossible that Mr. Bruce can have

received the instructions to employ the naval force so soon

as the 23rd of April. The first despatch of Lord llussell,

authorizing Admiral Hope to defend the treaty ports

against the Ti-pings bears date March 11, and has

already been noticed ; but even supposing it left England

on the same day, it could not have reached Pekin when

Admiral Hope and General Staveley had taken the

offensive, and made incessant attacks upon every Ti-ping

position within some thirty miles of Shanghae. The last

instructions from Earl llussell Averc those suppositional

ones, dated 7th September, 1861 :— '

" It viiijld be expedient to defend tlie treaty ports, //' the Chinese

Government woidd consent not to use tliem."

Referrino: back to the onlv definite order of Her

Majesty's Government at the time of the unparalleled
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breaches of neutrality, Ave find it to be that bearing elate

August 8, 18G1 :

—

" Her Majesty's Govevniueut desii-e to niaintaiu, as they have douc

hitherto, neutrality between the two contending jiarties in China."

Thus, it cannot fail to be seen that hostilities were

established against the Ti-pings, not only in violation of

the pledged faith of England, but also in direct opposition

to the inihllc orders of her Government. Eventually the

Government sanctioned and authorized a continuance of

these raids, although they carefully avoided making any

straightforward announcement of their policy. Their

j)lan was always to approve the aggressive action of the

officials in China, but never to order them publicly. The

despatches approving General Staveley's unjustifiable

attack upon innocent men respectively bear date —
"Eoreign Office, July 7, 1862," and "War Office, July

23." These documents, however, which take the odium

and responsibility of the massacres from the active agents,

and place them upon the British nation, could not have

reached Pekin, and been communicated to the naval and

military commanders at Shanghae, until late in September.

We shall see what unauthorized and unnecessary hostili-

ties were perpetrated previous to their arrival.

General Staveley, having assumed the principal com-

mand of the raiding expeditions, finding that the friendly

Ti-pings would not come and fight him, went to fight

them. Upon the 3rd of April a strong force of 2,207

British and Erench troops, with naval detachments under

command of Admirals Hope and Protet, and thirteen

pieces of artillery, moved out from Shanghae to continue

" taking the ofi'ensive." The place doomed to destruction

was a large, and for Chinese warfare, strong, entrenched

Ti-ping camp at Wong-ka-dza, garrisoned by about 1,000

men. After a hot day's march, the whole force, including

some hundreds of Imperialists dragging the guns, carrying

portable bridges, extra loads of ammunition, and every
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requisite ajopliance of modern warfare, arrived at a

deserted village within twelve miles from Slianghae, and

about two from tlie Ti-ping camp. Here they encamped

for the night. Early on the following morning the com-

bined forces,* taking advantage of the cover afforded by a

thick mist, moved on the position of the Ti-pings, esta-

blishing themselves within a few hundred yards of the

defences just as the fog cleared away. The entrenched

camp consisted of some ten or twelve stockades, each

surrounded by a ditch, yet communicating with the others.

The Ti-pings, as usual, waited for those they invariably

looked upon as "foreign brethren" to take the offensive.

They had not long to wait. Having taken up a position

fairly Avithin range of their Enfield rifles and artillery, but

safely out of range of the useless gingalls and matchlocks

of the Ti-pings, the "foreign brethren" opened a

murderous fire upon the line of entrenchments. The

devoted defenders replied as well they could, without

artillery or effective fire-arms, and bravely held their

stockades for nearly an hour, amid the storm of shrapnel-

* The forces consisted of :

—

Frencli, under Rear-Admiral Protet :

—

Small-arm men and Marines ; field-piece party and

4 guns 410

English, vmder Brigadier General Staveley :—

Royal Ai-tillery, 6 gims .

5th Bombay N. I

H.M. 99th Regiiiient

22nd Punjaub N. I. ...
Under Captain Borlase, R.N. :

—

Field-piece party, 3 guns

H.M.S. Fearl small-arm company

Axe party .....
Under Captain Willes, R.N. ;

—

H.M.S. Imjyerieuse small-ann company

Marines of Squadi-on

Disciplined Chinese of General Ward's legion

Total

78

440

56

519

45

GO

16

189

94

1,497

. 300

2,207
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shell, rifle-balls, &c,, poured in upon them with terrible

effect. At length the irresistible foreign artillery drove

them from the stockades with heavy loss, and played upon

their retreating columns with deadly accuracy. During

the attack and retreat the Ti-pings lost upwards of 600

killed and wounded (the wounded falling into the hands

of the Imperialists were all put to death), while the allies

had one man killed and another Avounded.

Admiral Hope, who grounded his precious casus belli

upon the possible destruction of supplies by the Ti-pln[/s,

states in his report of this and the following actions :

—

"All these camps, wliicli coutained large quantities of rice collected

from the surrounding country, were burnt, and the graix destkoyed."

A few days before the attack upon AVong-ka-dza,

H.M. gunboat Flamer attacked and destroyed a fleet of

300 Ti-ping boats, " deeply laden with rice and live

stocky Who, then, proved to be the devastator and

marauder; the uncivilized Chinese, or the civilized

Christian ? Yet the principal pretence given for attacking

the Ti-pings was that they might do what Admiral Hope
and his colleagues so effectually did.

After chasing the fugitives so long as the Enfield

would reach them, the allied force gave up the pursuit,

and retired to the village of Che-poo, where they had

rested the previous night. Meanw^hile, those who

escaped from this slaughter met with another enemy, in

the shape of a strong contingent of the filibuster Ward's

disciplined Chinese. This ally of Admiral Hope, chagrined

at having lost this opportunity, determined to attack

another fortified camp with his own men. The posi-

tion assigned to this respectable person during the first

engagement Avas to cut off' and kill the Ti-pings as they

fled from the fire of the British and Prench artillery.

Portunately for those unoffending people he arrived too

late. When he did honour his worthy friends wdth his

presence, history teUeth not whether they were tired, or
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engaged looting, or making merry; but certain it is

that they let him make his attack unassisted, except by

Admiral Hope.

This PAR NOBiLE, on valorous deeds intent, heedless

alike of mud, heat, and fatigue, marched for several miles

by intricate pathways, through creeks, ditches, and

swampy paddy-fields, to the rebel camp near the village

of Lu-ka-kong; and elated, doubtless, by the Admiral's

narration of his chivalrous deeds at Wong-ka-dza, and

assured by his loss of only one man, halted in front of the

Ti-ping stockade.

Drawing his mercenary sword, and brushing back the

Yankee locks. General Ward gave the word to assault in

a tone of assured victory. The disciplined Chinamen, led

by their foreign officers, rushed forward bravely enough

;

but the Ti-pings had not been half destroyed by shot and

shell ; neither at that time had they lost their best troops

in conflict with the British and Erench, nor the moral

effect of their former triumphs. Consequently, after

three attempts to storm the stockade, when five officers

and seventy men Avere placed hors de combat, Admiral

Hope advanced to call off the men, and was rewarded

with- a Ti-ping bullet lodged in the calf of his leg. Ward,

having none of the resistless artillery to mow down the

patriotic Ti-pings, found them more than a match for his

men— disciplined, led by foreigners, and well armed as

they were. A retreat was therefore sounded, and the

British Admiral was ignominiously carried away upon a

litter borne by sundry cursing Celestials.

To avenge the glaring insult and audacity of those rebels

who had dared to deposit a bullet in the calf of a leg of a

British Admiral, who was doing his utmost to kill them,

the next morning the allied forces brought their artillery

to bear, and without a single casualty succeeded in driving

the Ti-pings from this and several neighbouring entrench-

ments, killing some 300, and burning and destroying the

large quantities of graiu, as stated by Admiral Hope. Not
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only in this instance, but very many others, the allies

acted Avith far more wanton destructiveness than ever the

Ti-pings did.

The next attack wpon the Ti-pings by the gallant

allies came off on the 17th of April. Upon this occa-

sion the redoubtable Admiral was unable to act, in con-

sequence of his injured limb. The place at which the

combined English, Prench, and mercenaries gathered

fresh (Chinese) laurels, was the village of Che-poo, with

its defences, situated about 18 miles S.E. of Shanghae.

The attacking force mustered some 2,500 strong, with 14

pieces of artillery, the whole commanded by General

Staveley and Admiral Protet, assisted by Captain Borlase,

R.jS"., and the filibuster Ward.* These troops were

embarked in a flotilla of Britisli and Erench gunboats,

and carried up the Shanghae river, to cause as much
devastation and bloodshed as they had already created

elsewhere.

It was a splendid morning, and the landscape seemed

beautiful, as the troops, after landing iu the neighbour-

hood of Chee-poo, marched forward on their mission.

Through fields rich with the ungathered crops, which it

was pretended the Ti-pings might devastate, over seven or

eight miles of smiling and profusely-cultivated country

they wound their way. Upon arriving within a mile of

the village, they halted for their guns to come up, and

rested preparatory to the coming attack.

The guns having arrived, at 2 p.m. were in position,

' The force consisted of :

—

Britisli Naval Division, witli 3 howitzers

Royal Artillery, "with 4 howitzers

H.M. 99th Regiment

22nd Punjauh N. I

5th Bombay N. I

French Contingent, with 5 rifled guns and 2 field-pieces

Disciplmed Chiuesc of Ward's legion

350

90

80

400

400

700

400

Total 2,420
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and opened a most destructive fire at 500 yards, and in

half an hour the rebels were in full retreat. The poor

fellows endeavoured to face the overwhelming hail of shot

and shell ; and, as one oflB.cial report states, " returned a

desultory fire, but loithoiit doing any misclilef, while the

allies made dreadful havoc amongst them." Driven from

their works by the irresistible artillery, the Ti-pings

retreated in three columns in the direction of .the walled

city, Chan-za, when, as the official report states, " the

lloyal artillery and naval guns were brought to bear upon
the retreating mass with terrible effect." The loss of the

Ti-pings, out of a total strength of less than 1,000,

amounted to more than 600 killed and oOO taken

prisoners, who were, of course, cruelly executed by the

Manchoo mandarins ; the allied loss was nil

!

The Ti-pings had not expected any attack upon that

day, and when the camp was entered, their dinners Avere

found smoking in the cups, Avhile half-finished letters

were lying on the chiefs' table.

The report published in the Shanghae Daily Shipping

List states :

—

" As the liouses were ransacked, great quantities of A-aliiable jewels,

gold, silver, dollars, aud costly dresses were found, wkicli was fair (]) loot

to tlie officers and men. One blue-jacket found 1,600 dollars, and several

soldiers upwards of 500 each, while many picked up gold bangles, eari-ings,

and other ornaments and pearls set with pi'ecious stones. It loas a (jlorioim

day of looting for cveryhodij, and we hear that one party, who discovered

the Ti-ping treasury chest with several thousand dollars in it, after loading

himself to his heart's content, was obliged to give some of tliem away to

lighten his pockets, which were heavier than he could well Ijcar—a marked

case of Vemharras des richedses. The rebel stud of ponies was well supplied

also, and many of the soldiers rode back with their booty."

All this looting and butchery of unresisting men (it

would be absurd to term the defence of the Ti-pings,

resulting in one Englishman wounded, but hundreds of

themselves killed—a resistance according to military

parlance) was executed, we must particularly remember.
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because their cause, which had for its sole object expulsion

of the foreign Manchoo and establishment of Christianity,

might interfere witli British commercial interests, and

that " temporary one arising out of the indemnities !

"

The Slianghae Daily Shij)piug List, just quoted from,

was the paid official organ of the British Government,

and when it stated the above, it may easily be imagined

what the . disgraceful scene really was. This journal,

under a variety of style and title, has been repeatedly

quoted in the Blue Books upon China, issued by Her
Majesty's Government, as the opinion of the press in

China. Its truthfulness may fairly be estimated from the

following comparison of a statement which appeared in its

columns upon the massacre at AVong-ka-dza, and another

upon the one at Che-poo. Both places are situated in the

same tract of country, and only a few^ miles apart. In its

detail of the first affair, the official organ, speaking of the

slaughter of the Ti-pings, terms it :

—

" A just retaliation on tliose wretches who had nuulc their smiling

land a scene of misery and desolation."

Beporting the second affair, it states :

—

" The aspect of the country looked charrniny, as the expedition thi-eaded

its way among cidtivatedfields covered with the green crops sown by the indus-

trious inhabitants.''

Like all other unscrupulous sources of opposition to

the revolutionists, the .SJianghae Daily Skipping List

is sufficiently condemned by its own words. It needeth

not a partizan to advocate Ti-pingdom ; any person not

blinded by prejudice or dollars, and who will take the

trouble to study both sides of the question with proverbial

English fair-play, cannot fail to become favourably in-

terested in the insurgents, simply through the rabid

diatribes which prove the bigotry of 02:)ponents and the

inadvertant contradictions which prove their falseness.

In order to avoid quarrelling about the plunder, General

Staveley and the Admirals entered into the following
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agreement with regard to the future freebooting exploits.

Immediately after the heavily laden heroes, sailors,

soldiers, marines, and all had deposited their loot in safe

quarters, the triumviri, in solemn conclave, assembled

upon the 22nd of April, and made the following formal

regulations :
—

" Previous to the ca])ture of Kah-ding ami the other towns from the

i-ebels, proper arrangements sliall be made ... to collect Avhatever

may be of value, in order to its fair distribution amongst the troops, to

whom the same is to be made known before the commencement of tlie

operations."

Eager to try the merit of their regulated loot hunting,

on the 27th of April, the allies again set forth to attack

the Ti-pings. Upon this occasion their looting propensities

were indulged in at the town of Kah-ding, situate about 30

miles to the jN'.W. of Shanghae. The allied force consisted

of nearly J',000 men, with 30 pieces of artillery,* assisted

by an army of Imperialist braces, under the command of

Le, a Chinese general.

The advance guard of the allies having been arrested

by two small stockades, defending the water approach to

Kah-ding, upon the morning of the 29th, the artillery was

* The allied force consisted of :

—

T5i-itish troops, under Genei-al Staveley :

—

Royal Engineers .......
Eoyal Artillery, with 7 guns and H niortju's .

H.M. :31st Regiment

H.M. 99th and 67th Regiments ....
.")th Bond)ay N.I. ......
2-2\\Ci Punjaub N.I

French force, under Admiral I^rotet :
—

Algerian Infantry, Cha.ssenrs, Marines, and Scaincn, with

S guns ..........
British Naval Division, under Ca]»taiu liorlasc, R.N. :

—

Seamen and Marines, witli !) guns . . . . .

Ward's disciplined Chinese ........
Total

22

100

.").') 2

2S0

M.'.O

3")0

itOO

:110

.000

Assisted by Imperialist troops under Manehoo CJeiieral L

:?,8si

r»,(t<io
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brought into play and the defenders of the out-work

driven back upon the city, losing some 50 men during

their resistance and retreat, the European enemy following

in rapid pursuit up to the walls of Kah-ding without a

single casualty.

The last day of April was spent by the allies in recon-

noitering the city and landing the heavy guns, which had

been brought in boats from Shanghae. Before dawn on

the morning of May the 1st, the whole of the guns were

in position, and the troops safely under cover in the ruined

suburbs, ready to pick off the defenceless Ti-pings with

their far-reaching rifles. The country traversed during

the preceding days is thus spoken of in the China

Mail, a paper bitterly hostile to the insurgents :

—

" After niarchixig along a good road, and tlirongli a heautifid country

withfine thriving croj)s, the troops reached the sonthem suburb of Kah-ding."

Daylight of the 1st of charming May was ushered in

by the roar of a large park of foreign artillery. Kah-ding,

although a walled town, was undefended with cannon, and

its garrison of some 5,000 or 6,000 men were, for the most

part, armed with bamboo spears. The European troops

having invested three of the city gates, the fourth, the

only way of retreat for tlie besieged, was watched by the

Imperialist braves, commissioned to cut up the Ti-pings as

they fled from the British and Erench artillery. To the con-

centrated and terrific fire of thirty pieces of large ordnance,

the defenders of the city replied with a brisk though totally

inefi'ective discharge of gingalls. The storm of iron poured

upon them soon silenced their fire and drove them from

the walls, and with a loss of several hundred, they fled

from the town, cutting their way through the Imperialist

troops, who Avatched their only line of retreat. In order

to delay the storming of the city, and so afford time for

its evacuation, a small body of the Ti-ping soldierly nobly

remained and sacrificed themselves for their comrades.

This devoted band, numbering about 130, held their post
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at the south gate, the principal point of attack, until the

European stormers were on the walls, three little 2-pouncl

Chinese guns on the gate tower having been worked till

the parapet, overthrown by the crushing fire of the siege

train, fell upon and buried the ganners beneath the debris.

Driven back by the overwhelming advance of the

storming party, the heroic few retired to the north gate,

through which the garrison had made their escape ; here

to a man they fell, while courageously placing themselves

between the foe and their retreating comrades. The

greater number of them were mere boys, and from the

richness of their dress, evidently of good position among
their friends. Three little fellows, each armed with a

small matchlock, were seen by a friend of mine to rush

forward directly a large shell would knock down a portion

of the parapet and fire off their puny weapons at the foe.

They were too small to reach the loop-holes, and so waited

till the 32-pound shot of the besiegers made a hole for

them to use. To avoid the deadly rifles they never used

the same hole twice, but nevertheless were all killed, for

my friend, when passing round the walls, found their

bodies lying close together and crushed ])y a mass of

fallen stonework.

The China Mail, in its account of the assault, states :

—

" The scene was now most picturesque. A shell had set fire to part of

the city close at hand ; the early morning sun was shining pleasantly upon

the fields, rich with ungathered crojys, and tlio French band played as the

troops scaled the walls."

The loss of the Ti-pings at the capture of Kah-ding

was nearly 500 killed in the city ; 2,000 slaughtered while

escaping from the murderous artillery, by the Manchoo
troops under Le, who had the bodies mutilated, and

offered to produce their ears to General Staveley ; and

about 1,000 taken prisoners, who, although captured by

the assistance of British soldiers, perished in tlie Manclioo

execution shambles.
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The stolon property agreement proved very useful at

the capture of Kan-ding-, nearly 200,000 dollars' worth

having heen seized in that city without the loss of a single

life to the brave allies.

The Chuia Mail, in its issue, "15th May, 1862,"

although mistakenly considering the Ti-ping revenue (ob-

tained from taxation, silk, &c.) as "tlic poor people's

property," very rightly condemns the wholesale system of

brigandage practised by the allies. After referring to the

"mercenary" and "sordid" nature of the intervention,

it states :

—

" There is another matter of regret, and that is, that wliile we are

stifmatizinjr tlie rebels as robbers and bandits, we should take their

treahiires and divide it among ourselves,"

Again it continues :

—

" It Avould be difficult to say which are the more shameless robbers of

the two, the Taepings who spoil the people, or the English forces who

retake the spoil and share it among themselves, while those originally

robbed ai*e famishing in Shanghae. It may well 1)6 questioned whether

the whole history of warfare can recoi-d a parallel examjde of forgetfulness,

utter forgetfulness, (jf all jn-opriety to this loot-hunting game which Admiral

Hope is now engaged in. An expedition against the rebels is now shown

to be so harmless to those engaged in it that we may expect to hear of

gentlemen giA"ing their wives and sisters a pic-nic in front of the next town

that is besieged, when we have no doubt that much amusement could be

had among the engineers and artillery by allowing the girls to point tlie

guiis. And this is the sort of warfare in which the heart of the jaded and

liarassed soldier is to be cheered with fooi/ . . . There is every reason

to believe that England's chivalry is likely to be kept a profound secret

from the people of China so long as her aflairs ore under the present

guidance."

Such is the opinion of a journal always hostile to the

Ti-pings.

Having loaded their boats with plunder, and placed a

garrison of some 500 European troops in Kah-ding, the

l^ritish and Trench warriors returned to Shanghae and

vain-gloriously displayed their evilly acquired riches about

the rum-shops of that model settlement, while their

worthy allies, the braves, made a gallant and triumphant
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entry, with trophies of Ti-ping heads, cruelly hacked

from the men vanquished hy British and French artillery.

When these heads became unpleasant to parade about the

foreiorn settlement, and the loot became exhausted, or the

allied commanders eager for more, the combined forces

were mustered together for another desolating raid into a

a country that would have been happy and peaceful but

for their wicked interference.

The city of Tsing-poo, situated close upon 32 miles

to the west of Shanghae, although falsely represented

by officialdom as " in the neighbourhood," was next

selected for sack and pillage.

Starting from Shanghae in British gun-boats (which,

by the by, always returned towing long tiers of loot

laden boats) upon the 7th of May, the expedition, after

being placed in country boats about twenty miles up the

river, arrived before Tsing-poo on the evening of the

second day.

General Staveley was Commander-in-chief, assisted by

the Prench Admiral, while the English Admiral, in spite

of his wound, was present as an admiring non-effective.

The combined force comprised 2,613 British and

Erench troops, with nearly forty- pieces of artillery ; about

1,800 of Ward's filibusters ; and an Imperialist army of

5,000 to 7,000 men, under tlieir general, Le.* Tsing-

poo was garrisoned by some 4<,000 Ti-pings, very few of

whom escaped.

Before daylight on the 12th of May, the besieging

forces, with guns and ladders, covering and storming

parties, were in position. They moved up silently in the

dead of night and early morning, and were in their

places by 4 a.m. Then came a short half-hour of the

peculiar suspense before battle, while all those valiant

British and Erench well-armed troops lay flat on their

faces, safely under cover, and breathing not a word, for

* ,SVe Note, ]).
.-)09.

2 L
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fear the doomed Ti-pings mlglit by a singular piece of

jxood fortune manao'c to hurt some of them. Bv this

time, however, the warm summer day was dawning, and

the beleaguered garrison, discovering the formic^able array

against them, opened fire with the few small guns they

possessed, sending their uneven roundshot whizzing over

the heads of the crouching enemy.

Almost at the same moment the besiegers opened fire

from their numerous and overwhelming artillery. Arm-
strong guns, naval 32-pounders, Prench rified guns and

mortars (with one Prench 68-pounder, rifled piece,

mounted on board a light draught gunboat) in breaching

and enfilading batteries, commenced a terrific bombard-

ment of the south gate and wall.

The city, during the night, had been surrounded by the

Chinese braves ; no hope of escape presented itself, and

the besieged fought as desperate men will fight for their

lives. Amid the torrent of shells, shrapnel, Moorsom,

conical, diaphragm, Armstrong, and other scientific

engines of destruction crashing and continuously exploding

among them, they bravely stood to their four or five

2-pounders, and resolutely luanned their walls under the

fearful and murderous fire. The poor Ti-pings, in order

to protect themselves from the irresistible foreign shell, or

"twice eye shot," as the Cantonese in their pidgeon

English term it, had built a sort of stockade all round the

city Avail ; this, with the parapet, formed a passage, which

was covered in with a beamed and tiled roof. Instead of

affording safety to them, however, this work added to the

destructiveness of the enemy's fire, though it would have

been better for the doomed men to have been killed out-

right by British shot than be captured and tortured to

death in the execution grounds of the Manchoos. A
battery of four Armstrong guns enfilading the wall sent

almost every shell through the roof, to burst between

tiie parapet and stockade, thereby inflicting fearful havoc

among the crowded defenders.
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After about au liour's bombardment, two practicable

breaches were eiiected by the besiegers ; the English and

French storming parties then advanced, protected by-

strong covering parties, who kept up a deadly rifle fire on

the besieged, while the field-pieces being dragged forward

enfiladed the parapet and breaches, mowing them down by

dozens as they courageously crowded behind their broken

wall to repel the stormers. The two snake flags of the

Chief were planted on the summit of the breach, while his

bravest men surrounding him did their utmost to drive

the assaulting column back. The carnage at this point

was immense ; the defenders no sooner rushed into view

than withering volleys of musketry and a storm of grape

and canister destroyed them. The principal Ti-ping

chiefs were killed at the head of their men ; still, a smart

fire from jingalls was kept up till the stormers gained the

top of the breach and effected a lodgement ; and then, it is

sufficient to say, the defenders were attacked with the

British bayonet. Even w^hen driven from the wall, several

hundred of the Ti-ping soldiery rallied at its foot, and

fruitlessly sacrificed themselves in attempting to expel the

successful enemy.

The Ti-pings lost upwards of 1,000 men in their

obstinate defence, the Allies 2 killed and 10 wounded

!

About 2,000 were taken prisoners, the greater part of

whom supplied the Shanghae execution ground, while

the remnant of the garrison succeeded in cutting their

way through the hostile lines. Not more than half of

the prisoners were fighting men.

Whether the most Christian and civilized allies had

not obtained sufficient loot, or killed enough fellow-

creatures to satisfy them, I am unable safely to state,

but I opine that in neither particular were they satiated.

At all events, after sacking Tsing-poo and delivering up

their unfortunate captives to the tender mercies of the

merciless Imperialists, General Staveley and his coad-

jutors started off in quest of further glory, dollars, and
9 T 9^ 1j ^
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Ti-pings. These noble crusaders at length came to the

fortified village of Na-jaor, where one of the triumviri

met with his death.

Na-jaor was simply a village, hut a wall having been

built around it, a small outwork erected, and the whole

surrounded by dykes and dry ditches, with chemmx de

frize and pallisades between them, it would have been a

difficult place to capture without artillery. The outwork

mounted three small guns, and a few others were divided

between the usual square flanking defences of a Chinese

wall. The garrison of this place can scarcely have num-
bered 1,000, all told.

The xirmstrong guns and other artillery of the British

and Erencli opened fire and shelled the defenders out of

the small redoubt, upon the afternoon of the 17th of

May. While this Avas going on the garrison of the

village made a spirited sortie, but, Avith only an armament
of bamboo spears and rusty jingalls, were of course driven

back with great loss. At last the fire of the besieged

seemed silenced, while their Avail Avas breached and

crumbling in every direction. The stormers noAV rushed

forAvard Avith their usual bravery, SAvord in hand and
bayonet to the charge, to assault a Ti-ping post that had

been thoroughly shelled for a couple of hours, and in

which nouo:ht but a fcAv frii»htened fu2:itives and the

bodies of the slain Avere likely to be found. In the case

of JS'a-jaor, however, there Avas more courage required

than the attacking force imagined, for, instead of finding

the Avails deserted except by the killed and wounded, and

the garrison in flight, they Avere suddenly faced by an

ambuscade Avhicli had been concealed under comparative

protection at the interior slope of the AA'all during the

bombardment. The British and Erench were rushing

forAA^ard at the double, their leading files had already

reached the ditch at the foot of the rampart, when the

Ti-pings, starting from their cover, re-manned the Avails

and opened a sharp fire Avith jingalls, matchlocks, and
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the few Europeau-made fire-arms which they possessed.

Cheering vigorously, or rather yelling, the defenders

maintained a well-directed fire for some little time, kill-

ing the Prench Admiral with a ball through his heart,

and wounding about a dozen other of the assailants.

The allies experienced a momentary check, but the whole

resistless array of artillery having swept the walls with

their iron tempest, the storming parties again rushed

forward and succeeded in establishing themselves upon

the walls before the defenders were able to re-man them.

Then the work of slaughter was continued with the rifle,

the unwieldy bamboos, with iron spikes at the ends,

proving a worse than useless defence.

Mercy seems never to have entered into the minds of

those Christian warriors, who loudly inveighed against

the Ti-pings as •' bloodthirsty monsters," &c., &c. ; for

when victory crowned their unparalleled feats of arms, no

effort to save the defenceless and unresisting fugitives

was ever made, but while those who had thrown down
their arms were vainly trying to hide or flee from the

deadly rifle, or stood blocked in a gateway of the tower,

the valorous conquerors calmly and easily continued

to shoot them down so long as they remained within

range.

The total loss of the Allies at the capture of Na-jaor

was, the French Admiral killed, and sixteen men wounded.

The Ti-pings left dead at their posts, which they had

really bravely though fruitlessly striven to defend,

upwards of 500 men, more than half their whole force.

Directly tlie place was fairly in their possession the re-

spectable victors dispersed in search of plunder ; as one

report has it, " looting parties were formed, the Erench

looting one half and the English the other."

The ill-gained spoil having been stowed away in the

boats, the Allies marched on for tlic next Ti-ping position

devoted to destruction, leaving a strong detachment in

charge of Na-jaor. The place which had now attracted
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the cupidity, love of military glory, or some unknown

sentiment of the Allies, Avas a small town named Cho-liu,

situated about six miles from Na-jaor, 26 miles to the

S.S.W. of Shanghae, and Avithin two miles of the sea.

Having arrived before Cho-lin during the night of

May 18, the Allies began to establish their powerful

batteries, and on the morning of the 19tli opened fire

\x\)0\\ the town. The Ti-pings in garrison, some 2,000 or

3,000 strong, replied to the best of their resources with a

few pieces of immoveable Chinese artillery, jingalls, and

matchlocks. At noon the besiegers ceased firing and

refreshed themselves Avith chow-cliow and brandy. Mean-

Avhile, a Ti-ping chief performed an act of the most daring

courage with remarkable coolness and audacity. Having

observed the occupation of the besiegers, this chief,

leaving the toAvn by the opposite side, made a circuit, and

coming upon the rear of the enemy's position, calmly

rode right through it with a fcAV followers, satisfying him-

self as to their composition and numbers. "Everyone

took him for an Imperialist and allowed him to pass on.

When he got near the town he rode for his life, and got

to his friends inside the city." So reported one of the

officers engaged in the attack. Undaunted by the power-

ful artillery and formidable array of the European troops,

the Ti-ping chief determined to hold and defend his trust

against them, even although he must have been convinced

that he had no effectual means by which he could repel

or reply to their attack. The day passed on and with it

the last hope of the beleaguered garrison, avIio scorned to

take advantage of the opportunity to evacuate the town

and save their lives.

At daylight on the 20th all the Allies' guns, being in

position, opened fire again, the Armstrong guns and field

pieces sweeping the defenders from the walls, and the

hoarsely-roaring 32's steadily firing to effect a breach.

Storming, covering, and sharpsliooting parties waited

around the devoted place until the murderous shelling
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should subdue all opposition to their heroic advanco. At
length, two practicable breaches were effected, the en-

filading batteries, established on either flank, poured their

crushing mitraille along the parapet, sweeping away
every man who dared to show himself, and the assaulting

column pushed forward to the breaches. The Ti-pings

had in this case been able to maintain a small number of

troops on the wall by means of some ingeniously contrived

bomb-proofs. A few narrow pits were dug behind the

parapet and covered in v»dth planks overlaid with

earth, under which some hundred or two found shelter.

When the artillery ceased its fire as the stormers mounted

the breach, these men made a desperate defence, while

the rest of the garrison, emerging from their places of con-

cealment, rushed to man the Avails and assist them. But

what could these miserably armed men effect against the

hundreds of perfectly equipped Europeans pouring over

their shattered walls ? They fell bravely, disputing every

inch of ground.

The defenders driven from the ramparts or killed, the

gallant Allies rushed through the small town, indiscrimln'

ately massacring everij man, woman, and child loithin its

walls. The Ti-pings had so earnestly endeavoured to

shut out the besiegers that they had most effectually

blocked themselves in, and were consequently butchered

almost to a man. After the massacre was over, an officer

of the force, writing to the North China Serald, stated,

"Almost every house we entered contained dead and

dying men."

Tlie China jllail, in its report of the affair, terms it

:

" A most indiscriminate carnage on the part of our

Allies at the taking of Cho-lin." The Overland Trade

Report, in its issue of June 10, states :

—

" Since the dcutli of Admiral Protet the Fi'ench troops have heeli

Lchaving like fiends, killing indisci-iminjitely men, women, and children.

Truth demands the confession tliat British sailors have likewise heen guilty

of the commission of similar revolting barbarities—not only on the '^I'aejtings,
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but xii)on the inoffensive helpless country people. It is a most singular

circumstance, but no less strange than true, that the Tacpings have never

yet committed an act of retaliation upon any Euro])ean wlio may ha^e fallen

into their hanJs."'

Cho-liu captured and the loot sJifely packed up, the

conquerors, who only lost one killed and four slightly

wounded, proceeded to destroy the town itself. •

The correspondent of the Nortli China Herald^ in his

report, says :

—

" At two o'clock the order was given to set the city on fire, which was

executed with such rapidity that the Sikhs had hardlj' time to get the

ponies out of the town, and most of the last collected had to be aban-

doned."

The poor horses were admittedly roasted alive ; hut,

when the writer sroes on to state " a sjreat manv dead

hodies" were left in the fired city, he forgets the wounded

and " dying men " whom he found in " almost every

house," and who no doubt perished in the flames.

AVith the destruction of Cho-lin the murderous and

desolating track of the British and Prench was for a time

arrested. Hitherto, without exception, they had, in

Mohawk Indian style, surprised and captured isolated

towns and villages. Nothing hut the garrisons of these

places had opposed them. Upon the day of their last

exploit, however, intelligence reached General Staveley

that the Chung-wang, with a large army, had taken the

field against him, and that Kah-ding was already invested,

Tsing-poo threatened, and the Imperialist troops every-

where flying like chaff before the stormy wind. Hastily

returning to Shanghae, the authenticity of these reports

was at once confirmed by the abject state of terror in

which the Manchoo authorities were plunged. It

appeared that, during General Staveley's laurel-gathering

exploits, nearly the whole available force of Imperialist

troops had been concentrated upon Kah-ding, and, having

moved upon the next Ti-ping city, Tat-seang, had been

there totallv defeated ; the fugitives, a few hundred out of
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au army nearly 20,000 strong, having been chased about

tMrty miles, and into the village of Woo-sung under the

protection of the Allies' artillery.

In consequence of this, and the inability of the

Manchoo authorities to even garrison the places captured

from the patriots by the allied forces. General Staveley

proceeded to the relief of Kali-diug Avith a strong force of

British troops. Upon reaching the village of Na-zain, a

few miles from the city, they were continually attacked

by the Ti-ping force investing it. In all these attacks,

however, the assailants were driven back by rifle and

artillery fire with heavy loss, the English losing but one

Sepoy killed and four wounded. It now appearing that

the Ti-j)ings were in the field in force, that the com-

munications of Kah-ding were in their hands, and that

the towns of Tsing-poo and Soou-kong were also infested,

General Staveley decided upon evacuating Kah-ding ; and,

pending the arrival of reinforcements, discontinuing his

raids upon the Ti-ping strongholds.

We must now for a while turn to other quarters, and

record the performance of another act of the Ti-ping

drama. While the allied forces were violating their

pledges, their orders, and the ordinary laws and usages of

civilized or Christian men, the Ti-pings at Ningpo, as

everywhere else, were scrupulously observing all their

promises, and striving to enter into friendly and com-

mercial relations with foreigners.

It will be remembered that the withdrawal of British

missionaries from Ningpo, upon the capture of that city

by the Ti-pings, has already l)een noticed ; also Mr. Consul

Harvey's sinister reason :
" This step will tend to simplify

considerably our future relations with the Taepings at

Ningpo." We will now proceed to notice what those

"future relations " were.

Mr. Consul Harvey having been requested by i\[r.

Bruce to report upon the character of the Ti-pings, and

having been prompted even in the public despatches,
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fortlnvitli indulged his feelings of hostility against those

people. It is desirable to notice some of the more salient

and characteristic features of the despatch of Mr. Harvey
as briefly as possible.

The despatch containing Mr. Harvey's exposition

bears date March 20thj 1862, some three months after

tlie occupation of Ningpo by the Ti-pings, and after

hostilities had been established against them by Admiral

Hope and his friends.

Mr. Harvey states :

—

"j-A'c^ one, single ste2) " iu the directiou of a ' good goverument ' lias been

taken Ijy the Taepings ; not any atlemjyt made to organize a political body

or commercial institutions ; not a vestige, not a trace of anytiling approach-

ing to order, or regularity of action, or consistency of purpose, can bo found

in any one of their public acts."

In a despatch dated "Ningpo, December 31, 1861,"

he had stated as follows :

—

" They have even established a native custom-liouso, wherein duties will

be levied on the Chinese after ten days' grace. ... It has been

reported to ]iie tliat the insurgents pi-opose establishing a foreign custom-

house at this port, f-iucli being, it is said, one of their favourite ideas, and

forming paii of their programme in the capture of Niugpo."

And again

—

" The Taepings possess a regular embodied force, a draft from which

forms the nucleus of the body of men sent upon any special service."

Mr. Harvey, with an extraordinary self-complacent

assumption of impartiality, proceeds to declare that he

"judged of Taepingdom in sober sense and dispassion-

ately," yet he concludes the same paragraph by stating

that at Ningpo " the last three months had produced

ruin, desolation, and the annihilation of every vital

principle in all that surrounds the presence, or lies under

the bane, of the Taepings." Again, only a few lines

further on, he says :

—

"It is palpable that a party which, after ten years' full trial, is found

to produce nothing, and to destroy everything, cannot pi*etend to last, or be

admitted, even indirectly, into the comity of nations."

* Italics are by the Autlior.
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Now, as Mr. Bruce himself reports that " 85,000 hales

of silk " were obtained from people who '^ destroy every-

thing," and as the Ti-piiigs did "pretend to last "—so much
so, indeed, that British and Prench assistance to the

Manchoos was necessary to save them from total destruc-

tion, Mr. Harvey's " sober sense," to say the least,

seems very doubtful.

The despatch under review is one of the most extra-

ordinary series of contradictory terms ever produced, and

really deserves a place in the British Museum or some

old curiosity shop, as the "sober" creation of a person

who takes remarkable care to assure his readers that he is

perfectly " unbiassed." "Within half a dozen lines of the

last quoted passage Mr, Harvey audaciously protests :

—

" I repeat I have no bias one way or the other. . . .

"

He then proceeds to state :

—

"I have found in official dealiuga with them" (the Ti-ping chiefs) "<J

I'ouyh and blunt sort of honesty quite vynexjjected and surprising, after years

of public intercourse with the Imperial mandarins."

Now, in the very next paragraph he speaks of

them as

—

" The naturally suspicious Taepings, who, amongst other peculiarities,

possess a i^ower of concealment and general secresi/ quite wonderful to meet

in China."

Mr. Harvey attempts to prove the plundering pro-

pensities of the Ti-ping soldiery by the following inven-

tion :

—

" On (piestioning decently-dressed Taeping soldiers as to how they liked

their profession, the reply has ever hecu the following :

—

<' « Why should 1 iiot like it >. I help myself to everytlihig I choose to

lay hands ui)on ; and if interfered with, I just cut the man's head oil' who

so interferes.'
"

By the side of this we will just place Mr. Hewlett's

report to Consul Harvey of his embassy to the Ti-pings

at Yu-yaou, upon their advance to Ningpo :

—

" We saw but few dead bodies about, and of tliose some wci'e tlicir own

men loho had been caught 2)li<'Udering and burning."
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Endeavouring to vilify the social regime of the

Christian patriots, Mr. Harvey trusts to his inventive

genius again, and writes :

—

" Your Excellency is doubtless aware that mai-riage is strictly forbidden

amongst the Taepiiigs, and forms, with ujiium-smoking, a capital offence."

Now, Mr. Harvey makes this false assertion in face of

the " Proclamation by Tien-wang, establishing a scale

according to which the number of wives are to be regu-

lated in all ranks," as 2:)ublished in 1862, at page 45,

Blue Book upon " The Bebellion in China," and which

commences

—

" Formerly I made a decree as to the canon of marriages. . . .

This unbiassed oflB.cial winds up his sober and dis-

passionate effusion with a few equally temperate con-

clusions. For example

—

" I now, therefore, take the liberty of declaring, once for all {ami for

tea years I have firmly adhered to, and been consistent in, this opinion), that

the Taejjing rebellion is the greatest delusion as a political or popular

movement, and the Taeping doctrines the most gigantic and blasphemous

imposition as a creed, or ethics, that the world ever witnessed. . . .

There is nothing in past records so dark or so bad ; such abominations

committed under the name of religion ; such mock-heroic buffoonery; such

hoiTors accompanied by pantalooneiy ; and so much flimsy web worked in

the midst of blood and high tragical events."

If the " ten years " of obstinate adhesion to an

opinion formed before anything was known of the Ti-

pings, is Mr. Harvey's idea of "sober sense" and "no
bias " (and he declares it is), we can easily believe that

the " dispassionate " ruminations of so long a period

destroyed w-liat little reason and religion he may at one

time have possessed. His partizanship CA'en lays him
open to the charge witli which he has so falsely accused

the Ti-pings when stating that their doctrines w^ere " the

most gigantic and blasphemous imposition," ifcc. ; inas-

much as the Ti-ping doctrines are taken from our Bible,

are in all essential particulars precisely similar to our

own, and alone constitute their " creed, or ethics."
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Mr. Harvey terms himself "a sensible and reasoning

Englishman," and proceeds to declare the revolution

—

"A sauguinaiy niid, and an extemlecl Inigauilage over the country,

burning, destroying, and hilliiKj kykuvthing that Itas life in it."

In a siu'i)rising manner, after a few sentences, he

brings the dead to life :

—

" They come, and the helpless inhalutants cnmcli down and suhniit.

Tliey (the Taepiugs) go, and the })e()ple hreathe again and rejoice."

"Tel maitre, tcl valet," it is said, and Mr. Harvey-

seems to have likened into Mr. Bruce amazini>'lv. Mr.

Bruce has stated, " every locality is totally destroyed by

the Ti-piugs." Mr. Harvey chimes in with the above,

"killing everything," and "not a vestige" diatribes. Mr.

Bruce, in a despatch dated "Pekin, April 10, 1862,"

inclosing Mr. Harvey's precious production to Earl

Ptussell, states with regard to the Ti-pings :

—

" No commerce can co-exist with tlieir jiresence, and \o specific rela-

tions are possible with a horde of pirates and brigands, who are allowed to

commit every excess, while professing a nominal allegiance to an ignorant

and ferocious fanatic."'

Again, in a despatch dated " Pekin, April 18, 1SG2,"

Mr. Bruce states that their presence in any district is

" accompanied by the utter destruction qf the materials of

trade."

Singularly enough, (xencral Staveley, although chief

leader of the massacres of l^i-pings, in a despatch to the

Secretary of State for War, dated " Shanghae, July 3,

1862," entirely and absolutely contradicts the imaginary

devastations of Mr. Bruce and his Consul by the following

statement :

—

" Europeans continue to Aisit the rel)el cmuiivy /'or jjKrposis of tntilo,

and are treated witli civility ; Am/e quantities of silk liave been brouglil

into )Shangha(' during th(^ last foi-tniglit, (iml trade si'etns in a tliririiKj

state."'"'

'^Vide "Further Papers relating to the Rebellion in China," 180.*^,

p. 43 ; Inclosiu-e in No. 27 ; Brigadier-General Staveley to Sir C. Lewis.
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Mr. Harvey conchules his judgment passed in " soher

sense and dispassionately" by the following- words:

—

'' Your Excelleiicy may rest asHurcd tliat wo .shall only axuive at a

correct appreciation of this nKJVcment, and do it thorough justice, when it

is treated hy us as land piracy on an extensive scale—piracy odious in the

eyes of all men— and, as such, to be swept off the face of the earth by every

means within the power of the Christian and ci-silizcd nations trading with

this vast empire."

Such are the avowed sentiments of the man who pro-

tests that he has " no bias " or prejudice.

Although the occupation of Ningpo by the Ti-pings

actually increased the export trade, and although even

Mr. Consul Harvey admitted that it was captured and

held with " wonderful moderation ;
" still, when hostilities

had become established l3y Admiral Hope and General

Staveley, it was impossible either their designs could

succeed while Ningpo was in Ti-ping possession, or the

anomalous policy of holding Shanghae, and not Ningpo,

be continued. Consequently, both to stop the supplies and

munitions the Ti-pings obtained at the port, and to follow

out the hostile policy settled upon, the British authorities

determined upon driving them out of Ningpo on the first

opportunity. A^ the scrupulous good conduct and

friendliness of the revolutionists afforded no cause of

hostility, it became necessary to invent one. How this

was effected the following account will show.

One day (the 22nd April, 1862), while giving a salute

upon the return of the General Eang from Nankin, several

shots appear to have been fired by some Ti-pings in the

direction of the foreign settlement. It was thereupon

reported that these shots had killed a Chinaman or two in

that location. This, however, seems very doubtful. At

all events, the affair was immediately taken up by Captain

Cragie, of H.M.S. Bhiydove, who wrote to the Chiefs upon

the subject, and received a completely satisfactory answer,

stating

—
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" I Vtec;" ti» iissuni you that, as soon a.s I liaNC discoveved the offenders,

I will punish them very severely. I hope, then, that you will think no

more about the matter." *

Upon the 26th of April Captain 11. Dew, with H.M.S.

Encounterf arrived at Ningpo from Shanghae, having been

ordered there by Admiral Hope. Judging by the conduct

of the Admiral at that time, and by the wliole circum-

stances of the war upon the Ti-pings, it becomes morally

certain that Captain Dew was dispatched with the

reinforcement to Ningpo on purpose to drive them out.

The day after his arrival (27th April, dates arc important),

Captain Dew wrote as follows to the Ti-ping generals in

command of the city :—

•

''Encounter^ Ningpo, April 27, 18G2.

'<Sirj
—

"We have received from Commander Cragie your communica-

tion regarding tlie accidentcd discharge of bullets whilst firing a salute . . .

as well as the communication from General Hwang. Both these are so

satisfactory, and tend so much to impress on ns your wish to maintain

friendly relations with the English and French, that we beg to inform yon

tliat loe shall not insist on the demolition of the battery at the 2)oinf,f but we

still do that you remove the guns.

" Wo again inform you that it is the earnest wish of our Chiefs to

remain neutral
:|: and on good terms with you at Ningpo. Till the late

acts, they had every reason to be satisfied with your conduct, and you may

rest assvxred that no breach of friendly relations shall emanate from our

side. . . .

"(Signed) 11. Dew."

As Colonel Sykes, M.P., has very justly observed in

his work, "The Ti-ping Uebellion in China," "incredible

as it may appear, the very day after the above letter was

sent, which condoned all previous oiTences, and which

expressed the most earnest wish to remain on friendly

^' This and all following exti-acts are taken from the Official Cori-ca-

pondence presented to both Houses of Parliament in Blue Book form.

t Compare this with the next despatch of Captain Dew's.

:};
These Chiefs were at the tiiiic conducting tlic nuii'dtn-ous raids from

Shanghae, already described.
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terms, Captain Dew, in oblivion of his promises, addressed

the following letter to the Generals :
—

" Encounter, Ningpo, April 28, 18G2,

" Sir,
—

'" (After lueiitioning tlie firing of musket balls during the salute,

he continues) "I have heen sent here with a considerable force to demand

(tpologij. . . . ILniiig consulted Avitli the officei's here in command,

T have come to the conclusion that the foreign settlement is now being

seriously menaced by a huge battery in course of construction at a point

outside the city wall . . . .so / have to request that you loUl cause it to

be immediately pidled down, and that all guns now mounted on the walls

opposite our settlement, be lemo^•ed as well. I am lequested by my
Admiral to infoi-m you that it would grieve him much " to be ol)liged, by

the hostile acts of your peoi)le, to come into collision with them. He will

be very sony to resort to force (?), as he has not the intention or wish to

interfere with the Imperialists and yourself at Ningpo, and if the former

should attack the city, we should he entirely neutral, and will not even

allow tlie foreign settlement to harbour the liiijyerialisls." (After threatening

to destroy the battery and capture Ningpo if the guns and fortifications

were not removed iai *' twenty-four hours," Captain Dew concludes with

the following passage :)

"When these, my reasonable (() demands, have been carried into effect,

I l>eg you will leport them. . . ."

'• I have, &c.,

"(Signed) E. Dew."

It is to be remembered that Captain Dew had received

and accepted the " apolog-y " on the 27th, and had replied

by stating', " we shall noi insist on the demolition of the

battery." The renewal of the demands which had been

formally abandoned on the previous day convinced the

Ti-ping generals that Captain Dew was determined to

quarrel with them. That officer knew perfectly well, as

Colonel Sykes has forcibly expressed it, "tliat no human
being with an ounce of militant blood in his veins would

comply with such insulting demands."

The Ti-ping generals, ever forljcaring, and always truly

earnest in their efforts to obtain the goodwill and friend-

ship of the "foreign brethren," made the following

* Did it grieve the ])hilanthro]nc Admiral " much," I wonder, to

massacre them in his i-aids from Shaiiixhae ?
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admirable reply to Captain Dew's grossly offensive

despatch, and its readers Avill find every word truth and

sound reason :

—

(Precis.)

" Hwang, General, &c., Pting, General, &c., in official communication

with Captain R. Dew, R.N"., H.M.S. Enconnter

:

—In reply to your letter

requesting the removal of the battery and guns, we would remark that

ever since the capture of Ningpo, both parties have been on most friendly

and intimate terms. No suspicions or dislikes ; v)e have, done everything in

our power to protect your trade, and kept good faith in every respect ; have

always inquired into complaints made to us of our soldiers, and even

beheaded some men who broke into a foreign hong ; have wished to keep a

lasting iieace with you, and have done all in oar poioer to that end.

"The discharge of bullets in firing the salute the other day was quite

accidental

;

—have already taken steps towards punishing offenders. With

regard to the erection of a fort at the point, it is a jvecautionary measure

that a 2yroper regard for the lives of our soldiers renders indisjjensable, and

has nothing ivhatever to do loith foreigners, as has been already stated to

Captain Montgomerie. It is now completed, and we cannot assent to its

removal ; so also we cannot agree to the removal of the guns from the

walls. We have continually esteemed good Mth and right.

" With good faith and right feeling as the alpha and omega of one's

conduct, each party can affoi'd to put up with one or two ti-ifling matters.

With regai'd to that part of your letter having reference to a probable

outbreak of hostilities (we would inform you) that we are not in the least

concerned thereat \lit., we are not ap})re]iensive, nor do we take offence

thereat]; we coidd not hear to break the oaths of friendship loe have sworn.

We cannot remove tlie fort oi- the guns ; should you proceed yourselves to

move the same, then it is evident that you have the intention of quar-

relling with us. You can, if you please, lead on your soldiers against this

city
;

you can, if you please, attack us ; loe shall stand quietly on the

defensive \lit., we shall await the battle with hand in the cuff, i.e., we shall

not strike the first blow]. . . . You still wish to be on friendly terms

with us ; let, then, these dislikes and suspicions be committed to tlie

deep. ... In any large army good or bad are to be found ; do not,

therefore, let a small matter like this occasion a breach of such a gi-and

principle as amity. Good fellowship would recpiest you to gi\ t^ our argu-

ment your very best consideration."

The remainder of the despatch is irrelevant to the

subject of the correspondence. It was received 2yth

April, 1862. If the Ti-pings had acted rather as angels

than men, their rights would not have been respected.

2 M
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Captain Dew, neither satisfied by their arguments nor

conciliated by their tone, addressed to them the following

cartel :

—

^^ Encounter, Ningpo, May 2, 1862.

" Sir,—We liave tlio hono\u- to inform yoix that your letter of the 29th

lilt., in reply to my demands for the insults offered to the French and

English flags, and in which you refuse to comply with those very moderate

demands,* have been forwarded to our admirals. In the mean time, pend-

ing the decision of our chiefs, I have moored the foreign ships two miles

do^\^l the river, and cut off communication with the city, and am, moreover,

ordered by our chiefs, in the event of the following demands not being

complied with, to prepare to blockade Ching-hae, and prevent all foreign

ships entering the river :—1. An ample ajwlogy. 2. Removal of all guns

from battery and walls opposite our ships. 3. That an officer shall be

specially appointed, and that proper measures, by means of guards, shall

be taken to prevent anybody whatever coming on the wall opposite the

ships or into the l^attery.—I have, &c.,

" (Signed) K Dew."

This repeated attempt of Captain Dew to make the

Ti-pings disarm themselves, and his attempt to ignore the

apology he had already accepted in his letter to the chief

dated 27th April, must afford convincing proof that a

premeditated and organized arrangement to quarrel with

the Ti-pings existed. The generals in command at

Ningpo gave the following reply to Captain Dew. They
declared the battery and guns necessary to defend the

city against an attack by a fleet from the coast, which in

fact appeared, commanded by the notorious pirate Apak,

on the 7th May. They promised to remove all ammuni-
tion from the guns and to prevent armed men going on
the ramparts, but, as Colonel Sykes says in his review of the

affair, " Had the generals chucked the guns into the river

there would have been some new demand." In their reply

the generals state :

—

" In reply to letter of 2nd inst., sul>mitting three demands, we beg to

inform you that we have carefully examined its contents, and that we will

* We may safely presume that Captain Dew was gibing the chiefs.
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agree to those demands as far as we are able. In reference to the first, our

previous letter has afforded full explanations on that head, liow that it was

the result of an accidental discharge of bullets during the salute .

In reference to the second point, demanding removal of guns, &c., onr

former despatch has already explained that those guns are meant as a pyre-

caution against an attack from Ting-hae, that the multitude of lives in the

city that have to be taken care of urgently demands . . . We shall on

no account fire the guns, unless the imps attack us. Under the circum-

stances stated by you, we agree to stop up the port-holes of all the gims

bearing on Keang-pih-gan, and to remove all the shot and powder from thence,

so as to manifest to you our desire for lasting amity. Infer from the third

point in your letter that you are afraid that, if people are allowed on the

wall, there will be some lawless persons who will fire the guns by mistake.

Far from allowing anybody whatever to come on the walls, there are most

strict orders against allowing any one to go on the walls, not only on those

opposite to Keang-pih, but also all round the city. . . . We are inor-

dinately desirous of remaining on good terms loith you, and this is our

reason for this distinct statement." (Dated 3rd May, 18G2.)

Affairs remained in this position till the 7th of May,

when Captain Dew wrote to Admiral Hope, stating that

on the evening of the 5th, Consul Harvey received a

communication from the late Manchoo Governor of

Ningpo, to the effect that he was ahout to attack the

city with a strong force, and requesting support from the

English and French admirals. The same evening Captain

Dew proceeded down the river, found the Imperialist

fleet (consisting of the pirate Apak's vessels), and visited

the Governor ; again, on the following morning. Captain

Dew visited that functionary, and the latter, accompanied

by his pirate-admiral Apak, returned the visit. While

closeted with Captain Dew, they made their arrangements

for the forthcoming attack on Ningpo, and the former

wrote to his senior officer :

—

" So I told them that in consequence of the rebels refusing certain

demands we had made, I should liave no objection to their passing up, hut

that they were not to openfre till ivell clear of our men-of-warT

Now Captain Dew may flatter himself that this state-

ment has hoodwinked the people of England, but unfortu-

nately for his reputation, people judge a man by his actions.

2 m 2
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Instead of tlicse piratical vessels keeping- •' wall clear" of

his ships, they proceeded to execute their part of the

programme of attack by keeping loellfoul of his men-of-

war, according to previous arrangement.

On May 9th, Consul Harvey reported to Mr. Bruce the

movements of the Imperialist, or rather pirate fleet, under

the notorious Apak, as follows :
—

" Their fleet of junks is at the present moment lying in front of our

settlement, making preparations for an assault on Ningpo.'

He then adds :

—

"Tlie Taoutae* Chang, with C!ommanilor-in-Cliief Chin, came to see

me this morning (9tli) at the Consuhite, in a pricate manner, and lie

informed Captain Dew and myself, that if no unforeseen event happened, the

Imperialist attack on Ningpo would take place to-morrow morning at

daylight"

Now Captain Dew (as the representative of Great

Britain) having made the following formal declaration

in his despatch to the Ti-ping chiefs, dated April 28th,

" That he has not the intention or wish to interfere with the Im])erialists

and yourself at Ningpo ; and if the foi-mer should attack the city, we sliovld

he entirely neutrcd, and will not even alloio the foreign settlement to harbour

the Imperialidsy

And again, in his despatch dated April 27th :
—

"You may rest assured that no breach of friendly relations shall

emanate from our side"

—

He was bound to fulfil his pledges of neutrality. He
was perfectly well aware that the city could not possibly

reply to the fire of the Imperial fleet without endangering

tlie men-of-war and foreign settlement. It was therefore

liis duty, as he himself expressed, '^ not to allow the

foreign settlement to harbour the Imperialists," or, to

have withdrawn the ships of war from the line of fire, as

Admiral Hope had no " wish to interfere."

* Governor of a citv.
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Yet we fiud Consul Harvey stating that the pirate

lorchas are "lying, in front of our settlement, making-

preparations for an assault on jS'ingpo," and Captain Dew
not only authorized this proceeding but declared it a casus

belli should the Ti-pings venture to return their fire !

There are, in fact, ample grounds for the statements in

some of the China newspapers, and in many private

letters, that the whole affair was arranged between the

ex-Governor, the pirate Apak, Captain Dew, and Mr.

Consul Harvey : and the idea seems strengthened by tlie

fact that Mr. Harvey, in his letter to Mr. Bruce, dated

May 9, terms the arrival of the piratical fleet " an extra-

ordinary but fortunate coincidence, and that it was far too

good an opportunity to be lost."

Immediately after his second interview with the ex-

Governor and the pirate, Captain Dew and the Erench

senior officer sent the following crafty and equivocal

ultimatum to the Ti-ping chiefs, dated May 8th :

—

" This is to inform yovi, on the part of the English and French senior

naval officers, that had you agi'eed to their demands, and removed your

guns from the walls, they should ha"\'e felt bound ia honour to have acted

up to their promise, and have prevented an attack on you on the settlement

side by Imperial forces, which in countless numbers and heavily-armed

ships advance to attack you. We now inform you that we maintain a

perfect neutrality, but if you fire the guns or muskets from the

BATTERY OR WALLS OPPOSITE THE SETTLEMENT ON THE ADVANCING IMPE-

RIALISTS (thereby endangering the lives of our men and people in the

foreign settlement), we shall then feel it our duty to return the fire

AND bombard the CITY."'

This was equivalent to saying, " If you defend your-

selves against the Imperialists we shall kill you ;
" for in

firing upon the pirate vessels as they advanced from the

foreign settlement and amongst the British men-of-war,

these latter must inevitably have been endangered.

The following extracts from official despatches and

other memoranda will show how the British squadron

joined the fleet of pirates in driving the Ti-pings out of

Ningpo.
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On the 10th of May, Captain Dew wrote to Admiral

Hope :
—

" Sir,—I found it necessary to capture the city of Ningjio, and drive

the rebels out, under the following circumstances :

—

'' You are aware, Sir, that the rebel chiefs had been informed that if

they again fired, either on our ships or in the direction of the settlement,

we should deem it a castis belli. This morning at 10 a.m., the Kestrel,

and French vessels Etoile and Confucius were fired on by the Point

battery. I cleai'ed for action in this ship, when a volley of musketry was
fired on us from the bastion abreast. The undermentioned vessels, \iz.,

Encounter, Ringdove, Kestrel, and Ilardy, with the Etoile and Confucius,

French gunboats, now opened fire, with shell, on the Avails and batteries,

which was replied to "with much spirit from giuis and small arms."

The despatch continues to this effect :—At noon the Ti-

ping guns were silenced and practicable breaches effected.

At two o'clock the city was stormed, and at five o'clock,

all opposition having ceased, the ex-governor and his

troops landed from their junks. Captain Dew gave them
charge of the city, and re-embarked his men. We must
now find out what had become of the ex-governor, his

troops, and Apak's fleet during this time. Captain Dew
carefully avoids stating whether they had made the attack

at dayl'Kjlit, according to arrangement, or left him to play

the bravo alone, for he does not mention one icorcl about

his allies, until he hands over the city to them. Consul

Harvey, however, in a despatch to Mr. Bruce, dated May
the 16th, throws some light upon the subject ; he states:

—

" Shot and shell were poured into this large city with very little inter-

mission for a period of fiAc hours hij the combined fleet, at the end of which

time the walls were scaled, and the Taepiag forces were at once comjiletely

routed and dispersed."

The only fleet was eighty lorchas of the pirate Apak,

the English and Erench aiding by six vessels only, a

fact suppressed by Captain Dew.
The final expulsion of the Ti-pings from Ningpo was

thus effected :

—

Early on the morning of the lOtli, the piratical fleet
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commenced the attack -upon Ningpo, advancing from the

foreign settlement and then manoeuvring round and round

the British and Erench gunhoats, firing at the Ti-pings

when hetioeen their line of fire and the foreign vessels.

Captain Dew never attempted to enforce his pretended

order for them to keep " well clear " of his vessels. Por

some time the Ti-pings bore this attack silently and

without reply, doubtless trusting that Captain Dew would

either move his vessels or make the pirates give them a

clear berth. This, however, was not done, the intention

being to compel the Ti-pings to open fire on the attacking

fleet, when, as the latter were placed directly between the

British and Prench men-of-war and the guns of the town,

any shot must necessarily pass in the " direction " of those

vessels, and thereby constitute the false casus belli re-

quired, and eagerly watched for by Captain Dew with his

vessels quite prepared and his guns loaded and ready.

At last human nature could bear no more, and the Ti-

pings opened a musketry fire upon the pirate lorchas, yet

still with extraordinary forbearance, and such a desire to

avoid endangering the foreign ships or settlement, that

they did not make use of their artillery. It is perfectly

certain that the Manchoo piratical fleet dared not have

ventured to make their attack unless fully assured of

foreign co-ojoeration. That such assistance teas guaran-

teed and arranged has scarcely ever been doubted.

Many of the Ti-ping soldiers had been killed by the

fire of the pirate fleet before they replied with musketry.

The very instant they did so, the British and Erench

vessels came to the aid of their allies, and commenced

bombarding the town. It is said that a couple of bullets

from the volley fired upon a lorcha, which having just de-

livered her broadside was tacking under the stern of the

Kestrel, struck the quarter of the latter vessel. This may
have accidentally occurred ; but it is, however, perfectly

certain that the Ti-pings did not fire upon the foreign

men-of-war, as stated by Captain Dew.
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The Ti-pings fought their battery against the- over-

whehning fire from the heavy pivot guns of the smaller

vessels and the broadsides from the Encounter until every

gun was dismounted and the work knocked to pieces.

When the British and Erench storming parties carried

the walls of Ningpo, the defenders offered a determined

resistance; but shell and Enfield rifles at last overcame it;

though not until both the generals Hwang and Eang

were severely wounded did they evacuate the city, leaving

about 100 dead within and around the walls. The British

loss was only 3 killed and 23 wounded.

Even Consul Harvey termed the conduct of the Ti-

pings when they captured Ningpo " wonderfully mod-

erate." What will the British public think of the follow-

ing account of the behaviour of Captain Dew's allies

when re-established in the city ? Contrasting the events

which followed the Ti-ping seizure of the city with those

which occurred on its subsequent capture by the British

and Erench, can any question arise as to which was the

most civilized and merciful ? The correspondent of the

China 3Iail, under date the 22nd May, 1862, states :

—

" Thu rebels retreated tln-ougli the west gate—the pia-ates then entered

tlie city and began the work of destruction, and in a few hours did more
damage than the rebels did in the whole of the five months that they had
possession. ... On Sunday the reinstated Taoutae was busy chopping

ort"the heads of the unlucky rebels that he caught, and otherwise torturing

them, I saw some fearful sights ; such as a boy with his entrails cut right

out, from a great gash across the stomach, canied round the back—a man
with all the flesh torn off his ribs, leaving them quite bare—a man whose
heart had been torn out and his head cut off; together with others equally

revolting. ... On Monday the same scenes were enacting. . .

One of the principal murderers and torturers of the poor fellows found in

the city wixs one A-fook, the British CotisuVs boy or personal attendant,

who was dressed up in silks, and who, stuck upon a pony, paraded the

city with attendants, ordering them to execute unfortunates, and issuing

orders (which were actually obeyed) to the J]nglish soldiers."

Now it can safely be declared that the Ti-pings have
never committed similar atrocities to the above. They
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have, it is true, often killed large numbers at the capture

of obstinately defended to\Yns, but their prisoners were

never tortured to death as their comrades, captured by

British troops and then delivered up to the cruel Tartar

mandarins, have been under the shadow of the Union

Jack.

Tlie Ch'ma Ooerland Trade Report of October 14,

1862, states:—

" So mucli mystery aiad double-dealing has been practised by the allies

to wrest this port from the Taii)ing8, and so little regard for vei'acity

pervades the official despatches regarding theii- doings, that the truth is

most difficult to arrive at, and has certainly never yet been published. . .

The possession of Ningpo by the Taipings was peculiax'ly adapted to thwart

those schemes for aiding and abetting the Imperial cause, which have so

peculiarly characterized the British minister. The Taipings held the

province, and it is evident that the possession of a seapoi-t would have

enabled them not only to have deprived Shanghae of the greater proportion

of the customs duties,"' but to have diverted the same into their own

exchequer. Now.Mr. Lay was acting Chinese ambassador in London, and

the absorption of these duties would have entirely frustrated the object of

his errand f and indeed have destroyed the main stay of the Imperial cause.

Besides, the possession of Ningpo would have enabled the Taipings to

have obtained all the munitions of war which they stood so much in need

of It would have dispelled the illusion of theii- being inimical to foreign

trade. . . . Admiral Hope . . . from some such cogent reasons

as are above named, fell into the Biitish minister's views, and clearly

resolved on the recapture of the place by fair means or foul. The mode of

accomplishing this design reflects indelible disgrace on British prestige. . .

" Admii-al Hope detached a portion of his fleet to Ningpo under com-

mand of Captain Dew, of H.M.S. Encounter, cleai'ly to act in concert with

this piratical squadron, with which daily communications were established.

The day before the Taoutae ari'ived at Ningjx), the British sliips had taken

up their stations, and had cleai-ed for action. Ca})tain Dew had opened

a correspondence with the Taiping chiefs, tlic drift of which was a demand

that they should remove a certain battery on some absui-d pretext, which

they refused to do. The night prior to the attack, a council of war was

held on board the Encounter, and a private note was seen' by several Euro-

peans at Ningjx), written by a certain Britisli official, which stated that the

city would be attacked the following morning. The pirate fleet arrived

* From these duties the indemnity for the war was being extracted,

t The errand was to obtain the notorious Anglo-Chinese flotilla.
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accordingly, and proceeding in cMblets between the British men-of-war

and the city, opened hre. This could not possibly be retui'ned without

directing the guns towards the men-of-war. The result is known and need

not be repeated."

The Song-kong Daily Fress, in a long article upon

the capture of Kingpo by the Anglo-Pranco-Manchoo-

piratical fleet, makes precisely similar statements to those

quoted from the Overland Trade Report^ and commences

"with the following paragraph :

—

" Th(;i'e never was a ialser, more unprovoked, or more unjustifiable act

than the taking of Ningjio by the allies from the Taijiiugs. It should, in

faii-ness, be recorded to the eternal disyraee of Ccqjtaiu Koderic Dew, 0/

U.M.S. Encounter^
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CHAPTEE. XIX.

A Double "Wedding.—Its Celebration.—The Honeymoon.—Its Interrup-

tion.—Warlike Preparations.—Soong-kong Invested.—General Cliing's

Despatch. — Tsing-poo Recaittured. — Ti-ping Seventy Excused.—
England's Responsibility.—Cui'ious Chinese Custom.—The Chung-

wang's Policy.—His Ejqdanation.—The Ti-puig Court of Justice.

—

How Conducted.—Opium Smoking.—Its Effects.—Evidence thereof.

—Forbidden by Ti-ping Law.—Opium Trade.

SOON after our return to Nankin, the Chung-wang,

having left the Shi, Mo, Ting, and other Wangs, in

charge of the lately captured Shanghae and Hang-chow
districts, despatched considerable reinforcements to the

Ying-wang, on the northern side of the Yang-tze river,

and to the Ti-ping positions along the southern bank.

These troops quickly dispersed the Imperialist force sup-

posed to be investing Nankin from the hills on the oj)-

posite side of the river, and recaptured many towns on

the southern side.

Meanwhile, at the Ti-ping capital, Marie became my
wife, while my friend L. received the Chung-wang's

youngest daughter in marriage. When Cum-ho's father

ascertained the state of that young lady's affections, he

sanctioned her union with L., although his better half

made no little opposition at first, her ambitious mind

being directed to the Mo-wang as a suitable son-in-law.

This, however, she eventually accomplished by giving

the chief her next eldest daughter as a wife. We Averc

married according to the ritual of the Ti-ping church, but

with the addition of using a ring, in conformity with the
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usage of our own. The Kan-wang's own cliaplain, who

was an ordained teacher of the London Missionary

Society at Ilong-kong', performed the ceremony.

Since the arrival of the Kan-wang at Nankin, he had

altered the Ti-ping marriage service so as to closely

resemble that of the English church, to which he had

heeu used when principal native instructor and catechist

of the London Mission. Although by the laws of the

state polygamy was allowed, the improvements introduced

by the Prime Minister, in fact we may term them regula-

tions, had almost abolished the custom, so that few

among the peoj^le married more than one wife.

Although L. and myself were married on the same

day, and nearly at the same time, there was a vast

difference between the style of the two ceremonies. Marie

agreed with me in preferring a quiet solemnization, witli

only a few friends present; but L., taking to wife a chief's

daughter, w^as obliged to undergo the usual pomp and

festivity.

After my own marriage had been concluded, prepara-

tions for that of my friend were made in the " Heavenly

Hall " of the Chung-whang's palace. The Hall was deco-

rated with flowers and a profusion of silken flags and

streamers. Several large tables in a side chamber were

loaded witli bridal presents from friends, who, with all the

household, were assembled to witness the ceremony. The
Chung, Kan, Foo, and all the other Wangs present, wore

their state robes and coronets, while the dresses of many
of the ladies were still more beautiful and dazzling.

Besides the Kan-wang's ehaplain, the principal ecclesias-

tic in Nankin officiated, dressed in a splendid black silk

garment broidered with gold and silver crosses, both of

whom, attended by several priests, took up their position

before the altar, which was decorated with large garlands

of flowers.

At last, when everything was ready, the bride, com-

pletely enveloped in a long white veil, was escorted to the
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Hall by nine young girls dressed in scarlet, and with red

flowers in their hair. At the same time L., in the full

costume of a Ti-ping chief of the " AVoo " rank (to which

he had been raised by the Chung-wang's wish), came to the

right side of the altar attended by nine young chiefs.

After the bridegroom and bride were united, the cere-

mony was concluded by a short service, nearly approach-

ing to that of the Sabbath, and then, entering two

magnificent sedans, they were conveyed to their new
home (a house given them by the Chung-wang) by a vast

and gorgeous cavalcade. The newly-married couple now
entertained a number of guests to a festive meal in the

principal hall of their house. Meanwhile, with my wife,

I removed from the Chung-wang's palace and took up my
abode with L., the house being divided between us.

During several months, as it is, I presume, with

nearly all newly-married people, we paid but little atten-

tion to the outside world, and, with the exception of the

periodical arrival and departure of our friends D. and

Captain P. with the vessels, and the addition of three

Erenchmen, who had served in the Prench artillery at

Shanghae, to our corps of the Chung-wang's army, but

little occurred to divert us from our honeymoon. In the

mean time the Commander-in-Chief was occupied making

his plans for farther operations against the Manchoo,

with the intention of recapturing the towns and territory

that had lately fallen into their possession, and making a

movement against their capital, Pekin. Before, however,

these tactics could be put into execution, news came

from the Shanghae district of the hostilities commenced
by the British and Prench, and of the consequent defeat

of the Ti-ping local forces, and the capture of their cities

and villages. Immediately, orders were sent recalling the

reinforcements despatched to the Ying-wang, and the

force operating along the southern bank of the Yang-

tze, while from tlie garrisons of Nankin and otlier cities

troops were concentrated upon Soo-chow.
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With natural reluctance I prepared to accompany the

Chung-wang on his march to the threatened districts,

accompanied hy my friend, Avho felt how difficult it was

to part with his youthful Ti-ping bride. Our feelings

were not indeed to be envied wiien, upon a misty, heavily

raining, and more than usually disagreeable Chinese

morning in May, between the chilly hours of three and

four, we set out on the march for Soo-chow. Even
Phillip, although his honeymoon had terminated long

1)efore ours began, appeared to feel as gloomy as myself

and L. upon parting with our wives.

As we slowly rode through the high city portal, dimly

lighted by the glare of lanterns and torches, the rain

poured down in continuous streams, as though it never

intended to cease again. Eortunately we had the promise

of the rainbow, and I imagine the Chinese must have

known it also, or the whole force might have become
panic-stricken with the dread of another deluge. Splash,

splash went our horses, and tramp, tramp came the

soldiery, through the mud, the former drooping and the

latter dripping. The tenacity, consistency, and otherwise

sticky properties of Chinese mud, are really wonderful,

and in wet weather cause the pedestrians' feet, to sound

like a huge sucker suddenly torn from some sympathetic

substance. The rain beating in our faces every now and
then compelled us to close our eyes and risk their being

picked out by the iron spikes on the ends of the bamboos
carried l)y the surrounding spearmen. Every thing and
animal presented a miserable and draggled appearance.

Tlie few trees in the neigh1)ourliood of the city, dimly

seen in the hazy grey of morning as we passed under

their shadows, looked more like huge spectres outlined

against the foggy background. The very houses pre-

sented a weird and desolate aspect as they became
faintly visible through the heavy rain and dense atmo-
sphere.

A march of five days brought our forces to the city of
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Soo-chow, when preparations were immediately made to

move the troops to the defence of the Ti-piug territory

in the vicinity of Shanghae and Ningpo. The Tow-wang,

with the principal part of his forces, had been recalled

from the northern side of the Yang-tze, leaving the Ying-

wang in command of the different positions still held.

This contingent, with those from Nankin and Soo-chow,

the Chung-wang's immediate command, and other detach-

ments, composed an army of some 50,000 men. The

Commander-in-Chief, a few days after his arrival at Soo-

chow, moved forward in three columns to the threatened

quarter. With my company of partly disciplined men
and a few light pieces of artillery, I accompanied the

division attached to the Chung-wang himself. Each of

the other corps cVarmte were respectively commanded by

the Mo and Tow Wangs.

Marching rapidly upon the places lately captured by

the allied Anglo-Franco-Manchoo forces, those garrisoned,

only by Imperialists were very quickly retaken. On
Kah-ding and other cities held by the foreigners with

their irresistible artillery, no direct assault was at first

made. The Chung-wang's tactics were, circulating ex-

aggerated rumours that with an immense force he was

marching for Shanghae, and by continual mock attacks

upon Kah-ding, Na-ziang, &c., with men carrying num-
berless flags, to harass the garrisons so as to compel

them to abandon their positions. These tactics were

entirely successful. General Staveley, and the other com-

manders, fearing for the safety of Shanghae and the fate

of their detachments guarding the lately captured towns,

evacuated all excepting Soong-kong, which was held in

conjunction with the filibuster General Ward's disciplined

Chinese.

Having recaptured Kah-ding, the Chung-wang es-

tablished his head-quarters at the city of Chang-za, some
forty miles north-west of Shanghae, while his subordinate

generals successively occupied the places evacuated by
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the allies. The brave Ling-lio, Avitli his regiment of

Honan guards, made a dashing attempt to carry Soong-

kong by storm. Just at daylight on the morning of May
the 30th, this gallant chief, with less than 1,500 men,

made a desjierate attack upon the north-east side of the

city. So suddenly was the attempt made, that when the

garrison had manned the walls, the scaling-ladders were

actually planted against them. These ladders consisted

simply of two long bamboos secured together at either

end about two feet apart, the man to ascend being pushed

up by men from below with another bamboo, while he

assisted himself with the uprights. Soong-kong would

certainly have been captured but for the circumstance of

its bein"' held bv a stronq; detachment of the seamen and

marines of Ward's dear and invaluable friend Admiral

Hope, who, at the expense of the British tax-payers,

instead of attending to his ships, chose to scour Chinese

territory, hunting for Ti-pings wherever they were to be

found. The first to man the walls of Soong-kong were

the men of H.E.M.S. Centaur, who opened a heavy fire

upon the assaulting column at a few yards' distance. In

spite of this, Ling-ho led his men up their scaling-ladders,

and was himself the first upon the wall, the second being

the French commander of his regiment. Their gallantry,

however, was unavailing, the deadly Enfield rifles and

the showers of grape and canister crashing among the

Ti-pings within half pistol-range proved irresistible.

Ling-ho fell mortally wounded while striving with his

usual surpassing courage to animate his men to follow

him, and his brave French officer was killed by his

side. This settled the action, and sorrowfully carrying

off their wounded leader, the Ti-pings retired from the

attack.

During the next few days a part of the Chung-wang's

division having arrived before the place, Soong-kong was

closely invested. On the 2nd of June a large Imperialist

force was driven out of some strong stockades they had
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erected close to the city, while one of the Centaur 8 gig's

and a dozen Chinese gunboats loaded with arms and

ammunition were captured in a neighbouring creek.

Seeing this, the whole British force, accompanied by a

body of Ward's Chinese, made a powerful sortie, and

succeeded in recapturing the gig and two or three of the

gunboats, the rest being carried off by the Ti-pirigs.

During the 3rd, 1th, and 5th of June, each day an

attempt was made to storm the city, and outside the west

gate a battery was erected, from which tlie besiegers

oj^ened fire in the morning, but upon every occasion it

was effectually silenced by the superior lire of the British

guns on the Avails.

The gig's crew and some other Europeans captured in

the gunboats were not harmed by the Ti-pings, although,

had the latter simply followed the law of retaliation,

they would have met with the fate of the unfortunates

who were delivered over to the Manchoo execution-grounds,

after having fallen into the hands of British soldiers

during the late freebooting raids of Admirals Hope and

Protet, and General Staveley.

I cannot do better than give a few extracts from the

summons to surrender sent into Soong-kong by Ching,

the chief in command of the besiegers. General Ching,

after a preamble setting forth the object of the Ti-ping

revolution, stated :

—

"Now, having received our king's commands to hold the city of Soo-

cliow, we liad intended to reuiaiu tliei'e, and give the Heavenly * soldiers

rest, and not to take your place, not imagining you would league with the

foreigners and attack my cities, forcing me to rise up and retake them.

For this causeless misfortune, for this injury to the people, who then is to

Maine 1 Had you not invaded my territories, I should not have trouhled

you ; the people would have remained iindistnrhed. Would not this have

l)een better for l)Oth sides'?

" Again, all the officers, both military and civil, all the soldiers, too,

* The title (Tiru-ping) of the Ti-ping soldiery.

2 N
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and the people, are without oxeeptiou Chinese ; and yon eat the bread of

the Tsing '•

dynasty, serving a stranger. . . .

*'As for you, foreign troops, you had best return to your native

country, as quickly as may be; for, heimj a distinct race, axd seeking

TRADE OXLY, whj shoulcl you contend with me, or why should I he compelled

to overcome you ? . . If you are resolved and will fight with me, I fear,

indeed, your trade will suffer."

Upon tlic lOtli of June the Mo-wang succeeded in

recapturing Tsing-poo, the garrison of Ward's Chinese,

a British force GOO strong, with six guns, evacuating the

city after ahnost completely destroying it by fire ! The
filibuster officer (Colonel Porrester) in command of Ward's
force having, in his hurry, forgotten to carry off some of

his loot (gathered during the late successful campaign
against the Ti-ping cities), ran back for it, and was
captured by the Mo-wang's men just as he was rushing

away loaded with sycee and dollars. This man, whom the

Europeans captured at Soong-kong, as also eleven British

seamen taken prisoners at the evacuation of Kah-ding by

the allies, were all liberated by the Ti-pings. In vain I

represented to the Chung-wang the policy of retaining

them as hostages for any of his own chiefs who might
fall into the hands of the enemy, and most probably

be delivered over to the reekincj execution-shambles

at Shanghae and elsewhere. He would not retain them,

but had them released, so as to exhibit his unalterable

friendship for Europeans.

I would not willingly screen a single fault upon the

part of my Ti-ping friends ; but, after viewing all events

calmly, when many thousand miles away from aught that

could bias or warp the judgment, I must confess that I

can scarcely find tlie slightest grounds for censure upon
any point.

I had certainly intended to blame the Tow and Mo-
wangs for the severity of their measures towards the

people of those villages, which, upon the successful raids of

the allied forces, had proved renegade, and liad given in

* The Manchoo.
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their allegiance to the Manchoo. But, consideration of

the primary cause of the destruction of many Ti-ping

cities and villages, and the subsequent devastation of

some that had been left whole by the allies, conclusively

fixes the guilty responsibility upon the latter, by reason

of their wanton attack upon the Ti-ping^ territory.' After

the recapture of some places, people who had been well

known as subjects of the Tien-wang were found with the

shaved head (the badge of the Manchoo) and other strong

and irrefragable proof of their traitorous conduct ; many

of these were decapitated, and their property confiscated.

In like manner, some of the villages that had, with

Chinese apathy, at once gone over to the Imperialists,

were burned down, and the people compelled to labour as

coolies. These measures may appear harsh ; but, if events

had occurred otherwise, and the Imperialists had occupied

the position of the Ti-pings, fresh evidence would be given

that there were prototypes of the notorious Yeh in every

Manchoo official

!

The Shanghae district had been captured by the revolu-

tionists; after that event, the people were gradually settling

down to the new state of aff'airs, while those Avho had

naturally fled from the shock of war were fast returning

to their homes and giving in allegiance to the dominant

power. In fact, so well were the lately disturbed depart-

ments recovering from the effect of the civil war, that in

a short time they would certainly have attained the high

state of prosperity enjoyed by the silk districts, then

thoroughly settled under Ti-ping rule. The question as

to the relative right of each belligerent has nothing to do

with the present argument. Each party to the civil war

had their own causes and reasons, and these certainly

concerned no one but themselves. The simple question is

this :—After the Ti-pings had proved their power to suc-

cessfully dispute the Manchoo authority, and had wrested

large tracts of land from their foreign yoke, who became

responsible for again carrying the horrors of war, with its

• 2 N 2
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attendant misery and desolation, into a country which

wonkl otherwise have remained happy in its freedom,

peaceful and nominally Christian ? Who other tliau

England ?

Upon the suppositional " mights" elsewhere described,

Admiral Hope and his colleagues captured the cities and

villages within a radius of thirty miles from Slianghae,

burning and destroying (as proved in this work by the

words of tlie Admiral himself) everywhere. These places

were then captured a second time by the Ti-pings, and

subsequently recaptured by the allies. Now, for the

cruelties and devastations inflicted four times over by the

sword of Asiatic warfare, in the words of the Ti-ping

general long- since in the presence of his God, I ask, " Eor

this causeless misfortune, for tliis injury to the people,

who then is to blame ?
"

Plain it is to all who will judge fairly and honoural)ly,

that England is heavily responsible for the effects of the

unprovoked hostilities carried by her soldiers and sailors

into the Ti-ping dominions. Besides the more direct evil

consequences of that most evil policy, there were others

not so well known though closely connected with it.

In the first place, few people are aware, or trouble

themselves to reflect, that the wholesale destruction of

grain and rice by the allies (as per Admiral Hope's

despatches) led to the starvation of many thousands of the

imlbrtunate country people. The Ti-ping system of

Government is one of a paternal form (so favourite with

the Chinese, but so seldom obtained), involving a com-

munity of interests upon the part of every subject. Con-

sequent upon this, all rice crops and other descriptions of

grain were gathered regularly into the state granaries,

and from thence supplied to every person and family in

the respective departments of the " Land divisions of the

Ti-ping dynasty." Consequently, when the whole stores

of food were destroyed in the districts ravaged by Admiral

Hope and others, the miserable people had literally nothing
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to cat ; so that, altliough the Ti-ping soldiery were killed

in hundreds by the irresistible foreign artillery, the non-

combatants perished by tens of thousands from famine.

Then again : the only means of support for the large

Ti-ping armies, the Government and administratve

machinery, were precisely similar to those of other

nations ; that is to say, from direct and indirect taxation.

Naturally, therefore, when England maintained the treaty

ports against the Ti-pings, and v/hen Admiral Hope

invaded their territory, many valuable sources of revenue

were cut off. If a nation, or organized body of people,

possess neither settled territory nor regular revenue, they

must plunder their neighbours in order to exist, and

by this mode of reasoning it is evident that England is

responsible for all plundering or brigandage committed

by the Ti-pings when driven from their dominions, and

defrauded of their just dues by her intervention. At the

time, however, to which we have now arrived (summer of

1862), the revolutionists had not been expelled from the

valuable silk, and a great proportion of the tea, districts,

the revenue upon the productions of Avhich exceeded

£2,500,000 sterling per annum. Previous to their expul-

sion from these districts, the Ti-pings only acted as

marauders when literally compelled to do so in order to

save their own lives, and when any people in the world

would have act(!d in the same manner. When driven

back by the raids of Admiral Hope and General Staveley,

the troops and people, rendered destitute, fell upon the

nearest places to forage and subsist. Otherwise, the only

plundering ever indulged in by Ti-ping soldiery Avas upon

the puhllc property of the enemy. Private property,

except in dire cases of necessity, was always respected

:

most especially were the troops careful to avoid injuring

the standing crops of grain—a course of conduct which

forcibly contrasts with the destruction of the cultivated

fields of the unfortunate New Zealanders by English

soldiers, and with the outrages committed by the forces of
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the Emjieror of the Erench iu Algeria ! Most unjustly

the Ti-pii]g's have been represented as "hordes of banditti,"

"ruthless marauders," &c. ; but these statements may
invariabl}- be traced to interested quarters. If a few

examj)les of sack and pillage have been selected to blacken

the character of the Ti-pings, are we to forget the names

of Magdeburg, Badajos, and Ciudad llodrigo ? Are we
not to remember the progress of the Eederal General,

Sheridan, through the Shenandoah Valley, as recorded in

the columns of the Times of the 30th March, 1865 ?

" Burning houses and barns, he passed through the

valley, and may boast of a destruction such as no Asiatic

chief ever surpassed !

"

When Admiral Hope ascertained that Soong-kong,

the only remaining Mauchoo place outside the walls of

Shanghae, was seriousl;/ threatened by the Ti-ping forces,

he sent up strong reinforcements to it, commanded by

Captain Borlase, li.N. Upon this, the Chung-wang gave

orders to abandon the siege; and, after placing strong

garrisons in all the recaptured cities, returned Avith the

rest of his forces to Tsankin. During the march from

Soo-chow to the capital, I became acquainted with a

singular custom of the Cliinese. We had just passed

through a village, when we came upon a party of country

people carrying a coffin to the burial-place. To the great

surprise of myself and European comrades, instead of

interring the corpse or building a grave over it, according

to the usual Chinese customs, two forked wooden stakes

were fixed in the ground, and the coffin placed upon them
at either end. Upon inquiry, we were informed that the

dead man had been kiled by lightning, and that the

common practice throughout the country was to dispose of

the bodies of those who perished in such a manner by
placing their coffin on stakes which would support them
above the ground.

Soon after reaching Nankin, the Chung-wang seriously

turned his attention towards operating against the
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Manchoo forces further up the Yang-tze, whose successes,

though iminaportant when compared with the great Ti-

ping victories in Ohe-kiang and Kiang-su, wore yet

becoming dangerous to the supremacy of the revolu-

tionists in that part of China. When the Commander-in-

Chief drew off all his troops from the Shanghae district,

after having retaken all the places previously captured by

the allies, he did so under the impression that neither

England nor Erance would again make war upon the re-

established Ti-ping territories. A man so noble-hearted,

large-minded, and honourable, could not realize the deter-

mined hostility entertained against his cause, or credit

the intention of Admiral Hope and General Staveley to

resume active warfare upon the arrival of reinforcements

from Tien-tsin and India ; he therefore left garrisons

amply sufficient to repel any effort of his natural enemies,

but neglected the precaution of leaving in the district

even a single corps cVarmee, which would have frustrated

the future triumphs of his Unexpected foemen. It was

certainly necessary that large additions should be made to

the Ti-ping forces opposing the progress of the Imperial-

ists from the upper waters of the Yang-tze towards the

city of Nankin; still, this could have been thoroughly

accomplished, and a field force of at least 50,000 men left

in the neighbourhood of Shanghae at the same time. Had
any such disposition been made, the easy success of the

allies, during their next campaign, would have been

exceedingly different ; the disasters that subsequently

befell the Ti-ping cause would never have taken place;

while the standard of liberty and Christianity would noAV

wave erect and triumphant.

Durins: the interval between our return to Nankin

and the commencement of further military operations,

I was frequently closeted with the Chung, Kan, and

other chiefs, upon the discussion of political matters. On
one occasion, at an interview with the Commander-in-

Chief, my friend D was present, and translated
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a certain sj)eeclij which was subsequently published in

some of the Shanghae papers. He asked the Chung-wang
"wliy he had ventured within the limits of Consular

Ports ;
" and received this reply :

—
" "Why ] Because foreigners have broken faith -with us ! The English

and Americans .stij)ulated with us to remain strictly neutral in regard to

our war with the Manchoos. This agreement was kept on their part by

assisting, in every way they could, in the collection of the very 'sinews of

Avar' for the Imperialists; allowing their subjects to enter the Manchoo

employ, and at the same time sending a man-of-war to force, at the can-

non's mouth, the return, and even jiunisliment of tlie few foreigners who
had joined us ! Was this neutrality I

" This was not all : they actually, with their own Government troops,

invaded our territory, and AT.olated the most sacred usages of war, by per-

mitting, or not preventing, the Chinese troops from committing the most

atrocious barbarities. It has been told us that, among foreigners, the proof

of courage is clemency towards the -vanquished. But the torture inflicted

lately upon some of your helpless prisoners proves to us the quality of your

neutrality/ ! Neutrality ! Every few days we see several Manchoo steam

vessels, laden with munitions of war, all to be expended to our destruction,

passing under the very walls of our capital, but flying the American flag

!

They are called by foreigners the Koomj-foo-tze (Confucius), Kee-me-et

(Williamette), An-te-lok (Antelope), etc. But for that flag Ave would haA^e

sunk them hundreds of times. Is this neutrality ] Is it not a most

shameful perAersion of the American nationality ? Is it not a vile trading

—a base jobbery in the dignity and honour of a noble people, Avho haA-e

ne\'er permitted theii" ofiicers to openly violate our rights 1 Would not

these great foreign sovereigns blush t(i see the degradation of their flags,

pen'ei'ted to such ends as priA-ate aggrandisement and infamous prosti-

tution \

" Moreover, as lords of our inmiensc territory, Ave have a perfect right

to levy taxes on goods of natives i)assing through our dominions ; but by

acts of gigantic fraud," the foreign consuls hav(> given to native craft

l^apers, and their national flag, simply for a fee—thus roblnng us of our

i-evenues, in as f\ir as they coidd ! Would any other nation have bonie

these outrages for yeai-s, as Ave have done, Avithout making repi-isal \ And
Ave have been accused of relentless barbarity; of burning toAvns, slaughtei--

iug the people, etc. Well, granted. It is the hard neces,sity of Avar, Avhich

Ave Avould avoid if Ave could; but knoAving, as Ave do, the conduct of

NajKjleon in Europe, of the British in India, etc., and the Americans in

their own country, Ave think such accusations come Avith a bad grace from

* Perfect! V true.
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foreigners. The Ming dynasty was founded by a revolution sucli as is now
in progress ; and we have never heard of a people who expelled tyrants

from their country who did not suffer hoth offensively and defensively.

•' That the foreign Powers ai'e playing a game to suit their own profit

in China, is to us perfectly clear, Wlien, some time ago, we addressed

their authoi-ities on this subject (at the Consular Ports), our comnninications

were returned unojiened. This contemptible insult taught us that you

foreigners" [the translation of this part cannot be literally given, by reason

of the Chung-Wang's use of idiomatic and figurative language, but may best

be expressed as follows :—] " thought our cause a sinking one, or intended

to make it so ; and, like rats on shipboard, you would desert

—

not us, but

your own 2^'>'ofossions towards us. Not long after, our capital was called,

in a public print, the ' City of Coolie Kings.' This title, wliich was

meant for a sneer, we thought the highest compliment ])ossible : we are

indifferent as to what the Duke of Pa-le-cliia\i * thought of the remark, or

the Americans, whose capital miglit be called by the same name with equal

justice. It Avas easy to judge, from these circumstances, and many other.s,

at what value we could esteem the lofty sentiments of honour, justice, and

ecpiity, which foreigners professed towards the Chinese people. 1st. They

struck a nearly fetal blow to the Manchoo power ; then, in pretence of

seeking the real good of the nation, they l)olster up the tottering simu-

lacrum, and actively carry on operations against us. They reform not one

abuse of the Tartar Government, and send for Captain Osborne's fleet ! f

Will the most noble Empress of England, the mother of her people, permit

he]' brave soldiers, and noble-minded naval oflficers, to serve under the most

cruel and corrupt Government officials in the world, and furnish them with

means to come to the Middle Kingdom, to crush out at the cannon's mouth

the last vestige of liberty, and freedom of being governed, while professing

our religion, as seems to us most conformable to the sacred book (Bible) ?

We cannot think so, though her officers have refused to receive our

communications !

"Will not one of you here present Jiiake it known to the sovereigns of

England and America, that by this conduct we can only judge of them, and

that it seems that they desire to exterminate us. Of the French we ha\'c

nothing to hope ; thei/ hnYO never professed any friendship for us! They

(the French Jesuits) materially assisted the Manchoos in getting possession

of the throne, for the sake of ])ro})agating a religion which English

missionaries have taught us to cimdemn. But, at least, they have never

deceived us by false ])r(if('ssi(ms !"

* The French Gencriil in coimnaud during the I'ckin campaign, who

received this title from his emperor.

t The jtroceedings to raise the " Vampyre '"'

fleet in England were

then nearly concluded, and were known to the Ti-pings.
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Within two months after our return to Nankin, I

became utterly prostrated by one of the forms of low

fever prevalent in* China. My illness was long in dura-

tion and slow in disappearing, even when recovery com-

menced. During many months I was confined to a sick-

bed, from whence, but for the tender and unremitting

attentions of my wife, I should never have risen again.

In the meanwhile mj comrades had all left the city,

having proceeded with another expedition against the

Manchoo.

Shih-ta-kae, the I-wang and brother of the Ti-ping

king, had been recalled to the capital, and in the month

of September, 1862, marched forth in command of an

army destined to operate along the south bank of the

Yang-tze. The Chung-wan g, with a still larger army,

crossed the river, and commenced a campaign having for

its principal objects the recapture of Ngan-king and the

capture of Pekin.

While these armies are marching along their several

routes, we will digress for a little and notice two subjects

particularly favourable to the moral aspect of the Ti-ping

revolution, though one of them has excited no little

hostility to the great movement.

The justice courts of Ti-pingdom form the theme of

our first eulogy. These are invariably conducted with the

strictest and most simple equity. The disgusting scenes,

the inseparable concomitants of the Manchoo magisterial

dwelling, or yamun,—such as the torture of litigants,

criminals, and prisoners,—are entirely abolished. Defen-

dant, plaintifi", and witness, are fairly confronted ; but under

the sway of the Tartar despotism either the one or the

other is tortured if any party chooses to bribe the presiding

mandarin ; or, if none have the sense and means to sooth

the majesty of justice with lumps of virgin sycee, the

icJiole are tortured by that impartial functionary. The

infamous system of bribery is entirely unknown in a

Ti-ping court of justice ; not o)ie form of torture is
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permitted by law,* and prisoners or litigants are afforded

every facility to defend themselves consistent with

justice. In no way can a rich and superior adversary

obtain any unfair advantage over a poor man, none being

convicted or punished but upon the clearest and most

decisive proof of guilt.

Ti-pingdom is one of the last places in the world likely

to please a lawyer ; plaintiff, defendant, and prisoner

having to plead their own cases, which are then decided

upon according to their respective merits by the presiding

chief and his assistant officers. All trials are conducted

more by the dictates of right and justice than the

trammels of law, so that the glaring injustice frequently

caused by European legal technicalities and quibbles is

seldom committed.

The Ti-pings have one very singular custom in connec-

tion with their " Judgment Halls." Two large drums are

always kept hanging just inside the porch of the outer

gate, and are at the use of any person who may consider

himself aggrieved, or may wish to present a complaint,

when he is at liberty to strike upon the drums and

demand justice from the chief. A Ti-ping court of justice

is generally a very imposing affair. The gorgeous dress

of the chiefs, their numerous attendants and body guard,

the many beautiful silken banners around the walls, and

especially the brilliancy of colour, strongly impress the

observer's imagination with an idea of what Europe must

have been during its earlier career, when it delighted in

the same barbaric splendour and feudal display.

The second subject of our digression is the abolition

of opium-smoking by the Ti-pings, which is almost tlie

principal cause of the hostility the liritish Government

and nearly all merchants who trade in the drug have

hitherto entertained against the revolutionists. Although

the arguments to prove the utterly health-destroying and

* The different luetliods of legal torture arc luimerated in the Impe-

I'ialist code by hundreds.
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mind-pcrvading effect of opium are many and incontro-

vertible, Ave may disjoense with them and give a few facts

to establish the value of the prohibition by the Ti-pings.

In India, as well as in China, the unfortunate natives

are thereby utterly destroyed. In a communication for-

warded by General Alexander to Earl Shaftesbury

(then Lord Ashley), from. Mr. A. Sym, dated the 13th of

March, 1810, the following passages occur :

—

" The liealth and morals of the jieoplc sufter from the production of

opuuii. We are demoralizing our own suhjects iu India; one lialf of the

ci-inie in theojnuni districts—murders, rapes, and affrays—have their origin

in o})inm-eating. . . . One opium cultivator demoralizes a whole village.

Thus thousands of our fellows-subjects in India are oppi'essed, and their

health and morals destroyed, for the sake of this infernal opium trade.

So completely is the production of opium in the hands of the East India

Company '" that not a single poppy can be grown in the extent of their

vast ten'itories witliont either the permission of the Government or an

infraction of its laws. The grower of the pojjpy dei'ives only a bare

subsistence for its cultivation, and the difference between 250 rupees and

1,200 to 1,G00 rupees a chest goes to the Government, which exchanges the

drug for silver at the auction mart."

This sort of thing has been continually on the increase

since the above statements were written, and the opium
trade has now reached an enormous extent, being fully

equal to if not greater in value than either the silk or

tea trade. \\liile the price of opium has been steadily

maintained or increased, that of western manufactures

has gradually fallen off to one-third the former rates,

although the latter trade has not largely increased, and

that in opium has been more tlian doubled. The vast

amount of specie drawn from China in payment of this

deleterious drug is diverted from a more beneficial and

righteous trade in British manufactures, or in the cultiva-

tion of cotton, which the East Indian districts now
devoted to the poppy are so well adapted to produce.

If Lancashire would only look abroad it might see a

* The power has, of course, reverted to the Home Government since

the Sepoy revolt.
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mode of easily increasing the British exports to China,

till the eight or nine millions annually paid in cash for

the produce of China were replaced hy them, and the

aholition of the opium trade had enabled the Chinese to

barter for English manufactures to a greater extent.

The amount of clear profit realized by the Indian Govern-

ment upon the sale of opium is considerably upwards

of £5.000,000 per annum,* being the difference between

£25 a chest they give for it, and £115 they sell it at.

The opium, upon reaching China, extracts from that

country the vast amount of specie above mentioned,

which would otherwise be expended on British produce.

Only a few years ago the following evidence was

adduced before the Select Committee of the House of

Commons, on our commercial relations with China, by Mr.

Montgomery Martin, who was Her Majesty's treasurer

in India :

—

" I inquired of the Taoii-tae of Sliangliao what woukl bo the best

means of increasing oiir commerce with China, and his first answer, in the

presence of Captain Balfour, was :
—

' Cease to nend ns so much ojmim,

and we shall he able to taJce your manufactures.^ . . . The true remedy

for our deficient trade with China is not to be found in the reduction of

£1,000,000 to £2,000,000 sterling of tea duties, but in peifect freedom of

intercourse with China ; in facilities of access to the interior of that vast

country ; and in the a])olition of the pernicious opium traffic, which absorbs

£4,000,000 per aniuun, Avhich would be devoted to the 2)urchase of British

manufactures."

Proofs of the immense inj ury the opium traffic inflicts

upon British export trade to China might be multiplied

ad wfinitwn. The drug not only destroys the moral and

physical principles of those who connect themselves with

it in any way, but it has been the direct cause of every

war England has had with China. The following state-

ment by Mr. Martin is so identical with what I would

* By the last official return (1803-4) the export of opnim from India

to China is given as 42,021 chests, and tlie gross revenue derived there-

from, llupees, 5,20,72,358.
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say myself tlmt I cannot do better than quote it with

the appreciation it so well deserves. It was adduced

before the Committee of the House of Com^mons already

referred to :

—

"Minute 3491. In wliat respect do you tliink the trade injurious to

us in our relations with China 1

" 3492, Politically, with reference to our position with the Govern-

ment of China, had France, or America, or Russia, granted us an island

on their coast as a commercial station," had they prohibited the use of

opium, believing it to be injurious, we dare not, in that case, have made it

a smoking-shop for the empire ; and I would not act to the Chinese

Government in a different manner than I would act to a Government in

Europe. Then, socially sjieaking, I believe it is the duty of this Govern-

ment to uphold moi'al ])rinciples and to disseminate religious truth, and

she cannot do that with one hand, while on the other she is introducing

into China an amount of opium which furnishes 17 grains a day to each

of 3,000,000 of people, and which, in the language of Mr. Lay, Her

Majesty's late consul at Amoy, ' is ham-stringing the nation.' I think it

is desolating China, corrupting its Government, and bringing the fabric of

that extraordinary empire to a state of rapid dissolution. Commercially

speaking, it is injurious to us, becaixse it prevents the extension of our

manufactures in Cliina. Four or five mercantile houses are engaged in the

traffic, and derive a large amount of revenue from it ; but the trade of

England is materially/ cramjnd hy the extension of its consumjytion in

China to the extent of at least four million sterling a year."

Now, this truthful statement was made in the year

1857, since when the evils mentioned have increased to

more than double their extent at that period. We will

also examine the opinion of the Chinese themselves

with regard to the introduction of opium into their

country. Kinshan, one of the most celebrated of the

literati of China, has written on the subject, and how
correctly all can affirm who know anything of opium-

smoking in that empire. The following is his statement :

—

" Opium is a poisonous dmg brought from foreign countries. At first

the smokers of it merely strive to follow the fashion of the day, Init in the

sequel the poison takes effect, and the habit becomes fixed. The sleeping

* Alludinc: to Honcf-Konsr.
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smokevs are like corpses—lean and haggard as demons ; such are the injuries

it does to life ; it throws whole families into ruin, dissipates every kind of

property, and destroys man himself. There cannot be a greater evil than

this. 1st. It exhausts the animal spu"its ; hence the youth who smoke

will hasten the termination of their years. 2nd. It wastes the flesh and

blood ; the faces of the weak who smoke become black and cadaverous.

3rd.' It dissipates every kind of property. 4th. It rendei's the person ill-

fixvoured—mucus flows from his nostrils, and tears from his eyes. 5th.

It promotes obscenity. 6th. It discovei's secrets. 7 th. It violates laws.

8th. It attacks the vitals. 9th. It destroys life. When the smoker has

pawned everything in his possession, he will pawn his wife and sell his

daughters ; such are the inevitable consequences."

To every word of the above statement, from my own

personal experience, I can give the most unqnalified assent.

The following extract from a manifesto addressed by the

distinguished Imperial Commissioner Lin to the Queen of

England, with regard to the forcible introduction of opium

by British subjects, places the wrongly despised China-

man in pleasing contrast with the opium trafficking

European. Commissioner Lin said :

—

" That in the ways of Heaven no partiality exists, and no sanction is

allowed to the injury of others for the advantage of one's self—that there

is not any great diversity (for where is he who does not abhor death and

seek life (), these are acknowledged princii^lcs. Though not using opium

one's self, to venture, nevertheless, on the manufacture and sale of it, and

with it to seduce the simple folk of this land, is to seek one's own live-

lihood by the exposure of othei's to death—to seek one's own advantage by

other men's injury ; and siich acts are utterly abhorrent to the natui'c of

men, and are utterly opposed to the ways of Heaven."

No wonder the Ilev. Dr. Medhurst, one of the most

experienced missionaries in China, has said :
" Opium is

demoralizing China, and become the greatest barrier to

the introduction of Christianity which can be conceived

of." And to prove this he states that almost the first

reply of a native, when urged to believe in Christ, is,

"Why do Christians bring us opium, and bring it directly

in defiance of our laws ? The evil drug has poisoned my
son, has ruined my brother, and well nigh led me to barter
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my wife and children. Snrely those who import such a

deleterious substance, and injure me for the sake of gain,

cannot wish me well or he in possession of a religion better

than my own. Go first and persuade your own country-

men to relinquish this nefarious traffic, and give me a

prescription to correct this vile habit,"^ and then I will

listen to your exhortations on the subject of Christianity."

Never has there been a viler or more utterly debasing

institution upon earth than that of the opium-smoking

dens in China. " Truly," as the Rev. E. B. Squire,

formerly a missionary to that empire, once said, "it is an

engine in Satan's hands, and a powerful one." It is

necessary to remember that this same engine of wicked-

ness and abomination has been systematically, and by the

medium of several wars, forced upon China by the English

nation and the produce of her Indian possessions.

The very day that the monopoly of the China trade

by the East India Company ceased, the British Govern-

ment commenced forcing the opium traffic, by which

means they brought about the first opium war. Although

the drug destroyed by Commissioner Lin was surrendered

up according to agreement by H. B. Majesty's representa-

tive, Captain Elliot, yet its destruction was afterwards per-

verted into a casus belli. Erom that event may be dated

a course of policy that all posterity will assuredly condemn,

terminating as it did in the Chinese Government being

compelled to legalize this nefarious trade.

Opium has ever been made contraband by the Ti-ping

law, its use being forbidden under penalty of death, and

all cases of infraction being strictly visited with the

punishment of decapitation. As opium has in every case

been the primary cause of each war with China, and as

it was universally known that the success of the Ti-pings

would have utterly abolished the trade, it is by no means

* Tliosc very words have frequently been addressed to myself ]>y Cliinese

opium-sniokcrs, and I lancy scarcely any European has heen in China

without having experienced the same.
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unfair or unreasonable to ascribe a great proportion of tiie

hostility the revolutionists have experienced (from those

bound by every other motive to be their w^armest friends)

to the same cause. It is indisputable that nearly all who

became acquainted with the Ti-pings during the early part

of their career, and even many w4io did not, entertained

for them the most friendly feelings; but no sooner was it

thoroughly understood that they were determined not to

submit to the introduction of opium, when, in spite of

their Christianity, &c., a strong party arose against them.

In China it is quite notorious that one of the principal

mercantile houses (Dent & Co.), after vainly endeavouring

to establish an opium trade with the Ti-pings at Wuhu
(a city some fifty miles" above Nankin, on the Yang-tze

River), by the means of their opium-ship Nimrod, which

was stationed there for six months, and whore I have

myself seen her, did, after the failure of the attempt,

become their most signal revilers, and use all the interest

they possessed against them.

Too many merchants, and, unfortunately, their

national representatives interested in maintaining the

great opium revenue, have, in China, by the blind pur-

suit of profit, sacrificed principle to lucre, heedless of

the grievous consequences. It is no less unfortunate

that many of those who are now designated " merchant

princes " some years before made their capital by opium

smuggling ; equally deplorable is it that still their largest

profits result from what by fire and sword has become the

legalized trade. Such, however, is the case, and principally

for this reason has it become popular to stifle the birth of

freedom and Christianity in the opium-ruined Chinese

nation.

2 o
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CHAPTER XX.

Ti-ping Disasters. — The Yampyre Fleet. — Important Letters."— Mr.

Roberts's Case. — Mr. Consul Harvey. — Letters continixed. —
Misi-epresentations.— Anti-Ti-ping Meeting.—The Shei-rard Osborne

Theory.—The Fleet Afloat.—The "Lay" and "Osborne" Agree-

ment.—The Fleet repudiated.—Pecuniary Loss to England.—

A

Resume.—General Burgevine.—Lieutenant Ridge.—Act of Piracy.

—

A Tartar caught.—Exit of the Anglo-Chinese Flotilla.—General

Ward's Proceedings.—Progi-esa of the "War.—Death of General

"Ward.—Captain Dew's Disgrace.—How caused.—His Mode of

Proceeding.—Its Effect upon Trade.—Operations before Kah-ding.

—

" Wong-e-poo."—General Burgevine dismissed from his Command.

—Major Gordon takes Command.—Sir F. Bruce's Despatches.—His

Objections to Goi'don's Appointment.—Also to General Brown's

Interference.

DTIRING the absence of the Chung-wang on his cam-

paign to the north, and while I was still confined by-

illness in Nankin, important events disastrous to the Ti-

ping cause were occurring elsewhere. These events, which

must be described before continuing my personal narra-

tive, consisted of the organization of that extraordinary

flotilla known in England as the Anglo-Chinese, but

principally as the Vampyre fleet in China ; the resump-

tion of hostilities against the Ti-pings by General Staveley

and his colleagues ; and the conversion of Ward's old

mercenaries into a British contingent, besides the forma-

tion of several other similar legions both at Shanghae

and Ningpo.

The origin of the Vampyre scheme to regenerate China

by exterminating the Ti-pings, is as yet uncertain, although

Mr. Lay (late Inspector General of Chinese Customs)
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in his pamphlet intituled " Our Interests in China,"

thus describes its first practical adoption :
—" Threat-

ened by Sir P. Bruce, ' that Her Majesty's Government

will not go on protecting Shanghae for ever,' . . .

[Blue Book, 1863, pp. 13 and 67], and alarmed by the

news of the loss of Ningpo, and of the advance of the

Ti-pings upon Shanghae . . . they (the Manchoo

Government) saw that they must comply,* or perish.

. . The Prince Begent (Kung) accordingly declared .

himself ready to adopt any measure that Sir F. Bruce

might advise. What was his bidding ? ' Get foreign ships

and engage foreign officers.'! ' Procure us the ships and

the officers,' was the rejoinder."

Accordingly some one whom Mr. Lay terms " my
locum tenens, Mr. Hart," received from the Manchoo

Government " a certain sum of money for transmission

to England for the purchase of a steam fleet." Mean-

while arrangements were made between Mr. Lay

and Captain Sherrard Osborne, B.N., by which that

officer asrreed to receive the elevation to a Manchoo

Admiralship. The British Government suspended the

Poreign Enlistment Act, ignored the pledges of neutral-

ity, and " at the Court at Windsor, the 30th day of

August, 1862," passed an " Order in Council authorising

the enlistment of officers and men, and the equipment

and fitting-out of vessels of war for the service of the

Emperor of China."

Although fearing I may tire my readers, I cannot

resist quoting from a small book of official letters under

my hand in order to prove by most conclusive authoritative

testimony i\\Q false pretences npon which the raising of

the flotilla and the enlistment of British subjects in the

service of the barbarous Manchoo dcsj)otism was per-

mitted in England. The letters have been lent to me

* With the schemes of the Bruce, Wade, Lay, itc, politicians,

t This is a startling C(mtrast to what Mr. Bruce declared would be the

" worst " course to pursue.

2o 2
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by a distinguished Member of Parliament, and are written

by one of the first Shanghae merchants to his brother, a

member of the present Government. These letters have,

I am informed, been submitted to various ministers

;

therefore, it may be concluded that in addition to the

despatches of Consul Meadows, &c., the Government had

ample means of becoming acquainted with the favourable

characteristics of the unfortunate Ti-pings they have

devoted to destruction.

The letter I now propose quoting is written in

reference to Earl Eussell's speech in the debate upon

China in the House of Lords on the 2nd of July, 1862,

and commences by stating " Earl Grey's view is far

sounder than that of the Government." Passing over

Earl Russell's preamble the letter states :

—

*' II. Earl Eussell next propounds two questions :

—

" First.—Will the Ti-pings give us the same advantages which the

Government of China is bound to give us ?

^^ Second.—Can the Ti-pings form a Government with which foreign

Powers can treat \

" He argues a negative answer to these questions, and I take issue

with him on his argument as follows :

—

" First.—He alludes to the agreement made with the Ti-pings at Nankin

by Admiral Hope, restricting them to a limited distance of thirty miles from

Shanghae. The arrangement was made about the end of 18G0, and was

generally understood at the time to be limited to the space of one year.

The agreement was faithfully hejit for that time. When Admiral Hope and

Mr. Parkes went to Nankin at the close of 18G1,* they found the Ti-pings

* To completely prove the error of Lord Eussell's assumption, and the

slightness of its foundation, we will read the following extract from "A
Memoi-andum, dated October 15, 18G2, addressed to Rear-Admiral Kuper,

by Vice-Admiral Sir J. Hope, on resigning the Command of the Station."

[Blue Book, June, 18G2, to February, 18G3, p. 111.]

*' The only question of real importance on which we are at variance with

the rebels, arose from their desii-e to possess themselves of Shaugliae, and

their capture of Ningpo, since retaken.

" On my first visit to Nanking, ... I effected an agreement with

them, hut limited to the year, that they should not approach it within 100 li

(thirty miles), on tlve whole tolerably well kept during that time, but which

they refused to renew on the occasion of my last visit."
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stubborn, and, I believe, the latter wonld give no further pledge, while

Shanghae, under our protection, was made the arsenal, mint, and store-

house of their opponents ! . . . I believe that the Ti-pings acted in good

faith, as far as they knew, and that the accusation is fallacious.

" Earl Russell, on the assumption of their want of faith, proceeds to

say :
—

' They approached very near to Shanghae. Junks belonging to British

owners were seized, the crews were imprisoned, one European was murdered,

and every determination was shown to interfere with the British trade at

that port,'

" This is a very sweeping sentence, and to a great extent fallacious.

"
' A. The Ti-pings certainly, early this year, came in strong force close

to Shanghae. Their leaders sent in a note immediately to the British and

French authorities. . . . All negotiation was rejmdiated by our

authorities'

" Seeing that Shanghae was the centre, from which, under cover of our

flags, safe from harm, the Imperialists organized all their plans, provided

all the necessaries of war, and found a ready treasury in the customs'

revenue, it is not to bef wondered at that the Ti-pings were most anxious

to get possession of a place so important to the success of their cause ; and

it is scarcely reasonable, in this view, to suppose that they ever intended

to pledge themselves in perpetuity, to allow such a state of matters to

continue.

" * D. Junks belonging to British owners were seized, and their crews

imprisoned.'

" This is so vague, that it is difficult to know what instances are alluded

to. Some boats, British owned, were, during last season, stopped at the

passes from the silk districts, in possession of the rebels, from their attempting

to run the jxiss without paying the usual toll. I have never heard of any

boat being molested which stopped and paid the moderate duty exacted by

the defacto power.

" * C. One European was murdered.'

" To what case does this allude 1 Several Europeans have been mur-

dered. A Frenchman, named Salabelle, having imprudently gone up the

Yang-tze in a China boat with a lot of dollars, was murdered by pirates in

collusion with the boatmen. The Ti-pings had nothing to do with that.

"Another man, in charge of a silk-boat, was attacked on his way to

Shanghae by a band of robbers. He was killed, but the robbci-s turned

out to be Imperial soldiers—not Ti-pings. I have not heard of any Euro-

pean being so murdered by the Ti-pings. On the contrary, both bust year

and this season, numbers of Europeans have been engaged in the silk and

green tea districts in pursuance of their business, and have been perfectly

welcome, on paying the duty on their produce.

" * D. And every determination was showTi to interfere with the

Bi'itish trade at that port.'
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" This^ to a person on the spot, is a most extraordinary statement. Both

last year and this season the Ti-pings have had possession of the entire silk

disti'ict, and a great part of the green tea district. Yet, for the year ending

tlie SOtli of June last, we exported 75,000 bales of silk, and fully 50,000

hales have come to market already of the new crop. What sterling money

do these 125,000 bales of silk represent 1 Take them at £80 per bale, you

have £10,000,000 sterling, or one-third of the £30,000,000, which Earl

Russell con-ectly states as about the ])resent auniial value of the Shanghae

trade. The Ti-pings might have cut off nearly all this, had they been so

inclined, but they have allowed it all to come to market on payment of »

moderate duty. I have not the figures of the green teas by me at this

moment, but a very fvdl siij)ply was exported up to 30th June last, a great

part of which came from districts in possession of the Ti-pings.

" Are these facts consistent with Earl Russell's assertions ]

" I think they confute them altogether. . . . You are trying to patch

up a rotten Government, which will only get weaker for all your effoi'ts to

mend it. Finally on this head, the Ti-pings have all along professed

anxiety to keep on friendly terms with us, till our* decided hostility, and

harbouring of the Imj^erialists at Shanghae, has made theii- wish impi'ac-

ticable. They are not inimical to trade, as the facts alxive pi'ove. They

are not the savages who would murder every European who goes among
them on peaceable pursuits, as many who have been among them could

prove ; and I believe that if we could only give up the unfortunate Impe-

rialism we have espoused, we should find them quite ready to give every

facility of trade we have now, and to restore this unlucky province to

peace.

" Second. Earl Russell asks :

—

" ' Is there any chance, supposing the Ti-pings consented not to annoy

us any longer, and we made peace with them, that they could form a

regular government \—and upon this point we have most convincing

testimony,'

" Convincing testimony, indeed ! Mr. Roberts * is the first. . . .

* Mr. Roberts, an American Baptist missionary already refen-ed to in

this work, joined the Ti-pings at Nankin about the end of October, 1860.

Of all missionaries in China he was the least qualified for such a position.

Intolerant and bigoted to the Ba})tist dogmas, irritable, peevish, inconsistent,

and vacillating—a man singularly illiterate, without stability of character

or pleasantness of manner—his presence at Naukin did far more harm
than go(Kl. His objections to every other Church, and to every other

denomination of dissent except his own, went far to give the Ti-pings a

dread of that diversity of doctrine among the British and Americans which
they had always looked upon with surprise, thinking, as they did, that God
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Some time back Mr. Roberts went to join bis former pupil at Nankin.

Whatever faults the chief might have, he was always most kind to his

could not be well served by those who were always quarrelling about it.

The circumstances attending the advent and career of Mr. Roberts among

the Ti-pings I have avoided as a worthless episode, but, as the facts of his

indecorous flight from Nankin have been misrepresented, I think it neces-

saiy to notice the subject. Mr. Roberts accepted temporal rank under the

Ti-pings, and by his unwise dogmatical obstinacy frequently provoked

unpleasant discussion. During a dispute with the Kan-wang, who had

entertained him since his arrival, that chief had particular occasion to

chastise a boy of the household. Mr. Roberts was so blinded by passion,

the idea that Europeans woidd never know the reverse of his statement, or

some other reason, that, in a paroxysm of rage, he fled from the city, and

sought refuge on board H.M. gunboat Renard, which happened to be lying

in the port. By some obliquity of vision best known to himself, Mr.

Roberis mistook the stick used by the Kan-wang for a sword, and declared

that his boy had been brutally murdered. Not satisfied with this, although

on the previous night he had retired to rest fully believing the surrounding

people saints, the very next day, after his quarrel with the Kan-wang, he

awoke to find them howling sinners. The many years that he had praised

the Ti-pings as holy men were, by a moment of passion, forgotten, and

within one day Mr. Roberts not only declared himself to have been de-

ceived so long, but, for the act of one man, gave up the hundreds of

thousands in the Ti ping cause to fire and sword. We will just contrast

the different statements of Mr. Roberts, one with the other, and then

dismiss tlie subject.

This is an extract from the first, made on board the Renard .•—

" Kan-wang, moved by his coolie elder brother—literally a coolie at

Hong-kong—and the devil, without fear of God before his eyes, did on

Monday, the 13th instant (January, 18G2), come into the house in which I

was living, and with malice aforethought murder one of my nervants with a

large sword in his own hand, in mi/ presence, without a moment's warning

or any just cause. A7id after having slain my poor, harmless, helpless hoy,

he jumped on his head most fend-like, and stamped it with hisfoot,"

Now, at Canton, on the 3rd of April, 18G2, when it was generally

known that the above charge of murder was incorrect, Mr. Roberts i-etracted

these words [Blue Book, 18G2, p. 5], having reference to the Kan-wang's

form of baptism :

—

" A miserable apostate, (1) polygaiuist, a7id murderer, too, to wish to

administer an ordinance held sacred by those who practise it. What a

sacrilege ! But as to that boy, I have since been told that he evinced indica-

tions of life after he was dixigged out, by one who saw him. But I think

it would have been less cruel in Kan-wang to have smoothly cut off" his
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fomier teacher. The reverend gentleman, however, was alarmed one day,

and left the place precipitately, and therefore wrote a recantation of his

former belief in Ti-pingdom. He could not have been quite in his senses

at the time, for the boy whom he said was murdered before his eyes, was

seen alive and well afterwards. . , .

" His opinion is not worth much.

" The next authority is Mr. Consul Harvey of Ningpo."

The writer of the letter deprecates the idea of using

this gentleman's testimony in a grave debate, especially

because it was permitted to overrule the opposite

evidence adduced by the talented and trustworthy Mr.

Consul Meadows. It is unnecessary to say more upon
this subject than notice the fact that Mr. Meadows is

a man of honour, of noble mind, and possesses a

thorough knowledge of Ti-ping and Manchoo; Mr.

Harvey is—Mr. Harvey !

The letter continues :

—

" On the strength of these valuable witnesses, Earl Russell proceeds

to say, ' It must therefore be clear to your lordships that it is qi;ite

impossible anything like civil relations can be established with the Ti-pings,

or that they can govern the Chinese empire, or conduct relations with

foi-eign countries upon the footing of amity upon which alone peace can be

preserved.'

" Well, if their lordships are content to come to this conclusion on

this valuable evidence, they are veiy likely to find out their mistake in

doing so."

After citing proof of the " very great system in their

head than to send him out even half killed, destitute, and naked, to freeze

and starve to death. Whether the hoy was killed directly or not, I cannot

esteem Kan-wang, and his elder brother, xoho j)rovipted him to the wicked

deed, less than murderers; and hence, in my judgment, they ought hath to

be treated as such."

In the pamphlet, "A Letter to the Bishop of Victoi'ia, regarding the

Religion f)f tlie Ti-j)ing Rebels," the author states, " Of course you now
know that the stoiy of that pereon's boy being miu-dered by the Kan-wang
is a fabrication. ' The Kan-wang called on me,' said Mr. Roberts, when I

asked him about the matter, ' and desired me to punish the boy. I told

him I would first remonstrate with him ; and then he, the Kan-wang's

brother, dissatisfied with my answer, beat him, as I thought, to death.'
"
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military dopartment," the writer of the letter goes on

to state with regard to the Ti-pings :

—

" If men can thus conduct tlie details of a military department, is it

not probable that they have also the power of conducting the details of a

ci^'il department, when the military necessity is past? At Soo-chow,

which the Ti-pings have now had for eighteen months, the countiy people

round aboiit are now living quietly enough, and carrj-ing on their usual

avocations.

" With regard to the attack at Ningpo, Earl Russell asserts that the

Ti-pings first fired on Captain Bew. The fact was, I believe, that the

pirate, ' Apak,' anchored his boats near the English ships, so that in firing

at ' Apak,' the shot from the rebel batteries came close to, or over, the

foreign ships. An excuse for attack was wanted, this was enough, and the

place was taken.

" The Earl goes on to say, ' It appeared clear from this that there was

no chance of our being able to maintain any relations of amity with the

Ti-pings ; and as they seemed detei'mined to destroy us, all that we could

do was to protect our trade and the lives of our mei-chants.'

" It is not to be expected that we can be on terms of amity while we

make Shanghae the arsenal of the Imperialists, and caiTy out our interven-

tion on the principle by which it has hitherto been characterized.

" A most disgraceful affair took place the other day. Nine young

gentlemen, memV)ers of the Shanghae Mounted Volunteer Corps, went out

one afternoon with Captain Borlase, of H.M. ship Pearl, and a party of

men, to reconnoitre. They came on a number of Ti-pings, who on seeing

the horses, immediately threw away their arms, and ran off half naked.

Captain Borlase gave the order to piirsue and to give no quarter.''' These

young gentlemen accoi-dingly amused themselves that afternoon in cold-

blooded murder, and their captain distinguished himself, it is said, by the

chivalrous action of killing a man lying badly wounded on the ground.

One of the number, a young friend of mine, I am glad to say, refused to

obey the order he received. I say that if H.M.'s oflicers are to be permitted

to give such brutal orders, the sooner we cease to talk of Ti-ping cruelties

and the savageries of General Butler the better. ... A cry has been

got up about the cruelties of the Ti-pings, for want of a better war-cry,

and our people are taught to illustrate Christianity by the pei-petration of

cruelties, considering our lights, infinitely more atrofious. The conduct of

the Ti-pings, notwithstanding all the provocation they have received,

* This affair happened on the 2;'»th of August, was reported to the

Shanghae Daily Shipjnng and Commercial News of the next day, and was

widely known in China. A certain ]\Ir. Cualoner Alabaster, of the

British consular service, is mentioned in connection with it.
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towards foreigners who have liad to enter tlieir lines on hiisiness, contrasts

in their favour with onr conduct to them.

" From Captain Osborne's appointment, I infer that my friend Lay

has been entirely Imperialist in the advice he has given the Government.

" I regret that Osborne should have taken such an appointment, and

that Government should have sanctioned it.

" I regret still more that Palmerston should be making what I con-

sider such a grave mistake on this question, and that is one of the main

reasons why I write these letters. Another is that 1 am convinced our

present policy will be detrimental alike to British interests, and to the

interests of the Chinese people."

We have seen that Messrs. Jardine and Matheson

pronounced the policy of their Government " suicidal."

We have now noticed the important evidence of another

of the principal merchants, in Avhose interest it was

alleged to be necessary to slaughter the Ti-pings. The
British Parliament was persuaded by fallacies, and the
" Vampyre " fleet was made ready and sent to China,

while the British people were led into the belief that it

was organized merely to act against Chinese pirates, the

Government organs representing the Ti-pings as " at-

temjiting to force a way to the sea coast, where they

hope to take to the amphibious life a Chinaman always

loves, and prowl at sea or penetrate the inner waters as

necessity or opportunity may tempt or dictate." This,

and innumerable similar fabrications, are perfectly

astounding by the depth of their untruth and the total

absence of any foundation. The above-quoted statement

is only surpassed by another in the same article of the

same newspaper :
—" It is, however, the ])eople of China

who have broken the force of the Ti-pings, and it is

under the dread of their terrible reprisals that the Ti-

pings are now attempting to force a way to the sea-

coast "
! ! !

This article, so horribly wicked in purpose and so

thoroughly false in substance, was one of those written

upon the grand meeting held at the rooms of the lloyal

Geological Society upon the subject of the "Anglo-
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Chinese flotilla." The leaders of the quasi-regenerating

expedition here held forth to the scientific gentlemen of

the Society, their friends, and sundry members of the

Government. The speeches they made, their arguments,

facts, and declared intentions, were equally reasonable

and trustworthy as the statement in the newspaper

article eulogising them, and which, by some most extra-

ordinary perversity of knowledge, represented the bitter

and ruthless warfare prosecuted by Admirals Hope and

Protet, Generals Staveley and Brown, and others, against

the Ti-pings, as " the ^^cople of China who have broken

the force of the Ti-pings." Certes, had such ;,been the

case, it required an astonishing quantity of British shot,

shell, artillery, and men, to enable the Manchoo Govern-

ment to occupy any single village or foot of land held by

the " broken force !
" And one can hardly discover the

object of the flotilla if the " people of China " had

already done the only thing for which it was being organ-

ized ; for which Prince Kung was paying, and Mr. Lay,

Captain Shcrrard Osborne, and his men, receiving a

goodly share of that Manchoo mintage. Five months

later, this " broken force " was found to be so well able

to convert its opponents into a similarly unpleasant

state, that upon the 9th day of January, 1863, another

order in counsel was passed, making it " lawful for all

military officers in Her Majesty's service to enter into the

military service of the Emperor of China."

To resume the history of the " Vampyre" expedition.

At the oratical display of the civil leader and the naval

chief, the Chancellor of the Exchequer (with a keen eye

to the guarantee the flotilla might afford for the payment

of the indemnities by China) was present to see, to hear,

to judge, and to wind up in most affecting and impressive

style by giving the well-paid, and doubtless wcU-descrv-

ing, adventurers his blessing.

Mr. Lay, with a surprising theory for a questionable

purpose, told the meeting that the great cause of the
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civil war in China was its crowded population, *' which

the productive power of the soil was not sufficient to

maintain." Emigration of the Ti-pings (when he caught

them) was his remedy. Now, how that clever, though it

is just possible, mistaken gentleman, expected to forward

the change of habitation with the Armstrong and Whit-

worth guns, and other deadly weapons of exceedingly

killing power he was carefully providing, is by no means

clear, unless, indeed, the emigration was to be eternal.

Neither is it by any means easy to understand that if the

production of the soil Avas not sufficient to maintain the

natives, the distress could be allevated by making it

support, in addition, a large number of very expensive

foreign officers and men, besides a costly fleet of steamers.

Captain Sherrard Osborne then succeeded the would-

be Dictator General of China, and with no less extraordi-

nary principles than his civilian superior, made the as-

tounding declarations :—1. " That his first duty in China

would be to bear in mind that he was a member of the

Geographical Society." 2. " That he was going to China to

spread peace, and not to slied blood " (with his Arm-
strongs and &c.s). 3. "That his object was to teach the

Chinese rather the duty of sparing than the art of killing
"

(singular that such pains were taken to procure the most

effective armament England could furnish), 4. "And
that he hoped to report that Nankin was taken without

the loss of one life after the assault was over."

1. As the Daily News wrote at the time, " Though
this may be very advantageous for Burlington House, it

affords an adequate explanation of the way China is to

benefit by his vaunted advent. Perhaps, however, it may
be accepted as a proof of his being a philanthropic ad-

venturer ; that his first care will be to look after, not the

interests of the Chinese Government, which pays him
3,000/. a year, but those of a society to whose funds he

is called on to contribute."

4. This naive announcement is a startling one for the
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" pirate " dodge of the gallant captain's friends, and

proves that the only motive, which, in fact, is admitted

by all save a few bigots, was suppression of the Ti-ping

revolution.

Of Mr. Lay and his fighting-man, the Daily News
well said, " As these gentlemen seem to have the power

of carrying on their scheme for the present, they will

doubtless do so, but it is a mistake for them to depart

from the policy of reserve which they have hitherto

followed."

In dire alarm and trouble. Prince Kung grasped at

the offer of a fleet to save the Manchoo dynasty, as a

drowning man will clutch at a straw. The British Go-

vernment, wisely thinking that the fleet would guard the

treaty ports against the Ti-pings, and thereby protect both

the payment of the indemnity and the opium trade at the

expense of the Chinese, quickly seized the opportunity

it shadowed forth. The justice of their conduct is a very

different matter, and it would be interesting indeed to

know by what right the capture of Nankin was under-

taken,—a city far in the interior of China, the owners of

which only entreated the friendship of foreigners, while

striving to throw off a foreign yoke and enjoy the bless-

ing of the Christian faith and self-government.

The worst part of the tale has now to be related.

Upon the individual authority of Mr. Lay, the flotilla

(consisting principally of British men-of-war) having

struck the English flag, hoisted a green and yellow rag,

and without commission or any authority to constitute

them national ships of war, proceeded to the high seas in

true pirate fashion. The laws of England were unscru-

pulously violated, her navy indelibly disgraced, and all who
took share in the expedition perfectly fooled, by the

unofficial countenance of a Manchoo Prince, and the

indecent haste of British ministers to comply with his

ambiguous request for a fleet, in order to gratify their

own ulterior motives.
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Prince Kung simply authorized Mr. Lay to buy a

number of vessels, but those ships were despatched from

England fully manned and armed, as thougli they had

been duly commissioned, which was not, and never became,

the case. Mr. Lay and Captain Osborne, between them,

prepared an agreement (that being the authority and
regulation upon which the crews were engaged, and

merely a private understanding, strangely resembled the

bond of a piratical organization), which, had it been

carried into execution, would virtually have consigned the

destinies and executive of China into their hands. These

were the salient features of the agreement :

—

" 4. Osborne undertakes to act upon all orders of the Emperor which

may be conveyed direct to Lay ; and Osborne engages not to attend to any

orders conveyed through any other channel.

" 5. Lay, upon his part, engages to refuse to be the medium of any

orders of the reasonableness of which he is not satisfied."

No wonder the Manchoo Government repudiated this

pretty arrangement, fleet and all, when it arrived in

China. There is, however, another reason to account for

the ignominious failure of the "Vampyres,"—ignominious

because they had neither right nor justification to be placed

in the position of mercenaries, or to be subjected to dis-

missal by a barbarous court. The Imperialists were willing

enough to receive a fleet upon any terms when the success

of the Ti-ping revolution was certain unless foreigners inter-

fered ; but when the " Vampyres " did arrive, the dread of

the avenging Ti-ping no longer existed. By English

troops and English officers in command, of Chinese dis-

ciplined legions, the revolutionists had been driven back

from Shanghae and Ningpo, and were still retreating

before tlie shock of foreign arms. Mr. Lay and Captain

Osborne came too late. They could not become the

slaves of the Manchoo, neither could they constitute

themselves his tyrants, and consequently Prince Kung
repudiated all his obligations with characteristic treachery.
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"When the flotilla reached China the Imperial Govern-

ment endeavoured to place it under the command of the

provincial authorities, and by this determination they

effected its dissolution. Captain Osborne refused to lower

himself into the position occupied by British officers in

the neighbourhood of Shanghae and Ningpo—that of

filibusters, subordinate to the local authorities—but the

Tartars had the best of the argument, for the precedent

existed in the terms upon which the military had taken

service with them ; they were therefore justified in

applying the same reasoning to make the navy of England

subservient to their inferior officials. Prince Kung and

his colleagues were decided upon this point and the re-

pudiation of other guarantees ; Captain Osborne remained

equally firm; consequently Mr. Lay lost his lucrative

appointment as Inspector General of Chinese customs.

Captain Osborne did not become a Manchoo Admiral,

and the naval force of no nationality was sold, while

the officers and men had to go back to where they came

from.

The Chancellor of the Exchequer's magniloquent

benediction, in which he prophesied of " the day when
its leaders would come back rich in professional fame,

and bringing also with them fresh glory to their coun-

try," vanished and disappeared in thin air, thanks to the

failure of the attempt to "spread peace" with rifled

artillery. Mr. Lay, since his tardy appreciation of the

Manchoo, in "Our Interests in China," thus describes

the state of aff'airs which led to the failure of his

regenerating scheme :

—

" When I left China, the Emperor's Government, under the pressure

of necessity,* and with the beneficial terror established by the allied foray

to Pekin in 18G0 fresh in their i-ecollection, was in the best of moods,

willing to be guided," &c. " What did I find on my return % The face

of things was entirely changed. There was the old insolent demeanour,

the nonsensical language of exclusion, the open mockery of all treaties, the

* From the success of the Ti-pings.
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declai-ed determination to yield nothing that could be evaded. In short,

all the gi-oimd gained by the treaty of 1858 had been frittered awaj^, and

we were thrust back into the position we occupied before the war—one of

helpless remonstrance and imjiotent menace."

A pretty state of affairs truly ! Ke-established, too,

by British politicians, wlio, by supporting the Manchoos,

have perpetuated a system which the Ti-pings would have

altered for ever.

Time has already proved the truth of the above

assertion by Mr. Lay ; time will yet prove the bitter

hatred the present dynasty of China entertains towards

Great Britain, the nation which has frequently chastised

them, forced them to break their own laws and receive

the obnoxious opium, humbled them before their people

and compelled them to eat the fruit of humility, and
worse than all, originated the once irresistible Ti-ping

revolution by the importation of Christianity. They
would not be men did they forget the blows (not always

justifiable) they have received ; they would not be Man-
choo did they forget to revenge themselves ichen able.

Pinancially considered, this Anglo-Manchoo expedition

was rather a serious matter for the British Government.

The only authentic estimate of the expenditure which is

at present available shows that the portion consequent

merely on the return of the flotilla when its services were

rejected, amounted to 213,000 taels, or £71,000, which was
advanced in the first instance from the Manchoo customs

and subsequently refunded by England when receiving

the quarterly payment of the Indemnity,

Here is what Captain Osborne says :

—

" Dire necessity made Pekin accept our aid in, a form likely to be

beneficial to China and England. Reason or argument had nothing to do

with it, so far as the mandarins were concerned. Most unexpectedly to

them, our authorities repulsed the rebellion, without taking any guarantees

from Pekin for future behaviour. The mandarins were at once ramjiant

;

they are not such fools as to spend their revenue in maintaining order, if we

Englislmien will do it for nothing. The fear of rebellion is past. Lay, I,

and the force may return to England."
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With regard to the failure of the Osborne, Lay, an^

Gladstone theory, we can only say that it was deserved.

Mr. Lay was dismissed from the service of the Manchoo,

through the " Vampyre " embroglio. The many years that

he had faithfully and energetically served them were lost

sight of in the squabble arising from this unparalleled affair.

He most likely was sincere in his efforts to regenerate

Tartars ; he has certainly been badly treated by them.

Lay's motive in undertaking the notorious flotilla scheme

seems to have been his philanthropical idea (brightened

by the receipt of £5,000 a year), of regenerating China.

Some people say he was a puppet in the hands of " taller

men " behind, who worked the wires. Osborne's accept-

ance of the command without a commission may be

ascribed to the erratic notions of that gallant ofiicer, and

his natural philanthropy.

The arrival of the ** Vampyre " fleet was hailed with

general disapprobation upon the part of the foreign com-

munity at Shanghae ; its flight, without spreading peace,

w^ith no less satisfaction. During the short time the

would-be mercenaries—the cream of the British navy, as

they were loudly proclaimed to be, by ultra-philo-Impe-

rialist papers and people—remained at that port, they

managed to create no little ill feeling against them-

selves. Although they possessed neither warrant nor

Imperial authority for their position and action, they

nevertheless had the audacity to constitute themselves

into a sort of police by land and water. No business

could be transacted on shore, no vessel move upon the

waters of the harbour, or work its cargo, unmolested by

their inquisition. Vessels were seized, and their crews

imprisoned in irons, upon the merest suspicion that they

might be destined to assist the Ti-pings ; houses were

broken into and searched tliroui?hout the British and
American settlements for supposed Ti-ping refugees, by

parties armed to the teeth. They took, however, par-

ticular care not to venture upon the Erench settlement,

2 p
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j;s the Gallic authorities had given their own police orders

to arrest tlicm if they went there ; and, if they resisted,

to shoot them. The whole place was thrown into a

regular ferment and uproar by their proceedings.

Just previous to the ignominious flight of the "cream

of the British navy,"—which, by the way, possessed an

extraordinary sympathy for another sort of cream

peculiar to the Shanghae rum mills,—I happened to

become personally acquainted with some of their piratical

outrages, while visiting Shanghae for medical advice, and

other reasons which will transpire by-and-by.

General Burgevine, successor to AVard in command of

the disciplined Chinese contingent, having been badly

treated and cashiered by his Manchoo masters, had joined

the Ti-jnngs at Soo-chow. At the time of my visit to

Shanghae, Burgevine was supposed to be there also ; and,

using this as their pretext, the " Vampyres " made a

descent upon the house of my friend, Mr. Tarrantt (Editor

of the Friend of China), where we were passing the

evening with a social party. The dwelling was situated in

a compound, also containing the house of the American

Marshal ; and, while walking round the grounds with my
friend and another gentleman, we were suddenly pounced

upon in the dark by a party of " the cream of the British

navy," hitherto concealed in the shrubbery. At the same

moment other detachments rushed into the adjoining

houses with a zeal and alacrity tending to prove what
capital burglars they were becoming, and, making
prisoners of all the men they could find, marched them
up to the position we had already been conducted to,

in the broad colonnade extending along the front of the

American Marshal's house. It was very fortunate

neither myself nor any of our company were armed,

otherwise, from the suspicious and sudden circumstances

under which they had made their appearance, we might

very naturally have mistaken the men who sprang

upon us for the assassins, or robbers, whom they so
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strongly resembled. The *' Vampyres" were commanded

by a Lieutenant Uidge, the most ungentlemanly and

discourteous British officer it has ever fallen to my lot to

meet.

When our friends were all assembled n^der the guns

of his men, he turned to the latter and distinctly gave

them this order, at least in substance :
" Now then, men,

allow none of these gentlemen to leave this place ; if they

attempt to do so, shoot them down!'' This spirited

British officer then led off a party bristling with rifle,

bayonet, cutlass, and revolver, himself with sword in

hand and a huge " Deane and Adams" slung round his

neck, and proceeded to tear up the flooring of Mr.

Tarrantt's printing-office, in order to search for arms

destined for the dreaded Ti-ping ! Of course none were

found. The man and his men then proceeded to the

sanctum of the editor, and ransacked this and the adjoin-

ing rooms, emptying and breaking open boxes of letters,

papers, and other editorial correspondence, leaving the

whole scattered about the floor in a state of inextricable

confusion, after their fruitless search for some trace of

Burgevine or his doings.

When this gallant exploit had been brought to a

termination by the fact that no private place under lock

and key remained to be broken into, the leader of the

outrage turned his attention to the neighbouring mansion.

Having rummaged every nook and corner from top to

bottom with a fruitless result, excepting indeed a spoil

of two old muskets, a fowling-piece in good order, and

another without any barrels, which they carried off in

triumph, the " Vampyres " released us from the un-

pleasantness of their presence and took themselves off,

visibly disappointed at their want of success.

Mrs. Pindar, the wife of the American Marshal, told

us that Lieutenant llidgc had even penetrated into her

bed-room and ransacked the drawers of her toilet table,

&c. That Yankee lady accompanied him during his im-

2 p 2
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pertinent and unwarrantable intrusion, and assisted him

by suggesting that he had better explore the chimney

pots, have the carpets lifted to see whether Burgevine was

hidden tliere, or perl>aps he would like to search her

pockets, &c. The " Vampyre " officer wore a uniform of

unknown nationality, consisting of simple anchor buttons

and a British naval badge with the crown cut off ! When
asked by Mr. Tarrantt for his authority, he produced an

informal warrant from the British consul, which could

only have been legally used by a consular constable.

"When this was explained to him, he agreed to the justice

of the fact and pleaded orders from his commanding

officer. He was thereupon asked for his commission, and

he naively admitted he had none. He was next asked

upon what authority his commanding officer was acting,

and his reply was, upon Captain Sherard Osborne's

commission from the Emperor of China (this in ludi-

crously pompous language and manner). He was then

asked whether he was aware that Captain Osborne did

not possess any such commission, and confessed that,

although he believed the reverse, he thought the Com-
mander-in-chief might have gone to Pekin to obtain it !

The judicial proceedings that would have been instituted

against the " Vampyres " but for their fortunate retreat

from China, would almost certainly have found them
guilty of unqualified piracy, not only in the case I have

just described, but in several others equally outrageous.

About this time, and while it was fully expected that

the flotilla would shortly proceed to attack Nankin, the

following squib appeared as an advertisement in the

Friend of China

:

—

" Wanted :

" Several first-class ships, to convey several thousand rebels from

Nankin to Labuan.

" Apply to

" Lae, Horseborx, k Co."
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Many foreign merchant vessels were in the habit of

flying long pennants from the main truck, a practice

indulged in by some of the shipping at Shanghae. This

proved offensive to the " Vampyre " officers, who chose to

consider that it was an infringement of their quasi right

to the man-of-war emblem. They consequently amused

themselves by boarding sundry easy-going Dutchmen,

who, alarmed by their brass-bound appearance and pe-

remptory orders to strike the obnoxious pennant, generally

complied very quietly. Upon one occasion, however,

while I was at Shanghae, the would-be Tartar martinets

caught a Tartar of the implied characteristics, if not

literal nationality.

An American vessel with a particularly extensive

pennant, which it was afterwards rumoured had been

rigged up on purpose, hapj)ened to attract the " fe fi. fo

fum" sense of a "Vampyre" commander. Instantly a

cutter was despatched with a lieutenant to humble the

offending parties. The officer proceeded on board and

ordered the chief mate to haul down the pennant. Mr.

Mate immediately sang out, " Cook, bring a bucket of

hot water aft," but before this could be brought, the

"Vampyre" was over the gangway "like a streak of

greased lightning," as the Yankee mate afterwards

related to an admiring audience on shore, and shouting

with might and main to his boat's crew :
" Give way,

men !
" in order to escape the warm reception preparing

for him.

By such acts the " cream of the British navy " made

few friends and many enemies, and the lament of few

indeed accompanied their ignominious departure. During

their stay some of the gallant tars deserted and went

over to the enemy, and I cannot forget a very character-

istic fact related by a friend of mine who was present.

While passing a ceitain rum shop in the " model settle-

ment " of Shanghae, my friend, with several companions,

became mixed Avitli a crowd of the tars, who were on
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leave, and had just issued from the shop. Willing to see a

little of the sort of men represented as the elite of the

finest navy in the world, my friend got into conversation

with a warrant oflBlcer, although the man and his com-

panions had evidently been indulging their creamy pro-

pensities. The result was that when questioned as to

their feelings for the service they had engaged in, the

leader of the party made this exposition of principle

:

" D'ye see, my hearty, so long as we gets the dollars and

can make a haul, d my toplights if we cares who we

fights for, the himperor of Cliiny or his hinemies the

t'other longshore Chinymen."

Organized upon principles of wrong and injustice, the

Anglo-Chinese flotilla came to an unregretted, disreput-

able, and premature end. In the words of the same

friend who communicated the above incident we will

dismiss the subject :
" Captain Sherard Osborne, like

Caesar, may exclaim, ' I came, I saw ;' unlike Ciesar, ' I

did not conquer.' The fleet was equipped, set sail,

arrived, and—was not wanted."

"We must now turn to survey events far more dis-

astrous to the Ti-ping cause than the advent of the

foreign vessels of war we have just finished wdth,

although the fact of their arrival, connected with wiiat

we are about to notice, helped to produce the misfor-

tunes.

Soon after the Chung-wang had re-captured all the

places formerly taken by tlie allies, and had returned to

Nankin with the greater proportion of his troops, General

Staveley, having received the desirable reinforcements of

British troops from Tien-tsin and Hong-kong, resumed

hostilities. .

Although Admiral Hope had respect enough for the

usages of civilized nations to invent a casus belli for the

raids he first initiated. General Staveley proved himself

to be above such petty considerations when they could

be ignored with impunity, and therefore, upon commenc-
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ing a fresh war against the Ti-pings, did not trouhle him-

self to jiretend that they might, could, would, or should

do anything inimical to British interests. However
much scrupulous people may think that an English

general should have paid some regard to the rules of

civilized warfare, the gallant officer in question cannot

at all events be charged with hypocrisy.

During the month of August, 1862, the filibuster,

General Ward, assisted by detachments of British and
French troops, succeeded in taking several fortified

villages from the Ti-pings and re-capturing the city of

Tsing-poo ; the success of the operations being attribut-

able to the large park of artillery always employed. After

the fall of Tsing-poo, Ward moved off with the principal

portion of his force into the Ningpo district, and joined a

column already operating there. Since the atrocious

expulsion of the Ti-pings from Ningpo by Captain R.

Dew, R.N., and his pirate ally, Apak, the advance of

filibustering and piracy had made wonderful progress.

Several contingents of disciplined Chinese were raised,

the most important being an officially-authorized British

legion and a similar Erencli one, both entirely officered

by foreigners, including English, American, Erench, and

representatives of other nations. At first, these organiza-

tions consisted of about 1,500 men each, besides artillery-

men to work the numerous heavy guns they were sup-

plied with. In addition to these, and other bodies of

foreign disciplined and officered mercenaries. Captain

Dew devoted the entire service of the squadron under

his command to their assistance and support, perfectly

oblivious of the fact that he was a British officer, and

that the ships prostituted by him to an infan\ous alliance

with pirates and freebooters were the property of British

tax-payers, who maintained them solely for the protection

of their own interests.

The British men-of-war, the Manchoo gunboats, the

Erench vessels, the American, English, and Erench
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drilled filibusters, the Cantonese pirates, and Imperialist

troops, all leagued themselves together in the war to

exterminate the unfortunate Ti-pings, and loot their

cities. In spite of their numbers, their boundless

supplies of every munition of war, their irresistible shell

and artillery, and the co-operation of the friendly legions

swarming from the grand depot, Shanghae, these hetero-

geneous marauders found the " broken force " able to

give them many hard knocks and many a severe repulse,

although the Times happened to think that " the people

of China " had somehow converted the Ti-ping revolution

into a crowd of fugitives running away from their

mythical " terrible reprisals." This statement might do

very well to excite the horror of pious people in England

ready to believe anything dreadful ; but the mercenaries

banded tos-ether asrainst the would-be freemen and

Christians found that to break the force of the latter

many a deadly encounter, and many a cunningly con-

trived Moorsom or shrapnel shell, was required. During

a period of nearly twelve months, extending from August,

1862, to the middle of the summer, 1863, the horrors of

Chinese warfare fluctuated backwards and forwards over

what would otherwise have been one of the fairest parts

of God's earth. The Ningpo and neighbouring districts

possess a beauty and variety of scenery, added to a sur-

passing richness of production (tea, silk, cotton, &c.),

second to none in the world. Yet a few experimental

warriors and politicians have been permitted to create

misery and ruin throughout this smiling land, and strew

its plains with mouldering skeletons.

The war conducted by Captain Dew and his colleagues

raged furiously for many months. The cities of Tse-kie,

Yu-yaou, Pung-wha, Shou-shing, &c., were each taken,

re-taken, lost, and won, several times over, by the Allies

and by their Ti-ping enemies, and were at last finally

held by the former.

To give any detailed account of the numerous actions
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fought within the Ningpo province would be impossible.

With one exception they resembled those in the first

compaign of Admiral Hope and General Staveley. Tlie

same great slaughter of the Ti-pings with the deadly

artillery, to which they could make no reply ; the same

gallant efforts to repel the stormers, who rushed forward

after the defenders had been thoroughly shelled for

many hours ; the exception being that few of the cities

were carried by assault. It is, I believe, due to the fact

that a great proportion of the Ti-ping soldiery about the

Ningpo districts were Cantonese, or Kwang-si men, that

nearly every attempt to storm the cities they held

was repulsed. They were ultimately driven out of the

province, and the cities were, almost without exception,

evacuated, although the besiegers had been severely

repulsed, being rendered untenable by the severance of

their lines of supply and communication.

There are two important episodes of Captain Dew's

war which, from their influence upon future events, it is

necessary to notice. The first is the death of General

Ward ; the second, the attack upon Shou-shing, in conse-

quence of which Captain Dew was reprimanded by his

superior officer and the British Government, and was

thereby compelled to desist from actually participating

in the further hostilities.

General Ward, whatever his failings might have been,

was a brave and determined man. He served his Man-
choo employers only too well, and at the last, by closing

a career of peril and fidelity with the sacrifice of his life,

he sealed all faults with his death, and left those who

cherished his memory to regret that he had not fallen in

a worthier cause. While directing the second attack

upon the small town of Tse-kic, some ten miles inland

from Ningpo, on the 21st of September, 1862, Ward, the

American filibuster, and the first foreigner to take military

service under the Manchoo, was mortally wounded by a

Ti-ping musket ball. This adventurer originated the
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force that finally was the principal instrnment in driving

the Ti-ping's from the dominions they had estahlished as

" Ti-ping tien kwoh." By such apparently insignificant

means does the Great Ruler of the Universe overthrow

the efforts and estahlish the destinies of man ! The

death of Ward placed Colonel Burgevine, his immediate

suhordinate, in command of the force. Burgevine could

not agree with the mandarins, was badly treated by

them, resented their treatment, was dismissed from the

command, and the old Ward force became transformed

from a rowdy, filibustering, hired legion, into a regular

contingent of British mercenaries.

The disgrace of Dew, the Ti-ping slayer, came about

in this wise :—The city of Shou-shing, distant more than

one hundred miles from Ningpo, was attacked by an

Imperialist army, to which the Afiglo-Chinese and Eranco-

Chinese contingents were attached. These forces were

defeated with severe loss, including their Prencli general,

Le Brethon, who was killed before the city. A Erench

captain of artillery, by name Tardife, succeeded to the

command; Captain Dew joined forces with him, and

together they proceeded to besiege the place, and to

avenge the disgrace of their former defeat.

Besides several field-pieces landed from the British

men-of-war at Ningpo and a large park of howitzers and

mortars belonging to the disciplined forces, Captain Dew
provided them with a large 68-pounder lent to him lor

the occasion by General Staveley. Lieutenant Tinling, of

the Encoitnter, with a party of seamen, had charge

of this gun. On their march, the allies entered a large

town, which the men thoroughly pillaged during two

days ; the consequence being, as it is written by one who

was present, " that it was only after much trouble they

could be got to move forward against Shou-shing. When
they did so, at least 500 boats followed, each soldier

having his own private san-pan, containing, and ready for

more, loot. ISIanv of the officers were almost as bad as
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the men, drinking and smoking, and taking hardly any

care to maintain discipline." Here is a pretty description

of the doings of those who were supposed to be protecting

the country people from the " ruthless marauders 1
" The

town referred to was not in Ti-ping possession, and all the

looting was from the, unfortunate inhabitants. Pacts,

that can be multiplied ad infinitum^ exist to prove that

the foreign intervention, and the manner and details

thereof, seriously increased the anarchy, desolation, and

loss of life, caused by the civil war previous to that event.

The unavoidable devastations had passed away, peace

had become established by the supremacy of the Ti-ping,

when, alas ! mercenary-minded Europeans wickedly de-

luged the peaceful districts with the blood of fresh

victims, and causelessly maintained and prolonged the

unmitigated ravages of war.

Upon reaching the devoted city of Shou-shing,— which,

in expectation, General Tardife had promised his free-

booter following the pleasure of " forty-eight hours " to

loot,—Captain Dew placed his big gun in position, and

proceeded to make a hole in the wall, by which the

respectable allies might get at the prizes within. Now it

so happened that the Ti-pings were determined neither to

part with their city, nor their private valuables. A great

breach was made, a battalion of European ruffians, and

the nondescript disciplined and Imperialist troops, rushed

forward to take possession ; but the defenders—who, to use

the language of an eye-witness, " fought with admirable

pluck in the breach, and exposed themselves freely "

—

drove them back with a loss of half the European brigade

of Shanghae rowdies^ half the officers of the disciplined

contingents, and many men hors dc combat. Almost at

the same moment General Tardife was killed, and Lieu-

tenant Tinling mortally wounded.

The death of the last-mentioned gallant young officer,

by drawing the attention of Admiral Kuper (on the

station), and that of Parliament at home, to the subject,
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led to the disapproval of Captain Dew's disgraceful

2)roc'cedings, and his removal from a part of China that

he had contaminated by his presence. "When brought to

task for his j^^^i'ticipation in hostilities more than 100

miles from a treaty port, his shuffling excuse was *' that

I had gone to watch the proceedings, and prevent, if

possible, any false step being taken by the Chinese dis-

ciplined force, which would at once have imperilled

Ningpo." "Well, it is an old saying that, if the blind lead

the blind, both fall into the ditch ; and this M'as un-

doulitedly realized by Captain Dew. The untrue state-

ment about " any false step " being certain to imperil

Ningpo, distant 100 miles, and protected by several strong

cities directly on the way, is perfectly absurd ; the crafty

device was to avoid the censure he dreaded and deserved

by frightening his suj^eriors about the safety of Ningpo,

which he pretended rested upon his exploits at Sliou-

shing. Admiral Kuper, however, states in a despatch to

the Admiralty, " I have informed Captain Dew that ....
I consider he exceeded his instructions," and the

Admiralty declares " that my Lords have desired the

Rear-Admiral to inform Captain Dew that he exceeded

his instructions." No wonder that the Chinese papers

stated :

—

"How Captain Dew, and all his crew, are allowed to do just what

they have a mind to, is more than we can tell. Clearly all the people he

slays he murders. He is violating every law, hviman and divine, to an

extent which cannot be overlooked."*

It is a well-known fact that vast quantities of loot, and
a money bonus from the Imperial authorities, almost

invariably attended the capture of every Ti-ping city ; and

I have under my hand many apparently authentic state-

ments in the press, accusing Captain Dew particularly,

and others generally, of having been induced to carry on

* China Overland Trade Report, February 20, 1863.
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hostilities against the Ti-pings for " private aggrandise-

ment," and from " far less disinterested motives than

* the love of glory.' " As for the effect the Dew war had

upon trade, the following extract from a communication

dated '' Ningpo, March 28, 1803," and forwarded to

H.B.M. Consul by a number of influential firms, will

show :
—" So great a panic exists among the natives on

account of the lawless proceedings, that our trade is in

a worse condition than when the rebels were in the

neighbourhood !

"

Captain Dew attempted to shirk the responsibility of

Lieutenant Tinling's death at a place where duty did not

call him, although his commanding officer's orders did, by

declaring that he (the Captain) was there as an '^amateur
!

"

Killing one's fellow man, even when conscience-bound by

the plea of duty, is bad enough ; but roving about, seeking

whom to destroy, and slaughtering innocent men for

pleasure, is somewhat different. We have seen that even

the Government, which has approved every other proceed-

ing, completely repudiated the unpardonable conduct of

Captain Dew ; we therefore say adieu to that officer,

trusting there are few like him in the British service.

It is now necessary to notice the last of the events

referred to at the beginning of this chapter. Since the

death of the lamented filibuster, various members of

General Staveley's staff and command had been in a

perfect state of ferment, intriguing for the command of

the Ward force, which it was determined should be con-

verted into a British contingent. A battalion of Chinese,

wearing shoulder-straps with the badge " G7," drilled and

officered by members of the British regiment of that

number, and popularly known as Captain " Kingsley's

force," was organized and raised to a strength of 1,000

men. Other corps, and some of Chinese artillery, were

formed, while British oflicers were induced to accept

various commands pertaining to the Ward force and its

head quarters at the city of Soong-kong.
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After a series of preliminary operations, General

Staveley effected the re-capture of Kah-ding on the 2ith of

Octoher, 1862. After a desperate defence, the Ti-pings

were driven from the city with heavy loss. According to

the safe modus operandi acquired by experience, General

Staveley shelled the defenders for some hours from 40

pieces of heavy artillery and mortars. The besieging

army consisted of 5,500 disciplined troops, including

about 3,000 British and Erench, and a large co-oj^erating

force of Imperialist braves and soldiers. The Ti-pings,

out of a garrison less than 5,000 strong, lost upwards of

1,500 men ; while the allied loss amounted to 4 killed and

20 wounded. Soon after the capture of this city, the

Ting-wang from Hang-chow, the Mo-wang from Soo-

cliow, and the Tow-wang from Hoo-chow, each command-
ing about 5,000 men, were ordered by the Shi-wang (chief

in authority over their districts) to attempt its recovery,

and also that of Tsing-poo. This army was attacked by

General Burgevine's force, a column of 500 British troops,

some 10,000 Imperialists, and an artillery detachment

with 20 guns. The Ti-pings had just intrenched them-

selves by the light field works usual among the Chinese,

when they were engaged by the enemy. Unable to reply

to the murderous artillery of the British and disciplined

troops, they still held the position, although the shot and

shell committed fearful havoc in their close ranks. At
last, when the enemy had become tired of their shell

practice, and imagined the Ti-pings were sufficiently de-

cimated, a general assault was given. An episode in this

transaction is worthy of notice.

A division of the attacking army was led by one
*' Wong-e-poo," a young Chinese officer who had been

promoted to a captaincy at the request of Admiral Hope,

who had also presented him with a sword for conspicuous

bravery during the raids he had lately conducted against

the Ti-pings, and in which the officer had served as a

sergeant of Ward's force. This gallant young Chinaman
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was the first to cross the line of iutrenchments, and

almost instantly fell mortally wounded ; he then gave the

sword to General Burgevine, whom he begged to keep it,

and to give his young wife a few dollars to keep her from

want—this was his last request. The Ti-pings, when

driven from their slight defences, made a stand at a

village just in the rear, and were three times brought

back to the charge by a fine-spirited young chief, who was

the Mo-wang's brother, and whose gallant bearing and

handsome trappings attracted universal attention. At

the last charge, Vincente, the late General Ward's aide-

de-camp, spurred his horse into the Ti-ping ranks. Misled

by the fact that he had separated himself from the enemy,

and believing he came over as a friend, the chief unsus-

piciously advanced towards him and held out his hand

;

the Manillaman replied to his friendly gesture by shooting

him dead, and then, singular to relate, managed to gallop

back to the enemy in safety.

After two hours' fighting, during which the artillery

mowed them down by hundreds, the Ti-pings were driven

out of the village, and, being then hemmed in against a

wide creek, which they had only one small pontoon, bridge

to cross by, suffered terribly from the deadly fire of grape

and canister shot during their retreat. Their loss in this

disastrous action was 2,300 killed (GOO bodies were counted

in one portion of the intrenchments) and 700 prisoners,

the latter being barbarously put to death by their captors.

The frightful atrocities perpetrated upon the unfortu-

nate Ti-pings by those into whose power they had fallen,

even excelled the cruelties of the cruel Chinese and still

more cruel Tartars. " How the Ti-pings were driven out

of the Provinces of Kiangnan and Chekiang," from notes

kept by an officer under Ward, Burgevine, Holland,

and Gordon, is a lengthy narrative published in the

Friend of China. The portion contained in the columns

of that journal of April 25, 18C5, describing the engage-

ment just noticed, states :
—" General Burgevine darkened
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the victory with a foul deed. The poor rebels who had

been captured icere cruelly blown away from the guns, to

the deb'ght of a few we will not mention, but to the

disgust of the greater part of the officers." Who, after

this, shall talk of Ti-jnng cruelties ? The revolutionists

had neither made war upon, injured, nor even insulted

foreigners
; yet the foreign officers, supported by the help

of British troops, actually massacred their unoffending and

helpless prisoners of war in cold blood ! Perhaps General

Burgevine thought he was paying a graceful compliment

to his British allies by imitating their deeds in India. No
doubt some war-Christians think these latter proceedings

exceedingly worthy and j^i'oper ; however, the Ti-pings

have never yet reached such a state of Christian civiliza-

tion as to copy them.

The allied loss was 5 killed and 15 wounded, including

three Europeans ! And this may be taken as a fair

sample of all the succeeding battles with the British,

Prench, and other disciplined and artillery-supplied forces.

The Ti-pings have always done all that men of flesh and

blood were capable of doing, but, without artillery to resist

or reply to that overwhelming arm of the enemy (supplied

freely from the British arsenals), their bravest and best

fell to the iron storm, and the rest fled before it.

Very shortly after the above action, General Bur-

gevine became the victim of the scheming carried on

between the mandarins and those British officials who
desired to establish the Ward force as an English con-

tingent. Having taken a large amount of specie from the

house of Ta-kee (the banker to the force, and in the service

of the Imperial Government), which he had been com-

pelled to seize, nolens volens, in order to satisfy his men,

w^ho were in an open state of mutiny for their arrears of

pay—pay, too, that seems to have been purposely kept

lying idle at Ta-kee's house, probably with the cunning

idea it would act (as in reality it did) upon the force, and

produce some outbreak that could be taken advantage of
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to disgrace Burgevine and replace him by a British officer

—be was dismissed from bis command and a reward

offered for bis bead by the Mancboo governor, or l\i-tai,

of the province. The excuse given by the Mandarins for

this transaction was that Burgevine had disobeyed orders,

resisted lawful authority, and seized the money. Some

measure of this is very probably true ; but whatever offence

had been committed by him, the mandarins had them-

selves been the cause of it by their peculation, Avithhold-

ing the wages of the troops, and underhand intriguing.

Probably the fact that Captain Holkmd, E.M., was

installed as Burgevine's successor, may account for the

events leadins: to the latter's dismissal.

The Imperialist Mandarins w^ere only too eager to fall

into the views of those who assisted them ; the command
of the once despised hlibustiers' force by Englishmen

meant taking all the danger and responsibility of repelling

the Ti-pings out of their own hands ; consequently,

availing themselves of the subserviency of British ofheers

and authorities, they accepted Captain Holland as the

commander of their disciplined troops, and the services of

any others who were wdlling, and did not feel dishonoured

by hiring themselves out to support such a cruel and

corrupt cause. From this moment the active operations

by British troops ceased, but Ward's old legion became a

British contingent, and has continued one ever since.

Backed up in all their operations against the Ti-pings

by the presence of British troops to support them in case

of reverse, and supplied with every munition of war,

artillery, ships, &c. they required, the various mer-

cenary legions infesting the neighbourhood of Shanghae

and Ningpo have managed (with tbe assistance of tlie

ordinary Chinese and Mancboo soldiers, who alone out-

numbered those of Ti-ping tien kwoh) to terminate the

allied operations by driving the revolutionists from their

once happy territory.

Soon after tbe command of the force had been

2 Q
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assumed by Captain Holland, it met with the most severe

defeat the Ti-pings have ever given it, and he resigned

the appointment in disgust. The Order in Council per-

mitting British officers to take military service with the

Emperor of China having just reached Shanghae, Major

Gordon, E/.E., took command of the disciplined Chinese,

and many other officers joined in the questionable service.

Erom this time forth the British Government became

committed to the success and responsibilities of the

force ; and for every atrocity perpetrated by the Imperial-

ists, and for every life destroyed, are equally as much
accountable as they were for the previous conduct of

their own troops. Under such auspices, and with bound-

less supplies of all the material of war, similar necessaries

being successfully prevented from reaching their antago-

nists, it is easy to appreciate the consequent course of

events—continued triumph of the Anglo-Eranco-Manchoo

mercenaries, and repeated defeat of the Ti-pings, already

much weakened by the loss of many of their best troops,

and diminished in their prestige from the result of the

raids headed by Admiral Hope and General Staveley.

The worst feature attcndino; the conversion of the

mercenary legions into British auxiliaries, is the fact that

Sir E. Bruce, the English Minister at Pekin, distinctly

repudiated any such action ; and yet his Government saw

fit to sanction the arrangement when it was reported to

them by Generals Staveley and Brown, who seem to have

been foremost among the Shanghae local advocates of the

system. General Burgevine having proceeded to the

Manchoo court at Pekin, stated his, case, and was by

them reinstated in his former command; receiving, also,

the full approval of Sir E. Bruce. Upon his return to

Shanghae, with an Imperial Commissioner to place him
in position, the British generals and their colleagues in

collusion with the Imperial authorities, disregarding the

direct instructions of Sir E. Bruce, successfully opposed

his reappointment, and managed to retain Major Gordon
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in command ; by what means being best known to them-

selves.

We will conclude our notice of the establishment of

the Anglo-Manchoo contingent with a few facts proving

the singular, if not sinister, circumstance, that Sir P.

Bruce, although a virulent enemy of the Ti-pings, has

always carefully avoided authorizing the employment of

British officers against the insurgents ; and, in fact, has

invariably disapproved such measures, as well as the

movement of British troops to support and succour

the contingents when in difficulty.

In a despatch to General Staveley, dated " Pekin,

March 12, 1863,"* Sir F. Bruce, referring to the liberty

granted to officers to enter the Chinese Imperial service,

states :

—

'' I should prefer that the military men emjoloyed

by the Chinese Government should 7iot belong to the

great treaty Powers ;
" and, with regard to British officers

choosing to enter what the Press in China has termed

" the disgusting service," he expresses the opinion that

"they will then bear a Chinese, and not a British

character." How litcrcdly this belief has been fulfilled,

the torture of Ti-ping prisoners captured by the Imperial-

ists, the treacherous massacre of the prisoners at Soo-

chow, and the great loss of life which occurred, after cities

were captured, sufficiently prove.

In a despatch dated " April 10," t Sir E. Bruce expresses

his wish to the same officer that Burgevine should be re-

instated to the command of tlie Ward force, and, speaking

"of the charges brought against him," states: "I took

occasion to examine them at length, and I am perfectly

satisfied that General Burgevine acted from a regard to

the interests confided to him, that he was sacrificed to an

intrigue of some Chinese subordinate officers, and to the

jealousy entertained by the GoA'crnor towards the Chinese

drilled force." If the Minister had added the names of a

* Blue Book, Chiua, No. 3, 18Gi, p. Q^. t Id., p. 80.

2q2
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few foreigners as being privy to tlie "intrigne," he would

have Lit upon the whole truth. The Governor was jealous

of the force as a Chinese one managed by foreigners," and

successfully plotted, with no little ingenuity and shrewd-

ness, to make it a foreign force officered by Englishmen,

and countenanced by British authorities, who accepted all

the responsibility entailed.

U]Don the subject of Major Gordon's appointment to

the coveted generalship of mercenaries. Sir P. Bruce, in a

despatch to General Brown, dated "June 11," states :* "It

is not expedient that British officers should command
Chinese troops in the field against the insurgents, beyond

the limits of the radius deemed necessary for the security

of tlie ports where they are stationed. ... I am
further of opinion that, unless the force be properly con-

stituted, and relieved from the necessity of obeying the

orders of the local Government, it will do no real and

permanent good ; and that the officer who commands it

wdll speedily find himself in a position which is neither

compatible with his professional reputation, nor what is

due to the character of a British officer. Under these

circumstances, I must decline accepting the responsibility

of authorizing the employment of British officers beyond

Shanghae. ... I have informed the Chinese Govern-

ment of my objections to the employment of British

officers in the field." Singularly enough, every word

prophesied by Sir P. Bruce came to pass ; the force became

an instrument of evil in the hands of local Mandarins,

to be used for their individual purposes, and then got rid

of; the officers found their honour tarnished by com-

plicity in deeds of blood and treachery; some were

disgusted, but the Commander retained his position until

he was compelled to break uj) the force by orders from

his Government. In a despatch to Earl llussell, dated

"October 1'5," Sir E. Bruce declares :t "Itwas reluctantly,

* Blue Book, No. 3, 18Gi, p. 96, t Id., p. IG^.
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and in deference to the naval and military authorities,

that I consented to our assuming- the responsibility of

defending the thirty-mile radius round Shanghae, and I

spared no effort to bring about an arrangement of Burge-

vine's dispute, so as to avoid the necessity of having to

place an English officer at the head of the force destined

to operate beyond the radius." Yet members of Lord

Palmerston's Government have had the hardihood to

declare that the operations against the Ti-pings icere

cipprooed by Sir P. Bruce.

When Major Gordon's force was in danger, General

Brown moved detachments of British troops to support

him, and to garrison the captured towns and hold them

against the Ti-pings. Sir E. Bruce, in a despatch upon the

subject, dated " October 6,"* clearly condemns his conduct

in these words :
—" If officers go into the Chinese service,

we are not entitled to facilitate their operations by moving

men, or placing garrisons in towns beyond the radius for

their support, further than w^e should be if the corps

assisted were commanded by a Chinese general. We are

not entitled to lend them artillery, or men to work their

guns on any pretext

!

" In the ver^^ teeth of these

distinct instructions, General Brown persisted in every

measure they condemn. It was the favourite modus

operandi over again—the military or naval authorities

acting in direct violation of orders, the disobedience being

ultimately endorsed by the Government, and the ap])a-

rently disobedient receiving praise and C.B.'s by way of

punishment.

* Blue Book, No. 3, 1SG4, p. 10:3.
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CHAPTER XXI.

Personal Narrative continued.—Mr. Lobschied.—His Reception at Nankin.

—Press Publications.— Mr. Lobschied leaves Nankin.—Operations

before Tait-san.—The Assault.—Act of Bravery.—Route of the Im-

perialists.—Gordon's Art of War.—Tait-san reinvested.— Siege of

Tait-san.—Its Capture.—Manchoo Ati-ocities.—-Treatment of Ti-ping

PrLsoners.—Mr. Sillar's Statement.— Quin-san captured.— Gordon's

Report.— Gordon reinforced.—The Chung-wang recalled.— Critical

Position of tlie Ti-pings.—The Chmig-wang's Retreat.—Difficulties

encoTintered.—Reinforcements.—The Scene of Battle.—Its Horrors.

—Arrival at Nankin.—The Cluxng-wang's Army.—General attack.

—

Tlie Repulse.—The Surprise.—The Night Attack.—The Flight and

Pursuit.—Death of Marie.

WHEN at last I became convalescent and able to

leave my house in Nankin, for several reasons I

determined to take a trip to Shangliae. My wife wished

to see her relations there ; I was anxious to ascertain the

political and practical position of affairs; and, besides,

there were many things to be done toward assisting the

Ti-ping cause. The principal inducement for tlie trip

was, however, the fact that my friends, H. and Captain

P., had, upon their last voyage, brought me some letters

from Chin-kiang (to where they had been forwarded by

my agent at Shanghae), stating that the Pev. W. Lob-

schied, a distinguished missionary, was anxious to visit the

Ti-ping capital. I at once decided to proceed to Shang-

hae and afford him every assistance by placing one of

our vessels at his service for the journey to and from

Nankin.

During the last few months of my illness messengers had
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continually arrived from, the head-quarters of the I- and

Chung-wang's armies, reporting- the uninterrupted suc-

cesses of both. But at the same time intelligence was

received of the second capture of Kah-ding and Tsing-

poo, the capture of Pu-shan by the allies, and the

treachery of the chief in command at the city of Chang-

zu, who had accepted the large bribes offered by the

enemy, and surrendered the city. Orders were conse-

quently despatched to the I-wang's victorious army,

already beyond the Po-yang lake, and that chief detached

a considerable portion of it to return and protect the

threatened districts. This force, at the time I left

Nankin (early spring of 1863), Avas already besieging

Chang-zu, having closely invested the city upon every

side.

Having embarked with my wife on board our lorcha,

the Anglo- Ti-ping, we proceeded under sail to Chin-kiang,

and then took passage in a steamer to Shanghae. A
month after our arrival, every motive for the visit being

accomplished, and the Rev. W. Lobschied having arranged

to accompany me, we returned to Chin-kiang together,

and then, getting on board the lorcha, made sail for

Nankin. When halfway there I engaged a small

steamer to tow us up to the forts, in order to oblige the

missionary, who was averse to the delay the calm weather

seemed likely to occasion.

In a couple of days we were cast off at our destina-

tion, and I proceeded on shore with Mr. Lobschied, intro-

ducing him to the Sz-wang, who received him very

kindly, and immediately sent word of his arrival to the

Government inside the city. The next morning horses

and attendants were in waiting to escort us to the Kan-
wang's presence. Upon reaching the palace, Mr. Lobschied

met with so warm and friendly a reception from the Kan-
wang and many other chiefs, that I am quite sure he can

never cease to remember it with pleasure, and at the

same time with regret that he lias not been more ener-
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getic or useful to what he knew fall well was the cause of

Christianity and righteousness. Many of the Ti-pings

had known him at Canton in former days, when they had

studied the wondrous truths of Scripture, and some, I

believe, had been his own converts and pupils. These men
were most anxious that he should stay among them, and

earnestly entreated him to do so ; hut the Ilev. "W. Lob-

schied, as he informed me, had to attend to some appoint-

ment at Canton, and the wishes or whims of a young wife.

Thus the last opportunity for a teacher of the Gospel to

support the cause of Christianity in China was thrown away;

my trouble lost (not that I cared for ought but the fact

that it was not used to advantage when every opportunity

was offered) ; and the visit of the last missionary who
came to the Ti-ping capital, rendered utterly fruitless.

Something did result from the visit in the shape of the

following letter :

—

" THE TAEPINGS.

"A Visit to Xanling, and an Interview vnlh the Kan-Wong.

" (To the Editor of the Daili/ Press, Hong Kong.)

" Sir,—The di-eadful accounts given of the condition and character of

the rebels had long made me anxious to visit their capital, and see for

myself how fax- all that lias been said of them be true. There is a brisk

trade carried on outside the city of Nanking. The iields within the ancient

wall Avere well cultivated, as well as the country around ; and Avheat,

bai-ley, and large beans, appeared to be tliei'e in abundance. The people

within the city toere certainly looking better than in a/ny town along the

Yang-tse-kiang. New shops and fine buildings were in course of erection,

and the people were in general well dressed. The women moved about

performing their daily work as they do here in the South ; aged persons

were i)laying with their grandchildren, and wheresoever I came I wtus

treated with respect and kincbiess. The kings, and particularly Kan-

Wong, received me with great kindness, and 1 felt that I was as safe in

Nanking as in any Chinese town I have e\ er visited. They were anxious

to know why England was so hostile against them. ' Have we ever broken

faith with foreigners 1 Have we ever retaliated the enmity of England

and France?' said Kan-Wong. 'If they force us to the conclusion that we
are to be treated as outlaws, then the day of retribution will come ! We
are fighting in our own country, and to rid oursehes of a foreign power,
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and woe to tlie straiigei' who falls into oxxr hands after the first sliot ha.s

been fired against Nanking.* We need not then take cities and hold

them, or allow foreigners to assist the Imperial imps in surrounding ns

;

we shall then move in one compact body, ravaging the country and

destroying trade, f We have not as yet sent men into the foreign settle-

ments to burn and destroy, Ijut have strictly prohibited such acts. Who
can prevent us from committing such acts, if we choose? And why should

we not make the sojourri of foreigners here intolerable, if they come to

destroy us who would and have opened to them every port we hold, and

tried to be friends with them 1 We will spare neither Hankow nor any

other place held by foreigners, who will then see the diffei'ence between

forbeai-ance and determined hostility.' They told me that they had

repeatedly applied to the foreign consuls, in order to come to some aiTange-

ments, but all their communications had been retui'ned unofened, and no

reply given. I was present at their religious meetings, which are regulai-ly

held every morning and evening, but would not join them until I knew

what they were doing. They sang a hymn ; and having previously placed

three cups of tea on the table,;); they knelt down, one of them § reading or

saying an appropriate prayer. There was no worship of Taiping-Woug^

Whilst sitting in the j^alace, there came frequent orders for books on

religious subjects, and, so far as tlie Chinese care foi- religion, these men sang

and prayed with a will and ivith apparent devotion. As the Imperialists

are going to restrict the development of trade on the Yang-tze-Kiang as

sOon as Osborn's fleet has come out, and as the rebels are willing to open

the whole country to foreigners, if they will stretch out a friendly hand to

them, everybody may judge for himself which party will sei've him best.

China was conquered by the help of Roman Catholic missionaries, and the

Imperial House has for 150 years been under their influence. So long as

the Emperors made use of them they })rospered ; and the moment they

expelled them fi'om Pekin, misrule and etteminacy became the order of

the day. Sir Frederick Bruce will one day be recalled to give an account

of the ruinous course of policy he has advised his Government to adop>t, and

foreign influence will at last prevail in the council of the rebels. But

whether that will be iipon tlu; ruins of the silk and tea plantations, or upon

the graveyards of thousands of British subjects, we shall soon liave an

* Alluding to Admiral Sherard Osborne's ' Vampyre' fleet.

t Since the loss of Nankin, and all their former cities, through British

hostility, this has resulted to a certain extent only; for still, witli wonderful

forbearance, tlie Ti-piugs have not begun to ravage the countiy, their

moderation in the neigldtourhood of Amoy, where they now are in force,

l)eing well known.

X In honour of the Holy Trinity.

§ The officiating priest.
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opportunity of witnessing. As almost all the officers now in tlie service of

the Imperialists are on lialf-pay, a')ul receive besides an enormous salaryfrom

the Chinese, nobody need feel any surjirise at the strange doings of men

worthy a more honourable death.'"' And if General Gordon does receive

1,200 taels per month from the Imperialists, and his half-pay as an officer

of the British army, where then is British neutrality ? The proclamation

of the Queen is dust thrown into the eyes of Eiu^ope and America. But

more on this sulyect for the second mail of this month.

" Yours respectfully,

V Hong Kong, 10th June, 1863." " W. L.

The Eev. W. Lobscliied, by his departure from Nankin

and return to the south of China, sacrificed a glorious

opportunity of serving the cause of the Master whose word

he came abroad to teach. Had he installed himself at the

Ti-ping capital and proclaimed that fact, and then reported

the favourable points of their sincere Christianity, friend-

liness to foreigners, desire for unrestricted commerce and

intercourse with Europeans, and general moral and

physical superiority, in all the particulars for which the

Chinese are condemned, he would most likely have been

the means of arresting the interference of England, and

purifying the religious errors of the only voluntary native

worshippers of Jesus in Asia.

Had Mr. Lobschied so acted, every mission society and

ordained member of the Church of England would neces-

sarily have supported him ; this would simply have been

their duty to God. Popular opinion, when fixed by the

voice of a well-known divine, speaking the truth from

Nankin, and with all the authority of his presence among
the revolutionists, and undoubted personal knowledge of

them, would almost certainly have compelled the British

Government to remain neutral.

Unfortunately Mr. Lobschied had private business

which possessed greater charms for him than this, al-

though success was certain if the effort were made. The

* It is hardly to be understood how dishonourable men arc " woi'thy a

more honourable death."
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Manchoo-Imjierialists, unassisted "by foreign mercenaries,

would have fled before the progress of Ti-ping tien kwoh
like fine cliaff before a gale of wind. The ultimate results

would have been the sure establishment of Christianity,

freedom, and modern civilization, throughout the vast

Chinese empire.

Private affairs overpowered all other considerations,

and so, after a few days spent at Nankin, I placed the

rev. gentleman on board a passing steamer and bid him
adieu.

Soon after my return to Nankin, reports of disaster to

the Ti-ping forces in the Shanghae district were received;

but previous to noticing these I must describe the com-

plete defeat the Anglo-Manchoo legion experienced before

the city of Tait-san.

Shortly after being placed in command of the drilled

force, Captain Holland was ordered by the Eu-tai, Le,

Governor of the province, to advance upon Tait-san and

wrest it from the Ti-pings. Burning to distinguish him-

self, and probably not averse to the bonus it is believed

the Pu-tai offered for the capture of the city, besides the

prospect of much loot, the newly-fledged general led

forward his men.

This expedition was accompanied by British volun-

teers, and the British officers belonging to the force, besides

which General Staveley lent several large howitzers,

the property of the English nation, to the commanding
officer. Attached to General Holland, as body-guard, was

a motley brigade of European mercenaries, consisting of

almost every nationality. The whole strength of the

disciplined division inclusive was considerably over 3,000

men, with 22 pieces of heavy artillery, field-pieces, and

mortars, supported by an army of 10,000 Imperialists.

The legionaries, and a great proportion of the irregular

troops, were well armed with English rifles and muskets,

well equipped in every way, and supplied with abundance

of ammunition.
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After driving the Ti-pings from several small outworks

and tearing from a neighbouring village all its " doors,

windows, tables, &c.," as one account states, the Impe-

rialist forces took up a position under the walls of Tait-

san. Of course the Ti-ping maligners, who followed

upon the track of the allies, raven-like croaked forth from

the destroyed village about the " ruthless devastation " of

those " bloodthirsty monsters." They should have seen

the village, or rather those who have been misled by their

howling should have done so, before the gallant Anglo-

Manchoo forces stripped it of furniture and partially

pulled down the houses. Undoubtedly many who

have accused the Ti-pings of wanton devastation have

unintentionally mistaken the ravages of their own friends

for that of the people they condemned, though it is hard

to believe that any one could credit such opinions, when,

in every account of the Imperialist operations, the de-

struction of some Ti-ping city, village, or store of grain,

is prominently set forth.

Rows of stakes had been driven into the creeks by

the Ti-pings, and the boats carrying the siege train of the

enemy were delayed in their advance upon Tait-san until

they could be pulled up. In spite of obstructions and a

strong sortie made by the garrison, which was not repulsed

without a sharp fight, the guns were landed during the

night of the 13th of February, 1863, and placed in

position.

Early on the following morning the garrison received

strong reinforcements from the Ti-ping army investing

Chang-zu, distant less than twenty-five miles, which were

welcomed with immense cheering. Shortly afterwards the

besiegers opened fire from their numerous artillery.

In about five hours a large and practicable breach

was made in the city wall, and Captain, or rather General^

Holland ordered the assault. Now it so happened that

the defenders had wisely sheltered themselves from the

deadly artillery fire to which they had only one or two
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small 6-pou.nclers to reply, and instead of rocklessl)^ ex-

posing- themselves in the usual Ti-ping style, had remained

perfectl}^ silent behind their defences.

Led by a party of the body-guard and their European

officers, the trained troops rushed gallantly forward to

storm the city. At this moment the defenders suddenly

manned the breach, and although fearfully thinned by

the enfilading artillery fire, kept up a fusilade which

told with terrible eff'ect upon the dense masses of the

enemy. A few crossed the moat by their bridges, only

however to be shot down, and the whole division of

stormers wavered and hesitated on the brink. A sergeant-

major of the disciplined rifle regiment here performed an

act of bravery that no European could have outdone.

Seizing the colours of the regiment, Ward's old flag, he

rushed to the front with it, and calling on the men to

advance, stood there alone, a mark for the fire of the

besieged. It is remarkable that, though six bullets pierced

his clothes, not one injured him, or even cut his skin.

Unable to advance against the shower of missiles

directed from the breach and city walls, where even the

little boys were stationed with heaps of bricks to throw

upon them, the Imperialists fell back on their guns in

confusion. General Holland then ordered the artillery to

the rear, and a rapid retreat commenced. This, ho^vever,

they were not allowed to effect so easily, for the Ti-pings

dragged a 6-pounder into the breach, where it was worked

by some Europeans, and directed upon the men en-

deavouring to remove the siege guns, with deadly effect.

At the same time the garrison sallied fortli from two

gates, Avhile others rushed through the breach and

attacked the enemy with vigour.

Eor some time the rifles and 1st regiment of the

British contingent, together with the European company,

fought desperately to save the guns. ^Meanwhile the

main Imperialist army was routed with much slaughter,

and, with all the other regiments of disciplined troops,
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fled in every direction from the field. The troops who so

gallantly protected the retreat of their comrades, managed
also to save all the artillery, except two heavy 32-pounders

and several light howitzers. Upon these guns the Ti-

pings incessantly charged, and hoth sides lost heavily in

killed and wounded. General Holland had left the field,

and it was entirely due to Colonel Barclay and Major

Cooke, who jointly conducted the retreat, and well

animated and kept their men together, that only a few

pieces of artillery, instead of the whole park, were

captured by the Ti-pings.

Seeing that his men were falling thickly, and that

they were in danger of being surrounded, Colonel Barclay

abandoned the guns and made a pretty orderly retreat.

The Ti-pings marked those guns for their especial prey,

and concentrated on them such a hail of shot that no

one could approach them from the hostile ranks and live.

The enemy found that it would be impossible even to

spike them without a terrible loss of life, and so left

them uninjured as trophies for the victorious garrison of

Tait-san.

The day following their defeat only 1,500 of the

British contingent mustered at their head-quarters, but

stragglers shortly came dropping in. The same force lost

5 ofiS.cers killed and 16 wounded. The co-operating Im-

perialist army was totally dispersed, and lost more than

2,000 men liors de combat. The Ti-ping casualties were

also very heavy, for the men had rushed gallantly into

the breach under withering volleys from the disciplined

and well-armed assailants, and at least 1,000 were killed

and wounded during the defence and subsequent fighting.

General Holland, upon reaching Shanghae, resigned

his command in disgust, and was superseded by one Major

Gordon, of the Boyal Engineers, a cold, calculating man,

who possessed qualities far more conducive to successful

operations against the Ti-pings than even brilliant and

dashing generalship. His tactics were to destroy them
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from a distance by his loug-range artillery, which was a

thing to be done generally with perfect impunity, because

the Ti-pings were almost entirely without cannon.

The aim of the revolutionists is to get at close quarters

with the enemy, and wherever they have been able to ac-

complish this, even the disciplined and foreign-officered

troops have been beaten. Unfortunately they have

seldom been able to effect their favourite manoBuvre

against the latter, the overwhelming artillery and regular

volleys of musketry sweeping away every attempted

formation of the Ti-ping troops long before it could be

completed.

General Gordon having assumed command of the

once despised mercenaries, that is to say, despised before

the despisers were able to handle the loaves and fishes,

he very wisely spent several months in thoroughly

reorganizing his troops and raising his artillery to a

strength and state of efficiency perfectly irresistible by

the Ti-pings. During this period, besides the officers of

the force, numerous drill-instructors were supplied by

the British general at Shanghac, so that Gordon's,

Kingsley's, Cooke's, and other legions, soon became
formidable both as to numbers, armament, and discipline,

a VAnglais.

The first operations directed by Gordon were against

Pu-shan and the beleaguered city of Chang-zu, the former

of which was captured and the latter relieved, the Ti-

pings losing some 1,200 men ; Gordon's force, 2 killed

and 3 wounded ! These relative casualties afford a fair

sample of the usual result of nearly every engagement.

The immense loss of life upon the Ti-ping side during the

years 1862-3-4, and part of the present, may easily be

imagined, and will be found stated in detail in the ap-

proximate table at the end of this volume,* which has

been compiled principally from official sources. Gordon,

in his own report of the operations above referred to,

* Table of Ti-ping loss of life.
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states :
" The number of guns was terrifiCj and although

after every shot the rebels would fire from one or two

loopholes, it was evident they had no chance." The

position exposed to this "terrific " fire was simply a few

open stockades, undefended by artillery.

At this time Gordon s force mustered, all told, about

5,000 men; Kingsley's, 1,000; Cooke's, 1,500; and the

Pranco-Manchoo contingents, commanded respectively by

Generals D'Aguibelle, Giquel, and Bonnefoi, from 3,000

to 1,000. Subsquently other legions and artillery corps

attached to the irregular Imperial troops, about 2,500 in

all, were formed and commanded by Colonels Bailey,

Howard, Rhode, &c., while the total force of trained

Chinese generally maintained the relative strength here

given, viz., 11,000.

The disaster to the Ti-pings in the vicinity of Shang-

liae, the report of Avhich, as mentioned before their victory

at Tait-san, reached Nankin shortly after my return, con-

sisted in their loss of the former city, and the still more

important one of Quin-san, after a desperate and gallant

defence at each.

General Brown, Commander - in - Chief of II. B.

Majesty's forces in China, having, by every description of

help and assistance, placed Gordon's troops in a state of

complete effectiveness, the latter once more moved upon

the devoted city of Tait-san.

Upon this occasion Gordon was supplied with a heavy

siege train, including 8-inch howitzers and large mortars,

all hcloncj'uKj to the British army ; while General Brown
sent a force of 550 men (including detachments of Uoyal

Artillery, II. M. 31st regiment, Belooclies, and B. N. I.)

to look after his guns and take care that his protege

should not suffer a similar defeat to that experienced by

General Holland. In fact. General Brown maintained a

large force at Shanghae for the express purpose of assisting

the Imperialists, supplying them with artillery and men
to garrison the cities they captured.
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The capture of Tait-san is one of the most desperate

encounters on the records of the Anglo-Manchoo forces.

In addition to the trained troops, Sing, a jVlauchoo

general, joined in the attack with 5,000 to 7,000 men.

The strength of the garrison was not less tlian 4},000,

including little hoys, who, according to the usual custom,

were stationed with heaps of stones to throw upon the

assailants.

After shelling the Ti-pings from their outworks,

Gordon arrived under the walls of Tait-san on the 2nd of

May, 1863. In his report to General Broion, Gordon

states :
—" Ahout moon fire was opened from two guns,

and hy degrees more guns were hrought into action, till

at 2 p.m. every gun and mortar was in action, the troops

heing under cover. As the defences got dilapidated the

guns w^ere advanced, and at 4.<.30 p.m. the hoats were

moved up and the assault commenced. The rebels

swarmed to the breach, and for ten to twelve minutes a

hand-to-hand contest took place, canister being fired

into the breach from this side of the ditch, and a heavy

musketry fire kept up."

Prom this statement we find that after crumbling

the ancient city walls to dust, and pouring in the tre-

mendous fire of his numerous artillery for four hours

and a half, his own men being in perfect safety, while

the unfortunate defenders were torn to pieces by the

storm of shot and shell to which they could make no

reply. General Gordon at last ordered the assault. This,

how^ever, was gallantly repulsed by the brave garrison,

who, tliough almost decimated by the murderous ai'tillery,

despite the hail of " canister " from enfilading batteries

and the " heavy musketry fire " poured upon them by the

adverse covering parties, rushed into the wide-sprdad

ruins of the breach and drove the assailants back in a

desperate hand-to-hand encounter.

Kallicd by their ofQccrs, the division of stormers again

returned to the assault, only, hoAvevcr, to be met with

2 R
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equal determination by the Ti-pings, who again success-

fully repulsed them.

General Gordon now placed his men under cover,

inflicting heavy loss upon the defenders of the breach

by pouring continual discharges of grape and canister

shot into their dense ranks. Eor some time this artillery

practice was resumed ; a fresh storming party Avas then

told off, and the breach again attacked with much bravery,

and again defended with equal courage. The trained

troops wavered and were nearly driven back a third

time, but being reinforced by fresh men, rallied, and

finally carried the breach. This, 'however, was not

effected until the commandant of the city had been

severely wounded, and a great proportion of his officers

killed or disabled. The Ti-pings then gave way and

escaped, carrying off many of their wounded, with their

wives and children, through the gates at the other side

of the town. The snake flags of Tsah, the commandant,

remained in the breach until the summit was in possession

of the enemy, when they were carried oflP in safety.

The Imperialists were assisted by the steamer Hyson
in their attack upon Tait-san, which vessel caused no

little alarm to the garrison by steaming along the creeks

encircling the city, and throwing heavy shell among
them, besides seriously menacing their line of retreat.

Another great help to the besiegers consisted in the

presence of the British corjis de reserve, stationed at the

village of Wy-con-sin close by, and which the Ti-pings

fully expected would attack them should the disciplined

Chinese be defeated.

The loss of the Anglo-Manchoo force upon this occa-

sion was about two hundred ; the Ti-pings, soldiery and
civilians, killed in action, or afterwards caught by the

Imperialists and cruelly put to death, cannot have been

less than two thousand.

At Tait-san, as at Kah-diug, Tsing-poo, and every other

city wrested from the Ti-pings either before or subse-
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quently, the capture was followed by the perpetration of

most revolting barbarities by the Imperial troops and

Mandarins, whenever the attention of the British officers

who assisted them to capture the places was withdrawn.

General Gordon and the commanding officers of other

contingents saved some of the Ti-ping prisoners who had

been captured ; but for the destruction of many thousands

of innocent men, including country people, non-combatant

inhabitants of the cities, and women and children, they

are criminally responsible.

Upon the first capture of Kah-ding by the British

forces, when General Staveley's humane disposition led

him to station the Imperialist troops so as to intercept the

flight of the garrison from his artillery fire, the following

scenes were enacted, as appears by a letter from the Bev.

Mr. Lobschied, published in the Song Kong Daily Fress

of June 28th :

—

•

" A small gate being the only issue through which the women and

children could escape from their deliverers, they rushed upon the wall, and

threw themselves down a great height, rather than fall into the hands of

the combined forces. Those that were immediately killed were lucky

enough ; foi* they were saved from the sufferings that awaited the survivors.

Whilst looting and killing was going on within the walls, until darkness

threw her veil over the scenes of horror, several hundreds of men, women,

and children, whose only criiue was that of being citizens of Kah-ding when

taken by the rebels, were lying outside the city walls with broken limbs,

helpless, and parched with thirst. When morning arrived, a few gentlemen

passed outside the wall through the narrow gate, in order to take a retro-

spect of the field of action. What did they see 1 The Imperialists, having

become aAvare of the large number of sufferers outside the wall, had resorted

thither long before the rising of the sun, were just stripping the poor

people, and cutting off their heads, which they would take with them as

trophies of their victory, when the two gentlemen (one of whom was an

officer) ha})pened to disturb them."

The unfortunate people above referred to Avere a

portion of those massacred by the troops of the Chinese

general Le, the same worthy who, when reporting to

General Stavelcy his execution of the duties assigned

him, offered to produce the left ears of 1,300 rebels.

2 ii2
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At Tait-san similar atrocities were committed by the

forces of Sing, the Manchoo commander. Hundreds of

civilians were killed for the sake of their heads, and some

prisoners were actually taken to the camp of the British

corps de reserve, formed in conjunction with an Imperialist

one, and there cruelly tortured to death. The execution

of seven victims in particular is fully attested by Dr.

Murtagh,* 22nd B. N. I.; other " eye-witnesses," including

the Bishop of Victoria, have personally assured me of

their positive knowledge as to this and other atrocities

more revolting, and upon a more extensive scale, that

have been inflicted upon Ti-pings captured by means of

the British alliance with the Manchoo. The following is

an extract from a letter published in most of the Shanghae

papers, and vouched for as being true by Dr. Murtagh :

—

EXTRACT P^KOM THE " NORTH CHINA HERALD" OF JUNE 13, 1863.

Treatment of Ti-jmir/ rrisouers.

(To the Editor of the Dally Shijjpioig and Commercial News.)

"... About 11 o'clock a.m. on the day following the ca})tiire of Tait-

san {Sunday, May 3rd), seven prisoners were brought into the Imperialist

camp near Wy-con-sin ; being stripped perfectly nnde, they were each tied

to a stake, and tortured Avitli the most refined cruelty. Ari-ows api)eared

to have been forciljly diiven into various parts of their bodies, from whence

issued copious streams of blood. This mode of torture falling short of

satiating the demoniacal spirit of their tormentors, recourse was had to

other means. Stri])s of flesh wei'e cut, or rather hacked (judging from the

appearance j^resented, the instniment seemed too blunt to cut), from

different parts of their bodies, which, hanging b}'- a small portion of skin,

pi'esented an apjicai-ance truly hoi-rible.

" For hours these wretched beings writhed in agony. About sunset

they were led forth more dead than alive by a brutal executionei', who,

sword in hand, thirsting to imbrue his hand in blood, seemed the very

incarnation of a fiend. Seizing his unfort\inate victims, he exultingly

dragged them forth, mocking and insulting them, and then, by hewing,

* Vide pp. I-IC and 108, Blue Book on China, No. 3, 18G1, for Dr.

!Murtiigh"s letter, and the attestation by Bishop Boone and the Bishop of

Victoria of the statements of two other eye-witnesses.
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hacking, caiid using a sawing motion, lie sncceeJed evontually in putting an
end to their sufterings by partially severing the liead from the body. Such
are the bare facts, which can, if necessary, be fully substantiated by other

eye-witnesses. . . .

" (Signed) Ax Eye-Witness."

As further evidence of the atrocities which were
committed in these fearful times, the following letter will

speak emphatically. It was written at the time, and
addressed to the editor of the Shanghae Recorder, by Mr.
J. C. Sillar, a merchant of high position, by whose per-

mission it is now published :

—

" NO MOKE MURDERS.

" (To the Editor of the Shanghae Recorder.)

" Sir,—A gentleman who was present at the ca})ture of Tsingpo

informed me that he held the heads of fourteeen women with his own
hands while their throats, which had been cut by the English or French

soldiers (perhaps both) were being sewn up. There were many more, but

he held the heads of fourteen with his own hands.

" I trust that, in the event of the capture of Kading, steps may be

taken to prevent such atrocities either by our own men or the ' disciplined

Chinese.' " Your obedient servant,

''Shanghae, Octol)er IS, 1862. J. C. Sillar."

" The women stated that their throats had been cut by the English

soldiers ; but, upon being asked to identify them, pointed to the French.

"J. C. S."

Placing the Manchoo, Sing, in charge of Tait-san,

General Gordon moved forward to reconnoitre Quin-san,

the next Ti-ping city in the direction of Soo-chow, the pro-

vincial capital. After establishing a large Imperialist army
in a stockaded position close to its Avails, he returnetfwith

his own force to Soong-kong, the head-quarters, for the

purpose of obtaining from General Brown, at Shanghae,

further supplies of II. B. Majesty's shot and shell, pre-

paratory to bombarding the city. When all the necessary

munitions of war had been received from the British

arsenals, Gordon returned to his allies outside the east

gate of Quin-san.
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The garrison, upon the arrival of Gordon's troops, sallied

forth upon them in strong force, but after a desperate

attempt to come to close quarters were driven back by

the artillery with much loss. Now, unfortunately for the

Ti-pings, the scientific knowledge of their enemy led him to

investigate the strategic and defensive position of Quin-

san with unmistakable perception of its weak points.

He quickly discovered that the place was so situated as to

possess but one line of retreat or supply, in consequence of

the numerous small lakes, Imperialist outposts, and broad

creeks in every other direction. Consequently, instead

of directly attacking the city, Gordon moved his army,

supported by the steanjer Hyson and a large fleet of well-

armed gunboats, against its only line of communication,

a road constructed along the bank of a wide creek leading

to Soo-chow. This movement was no sooner perceived by

the garrison of Quin-san, than, finding their position ren-

dered perfectly untenable, they commenced to evacuate the

city as fast as possible. Refugees from Tait-san and the

surrounding country had increased the number of inhabi-

tants considerably, and, as at many places their only

line of retreat was but a few feet broad, with deep creeks

on either side, and continual narrow bridges spanning the

numerous canals intersecting the country with a perfect

maze of water, their escape from the city occupied the

entire day, and their long thin line stretched for miles

along this narrow road. The rush of the panic-stricken

people was so great that the Ti-ping troops became inex-

tricably mingled with and confused among them.

A few miles from Quin-san the Hyson and the gunboats

came upon the fugitives where their line of retreat was

intersected by the creek, up which the vessels were ad-

vancing ; their progress, however, was for some time

arrested by a couple of stockades, into which a few soldiers

managed to throw themselves, and by an obstruction

presented by a strong row of stakes driven firmly across

the creek. During the delay, the Hyson's European
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officers amused themselves by an incessant fire of grape

and canister poured among the helpless people seeking to

escape almost in front of the muzzle of her 32-pounder

bow gun. Gordon, in his report to General Brown,* after

noticing the ''well-cultivated" appearance of the country,

states that the Hyson continued this murderous work
for " over three hours," at the expiration of which time

he arrived* with his troops and drove the defenders from

their stockades. Immediately upon this, the Syson,

as Gordon states, "overhauled the rebels and followed

them slowly up. The creek was positively jammed up
with their boats, and at the bridge at Edin the crush was

awful." Now, how those who directed the fire of shell

and mitrallle from the JSyson managed to avoid injuring

the women and children, who constituted a great pro-

portion of the people contained in the boats, does not

appear.

When the unfortunates had been leisurely followed U]?

and ceaselessly attacked until they reached the vicinity of

Soo-chow, and the protection aff'orded by its garrison, the

steamer turned about and slowly ran back. The report,

continuing from this point, states :

—

" All this time rebel stragglers had been dropping into the Soochow

road from all parts, and the Hyson had to continue her worh all the way

back, sometimes being so close on masses of rebels that she had to resort to

some measure to get clear of them, and so adopted tlie novel expedient of

using her steam whistle, which, singular as it may appeal-, had the desired

effect. . . . Mounted men would try and gallop by the steamer not

six yards from her ; others positively rode or tried to ride past when she

was alongside the road. The grape and canister must have toldfejarfidly,

owhuj to their numbers. . . . We had not ceased shelling until

2.30 a.m."

At least nine-tenths of the wretched people who thus

perished under the orders of General Gordon—who, by

the way, seems to have become very quickly imbued with

the "Chinese character " prophesied by the British minister

* Vide Blue Book on China, No. 3, 18C4 p. 111.
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at Pekin—were non-combatants. The manner in which

British officers dealt destruction to their victims during

twenty honrs, with absolute impunity to themselves, would

be too revolting to be credible, but for its plain avowal

by Major Gordon, E..E., himself. This almost unparal-

leled proceeding is merely the prototype of many other

atrocities perpetrated by the Anglo-Manchoo legion and

its Imperialist allies. During all the operations against

the Ti-pings, and all the terrible consequences following

the fall of their cities, can Major Gordon say how many
were peaceful inhabitants, whose only fault was the

fact that they were inmates of a town captured and

held by the revolutionists ? Pully nine-tenths of the

Ti-ping killed and wounded, so vain-gloriously, were only

guilty of submission to the de facto Power; the remainder

were bond fide Ti-ping soldiers, whoso only crime was

their endeavour to expel the foreign and oppressive

dynasty, and to establish the Christian faith, the per-

secution of the first converts to which caused their

revolution.

Thousands of the people who fled before the ceaseless

shelling from the Hyson had never seen a steamer before
;

even the few who had, like all Chinese, were greatly awed

by the supposed qualities of the " fiery dragon ship
;

"

thus, the shrieking of the steam whistle, the dashing

noise of her paddles, the flaming appearance of her funnel,

and the fearful effect of her artillery fire, must have

thrown them into the wildest consternation. Other steam

gunboats, similar to the Hyson, were shortly added to the

flotilla attached to Gordon's force, and ever afterwards

their appearance threw the Ti-pings into confusion, and

proved more effective than a great army in the field.

The dread inspired by the steamers was always fatal to

every Ti-ping position they attacked, and not without

cause. They were each protected by iron mantlets, proof

against musketry fire, which was all they had to resist,

and carried a heavy bow gun and another at the stern.
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If tlie garrison of any stockacle attempted to resist them,

their artillery soon battered down the defences or shelled

the defenders, and then came a massacre similar to that

attending the evacuation of Quin-san. The whole country

between Shanghae and Soo-chow is low, marshy, and cut

up by innumerable creeks, canals, dykes, and lakes, the

only roads being a few narrow causeways built along the

sides of the principal creeks ; therefore, whenever the

garrison of a stockade was driven out, their only line of

retreat was along the bank of a creek, up which a

steamer could follow them for miles, and pour in deadly

discharges of grape and canister at a distance of only a

few feet.

It has been estimated that the Ti-ping loss during the

evacuation of Quin-san and the subsequent route was

not less than 3,000. Gordon's force lost 2 killed and 5

drowned

!

Having noticed the particulars of the disastrous loss

of Tait-san and Quin-san, we must now come to the still

more unfortunate effect caused by the receipt of the

intelligence at Nankin, and the further report that the

ships of the Anglo-Chinese or " Vampyre " flotilla were

arriving at Shanghae.

These events took place in the month of May, 1863,

and immediately the Ti-ping Government heard of them,

couriers were despatched in hot haste after the Chung-
wang, recalling his army to the capital. At this time the

Commander-in-Chief had advanced about four hundred

miles in the direction of Pekin, having captured many
cities from the enemy, and completely defeated several

large Manchoo armies, one led by the Imperialist Prince

Sung-wang, or San-ko-lin-sin, as he is known to Euro-

peans. Upon receipt of the orders from Nankin, the

Chung-wang was compelled to forsake all the important

advantages he had gained, and derive no benefit from the

series of victories he had achieved, l)y abandoning every

captured position and precipitately returning to the capital.
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The Ti-ping forces had quite lately reached a fertile

part of the country, where they were recruiting and

gradually recovering from the hardships endured through-

out the previous march. Erom the edge of the river

Yang-tze, in the vicinity where the 'army first crossed

from Kankin, throughout a naturally sterile country, for

a distance of more than three hundred miles, the retreat-

ing Imperialists had devastated everything far and near,

so as to stay the advance of the Ti-pings by the deadly

medium of famine. Every rice-field, farm, and plantation

were destroyed and made a desert waste, so that not the

smallest article of food could be obtained. Fortunately

the Chung-wang's commissariat was well supplied, so

his troops were able to traverse the desolated regions

without very much suffering, and by quick movements to

limit the devastation to an extent of three hundred miles.

At the time, however, when the Clmng-wang received

his orders to return to Nankin, the supplies of his army

had become well nigh exhausted, and the urgent tone of

the despatches made an immediate retreat so imperative,

that no delay to gather in the standing crops or otherwise

collect a sufficient quantity of provisions was possible.

Besides the fall of Tait-san, Quin-san, &c., and the

presence of several " Vampyre " ships at Shanghae,

where others were momentarily arriving, other dangers

menaced the Ti-pings ; namely, either the destruction of

their best army by starvation, or the prevention of its

retreat to Nankin, by the immense fleet of Imperialist

gunboats threatening the city.

Since the fall of Ngan-king (towards the close of the

year 1861), the Imperialists had gradually approached

along both banks of the river, until at last they managed

to capture every place up to the walls of Nankin. This

result was accomplished entirely by the presence of the

well-equipped and innumerable flotilla of row-galleys,

just at the period the Ti-ping Government was alarmed

by the loss of Tait-san and Quin-san. But though the
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revolutionists were unable to dispute the supremacy on

the great river, simply because they were entirely desti-

tute of war vessels, they held the country within five

miles of the water for a considerable distance above

Nankin on the south bank of the Yang-tze.

The army commanded by the Chung-wang consisted

principally of veteran troops, natives of the south of

China, who originally joined the movement, and was by
far the best in the Ti-ping service. Its strength of fight-

ing men was not less than 50,000, while numberless

refugees, prisoners, coolies, and others, far more than

doubled those figures.

Prom the intelligence conveyed in his despatches, the

General knew at once that only one course—an instant

retreat by forced marches—was possible, either to save

his army from destruction, or succour the hardly-pressed

garrisons of the cities of the silk district. Gathering all

the rice at hand, though it was quite unripe, and foraging

everything that could be used as food, though a full

treasury could have supplied them with suitable pro-

visions had such been available in sufidcient quantity, the

army broke ground and commenced its disastrous return

to Nankin. The supplies soon proved inadequate to last

one half the distance to be traversed; consequently, this

retreat proved more terribly destructive to the army than

a dozen bad defeats would have been. The latter part of

the forced marches these starving men had to perform led

through desert places and low marshy ground; and, to

add to the horrors of their situation, the Yang-tze having

considerably overflowed its banks, the low country for a

great distance inland was completely flooded. Through

this, and many a weary mile of bamboo swamp, had the

exhausted and starving Ti-pings to force their way.

Whenever a piece of firmer ground was reached, it

could only be passed after defeating the Manchoo troops

in occupation, who, well supplied with food, clothing, and

boats, swarmed around the perishing and retreating army in
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thousands, now that it could be done with impunity. As

the unfortunate Ti-pings approached nearer and nearer to

the bank of the river, their sufferings (if possible) became

increased. Frequently they came to places totally im-

passable except by swimming, and at such they had to

cross exposed to the attacks of numerous squadrons of

Imperialist gunboats, stationed at every available position

to cut off or harass their retreat. Can anything more

dreadful than the state of these unhappy patriots be

imagined? For nearly a month tliej^ had subsisted

entirely upon the grass of the fields, the green tops of

bamboo, and the bodies of the dead !—while their march

lay through the mazes of dense bamboo jungle, and

swamps of mud and water—frequently of a depth which

prevented fording. During the whole of this fearful

retreat, their rear, front, and flanks were incessantly

harassed by the attacks of the cowardly and bloodthirsty

enemy, who cruelly murdered hundreds of exhausted

men, whom they were quite unable to withstand in fair

fight. Thousands perished in this manner, and thousands

more were horribly suffocated in the morasses, or drowned

among the swamps. Who is responsible for all this misery

and loss of life ? It was caused entirely through British

intervention, and the material aid given to the Manchoo.

At last the leading division of the army made its appear-

ance opposite Nankin, and then arose the difficulty of

transporting it across the river.

During several days preceding the arrival of the

remnant of the Chung-wang's troops, the enemy had

maintained an incessant attack upon the batteries and

forts commanding the passage of the river, and had par-

ticularly concentrated their efforts against a large fort

on the opposite side, the capture of which would have

placed the whole north bank in their hands, and would

also have cut off all retreat. About a week previous, the

AngJo-Ti-plng, with my old craft and three junks, had

run the Imperial blockade and safely arrived at the
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Nankin creek, eacli heavily laden with rice and other

provisions. My friend D had caught a passing

steamer, and proceeded on to Shanghae upon business.

P remained with the lorcha, and I joined him on

board, taking my wife with me, as the Sz-wang and

principal chiefs in the city had requested me to assist in

the defence of the river forts. Directly the Imperialists

became aware of the near approach of the Chung-wang's

army, they began their attacks upon the fort on the

other side of the river. This work, Kew-fu-chew, as the

Ti-pings named it, w^as directly opposite the batteries (at

the entrance of the creek) which extended along the edge of

the river, on the narrow strip of land forming the outer

bank of the creek until it turned inland towards the city.

These batteries mounted a number of heavy guns ; though,

as nearly all were of Chinese make—huge, unwieldy

masses of iron, bigger than an English G8, but with the

bore of only a 4 or 6-pounder—few were moveable or

manageable. As a rule, until taught by Europeans, the

Chinese are wretched artillerists, their guns being usually

lashed firm in one position, from which they can neither

be moved by the muzzle radius, nor breech-elevating

principle ; so that, be the object far or near, the guns are

fired at the same range in every case. Among the many
useless guns, the appearance of which had far more to do

wdth frightening away the enemy than their effectiveness,

I at last found five or six tliat were really serviceable

—

including an English naval 32-pounder, one 18-pounder, a

large Erench cannon, and several fine brass Chinese guns.

As there happened to be nearly thirty European and

American trading vessels at the port, I managed to raise

a corps of al^out twenty-five Aoluntcers to work the

artillery. My own lorcha carried two beautiful pivot-

guns amidships, which proved of no little use during the

different actions.

E/egularly at daylight every morning the enemy

would commence their attack upon Kew-fu-chew, and the
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smaller forts above the Sz-wang's position. Their plan

of battle was well formed and very picturesque in appear-

ance ; successive squadrons of gunboats would sail down
and engage the fort, delivering their fire; and then,

filling away before a fair wind, returning to their position

up the river. These vessels were assisted by others co-

operating from below the Ti-ping lines; all being pro-

fusely decorated with gaudy flags, and propelled by

numerous oars on either side.

The whole scene of battle formed a never-to-be-

forgotten spectacle. The gallant appearance of the in-

numerable gunboats tacking down stream, and opening

fire, one after the other, in regular order ; some crossing

in every direction, and others running back dead before

the wind, with their broad and prettily-cut lateen sails

stretching out on either side like a pair of snowy wings

;

the incessant roar of the cannonade; the flash of the

guns; the curling smoke, at first dense and impene-

trable, and then dissolving into thin wreaths, gracefully

circling round the rigging and the white sails; the

steady reply from the flag-covered forts, now enveloped

in clouds of sulphurous vapour, anon standing forth clear

and sharply defined against the dark background formed

by the waving bamboo; the peaceful current of the

noble Yang-tze river—here narrowed to a point less than

1,800 yards across, though stretching far and wide

immediately beyond on either side ; the grim embattled

walls of Nankin, towering over the plain a few miles

distant; mountains of fantastic shape on every side

—

some near, impending and majestic ; others, cloud-capped

and dimly visible in the distance; the cheer and cry of

battle mingling with the echo of artillery—all combined,

produced an effect truly grand and imposing.

At last the garrison of Kew-fu-chew reported that the

leading columns of the Chung-wang's army were in sight;

upon which further reinforcements were instantly thrown
into all the forts, while every boat was made ready for the
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purpose of transporting the approacMng troops across the

river. Even Avhen they had arrived within sight of their

capital, the sufferings of the unfortunate people were not

completed until they had endured much more loss by the

assaults of the enemy. Upon the arrival of the famished

and emaciated troops at the brink of the river, they were

saluted with one continuous cannonade from the gunboats

that now found ample opportunities of slaughtering them

as they crowded the bank for a distance of nearly two

miles. With incredible fortitude they maintained their

position, and did not flinch backward by the least per-

ceptible movement ; and, in the face of the terrible fire

poured into their dense masses at point-blank range

(mostly from English guns), proceeded to the work of

embarkation as steadily as their weakened condition

would permit.

Directly the first detachment appeared on the beach,

I sailed over to help them with all my vessels, and

getting a dozen Europeans on board the lorclia, w^orked

her against the enemy with considerable effect. The

fearful sights that met my gaze upon every part of the

shore I shall never forget. Very many of the weakest

men, totally unable to assist themselves further, were left

to die within sight of the goal for which they had striven

so hard and suffered so greatly, their number being so

large that their comrades were not sufficient to help, or

get them over the river in the presence of the enemy.

The horrible " thud " of the cannon shot crashing con-

tinuously among the living skeletons, so densely packed

at places that they were swept off by the river, into

which they were forced by the pressure from behind ; the

perfect immobility with which they confronted the death

hurled upon them from more than a thousand gunboats ;

and the slow effort the exhausted survivors made to extri-

cate themselves from the mangled bodies of their stricken

comrades, were scenes awful to contemplate. It was

dreadful to watch day after day during the time occupied
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in getting the remnant of that once splendid army across

the river, with but little means to succour them, tlic

lanes cut through the helpless multitude on the beach

by the merciless fire of the enemy ; all so passively en-

dured. The gaunt, starved forms, and wild staring eyes

of tliose viio had laid themselves down to die, haunted me
for many a future night.

Erequently during the passage of the river, some

small boat, with its scarcely living freight, would l)c

drifted away from the protection of the Nankin batteries

by the strength of the tide, the overcrowded boat being

too heavily laden to be moved quickly enough by the

weakened arms of the rowers. Whenever such an event

took place, the mandarin boats would dart upon their

defenceless prey, and immediately chop off the heads

of all on board in the most brutal manner, throwing

the bodies of the victims into the river within sight of

their comrades, who were totally unable to assist them.

In these cases the poor fellows struggled and fought

against their murderers with the energy of despair, as

desperately as their enfeebled condition would permit;

but this was of little avail, for nearly all their fire-arms

were rendered useless, the powder being saturated with

water, while they were far too weak to wield other

weapons effectively.

I received the Chung-wang on board my vessel, and

carried him to the Nankin side, when he had seen the

greater part of his surviving troops safely across the

river. My comrade, L , was with him, also the

Sardinian officer of the late Ling-ho's regiment ; but I

never saw my brave lieutenant, Phillip Bosse, again

:

he had fallen at the head of the Chung-wang's guards,

while gallantly protecting the retreat of tbe main

body.

Upon the twelfth day all who could be saved were

across the Yang-tze, and under the friendly shadow of

the Nankin walls, whilst, on the other side of the river,
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none remained but the garrison of the fort and the

numerous bodies of those who had perished of hunger or

had been slaughtered by the enemy. At last all seemed

laid in the sleep of death, until some poor wretch would

suddenly crawl to the brink of the desired water, and

then fall into the SAvift current either to quench his burn-

ing thirst or terminate his agony.

Even now the bleached skeletons of many thousands

of these unfortunate victims to British intervention may

be seen in the positions in which they fell, waiting for

the hand of decay to obliterate the last sad trace of their

existence.

The Chuug-waug's army had formed the best and

bravest part of the whole Ti-ping forces ; in fact, his

troops were the elite of the whole military organization,

being principally composed of veterans who had joined

the cause from its infancy, and to whom defeat was

really unknown. A great proportion of the original

nucleus of the revolution was included in its ranks, con-

sisting of the men from Kwang-tung, Kwang-si, and the

Miau-tzc, who, inspired with the religious enthusiasm so

conducive to the wonderful success which attended the

earlier stages of the Ti-ping movement, and imbued with

that spirit of chivalry which defied all obstacles, dreaded

no dangers, and endured cruel torture, became the true

champions of the great religious and political Chinese

revolution. Unless Christendom chooses to deny the

theory that Asia is to be Christianized by a process

similar to the manner in which it was itself converted

from Heathenism, it is impossible to dispute the fact that

Hung-sui-tshuen and his followers have commenced a

work that shall never perish nor be forgotten. The very

fact that the leaders of the Ti-ping movement, from the

first day of its" existence, forced their tenets upon the

sage contempt of the literati, the general repugnance of

the people, and the well-known hatred of the innumer-

able Manchoo employes, proves most convincingly that

2 s
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it was a lioly clement which animated those chiefs and

their followers, and which induced them to forsake the

theories of their ancient and deeply venerated sages, to

rqlj upon the help and attributes of an Eternal Judge.

Unfortunately, by the disastrous retreat to Nankin,

the Ti-pings lost the greater proportion of those ad-

herents whose religious fervour has induced me to com-

pare them to the heroes and champions of the early

Christian Church. There are doubtless those who, from

their self-erected pinnacle of righteousness, will prove

sceptics as to the reality of Ti-ping Christianity ; but I

trust all who have had the patience to accompany me
through this history will consider that point effectually

proved in favour of the revolutionists.

The remnant of the Chung-wang's army scarcely

amounted to 15,000 effective men, and from this number

reinforcements had to be thrown into Nankin, Soo-chow,

Chang-chow, Wu-sie, and other cities menaced by the

enemy ; consequently, when the General-in-Chief pro-

ceeded to the districts invaded by the Anglo-Franco-

Manchoo mercenaries in the neighbourhood of Soo-chow,

he was not accompanied by more than 7,000 troops ; yet

with this small force he managed to keep the overwhelm-

ing numbers of the enemy for sometime at bay, to control

and reassure many garrisons wavering in loyalty, and

to protect a great extent of frontier. Had his once splendid

army been intact and serviceable, the Imperialists and

their allies would have to tell a very different tale to that

of the expulsion of the Ti-pings from their former territory.

On the day succeeding the passage of the last sur-

viving troops across the river, the enemy seemed deter-

mined to vent his wrath at their escape by a general

attack upon all the fortifications. From early morning

the assailants had swarmed down in countless gunboats,

covering the whole expanse of the Yang-tze, and com-

pletely hiding the fort of Kew-fu-chew from our view by

the dense clouds of smoke proceeding from their ceaseless
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bombardment. The adverse flotilla in the neighbourhood

of Nankin was closely estimated at a strength of 3,000

gunboats of all sizes, some carrying only one light gun

in the bow, others mounting four or five rather heavy

cannon.

The Imperialists maintained their attack with much
vigour and determination until late at night. Through-

out the day we were unable to do much harm to them,

their vessels being nearly always perfectly concealed by

smoke, so that our guns could only be pointed at chance

range. The roar from nearly 2,000 pieces of artillery Avas

terrific and deafening beyond description. As night

closed in we were enabled to make much better practice

from our batteries by noticing the flashes of the enemy's

guns, and aiming in the direction indicated. At about

10 p.m. our fire proved so efl'ective that the whole fleet

relinquished the attack and retreated both up and down

the river. Owing to the vast number of gunboats which

were crowded together in the comparatively small space

between the Nankin batteries and the fort opposite, our

fire must have inflicted severe loss, yet they persisted in

the enffag-ement with a courao'e I have never before or

afterwards seen equalled by troops of the Manchoo Govern-

ment.

In spite of this resolute attack, the Ti-pings garrisoning

the fortifications were singularly indifferent, and laughed

to scorn the idea that the Ya-mim-qid (Mandarin-palace

devils, as they delighted to call them) could ever capture

any outwork of Nankin. When I remonstrated with the

old Kung-wang about the negligent guard at night, he re-

plied :
" I have held these forts for twelve years, and,

unless Tien-voo deserts me, shall hold them twelve years

more, so far as the ' Imps ' are concerned." That very

night, or rather morning, he found occasion to regret his

overweening confidence.

The lurid glare of battle during the early night,

the thunder of artillery, the crashing of shot, the fiery

2 s2
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track of the arrow-headed rockets, followed by the occa-

sional explosion of a gunboat, the whole din and prospect of

tumult, had died away, and been replaced by the deathlike

calm of a beautiful summer's night. Dirty, begrimed with

powder, and fatigued with labour and excitement, my party

of European volunteers, L (who had remained onboard

our lorcha), Captain P , and myself, took advantage

of the quiet interval and retired to rest. Unfortunately

for us, the deceitful calm proved doubly treacherous.

Tap, tap, went the bamboo signals of the solitary

sentinels around the forts under whose shadow our vessel

rode silently at anchor; turn, tum, sounded the drums of

the guards ensconced in the little look-out houses perched

along the walls; and at last tliese monotonous echoes,

sharply distinguished from out the surrounding stillness,

proved irresistibly somniferous ; gradually they became

fainter and less frequent, and then ceased altogether.

How long our sleep lasted I do not know, but suddenly

I was aroused by the crashing roar of artillery seemingly

right alongside our vessel. At the same moment I heard

my friends start up in the adjoining cabin, and together

we rushed on deck.

Daylight was just dawning, but it was not required

to enlighten the scenes taking place around. The water,

neighbouring shore, and forts, were illuminated by the

red glare of war. Above and below on the river ; outside

the batteries ; on the broad arm of the Yang-tze, running

past the Nankin creek and forming Tasohea Island ; every-

where, in fact, the gunboats of the enemy were upon us

in countless numbers ; while the vivid and repeated flashes

of their artillery made the air alive with bright corusca-

tions. Early on the morning of June 28, 1863, the

Imperialists made their daring and partially successful

coup de main. In dense lines, completely covering the

broad expanse of the river, they had pulled rapidly down
stream ; running the gauntlet of the stronger forts held by

the Sze and Kung Wangs, and making the Aveaker ones
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just beyond the entrance of the Nankin creek the object

of their attack. Each gunboat maintained a very quick

fire of cannon, heavy gingals, rockets, fire-arrows, and

every description of missile known in China, many of

which took effect among the light-built houses inside the

larger forts. On the other hand, the Ti-pings were

entirely taken by surprise ; the guns of the river forts

were not loaded, and, being heavy, could not be quickly

enough worked, or sufiiciently depressed to obtain more

than a couple of rounds before the last division of the

enemy had swept past, the first having run by, and entered

the channel between Tasohea Island and the mainland,

almost before the alarm was given. The few shots that

were delivered inflicted great havoc among the closely-

packed gunboats right under the muzzles of the heavy

artillery in the Kung-wang's fort; and the yellow waters

of the mighty Yang-tze engulphed many a shattered

man and vessel, while pieces of wreck were strewed

upon the surface, and swiftly borne away to excite the

wonder of distant villagers on the banks of the rapid

river.

When off Theodolite Point, hundreds of the war-boats

pulled inside the island, and made a dash upon the small

forts on the mainland, and the foreign trading vessels

anchored in the channel ; while many soldiers, landing

from others, captured the works on the end of the island,

killing man, woman, and child, as the affrighted people

rushed from their houses and attempted to escape. The

small forts, being surrounded by overwhelming numbers,

were quickly taken and then set on fire. Three loi'ge

war-junks defending the mouth of the Nankin creek

were also fired l)y the enemy, before their crews were

fairly awake or had time to deliver a second broadside.

At this moment I rushed on deck with my comrades.

Our lorcha was lying close astern of the last Tl-immg,

or war-junk, and many European craft were at anchor

closer to Tasohea Island, and nearer to the main river

;
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some of these I saw boarded by the Imperialists, who
instantly murdered the few Europeans, plundered the

vessels, and then set them on fire.

I saw at a glance that nothing but instant flight could

save our lives, if it were not already too late. The gun-

boats were everywhere around, firing away indiscrimi-

nately in all directions. Fortunately our old junk was

fast alongside the lorcha, which was far too heavy to

escape from smaller craft ; so abandoning the latter, con-

taining all our property and nearly everything we had

in the world, with my wife and friends I went on board

the lighter vessel. We then cut her adrift and tried to

escape down the channel. The land on each side being

occupied by hostile troops, and the upper part of the

channel leading into the river being crowded with their

war-boats, it was the only course open.

At the moment we shoved off and left the Anglo-

Ti-ping to her fate, several gunboats boarded her from

the opposite side, while others poured a terrible fire into

our old junk, whose decks were covered with grape-shot,

which had fallen harmless, from the hurried loading of

our assailants.

While all around seemed a mass of fire and flame, the

daylight obscured by the dense pall of smoke above,

the earth shaken by the ceaseless cannonade below, and

while the fiery track of rockets, accompanied by their

hissing sound, and the "wlieep" of the shot whistling

everywhere about, kept up the jubilee of war and de-

struction, we had drifted with the tide a few cables'

length away from the lorcha, and made sail to the light

though freshening breeze that ofi'ered our only chance of

escape.

A squall of wind was parting the lieavy volume of

smoke and fire, and coming towards us, when a number
of gunboats appeared in full chase, keeping up a very

heavy fire, the crew of the nearest throwing stink-pots,

with which they managed to ignite our mainsail. I was
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just turning to my dear wife to hurry her below, when a

volley of musketry was poured in by the troops on board

the attacking vessels. I saw my faithful friend and com-

panion, L , fall to the deck, but almost at the same

moment, struck by a spent ball, I became senseless.

I know not what period may have elapsed, but when

at length I was restored to consciousness, it was but to

realize the exquisite bitterness of my loss. Close to

where my best and long-proved friend had fallen, lay the

lifeless form of my well-loved wife, pierced by a flight

of bullets.
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TOWARDS the close of a fine October day in 1863, an

ordinary Slianghae smi-pcm, or passage-boat, might

have been seen slowly sculling up-stream against the

ebbing tide of the Wong-poo river, and carefully hugging

the bank opposite to the foreign settlements. Besides

the hardy Chinese owner (working away with a big oar

over the stern, and rejoicing in the euphonical cognomen
" Ningpo Sam "), the boat was occupied by two foreigners,

seated under the arched mat cover. One seemed to be of

Anglo-Saxon race ; the other, by his dusky skin, long

moustache, and jet-black hair, a native of the East

Indies.

To a close observer there was something suspicious

in the management of the san-pcoi and the movements

of the people on board. All passing craft were care-

fully avoided, and whenever a European ship on the

river, or European dwelling on the shore, was ap-

proached, down came the outside mat from the cover,

screening the front of the boat, and completely hiding

the two passengers inside. If the observer had been

near enough, he might have been further edified by hear-
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ing sundry energetic expressions addressed by the irri-

table foreigners to " Ningpo Sam," whenever that stolid

individual did not sheer his boat sufficiently far from

strange vessels to preserve their incognito.

As the shades of evening fell upon the shipping on

the river and the trees on the shore, the strength of

the tide gradually relaxed, and the san-pan proceeded

mucli more rapidly on her course. The see-saw rocking

from side to side became less vigorous and unpleasant as

the arms of the sculler were tired, and at last, when a

point nearly three miles above Shanghae had been

reached, " Ningpo Sam " ran his boat into the bank,

threw down the heavy yulo, or oar, and emphatically

declared his determination not to proceed any further

until he had satisfied the cravings of his inner man
with the choic-clioiD (to " che fan"—eat rice—as he

said), bubbling over a little cooking stove in the stern-

sheets.

The Chinese are an obstinate people ; some are essen-

tially mulish, and "Ningpo Sam" seemed to be of the

latter order ; consequently his passengers very wisely pro-

duced a large hamper, and hauling bottles of beer,

with a cold fowl, et ccBteras, from its innermost depths,

were soon busily engaged eating and drinking. By the

time the hamper had been rejiackcd night had closed in,

but still the boatman's capacious jaws went " munch,

munch." Meanwhile the dark-hued passenger, having

lighted a cigar, was taking a fisherman's quarter-deck

walk—that is to the extent of two steps and overboard

—

on the small fore-part of the san-pan. The second traveller

reclined on the thwartship seat, and seemed absorbed

with his own reflections, plainly not of the most happy

tenor. He was far from being displeased when his

companion aroused him by exclaiming

:

"Jump up, sir; jump up ; the steamer is coming !

"

and then shouting to the Chinaman, still feeding in the

stern, " Yulo, yulo, Sam !

"
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Sam, howeyer, did not seem at all inclined to obey

the summons ; upon the contrary, he jerked the rice into

his mouth and handled his chopsticks more vigorousl}^

than ever, spluttering out at intervals " Hi-ya !—how

can ?—my—wantchee chow-chow—no can yulo—just

—

now ; hy-em-by—finish chow-chow—can—do."

Upon the termination of this cool reply, the Euro-

pean passenger passed to the after-part of the boat,

and with the assistance of a stout cane, succeeded in

making "NingpoSam" forsake gorging and resume his

oar, much to that worthy's disgust, who, for some time,

gave vent to his outraged feelings by a low-toned mut-

tering of choice Ningpo " Billingsgate," which, however,

excited not the smallest attention from the abused

parties, who w^ere intent upon the approaching steamer.

When the steamer had arrived quite near, the Indian

produced a bright bull's-eye lantern and displayed it for

a few moments. This was answered by a light shown

over the vessel's side, and by the stoppage of her engines.

The san-2)cm was then sculled alongside, and her pas-

sengers taken on board. Directly the baggage had been

received, the ship went on ahead at full speed, while

" Ningpo Sam " and his boat disappeared in the distance,

his gratified expectations finding vent in the following

adieu :
" Chin-chin, ga-la ! Numbali one, massa ; mi too

much thankee you."

Soon the loud protestations of gratitude died away in

the distance, and the only sound which disturbed the

stillness of the cool night air was the regular beat of the

screw propeller, as the small steamer steadily proceeded

on her course.

The little steamer was named the Cliina, belonged

to Messrs. H & Co., of Shanghae, and was em-

ployed in the silk trade. This valuable branch of com-

merce was wholly in the hands of the Ti-pings, and

unrestricted until their expulsion from the producing

districts, when the Imperial Manchoo mandarins closed
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the interior to foreigners, and the trading of steamers or

other vessels was entirely prohibited.*

The passengers who so mysteriously embarked them-

selves were on their way to Soo-chow. One was General

Burgevine's cdde-de-camp, the other being myself. Bur-

gevine had quite lately put into execution his plan to

join the revolutionists, and was established at the large

city of Soo-chow in command of ninety to one hundred

Europeans, and a batallion of 1,000 Ti-pings, placed under

his orders to be drilled according to foreign tactics, and

officered by their instructors. Burgevine's aide was pro-

ceeding to join his master. I was anxious to ascertain

the principles and practical worth of the newly-formed

Americo-Ti-ping contingent, and also to rejoin the

Chung-wang.

The voyage of the China terminated at the town of

Nan-zing, situated almost in the centre of the silk

district ; and here she remained while the Chinese super-

cargo went into the country with many thousands of

dollars to purchase silk; the regions under Ti-j)ing rule

being so safe to travel, that all the vast amount of specie

(from 8 to 10 millions sterling per annum) used during

each season was carried about the country simply under

the protection of the Chinese shroff, employed by the firm

to whom the money belonged.

Having obtained a fine large boat from the Governor

of Nan-zing—a most friendly and courteous chief—

I

proceeded with my companion on our way to Soo-chow.

Although the direct distance was not much over fifty

* In ih.e Friend of China, March 10, 18G5, and subsequent numbei's,

the folloAving advei-tisement appears :

—

** The Steamei" Donnington.—The Tindersigned " (H. Evans), " in con-

sequence of the cletentiination of the jjrovincial mithorities not to permit tlw.

navigation of inner loatersfor tradal purposes by vessels of the above class,

being thus disappointed in the purpose for which he had her constructed,

is desirous of disposing of her."

This direct violation of the last treaty Ls one effect of the Manchoo

restoration to jiower, by British means, in the Kiang-sii ])rovince.
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miles, in consequence of the capture of Quin-san, and

another city named Wo-kong, by the enemy, the approaches

to Soo-chow from the east and south were not available

;

so that we were obliged to cross the great Ta-hoo Lake,

and reach the proA incial capital by making a considerable

cUtoiir to the west. The Ta-hoo, though so extensive

that from its centre no land but the highest mountains

can be seen, has nowhere more than an average depth of

twelve feet ; and in many parts its waters are so encum-

bered with floating weeds and interwoven stems of tough

aquatic plants growing from the bottom, that navigation

is impossible. The lake, similar to every piece of water

in China, swarms with fish ; thereby affording constant

employment to numerous congregations of fishermen.

These men, like their brethren of the sea-coast, clan

together, and are by no means averse to a little piracy

upon a favourable occasion ; we were consequently com-

pelled to keep a sharp look-out while passing through the

lake ; and, when at anchor during the second night, at

least fifty miles from land, we were under the necessity of

firing into a number of boats that bore right down upon

us in a very suspicious manner. My Indian comrade

had three cases of rifles, and one of revolvers, which he

was taking to Soo-chow for his master's force, and of

these we had loaded a sufficient number to repel any

attack, unless made by overwhelming numbers ; therefore,

when the advancing boats were suddenly received by

thirty or forty shots fired within as many seconds, they

quickly " topped their booms " and sheered off.

The scenery of the Ta-hoo is inconceivably grand and

varied. Mountains rise to a wondrous height; limestone

rocks—worn into the most grotesque shapes—project

into the clear waters of the lake ; valleys of great beauty

intersect the densely wooded hills and jagged sterile

mountains ; while murmuring rivulets sweep past secluded

villages, on their journey to the broad, though shallow,

waters of the lake. One of the most beautiful and
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romantic rej?ions in all China is that extent of country

situated to the north-east, north, and north-west of the

Ta-hoo. Being of a mountainous nature, it is termed by

the Chinese "Tung-shan," or the Eastern Hills. After

sailing past the three largest islands on the lake, famous

for producing the finest silk in the empire, we reached

the most easterly part of the Tung-ting district. This

had long been celebrated for the splendour of its mandarin

palaces and heathen temples; but, when I visited the

once-admired locality, its glories had departed, for the

grand edifices of Tartar magnate and Pagan god were

alike levelled with the dust ; the Ti-ping was the dominant

power, and its iconoclasm and hatred of the Manchoo had

been practically manifested by the destruction of the

monumental buildings, alike degrading to the patriotism

and the religion of the nation. The villages and isolated

cottages which studded the picturesque valleys still

remained ; and, by their life and prosperity, offered a

striking contrast to the desolation of palace and temple.

Passing on to the Western Tung-shan district, wc
reached the wildest and most imposing region I have

seen, either in China or any other part of the world. Par

removed from the noisy haunts of men, and peoplisd with

but a few solitary hamlets, it reposed in its romantic

beauty, undisturbed save by the voice of Nature, and

undefiled by the hand of man. Drawing our boat on to

a long sandy beach, I wandered through the wild and

lonely region for some hours with my dark companion,

who I found could appreciate Nature's beauties more

truly than many with a whiter skin. I rambled through

the silent valleys and almost impenetrable forests of

the Tung-shan, impressed with the solemn feeling that I

trod where mortal foot had not fallen before. The land-

scape was most varied in its nature : massive mountains,

peaceful valleys; wild and desolate cliffs; foaming cataracts,

and then the calm and shaded waters of the lake ; while

the waving of the thick forest, the verdant and feathery
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bamboos ; the water-lilies stretching wide on the surface of

the lake; the wild orange-trees, and sweetly-perfumed

shrubs and flowers blooming around, completed an almost

unrivalled picture. After leaving this exquisite scenery,

and just before entering the creek by which we were to

reach Soo-chow, we passed underneath a great natural

arch of rock, projecting some 90 feet into the lake, with a

height of nearly 150, and joined to a second small arch

on the outside.

This singular formation of rock lies on the border

of the Ta-hoo, about forty miles to the north-west of

Soo-chow, and is an object particularly noticed in the

legendary lore of the superstitious natives.

After leaving the lake, our journey lay through a

complete network of those interminable creeks, lagoons,

and canals intersecting the whole of south and central

China. Some were broad and river-like, spanned by

handsome, many-arched bridges, the banks covered with

fine houses and regular pathways ; others were narrow,

tortuous, almost hidden by rank vegetation and long

drooping osiers, and crossed by bridges composed of a rough

slab of granite laid horizontally upon the ends of two

upright l3locks, and elevated scarcely six feet from the

Avater. Wherever we passed, the country people complained

bitterly of the foreign soldiers (meaning Gordon's,

D'Aguibelle's, and other mercenary legions) coming to

fight the Ti-pings ; they were all long-haired and happy

under the new regime ; they were naturally averse to lose

their heads because the British Government chose to

support the oppressive and merciless Manchoo ; and

many of the finest grain-producing districts having been

captured by the allied Anglo-Eranco-Manchoo forces, to-

gether with a number of the principal Ti-ping granaries,

a vast influx of destitute refugees added considerably to

the daily increasing distress caused by the scarcity and

exorbitant price of food.

When at last, after threading miles of creek and canal,
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I reached Soo-chow, I found that I had arrived at the

moment of an important crisis—no less an event, indeed,

than the dissolution of the short-lived Americo-Ti-ping

contingent. This, however, was a matter of no surprise

to me, as I had never placed the slightest faith in the

composition and motives of the force, nor felt the least

hope from its formation. Burgevine, its originator and

commander, like Gordon, the uncommissioned General of

the Anglo-Manchoo force, was essentially a mercenary and

filibuster ; the only principle of either seems to have been

an absorbing selfishness and care for personal interest,

doubtless a very natural sentiment upon the part of the

cosmopolitan adventurer, but not a trait to be admired

in the character of the British officer. Such a principle,

when supported by the material power of the British

Government, succeeded very well with those who allied

themselves with the Manchoo, simply because the latter

were treacherous, thoroughly mercenary, hated foreigners

with a bitter intensity, and would naturally enough have

suspected any apparently disinterested assistance, as a

means of rendering any of them liable to distasteful

obligations. The British authorities took particular care

to prevent any mistake, with regard to their motives, for

they always stated that they Avere solely interfering in their

own interest, so the Manchoo rejoicingly obtained a large

revenue froDi the foreign merchants, and then handed

back a portion to pay the British indemnity, which has

proved the salvation of their dynasty, by in a great measure

causing the alliance against the Ti-ping.

Upon reaching the west gate of Soo-chow, we were

very kindly welcomed by the guard, and were furnished

with an escort to the commandant's palace. The city I

found to be strongly garrisoned by veteran troops ; new
flanking stone works were being built against the outer

face of the high Avails ; handsome buildings were being

erected inside
;
provisions Avere very plentiful ; the soldiery

and civilians seemed in high spirits, and quite ridiculed
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the idea of losing their city ; in fact, excepting the distant

report of artillery, Soo-chow had no more the aspect of a

besieged i^lace than London has at the present moment,

neither did its capture by the enemy thundering at its

defences seem even probable.

When we arrived at the commandant Mo-wan 2:'

s

palace, a number of wounded Europeans belonging to

Burgevine's contingent were being carried inside. These

men proved to be the survivors of a series of accidents

that had occurred two days previously, when the whole

force, accompanied by a division of Ti-pings under the

Chung-wang, and the little steamer Ka-joor, which Eurge-

vine had seized from the Imperialists and carried off to

Soo-chow, had attacked a position of the enemy established

about twenty miles to the east of the city. The expe-

dition was at first successful, having turned the flank of

the Imperialist stockades and captured a flotilla of twenty-

six large gunboats ; but, almost immediately afterwards,

by the carelessness—some say drunkenness—of the

Europeons working the Ka-joor^s pivot-gun, her magazine

was ignited, the explosion blowing the fore part of the

vessel to pieces, and badly wounding several of the crew.

Soon after this catastrophe, General Burgevine landed a

battery from the gunboats accompanying him (the principal

Avay of communication being by water), and opened fire on

the stockades, held by a force of disciplined Anglo-Manchoo

mercenaries commanded by Colonel Bhode,* and a number
of Imperialist braves. The enemy were just being driven

out of their intrenchments, and a storming party ad-

vancing to take them, when the largest of the prizes—

a

gunboat, full of powder, shells, &c., and mounting six

cannon, and in which the wounded from the steamer had

been placed—blew uji ; the fire from her explosion com-

municating with four more of the captured vessels, they

were also blown to pieces, killing outright twelve, and

"" Now ill tilt' .service t)f tlic Ti-piligs.
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dangerously wounding seventeen of the sixty or seventy

Europeans present. These disasters were caused by the

free use of the liquors taken from the wreck of the

Ka-joor—officers and men alike indulging, and the whole

affair forcibly illustrating the roiody, disorderly nature of

the Americo-Ti-ping legion. It is stated, and not without

strong reason, that Burgevine himself was in a state

of intoxication; still he has this excuse—the pain and

debilitating effect produced by an old and terrible wound

(received in the service of the ungrateful Manchoo),

rendered the use of stimulants necessary.

After the accidents we have just noticed, the attack

upon the Imperialist position was abandoned, and the

force retired upon Soo-chow, carrying off the wounded and

the remainder of the prizes.

As the Mo-wang was outside the city, and Burgevine

had not returned with the wounded men, I proceeded to

one of the gates with a party of the lattcr's officers, in

order to go to the front of the Ti-ping outworks, where

it w^as expected they would be found. When we had

arrived at the gate, however, we were not allowed to pass

by the soldiers on guard. This was the first intimation I

received that affairs were going wrong with the auxiliary

force, and that the Ti-pings were suspicious of their

foreign allies. At night, it appeared, they were not with-

out reason for their want of confidence, for, after Burge-

vine and the Mo-wang had returned. Colonel Morton, the

second in command of the contingent, was reported absent

against orders, with all the Europeans outside the city.

When this fact was ascertained, Burgevine and the officers

with him seemed certain that the absentees had gone over

to the enemy ; in fact, I soon vmdcrstood that the intention

for the wdiole force to desert had been on the tapis for

some little time, only Morton and his companions had,

however, taken the opportunity to get clear themselves

and leave their co-adjutors in the lurch.

Previous to this report I had obtained an interview

2 T
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with the Mo-wang, and then dined with him. He in-

formed me that the Chung-wang was encamped with an
army outside the city ; he also gave me to understand the

nature of his suspicions against Burgevine, in all of which
I entirely agreed with him. After explaining the caution

rendered necessary in all dealings with foreigners, because
of the treachery and bad faith with which they had
always acted towards the Ti-pings—as particularly ex-

emplified by the English breaches of guaranteed neutrality,

non-observance of the pledge to prevent Manchoo expedi-

tions equipping at Shanghae, capture of Ningpo by the

British, Prench, and piratical flotilla, &c.—he proceeded to

sj)ecify his reasons for dissatisfaction with the foreign

contin"'ent.

In the first place, he spoke about the extraordinary

conduct of Burgevine himself, who, he declared, had made
numerous promises, none of which had been fulfilled. That
officer had guaranteed to obtain men, arms, and co-opera-

tion from Shanghae ; large sums of money had been sup-

plied for the purpose, but the only return had been many
cases of brandy, brought by him after several visits to that

city, and with which both officers and men were made
incapable. All the money had been squandered or mys-
teriously lost, and not a single musket had been shown
for the large expenditure. Then it appeared that Burge-

vine and many of his officers continued to wear the

uniform of the Ward force, which they had only left

shortly before joining the Ti-pings ; while, to place them-

selves in a still more suspicious position, they made a

practice of visiting at night their old friends in the hostile

lines occupied by Gordon's troops. This conduct made
the chiefs distrust the loyalty of their auxiliaries and fear

some organized treachery. Another ground of suspicion

was the fact that Burgevine kept his men aloof and dis-

tinct from the people he came to serve, at the same time

striving to induce the chiefs to sanction his formation of

an independent force. This was certainly a bad way to
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gain the confidence of men so often deceived by foreigners,

so accustomed to community of interests, and so much
imbued with the religious and patriotic enthusiasm of

tlieir cause. Moreover, the Ti-ping leaders had quickly

penetrated the selfish and mercenary motives of their

unsatisfactory allies, and naturally felt but little faith in

their services ; neither were they mean enough to desire

the support of such ignoble assistance, nor pander to it

after the style of their more unscrupulous antagonists.

llegardless of all principles of honour and chivalry,

directly the Americo-Ti-ping legionaries found tliat they

could not reckon upon external support, large pay, and

much booty, they were not a little disappointed ; having

no heart in the service they had suddenly adopted, they

became discontented and anxious to desert a failing cause

for some more congenial and profitable employment. TJicy

were certainly not Quixotic enough to fight for honour,

glory, or the freedom and religious liberty of a vast empire

without some substantial pecuniary recompense.

Out of a strength of 125 Europeans, not more than

twenty were of any use to the revolutionists ; these few

comprised men who were able to drill and organize a

disciplined force, and others who were good artillerists

;

the remainder being sailors and vagrants, totally un-

acquainted with the smell of powder, and not so useful in

the field as the worst coolie spearmen of the Ti-ping army ;

these facts were also inimical to the existence of the

force.

When, added to the circumstances just reviewed, the

paroxysms of temporary insanity (during an attack of

which he wounded one of his best ofiicers), or the natural

extravagance and obliquity of character of the commanding
ofliccr himself, and the dissensions among his subordinates,

are considered, the failure of Burgevine's enterprise is

fully accounted for.*

* In tlic mutual recriminations between tlio leaders of the force, uj)on

their arrival at SliangluK^ Captain Jones states (referring to Burgevine):

—

2 T 2
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In the evening, after Morton's absence had been re-

ported, the Mo-wang, accompanied by several of his

chiefs, proceeded to Bargevine's quarters and spent

several hours in conversation with him. I was present

during this interview, and was favourably impressed by the

magnanimous and friendly temper of the commandant,

who, despite the ample provocation he had received

from the suspicious and unsatisfactory conduct of the

auxiliaries, declared his intention to supply them with

money on the succeeding day, and to make any arrange-

ments which would tend to harmonize, gratify, or prosper

the future welfare of the force. That these promises

would have been faithfully executed by the Mo-wang,
Burgevine has himself testified.

After the departure of the commandant, Burgevine,

with some of his favourite officers, talked over their pro-

posed desertion from tlic Ti-pings, as a long-arranged

and premeditated alFair, their motive for this determina-

tion being the fact that their present service did not

seem likely to prove so easy and advantageous as they

had expected. In the course of conversation the

General personally informed me that his intention had
been to raise a large body of disciplined and well-armed

Ti-pings, and then to convert them into an independent

force, acting upon his private account ; that is to say, he

joined the revolution with the intention of ultimately

deserting it, and proceeding upon a career of filibusting

through China. This wild scheme he also mentioned to

General Gordon, of the Imperialist mercenaries, pro-

posing that they should mutually desert their colours, join

forces, and commence a system of independent conquest.

" Ho further accuses us of trying to make out a good case against liira,

thinking he would never retiirn to Shanghae. To this I answer, that he

and I were the instigatorw of the defection from tlie Ti-ping cause, for I

confess I at once fell into his plans, glad of the opportunity to escape from

what appeared likely to turn out unprofitable, and having, besides, for some

tiuie before lost contidonce in his capacity to command."

—

Vide Blue Book

on China, No. 3 (18Gi), p. 179.
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Whether this and other eqiially extravagant notions were

caused by mental derangement, consequent upon the

effects of his wound and the stimulants he used, or may
he attributed to his natural character, seems doubtful;

but whatever may have been the cause of General Bur-

gevine's reckless conduct, it is quite certain that he sacri-

ficed a splendid opportunity to insure the success of the

Ti-ping revolution. Had he at first heartily espoused

the movement, and unreservedly amalgamated his men
with its members, he would infallibly have obtained the

confidence of the chiefs. He could then have organized

a disciplined and foreign-officered force far superior in

material to the Imperialist auxiliary legions, and these

latter Avere the only forces of the enemy that the Ti-

pings had the slightest occasion to dread.

On the morning of the day succeeding my arrival at

Soo-chow, intelligence came into the city to the effect

that, at about 4.30 a.m., Colonel Morton had deserted

with the detachment of Europeans under his command,

and gone over to the enemy, Morton shooting two sokliers

of an outlying picket who came to warn him of his

vicinity to the Imperialist lines. By this act of cowardly

treacliery, deserting his own colleagues and the wounded

in the city, he placed them in much jeopardy, and caused

tlie Mo-wang to feel very great exasperation, and strongly

to suspect further treachery from the remainder of the

contingent. However, he proved himself to be a more

noble-minded and merciful man than any of t.he traitors

left beliind imagined, by offering free passes and boats to

any and all Avho might wish to leave the city ; at the

same time he expressed great disgust and contempt at

the mean, dastardly conduct of Morton and his fol-

lowers, because he had always made the fact public, that

any foreigner wishing to leave Soo-chow had simply to

express the desire, when everything necessary in the way
of boats, passes, &c., would be furnished to the confines

of the Ti-ping territory.
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AVlicn the fact of Colonel Morton's desertion became

establislied, I must confess that, well as I thought I

understood the noble character of the Ti-ping chiefs, I

feared the remainder of the traitors might meet with

condign punishment. In consequence, I at once sought

an audience with the Mo-wan g, and having obtained it,

requested that he would not wreak any vengeance upon

Burgevine and his companions. To my surprise, although

the inferior chiefs and officers were greatly excited

about the treachery of their foreign allies, the com-

mandant instantly gave me to understand that my fear

was groundless. " Puh pa ! puli pa I
" (do not fear, do

not fear), he said. " These men joined me willingly and

with clean faces " {i.e. honour) ; "they can leave if they

wdsh to do so, in like manner ; but if they sneak away to

the Imps, they will lose face, and so shall I."

Just at this moment 13urgevine's interju'cter came

into the hall and informed the Mo-wang that lie was

commissioned to ask liberty for the remainder of the

force to depart from the city and return to Shanghae.

The chief readily professed his comj)liance with this

request, but said that he could not definitively settle

anything until the arrival of his superior, the Chung-

wang, whom he expected in the city towards evening to

consult upon the affair.

Meanwhile, with the exception of a dozen who were

old adherents of the Ti-ping king, the foreigners were in

a great state of ferment, for they fully expected the

momentary appearance of executioners to cut off their

heads. Some were drinking samshoo to encourage them-

selves ; others proposed fortifying their quarters ; while a

few of the boldest advocated sallying forth and attemj^t-

ing to force their way out of the city. The groans of

more than twenty wounded men, some horribly burnt by

the late explosion of the steamer and the gunboats,

rendered pathetic an otherwise ridiculous scene.

Early in the evening the Chung-wang arrived, escorted
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by 1,000 men of his body-guard, and at once proceeded

to a council witli the Mo-wang and other chiefs. When
their deliberations were concluded, I presented myself to

the Chung-wang, who, together with the Sze, Le, and

Poo-wangs (they having accompanied him from Nankin),

received me with great manifestations of pleasure, having

all concluded that I had been killed at the disastrous

loss of the outer Nankin forts. I have hitherto for-

gotten to mention that my faithful interpreter, A-ling,

was still with me. He also met with a very kind reception

from the chiefs, for they appreciated his services, and

knew that he was warmly attached to their cause.

Immediately upon my arrival at Soo-chow, I had deter-

mined, if possible, to raise another body of Europeans,

with whom to form a disciplined Ti-ping force, for I

saw that the dissolution of Burgevine's legion was near

at hand. Still, after the irritation the chiefs must have

felt at the. treachery of their present foreign auxiliaries,

I could not think the time appropriate to submit the

subject to them. I was pleasantly surprised when,

during the course of the evening, the Chung-wang pro-

posed that I should undertake the very work I was my-

self anxious to perform. lie stated that his confidence

had never been placed in Burgevine, and he expressed

much satisfaction at the prospect of the early departure

of that leader of mercenaries with his men.

About this period the small steamers attached to

General Gordon's force were being used with great

success in the daily attacks upon the Ti-ping stockades

outside Soo-choAv; consequently, the Chung-wang pro-

posed that I should not only endeavour to raise a con-

tingent of disciplined troops, but a flotilla of two or

three steamers to operate with them. He also expressed

a great desire to capture Gordon's vessels, upon which I

told A-ling to obtain a separate commission to cut out

any of them I might find an opportunity to seize. The

Chung-wang made a practice never to sleep inside the
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walls of any beleaguered city, his taetics being to relieve

them by an army of co-operation imder his own com-

mand. It may be that he pursued such a plan as a safe-

guard against treachery ; but whatever the cause, he was

always to be found encamped outside. As the night

advanced, he therefore made ready to leave Soo-chow,

after passing an edict and signing a special commission

written for me by his own secretary.* As I was w^ell

known to four or five of the Wangs present, they were

much pleased when I accepted the authority to raise a

new force ; and before we separated, they became quite

enthusiastic about the anticipated results.

The designation of the proposed contingent was de-

cided by the Commander-in-Chief to be " the Loyal and

Faithful Auxiliary Legion," a title closely assimilating

to his own, Chung-sin-wang, which may be translated

as the " Middle Heart Prince," i.e. the loyal or faithful

prince. The terms of organization agreed upon were

:

the force to be commanded by myself, or any European I

might see fit to appoint, and subject only to the orders

of the Chung-waug. The Europeans engaged to be

solely ofilcers, two hundred in number, each captain of

a company to receive 200 tacls per mensem (nearly £70),

others to be paid proportionately, and lodging found for

all. Myself and principal ofiicers to receive no pay, but

serve as commissioned volunteers, a position which I had

always maintained for myself. Two steam gunboats to be

obtained, similar to the Ilyson, in the service of the enemy;

these to be attached to the land force, not to be used for

any other purpose. The governorship of the first city

recaptured from the enemy to be placed in my hands,

while the revenue of the place would constitute a reserve

fund for the legion (including pension to disabled men,

expenses for sick and wounded, &c.), my own head to be

pledged for the loyalty of the Europeans engaged, each of

* Sec Frontispiece.
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whom were to become " Ti-ping bretliren," and bo entitled

to every consideration as citizens.* The rules of Euro-

pean Avarfare to be strictly those of the legion, and,

moreover, to be observed by any Ti-ping force acting

in conjunction with it. Many other regulations were

drawn up, but these are some of the principal.

Upon the conclusion of the agreement to raise the

Loyal and Eaithful Auxiliary Legion, the Chung-wang

left Soo-chow and proceeded to his intrenched camp nine

miles distant. On the following day passes and boats

were provided for Burgevine and the remainder of his

men. Among the Europeans were twelve who had served

in the Ti-ping army some time previous to the advent

of Burgevine, but had been placed under his orders

upon his arrival at Soo-chow. These men, and fifteen

others, who were not quite so mercenary as their fugitive

comrades, and felt more attachment to the cause, refused

to desert their colours, and volunteered to remain under

command of one Captain Smith, formerly a brave non-

commissioned officer of the British Marine Artillery. He
was almost the only unwounded man on board Admiral

Hope's flag-ship at the disastrous attack on the Peiho

forts. The volunteers were all attached to the Mo-
wang's command, but the Chung-wang promised that,

upon the formation of the legion, they should, if required,

become members, some of them being good artillery-men

or drill-instructors.

All these arrangements were carefully concealed

from every European except myself, fcAV of those in

Soo-chow being at all trustworthy, and the few excep-

tions not being particularly attractive as objects of con-

fidential communication. In consequence of the daily

increasing strength of tlie forces besieging Soo-chow,

time was precious and not to be wasted in commencing
my undertaking ; I therefore departed from the city on

* Tlie want of some such clause in Burgevinc'.s an'angement.s originally

excited the suspicion of the Ti-ping chiefs.
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the third evening after my arrival, and proceeded to

Shanghac as fast as possible, going part of the way in

company Avith some of the late Americo-Ti-ping legion.

We were enabled to travel by a much shorter route

than that by which I had reached the city, in conse-

quence of a great victory achieved within tlie last few

days by a Ti-ping army before the walled town Wo-
kong, which freed from the presence of the enemy a

more direct road. The battle was fought against Impe-

rialists unassisted by foreign artillery and disciplined

troops, who Avcre, therefore, according to the almost

infallible rule in such cases, utterly defeated, and Wo-
kong would have been recaptured in a very short time had

not Gordon moved from Soo-chow to its defence, when
artillery decided the unfair fortune of war against the Ti-

pings. The force engaged had been brought up from

Kar-sing-foo by the Chung-wang's orders, and should

have formed a junction with another body of troops

advancing from the city of Hoo-chow-foo, the combined

forces being destined to ojierate against the left flank of

the Soo-chow besiegers, while the Chung-wang himself

acted against their right. Unfortunately, the impetu-

osity of the leader of the first division (the Yoong-wang)

led him to commence hostilities before effecting a junction

with his allies from Hoo-chow, and, although at first

eminently successful, his raslmess led to his subsequent

defeat by Gordon's disciplined troops and artillery, and

also to the repulse of the second division, each corps

being compelled to fall back upon the cities from which

they had advanced, and of which they constituted the

garrisons.

The heroic determination with which the Ti-pings dis-

puted the irresistible odds the enemy possessed by their

artillery may be seen by the following extract from " IIow

the Taipings were driven out of the Provinces of Kiang-

nan and Che-kiang. Prom Notes kept by an Officer

under AVard, Burgevine, lEolland, and Gordon."
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"TTie rebels again attempted, from Kar-sing-foo and Ping-bong, to

capture Wo-kong. Again, therefore, a detacliment was sent down tliere,

and they were driven back, while the artillery made tei-rible havoc amongst

them. But we must give them their due. They fought this day like

demons, advancing up to the muzzles of the guns, where they of course met

with death."

—

Friend of Ghitia, June 27, 1865.

Immediately upon reaching Shanghac I commenced

engaging men for my force, and within a few days

ohtained about a dozen. These were all of good cha-

racter and particularly promising for drill-instructors.

Among them were seven non-commissioned officers,

formerly of the Trench army : jMajor Moreno, of the

Sardinian army, who had seen much service in Asia,

Italy, and the Crimea; a Frenchman named Lavery or

Lahourais (once first sergeant of the 3rd Chasseurs

d'Afrique), who had served the Ti-pings for more than

a year, hut had been carried off against his will by the

deserters under Colonel Morton; and my friend George

White, Avho had lately been introduced to me as a Ti-ping

well-wisher, though formerly a captain in the Pranco-

Chinese contingent at Ningpo, a service he had resigned

in disgust. Besides these, I obtained the services of several

men who had served tlieir time in a British regiment

and had received their discharges ; while many others

promised to join me as soon as they were able. This, for

a beginning, was not so bad ; and, to favour my object

still more. Major Moreno obtained tlie guarantee of certain

European ordnance officials to supply me with any quan-

tity of war material. Their sudden desire to assist the

Ti-pings was caused, I believe, entirely through jealousy

of the British operations conducted by General BroAvn,

General Gordon, &c. ; at all events, their aid would have

proved substantial, for a sample case of French rifles and

bayonets was escorted through Shanghae by French sol-

diers, and safely deposited Avith my colleague.

Within two weeks I was enabled to send fourteen good

men— all soldiers—under the command of Lahourais, to
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Soo-cliow, one of the number being a bugler of the Prcnch

regiment stationed at Slianghae. Unfortunately, the last

seven recruits left just one day too soon, thereby causing

me no little trouble during the execution of an enterprise

Avithin twenty-four hours after their departure, and for

which I Avas obliged to engage half a dozen strangers,

who subsequently proved to be of worthless and disre-

putable character.

Besides A-ling, who held a Ti-ping commission, I was

accompanied from Soo-chow by two officers who had shaved

their heads and assumed the Imperialist ; their object

being to assist me in capturing one of the enemy's

steamers, if a chance offered, and to pilot us into the

Ti-ping territory, w^liile their presence would incontestably

prove the belligerent nature of the act, should we be

fortunate enough to cut out a vessel. These officers were

provided with a special commission for the purpose.

On the morning of the day following the departure

of the last batch of the Loyal and Paithful Auxiliary

Legion, an Imperialist war-steamer arrived from be-

fore Soo-chow, and anchored abreast of a training camp
some two miles above Slianghae. A-ling had engaged two

Canton men, members of the Triad Association, one of

whom was always kept on the watch for such an arrival

;

consequently tlie steamer was scarcely anchored before I

received information to that effect. I at once decided to

attempt her capture. Major Moreno was to remain at

Slianghae, where he was acquainted with many Ercncli

officers w^lio were willing to serve the revolutionists, and,

as he spoke Ilindoostanee perfectly well, he had managed

to ingratiate himself with native officers of the 22nd

B. N. I. and Beloochee regiment, some of whom had

promised to join him; it was, therefore, agreed that

he should continue his present work, and await the

result of the capture of the steamer and the receipt of

instructions from myself. I decided to take W as

my comrade and lieutenant during the proposed opera-
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tions. I had soon ascertained the firmness of his

principles and the sincerity of his attachment to the

Ti-ping cause, and therefore gave him a document, some-

what similar to my own special commission, which I

had obtained from the Chung-wang for the purpose of

duly authorizing wiiomever I might choose as my deputy

and assistant. Major Moreno, who had held field rank

in several armies, I wished to place in supreme military

command of the legion (when raised), because his edu-

cation as a soldier was complete, and it would have

been diflScult, if not impossible, to find a man so

thoroughly qualified in China. Both W and Mo-
reno were men of honour—far different from Gordon,

D'Aguibelle, Cook, and the other mercenaries hired by

the Manchoo—and willingly, as I did, tendered their

gratuitous services in the Ti-ping cause. This coincided

very agreeably with my intentions, and caused me to

reflect how superior would have been a force so organized

to the Imperialist legions constituted upon a basis of

blood-money ! We had sufiicient means to live ; we would

not increase them by taking wages to kill our fellow-men,

even though the British Government had given an

example, by authorizing its naval and military oflicers

to fight in the ranks of a barbarous Asiatic despot, and

to take reward for so doing.

As the Imperialist steamer was under orders to

return to the front on the same day of her arrival at

Shanghae, I had but little time to make my plans. One

of the Canton men who had joined me was formerly em-

ployed on board our destined prize. I now sent him off

in a boat witli the view to ascertain the strength of her

crew, whether steam was kept up ready for a start, how
many Europeans were on board, &c. In a short time ho

returned with the favourable unnouncement that only

two foreign ofiicers were in charge, the others having

gone ashore ; also, that two of the quartermasters (Manilla

men) were absent, besides some of the Chinese soldiers.
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My followers were only six in number

—

W—— and

the five Cantonese. It was my only chance to seize the

vessel. Yet success seemed doubtful ; but I knew full

well that the boldness of a sudden enterprise would prove

more effective than numbers, and felt sure that a w^ell-

managed surprise W'Ould give us an easy victory. The
people of the steamer being at Shanghae, in the very heart

of the Manchoo power, surrounded and protected by their

British and Prench allies, Avould, I imagined, be too much
astounded at the sudden attack by Ti-ping partisans to

offer much resistance.

Myself and comrade w^ere soon ready for the attempt,

our baggage being confined to a tooth-brush each, our

revolvers, and a good-sized piece of soap; the Canton

men took little besides their formidable short Chinese

svA^ords, and a supply of those huge double-barrelled

pistols in which their countrymen delight.

Proceeding to one of the Shanghae wharves, I engaged

a boat, embarked with my men, and in a moment we
were proceeding as fast as possible towards the vessel of

the enemy.

We started in broad daylight; in fact, but a short

time after noon. About one o'clock we were close up to

the steamer. Sculling against the ebb tide, our boat was

slowly w^orkcd past the enemy, while, having observed all

that could be seen from outside, I made arrangements to

board. My plan was to drop alongside the steamer's

bow, get on board with W , and then engage the

Europeans in conversation, until I decided upon the

instant for our coiq) de main, which would be signalled to

A-ling (who was to hold fast the boat and watch every

movement) by a wave of my arm, who was then to

rush on board with the other Cantonese. Myself, W ,

and one man, were to seize and secure the two European

officers ; the other three, under A-ling's orders, were to

overpower any resistance from the Chinese soldiers and
crew, and then cut the vessel adrift ; while their leader.
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who liad been brought up as an engineer, and understood

the duties of one, took charge of the engines and set

them going ahead at full speed.

Three of our men now hid tliemselves behind the mat
cover of the boat. When we got alongside, A-ling and

another held fast to the steamer in such a position that

they could observe the movements of myself and "W

in the after part of the vessel. Proceeding from bow to

stern, and looking fore and aft the deck, we were able to

notice that the crew on board consisted of twelve or

fourteen soldiers, one Manilla man, six or eight Chinese

—

employed as firemen, &c.—and two Europeans. With

my comrade I walked right up to the of&cers of the ship,

and engaged in conversation with regard to my taking a

passage to Quin-san with them. Their positions were

respectively those of gunner and chief mate. They

informed me that their trip to Shanghae was for the

purpose of obtaining stores, and to deliver over to the

Manchoo Governor several unfortunate Ti-ping chiefs,

captured by them on the Ta-hoo Lake. This statement,

given with a would-be air of conviction as to the glory

and heroism of their achievement, made me quite deter-

mined to attempt the capture of the steamer at every

risk, rather than lose a chance to prevent future acts of

sucli cold-blooded atrocity. The flotilla, with which she

had acted on the Ta-hoo, was commanded by one Marcart-

ney, formerly surgeon of Her Majesty's 99th regiment, but

who left his honourable profession to take service under

Li, the Manchoo Governor of tlio province. This man,

having made prisoners of the chiefs, set off in the steamer

for Shanghae, where he quickly sought the presence of his

Asiatic master, delivering up to him the miserable Ti-pings,

who suffered merciless torture and a cruel death, while

this noble-minded Englishman felt no compunction at

becoming the recipient of Manchoo patronage. A more

dastardly act tlian thus giving over vanquished enemies

to certain death I never heard of, though it was the
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ordinary practice of the Europeans in Imperialist pay.

The case in question decided the fate of the steamer, and

made the Imps pay dear enough for the satisfaction of

torturing to death one or two helpless patriots.

The narrators had just finished the liistory of their

gallant exploit against unarmed boats, peaceable vil-

lages, and powerless captives, when I decided to

make my attempt. I stood close to the mate, while

W was ready at the side of the gunner; I had

just Avavcd my arm to A-ling, and turned to seize

my man, when, fortunately casting a glance astern, I

observed two boats making for the steamer, and scarcely

fifty yards distant. Quickly giving A-ling the signal to

retreat, I managed to avoid giving any alarm, or even

to excite the least suspicion in the minds of our two

interlocutors, who believed that I intended to proceed up

country with them as correspondent for a certain paper.

The nearest boat contained seven Manilla men, including

two quartermasters belonging to the vessel, and their

friends ; the other, the engineer, captain, and another

European, who was engaged to take command upon

reaching the lines before Soo-chow. It was, indeed,

fortunate that I happened to notice the approaching

boats before commencing operations ; otherwise we would

certainly have succumbed to numbers within a few

minutes. When the captain arrived on board, I requested

a passage to Quin-san. This was arranged, and I then

took my departure.

Having ascertained that the steamer would not leave

until late at night, I fully determined to make another

effort to capture her for the Ti-pings. I found that it

was imperative, however, before making the attemjot,

to have some addition to the number of my followers.

Besides the complement of four European officers, three

Manilla-men quartermasters, twenty soldiers, and eight or

nine other Chinese, it was expected that General Doctor

Marcartney, with an aide-de-camp, and the intended
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future captain, would be present. Consequently, directly

we reached the shore, W and myself proceeded to find

a few Europeans whom we could engage for the service.

Late in the evening we met at my house, and found that

we could muster five recruits. The character of these men
was far more than questionable ; their social position was

among the genus rowdy. How^ever, we had not time to

pick and choose ; a reinforcement was essential to afford

any prospect of a favourable issue to our enterprise

;

the rowdies were therefore engaged on the spot, simply

to assist in the capture of an Imperialist vessel, for which

service myself and lieutenant guaranteed to pay them

well. We would not have had them in our young legion.

A VIEW ON THE JOURNEY TO fcJOO-CHOV/, OF A PORTION OP COUNTRY NEAR

THE CITY OK WU-SEE, LATELY DESOLATED UY IMPERIALISTS.

See p. G38.
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AS the steamer was expected to get under weigh about

1 a.m., I started with my men a little before mid-

night. Upon this occasion the very elements seemed to

favour our design. The tide ran slack ; the moon, after

shrouding herself within a bank of silvery-edged clouds,

retired below the horizon to rest ; while even the never-

setting stars were partially hidden by the volume of damp,

misty vapour hanging over the surface of the river, and

almost concealing our two small boats.

In little more than half an hour from the time we left

the shore, we were right alongside our destined prize.

"With the exception of a sentry at each gangway, every-

thing on board seemed silent and unprepared for an attack,

although by the symptoms from the funnel and steam-

pipe it was evident that the engines were in readiness.

I decided to attempt cutting the vessel out imme-
diately, as it seemed to me that her crew were probably
turned in, and if so, not a moment should be lost in

taking advantage of the opportunity, or they might be
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roused out to get under weigh, in wliicli case we would

hardly be able to effect the capture without loss of life.

Dividing my followers equally between the two boats,

one being under my lieutenant's charge, and assigning to

each man his duty in the attack, I gave the word to pull

alongside, my own party to board on the starboard bow,

the others on the port.

Another second and we were grappling at the sides of the

steamer, and scrambling over her bulwarks, sword or pistol

in hand. The Chinese sentinels on guard, and a Manilla-

man who appeared on deck, were secured without either

resistance or alarming those below. In fact, the China-

men, directly they perceived the danger, seemed suddenly

inspired with a strong determination to take no notice, but

to be very diligent in marching up and down, and carefully

employing themselves by intently gazing somewhere else.

The calmness and attentive inattention with which they

acted throughout the capture were really charming to

behold. They betrayed neither surprise, fear, sympathy,

esprit de corps, nor any other feeling. I then placed a

guard over the hatches, set a party to slip the cable, and

sent A-ling into the engine-room to get steam up ; while,

with four Europeans, I proceeded into the cabin and

secured the of&cers. These comprised the intended

captain, the mate, and the gunner, the others being still

on shore. They submitted very quietly, gave up their arms,

and were altogether too much confounded to attempt

any resistance. Just as the vessel was entirely in our

possession and I had given the order to go ahead full speed

(the cable being slipped), the engineer came alongside

in a san-pan, only to find himself a prisoner when he got

on board. Directly the capture was accomplished, I pro-

duced the commission tlie Chung-wang had given for tlio

purpose, and showed it to the senior officer of the steamer,

informing him that wo were Ti-ping partisans, and that

we would endeavour to pass himself and brother captives

from Soo-chow into Gordon's lines as prisoners of war.

2u2
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Meanwhile, steam had been got up by A-ling, and we
w^ere carried along in the direction of the Ti-ping territory

as last as possible. During the capture, one of the Manilla

quartermasters had jumped overboard and swam towards

the shore. Tearing that this man would raise the alarm

and bring a swarm of Impish Manchoos down upon us, I

was compelled to lose no time in making good our escape,

otherwise I might have managed to capture something

more than the one steamer. A few days afterwards I was

much vexed by ascertaining that I might have taken

Marcartney prisoner, and with him a large sum of sycee

destined to pay Gordon's mercenaries. It appeared,

from the information given by the former ofi&cers of the

steamer, when too late to take advantage of it, that

the redoubtable General was to come off in a boat with

the dollars and be picked up abreast of the Pu-tai's

camp. If I had known this on the same night, I could

easily have taken measures to effect his capture. Ag-
gravated by the infamous manner in which Marcartney

carried on hostilities against my friends, I would most

assuredly have given him up to the Ti-pings, and he would

have been justly punished for his cruelty to his unfortu-

nate prisoners, if they had treated him by the strictest law

of retaliation ; but of this he would have been in little

danger, the mad forbearance of the Ti-pings causing them
to suicidally avoid the only means by w^hich they miglit

have saved themselves from slaughter by British means,

viz., by proclaiming, and by executing the promise, that if

any British help were given the Manchoo, either directly

or indirectly, they would retaliate by destroying the silk

and tea trade (totally in their power), and by generally

making war upon British interests. As for the soundness

of such policy upon the part of the revolutionists, it could

not possibly have done 'them any injury, and it offered

the only chance of arresting foreign hostility.

Some hours after the capture of the steamer, the Ma-
nilla-man, as I expected at the time, made his way to the
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Pa-tai's camp and reported the circumstance. The Man-

choo official had no sooner received the information than

he sent off couriers to his very good servants and allies,

the British authorities. Those devoted personages im-

mediately made ready one of their national gunboats,

and, placing a number of English soldiers on board, de-

spatched her to overhaul and bring back the missing

vessel to Shanghae.

Naturally enough my readers may be inclined to won-

der what business the British officials had to interfere

with the capture of an Imperialist craft by the Ti-pings,

they must therefore have an explanation.

All the English admirals, generals, consuls, and

others, who were fighting upon the side of the Manchoo,

chose, with an amazing amount of injustice and arro-

gance, to assume that tliey and their disreputable allies

were alone entitled to belligerent rights and privileges.

Every act of their enemy was very indignantly branded

as either atrociously piratical or a form of bloodthirsty

brigandage. They alone were virtuous ; they alone had

any right to kill, burn, and otherwise destroy ! In con-

sequence of this very comfortable state of self-conceit,

and in order to succour the dearly beloved Manchoo,

some experimental warrior or statesman among the

British officials, according to their enlightened ex parte

diplomacy, did me the honour to designate my humble

exploit a piratical outrage. This of course justified their

praiseworthy eff'orts to capture the scoundrel who dared

to differ from their immaculate selves, by presuming to

prefer and assist the rebels instead of the Imperialists.

Besides, is not the vile pirate an enemy of all mankind ?

And who would be so oblivious of merit as not to do

them reverence when they caught him ? Unfortunately

for their visionary laurels, though fortunately for the

pirate, they did not succeed in catching him.

Now, as even at the period referred to, the Ti-ping

revolution included a population and a territory, the
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former at least equal in number, and the latter in extent,

to the people and soil of England; and as they were not

only recognised as a belligerent power, but as constitu-

ting the Government de facto throughout the large tract

of country under their control, I cannot understand how
the military service of such a Power, with an army of

several hundred thousand men in the field, and an organ-

ized administration ruling their possessions, was termed

juracy and brigandage.

I was not only duly commissioned by the Chung-wang,

the proper Ti-ping authority, but also acted upon a special

commission issued against the vessels of the enemy. If,

therefore, the capture of the steamer could be termed an

act of piracy, what should be the language used to ex-

press the raids and seizure of Ti-ping craft by Admiral

Ilope, Generals Staveley, Brown, Michel, &c.? when it is

remembered that tliey performed such acts entirely without

authority from their own Government or any one else.

Some pirates might feel flattered by finding themselves in

the same boat with such worthy people ; but the author

of this work begs most respectfully to decline the doubt-

ful honour. There is another point connected with this em-

ployment of defamatory epithets. If I, holding authority

direct from the Ti-ping Commander-in-Chief (whose acts

were authorized by his king), were a pirate, then what

can have been the status of Major Gordon, R.E., the com-

mander of the Anglo-Manchoo contingent, who held no

commission whatever from Imperial authority, but was

simply employed by a tocal Chinese mandarin ?

The British gunboat did not overtake my party,

though, if she had been handled a little smarter, it would

have been an easy matter, for we lost our way several

times among the labyrinth of creeks in the interior. If

it had not been prevented by the delay from taking wrong

courses (thereby affording time for the seizure of the

vessel to be made known to the enemy before Soo-chow),

and from the fact that only one of the men I had en-
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gaged at Sliangliae could be depended upon, I should

have proceeded straight through the Imperialist lines and

made an attempt to seize one of their two other steamers.

However, I was obliged to be contented with my single

prize. She mounted a capital pivot 32-pounder in the

bow, a good 12-pounder howitzer in the stern, was well

provided with the best description of ammunition, and

she would probably prove very serviceable in the defence

of Soo-chow.

In consequence of the impossibility of forcing a passage

through the enemy's lines, it became necessary to follow

some such route as that by which I had last reached Soo-

chow, however difficult it might be to find a channel large

enough to carry the steamer so great a distance.

After losing our course for the last time, and very

nearly steaming into Gordon's head-quarters at Quin-

san, we managed to reach the first Ti-ping position at

San-le-jow. Directly we appeared, or rather, directly the

funnel became visible above the dense growth of rush

and bamboo lining the banks of the creek, the garrison

of the fort rushed to arms and made ready to defend

themselves against the supposed and dreaded enemy.

The terror inspired by the appearance of the small steam-

vessels acting with the Imperialist mercenaries was at all

times excessive. Erom a distance the helpless Ti-pings

were generally mowed down with perfect impunity, and

heavy artillery carried destruction throughout their ranks,

while the ships, white painted and low in the water, were

almost invisible, and were able to maintain their advan-

tage by retreating or advancing whenever it was desirable,

at the same time retaining a position from which shrapnel,

Moorsom, and other infernally destructive, though in-

geniously contrived shell, could be thrown with deadly

accuracy.

It was no wonder that as we suddenly hove in sight,

with a volume of thick smoke pufiing up from our liigh-

pressure engines, the soldiers and civilians about San-lc-
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jow were dreadfully alarmed. They were well aware that

small mercy was ever shown by the " foreign brethren "

in charge of the irresistible " hoo-lung paou-chwan," for,

fighting or harmless, they were shot down whenever a

gun could be brought to bear, and so long as the missiles

could be made to reach them. The rowdy bravoes of the

Imperialist flotilla being unacquainted with the principles

of military honour, seemed to believe that their sole

mission was to kill, burn, and destroy ; as for extending

mercy to those who were unable to resist their appliances

of modern warfare, or treating the vanquished with mag-

nanimity, they never entertained such ideas.

^Fortunately for the people we came upon so suddenly,

the steamer was under Ti-ping colours ; therefore, their

alarm presented only the most ludicrous character, un-

accompanied by the tragic and heretofore inseparable

consequences of such an event. Prom their isolated

cottages the poor villagers rushed forth, carrying the most

valued of their homely effects ; men, women, and children

ran franticJilly in the direction of the fort ; some were

laden with agricultural implements (for even these were

often • destroyed by the victorious Imperialists) ; others

with household goods ; while here and there a few noble

labourers were observed trudging along with their aged

fathers or mothers on their backs. Whenever the edge

of a canal was reached, without a moment's hesitation,

the fugitives would plunge right into the water, and give

cause for merriment by the wild efforts they made to

regain dry land, often rolling back, and floundering help-

lessly through the soft mud.

When I perceived the alarm our appearance had

created, and that the soldiers were making ready to fire

upon us with a few heavy gingalls mounted on their fort,

I stopped our vessel's way and brought up alongside the

bank, and then going ashore with A-ling, proceeded to

the fort to satisfy the commandant as to our friendly

cliaracter. When it was made known that we were in
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the Ti-ping service, the soldiers and people loudly pro-

fessed their gratification. The chief Avas a bronzed and

hardy veteran ; and although his garrison did not muster

nearly 100 men, he was quite determined to defend his

post to the last, had we proved to be enemies. The

answer he made when I asked him whether he would not

have acted with discretion by retreating from the steamer

if she had been still in Manchoo interest, closely resembled

that given by a brave Ti-ping officer (who had charge of a

most dangerous and exposed position near Ningpo) to a

friend of mine, when the latter inquired why he did not

abandon so precarious an outpost, which was nearly

surrounded by the enemy; he replied, "Puh pa! laou

Tien-ping tung shao " (No fear ! an old Ti-ping soldier

knows how to die).

Passing through San-le-jow, we soon reached the

small town of Pimbong, barely twenty-five miles distant

from Soo-chow, and also situated on the Grand Canal.

At this place we were very kindly received by the chief,

who, after seeing my commission, supplied me with

provisions, coals, firewood, and other necessaries.

Pimbong was almost the last Ti-ping position in the

neighbourhood, as immediately beyond came the lines of

the enemy besieging Soo-chow. Here our pilots ceased

to be of service, and the chief sent on board a man well

acquainted with the country, to guide us through the

largest creeks. After trying every channel branching ofi"

from the Grand Canal, and finding them all too small for

the passage of the steamer, we were compelled to proceed

on to Kar-sing-foo, a city nearly twenty miles from Pim-

bong. Had the creeks we explored been available, we
could have reached Soo-chow by a detour of not more than

forty miles, but by going to Kar-sing the distance would

be doubled at least.

After a short run down the splendid Grand Canal, we
came to off the city, and sent messengers to apprise the

governor of our arrival. In a little Avhile that func-
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tionary, who proved to be the Yoong-wang, visited the

steamer in great state ; he met me with much friendliness,

iand declared himself delighted with the acquisition of

the vessel so well known and dreaded. Two Europeans

were with the chief; they had formerly belonged to the

Franco-Manchoo contingent; and as my lieutenant had

known them to be of good character—one had been a

captain in the force—I expressed my wish that they

should join me, and the Yoong-wang very kindly con-

sented.

As time was precious for the success of my plans, we
only remained a few hours at Kar-sing-foo, and then

started away with a new pilot on board, who was

instructed to take us to the largest creeks leading to the

Ta-hoo Lake, which it would be necessary to cross in

order to reach Soo-chow.

Erom Pimbong everywhere we traversed a most

beautiful country; and although, from the rumours of

approaching war, the influx of fugitives, and the scarcity

of provisions, no little distress was prevalent, the people

were far more happy, prosperous, and improved than

Imperialists ever have been, or seem likely to be.

Directly we steamed away from Kar-sing our troubles

began. Every creek we attempted to navigate proved

either too small, or the bridges were too narrow and low

for the steamer to pass them. After getting, perhaps,

fifteen miles up a creek, and destroying several bridges

by the way, the water would suddenly shallow to less

than our draught, or the channel would narrow to less

than our beam ; of course, in such cases our only plan was

to get back stern foremost and try some other canal.

Eortunatcly the vessel was built of iron, so that her

progress overland—for often we were obliged to pass a

place not more than four feet deep, while the steamer

drew five—did no further injury than bending or indenting

her pliant sides.

At last, after spending a week exploring the principal
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water communication of what seemed in every respect a

free and Christian country, we approached the sea, and it

was only when within fourteen miles of Hang-chow that

we managed to find an availahle creek. Even to take

advantage of it we were compelled to destroy many
bridges ; and, upon several occasions, clear the bottom of

the channel, while the work of removing stakes and

barriers was incessant. Had it not been for the willing

assistance we received from the Ti-pings, we should never

have been able to get through.

Eventually, after a passage no one would ever have

believed the steaDier could have effected against so many
obstacles, we arrived at the great city of Hoo-chow-foo,

situated just at the southern end of the Ta-hoo. At this

place the commandant, Tow-wang, and the Luk-wang

—

whose nephew, the Mo-wang, was commandant of Soo-

chow—came out and received us in state. Upon leaving

them, after having dined with the chiefs in the city, I

managed to reach the Ta-hoo after knocking down an

obstructive bridge with a few Moorsom shells. Before

proceeding to cross the lake, I obtained a dozen good men
from the chiefs, and put the paddle-wheels (which had

become much dilapidated during the passage of the creeks)

in good repair ; for I knew that if General Gordon, of the

Manchoo mercenary service, had sufficient sense, he

could easily intercept me with two, or even three, of the

steamers attached to his force. However, fortunately for

me, Gordon did not send his ships until too late ; for had

they overhauled their former consort, she would have

fallen an easy prize, as I had not more than two or three

Europeans and half a dozen Chinese on whom I could

depend.

As I understood there were only two channels by

which Soo-chow could be reached from the lake by a

vessel drawing so much water as the steamer, and as

one of these

—

via the Tung-shan hills and city of Wo-
kong—was already in Impish hands, I adopted the only
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remaining course— a creek leading from the northern end

of the Ta-hoo to the city of Wu-see ; from whence, to Soo-

chow, the Grand Canal afforded an easy passage.

While stopping at a small Ti-ping position on the west

side of the lake, I was much pleased by witnessing the

kind behaviour of the soldiers to a number of destitute

country people, who had fled from the advance of the

Imperialists down the Yang-tze-kiang towards Nankin.

There were not more than 150 soldiers at the station,

and from their oimi rations, which consisted solely of

rice and dried fish, they charitably relieved more than

500 starving people. This is no idle assertion, for the

whole of my confederates were present, and saw the

distribution of rice. I went over the five gunboats

belonging to the troops, and found that their stores of

food were nearly exhausted. The chief told me that, when

all was used, he would be obliged to abandon the place,

and leave the unfortunate people to starve. I supplied

him with a couple of bags of rice, and then bade him fare-

well; although I have never seen him since, I have not

forgotten his praiseworthy conduct. Who has ever seen

an Imperialist ofiicial do the like ?

At length we found the creek leading to Wu-see, and

on the same afternoon arrived at the city, greatly to the

delight of the garrison, who were much harassed by a

formidable flotilla operating against their lines of com-

munication. Soon after our arrival, the commandant,

Saou-wang, returned to the city with his army, having

beaten the enemy after a sharp fight in the morning.

The troops had marched upwards of forty miles to and

from the battle-field, and directly they came to the creek

encircling Wu-see, they threw down their arms on the

bank, and jilunged into the cooling water in dense

masses, clothes and all ; so that in a few minutes the

surface was literally covered with them.

The Saou-wang having informed me that the Com-
mander-in-Chief was encamped at a place named Ma-tang-
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cliiao—on the shore of the Ta-hoo, and a place of strategic

importance—equidistant from Wu-see and Soo-chow, I at

once requested him to despatch messengers to inform his

superior of my arrival. While awaiting their return, the

commandant set a number of men to work pulling down
a very heavy stone bridge, which it was necessary to

remove before the steamer could be taken into the Grand
Canal. At this city I saw upwards of 6,000 poor people,

who were supported by the garrison. They had been

driven from their homes by the progress of the Anglo-

Manchoos in the neighbourhood, and were perfectly

destitute. Every day one of the principal officers of the

city came to superintend the distribution of rice, and the

ravenous manner in which the people struggled for their

food was something fearful to contemplate, especially

when it was considered that such great misery was caused

entirelyby the unjustifiable intervention ofmy countrymen.

Upon this occasion I had not much time to notice the

distress caused by the approach of the allied English

and Manchoo devastators, messengers from the Cliung-

wang on the following morning bringing orders for me
to proceed back into the Ta-hoo Lake, and take the

steamer to Ma-tang-chiao. When I reached this place,

the Chung-wang, attended by the Sz, Le, and several

other Wangs, came on board, and appeared to be over-

joyed with my successful enterprise and the appearance of

the steamer. A-ling, the two Ti-ping officers, and the

two Cantonese were instantly promoted ; and the chiefs

took off their own pearl ornaments to decorate them.

The Chung-wang then took me ashore with him, and,

upon reaching his head-quarters, confirmed my lieu-

tenant's appointment, and declared that he would give

20,000 dollars prize-money for the capture of the steamer.

This I considered amply sufficient for so small a service,

and I determined to divide it equally among all who had

assisted at the seizure—including the live rowdies who
only came for money—besides giving a portion to some of
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the former crew, who had kept to their work and assisted

me since the capture.

The encampment was formed around a large straggling

village ; and the people, like those of the neighbouring

hamlets, appeared more happy, better fed, and less de-

pressed than those of more distant parts of Ti-pingdom.

This was always the result of the Chung-wang's presence in

any locality, for he was not only the most able general,

but also the most talented organizer and pacificator among
the chiefs.

At Ma-tan g-chiao the Chung-wang was concentrating

an army of relief for Soo-chow ; and, with the object of

enabling the steamer to participate in the same movement,

men were employed to remove several bridges and other ob-

structions on a creek by which she could reach the Grand

Canal. This work was hardly commenced, when two or

three fugitives, shortly followed by many others, from the

suburbs of Soo-chow, arrived with the disastrous intelli-

gence that the city was in the hands of the enemy. How
it had fallen they could not say, further than by stating

that it had not been captured by fighting, but by some

treachery. The Chung-wang seemed much afiected by

the report, for Soo-chow was not only the most important

and best fortified city, the most abundantly supplied and

strongest garrisoned, but the commandant, Mo-wang, was

his oldest and bravest brother in arms.

Orders were at once given to break camp and march

upon Wu-sce ; and while the troops were so engaged, I

returned with the steamer to the same city. On the

following day the bad news become confirmed by the

arrival of some hundreds of the garrison of Soo-chow.

These men stated that the second in command, Nar-wang,

with several other principal chiefs, had assassinated the

commandant and then surrendered the city to the enemy.

A great number of the Mo-wang' s men were massacred by

the followers of the other leaders, who commanded about

20,000 troops, while the Cantonese portion of the garrison
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—some 5,000 strong, and unconnected with the treachery

—were compelled to tight their way out of the city. These

latter, having placed their wives and children in the centre,

proceeded to force the west gate. Unahle, however, to

effect the narrow passage with their helpless families

against the incessant attack hy overwhelming numbers of

Imperialist and renegade soldiery, they were driven to the

horrible extreme of killing their own women and children

to save them from the worse fate of degradation and

torture, if captured by the enemy. Scarcely a third of the

men succeeded in cutting their way through, and of these

many were wounded, many were covered with the blood

of their wives and little ones, while others had become

raving maniacs.

The Chinese nature, although apparently so apathetic,

is yet capable of the wildest frenzy of passion ; in fact,

no people have a more paradoxical and anomalous charac-

ter. It is a well-known fact that Chinese non-combatants

will commit wholesale suicide upon the approach of

enemies ; but few Europeans would credit the fearful acts

which the Soo-chow fugitives were driven in desperation

to commit, or the frantic excitement leading to such

deeds, and to the insanity of many of the perpetrators. I

shall never forget the terrible appearance of the madmen
stained with the blood of their own dearest relatives, whom
they had themselves killed. They rushed into Wu-see at

an immense speed, passed the city, and came to the en-

campment outside, and then, yelling, shouting, and crying,

threw themselves, in paroxysms of grief and frenzy, on

the ground before the Chung-wang. Several attempted to

drown themselves in a neighbouring creek ; and one, a

young chief, stabbed himself to death before he could be

prevented. The unfortunate men were at last secured and

taken into the city.

With the remnant of the Soo-chow garrison came seven

Europeans. These men had been sent from tlie city to

join my legion, by order of the Chung-wang, and having
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proceeded to Ma-taug-cliiao, when they changed their

route for Wu-see, they were overtaken by the fugitives,

and came on with them. These seven men were not a

portion of those whom I had sent from Shanghae ; all the

latter (Avith the exception of the brave Labourais, who

was killed during a night attack on some stockades by the

enemy only a few days previously) being within Soo-chow

when that city was betrayed, and many of them there

perishing. Three of the Europeans liad straggled, and

did not arrive for some days. Among the four who joined

me were Captain Smith, and an engineer (for the steamer)

who had hitherto been employed casting shell, guns, and

executing other important work at Soo-chow.

As it w^as absolutely necessary for the increase and

establishment of my legion that I should return to Shang-

hae, I wished to leave as soon as the Ohung-wang reached

Wu-see, particularly as both I and my lieutenant were in

a very bad state of health, and urgently required medical

assistance ; but the Chung-wang having requested that I

would join him in an attack upon the Imperialist force

threatening Wu-see and Chang-chow-foo, I was obliged

to defer leaving until after the battle. The enemy were

intrenched in great strength within fifteen miles of Wu-see,

and were assisted by a powerful flotilla of gunboats, which

save them entire command of the water communications

of the city. It was to drive away or destroy this fleet

that an attack was decided upon.

At last all obstructions in the way of enabling the

steamer—now named the Tl-plng, and flying the Chung-

wang's standard—to participate in the engagement were

removed ; and I joined the Commander-in-Chief's con-

sultation held before commencing operations on tlio

following morning. One thousand men, composing the

elite of the Chung-wang' s guards, and the first division

of the Loyal and Paithful Auxiliary Legion, were placed

under my orders, together with fifteen gunboats, which

were to co-operate with the steamer. With this force I
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was ordered to attack the hostile flotilla, the Chung-wang

himself disposing of his troops so as to prevent a junction

between the enemy and their vessels. About midnight

the army marched to take up its position, and at daylight

I advanced with the steamer and gunboats, the men of

my legion accompanying me in two divisions, one on each

bank of the canal.

The morning was thick and foggy, so that we were

enabled to take up a position within cannon-range of the

enemy without either attracting their attention or dis-

cerning them ourselves. The place I chose for a halt

until the fog cleared away was at a large stone bridge,

parallel to the Grand Canal, up which we were pro-

ceeding, and over a creek leading direct into a small

lake, about a mile and a half distant, on which the

enemy's flotilla was stationed.

My plan of action was soon formed. I sent the gun-

boats in advance beyond the bridge, with orders to attack

the enemy at the entrance of the lake, and then to

retreat in confusion. By this manoeuvre I hoped to draw

the hostile gunboats into the creek, when I should be

able to attack them with the steamer to an advantage.

On the creek not more than a dozen boats could form

abreast and work their guns, but on the lake the wdiole

number, estimated at GO to 70, would be able to open a

concentrated fire on our advance; and one well-aimed

shot could sink the lightly-built Tl-plngi or pierce her

boilers.

Taking on board fifty picked men from the Cantonese

musketeers of my legion, and making everything ready

for action, I had the steamer moved close to the side of

the bridge, where she lay perfectly concealed.

Towards noon the weather began to clear, and our

small squadron immediately pulled forward and opened

fire on their opponents. The Imperialists, encouraged by

their great superiority of numbers, soon advanced into

the creek and gave chase as our gunboats retreated. By
2 X
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the time that they had reached half-way to the bridge,

however, the day became quite clear, and observing- our

troops spread out in line of battle, they gave up any

further pursuit.

This was the moment for which I had been waiting.

Sendini? forward mv men on the shore at a run, I movedOf ^

the steamer from her hidden position, passed under the

bridge, and advanced upon the enemy at full speed, firing

upon them with our 32-pounder, and warmly answered

by their stern guns as they turned and pulled back

to reach the lake, which they managed to do before

we could close with them. As we approached the ter-

mination of the creek, we Avere saluted with a tremendous

cannonade. The gunboats had formed in three divisions,

one directly fronting the mouth of the creek, the others

upon cither flank, so that they were enabled to maintain

a most powerful cross fire. I counted twenty-two vessels

in the centre squadron, and twenty in each of the others.

They were all fully manned with about 30 men in every

boat, and each carried a bow-gun, from 6 to 18-pounder

;

a large swivel on either side, and a stern gun, a little

smaller than that in the fore-part.

Of course, my land force could be of no assistance on

the lake, all their use being to accompany the steamer on

either side of a creek, and prevent the enemy's troops

closing upon her in such an indefensible position. Our

fifteen gunboats were armed witli such inferior artillery

that they were altogether unable to cope with the hostile

vessels, every one of which carried good English guns

supplied by the British at Shanghae. I therefore ordered

them to remain in the creek, but to advance and take

charge of any boats we might capture.

Directly we emerged from the creek, the enemy gal-

lantly pulled towards us, decorated with innumerable

flags, maintaining a very heavy fire, yelling terrifically,

and deafening us with a tremendous beating of gongs

and blowing of war-horns. Seeing that their only way of
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retreat was by a creek in the rear of their starboard

squadron, I immediately attacked the centre, because, if •

successful, we should not only succeed in capturing two-

thirds of the flotilla, but would render them unable to fire

upon the steamer through danger of injuring themselves.

While steaming up to obtain this position—necessarily at

slow speed, because the lake was very shallow—showers

of grape, roundshot, and every species of Chinese rocket

and missile, came rushing all around and about our heads.

Eortunately the mitraille was fired too loosely, and the

solid shot too badly aimed, to cause us much damage,

while every discharge from our heavy gun, worked by

Captain Smith, proved very efi'ective among the mass of

boats, men, and flags. In a short time the central

squadron gave way, and the crews, pulling close to the

shore, began to desert their vessels. The port squadron,

in danger of being cut off, took to flight and became

mingled with the centre. Meanwhile, the starboard

division pulled up the creek in its rear, and took up a

position, from which it maintained a sharp fire over the

low land, nearly every shot passing close to the steamer

or striking her. Several times I turned away from the

discomfited vessels to follow their consorts up the creek,

but on each occasion, with obstinate courage, the enemy

rallied, remanned their guns, and stuck to them until

our return to the attack drove them ashore again.

Thrice did the crews of the gunboats resume the con-

flict. On their last attempt to turn the fortune of the

day, they actually advanced upon us, loading and firing

as fast as they could, keeping up a fearful yelling and

beating of gongs, and evincing every determination to

board. Had they only possessed suflicient confidence to

persist in this attempt, they might easily have succeeded

in overpowering us by numbers and capturing the steamer.

Fortunately, however, directly the heavy discharges from

our pivot gun—double-shotted with grape and canister

—

and the incessant musketry fire from tlic small-arm men
2x2
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stationed on our upper deck began to take effect upon
them, they gave way and retreated to the shore. After

the last repulse, my squadron of gunboats having arrived

on the scene of conflict, tlieir crews took charge of the

deserted vessels of the enemy and began to tow them
away.

From their position on the creek, the starboard divi-

sion of the Imperialist flotilla still maintained the action

;

so, abandoning the two others to our allies, we steamed

after the still defiant squadron. In a few minutes a well-

aimed shot from our 32-pounder sunk two of the gun-

boats, and eight others were captured. The remaining

ten, after a short chase, were abandoned by their men,

who escaped ashore, carrying with them, however, their

small arms. At this moment I perceived that the creek

was lined on either side by a cunningly-contrived breast-

work, from behind which the gunboat braves began to

fire heavily upon us. At the same time large columns

of Imperialist troops became visible, as, by sheer force of

numbers, they pressed back the Chung-wang's divisions,

and threatened to occupy the bank of the creek by which I

had advanced the steamer, and which formed the only line

of retreat to Wu-see.

Before we could secure the last abandoned gunboats,

a large number of musket-armed skirmishers were thrown

into the intrenchments in our immediate vicinity. So

heavy and effective became tlieir volleys—every bullet

striking some part of the steamer, riddling her light

upper works through and through, and wounding many
men, while we could neither reply with our heavy guns

nor bring a rifle to bear upon the hidden foe—that we
were compelled to save ourselves by precipitate flight,

leaving the last captured vessels behind, and hurrying to

the other creek at full speed, in order to avoid being

intercepted hy the advancing troops. Owing to the gal-

lantry with which my land division held the enemy in

check, we were able to effect our retreat, carrying off
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fifty-onc gunboats as the substantial trophy of our victory,

and capturing more than fifty of the Sung-wang's * flags.

U2)on reaching the bridge we were warmly congratu-

lated by the Chung-wang, who at once declared he would

give 200 dols. prize-money for each gunboat, which pro-

mise he scrupulously fulfilled. As the enemy continued

to advance in line of battle, orders were given for a

general attack, and I was despatclied with the steamer

to the city of Chang-chow-foo, to join in the co-operating

movements being executed therefrom. We were too late

to participate in them, for, upon reaching some outworks,

about twelve miles from the city, our orders were counter-

manded, the Imperialists being defeated at every point,

and the stockades from which they had menaced the two

cities being in the hands of the Ti-pings.

Our escape from the ambush into which we had fallen

while pursuing the remnant of the Imperialist flotilla was

something miraculous, for, although our casualties were

only two Chinese killed, three Europeans slightly, my
interpreter A-ling dangerously, and a dozen Chinese

wounded, the steamer Avas pierced about her upper-

works with countless bullets ; so much so, indeed, that

it was difficult to understand how every person on board

had not been killed.

Some days after our victory, a large Imperial force

advanced from Soo-chow and proceeded to invest Wu-see.

Upon one occasion they advanced close up to the walls,

but were driven back by the shell we threw among them

from the steamer. As the city was rendered untenable

by the loss of Soo-chow and other places, the Chung-wang

decided to evacuate it and retire upon Chang-chow-foo.

Before executing this arrangement the Commander-in-

Chief, in his capacity of Vicegerent to the Ti-ping king,

TiEN-WANG, commissioned me to promulgate among

foreigners the objects of the revolution ; the wishes and

opinions of its leaders ; the treatment they had received

" The ];itc famous San-ko-Un-sin.
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from England; and all subjects relative thereto upon

which I might be able to write. This event has been the

sole origin, besides my own feelings in the cause, of the

present work—" Tai Ping Tien Kwoh."
My arrangements to return to Shanghae were soon

made. Captain Smith, together with the Ke-wang (one

of the Commander-in Chief's high officers), I left in com-

mand of my legion so far as it was organized, including

the steamer and captured gunboats. My lieutenant, who
was too ill to remain on duty, the five rowdies, A-ling and

his two Cantonese friends, w^ere to accompany me. Those

who remained were given their prize-money, but I refused

to receive the share for the others until we should reach

the city of Kar-sing-foo, because this place was on the

limit of the Ti-ping territory in the direction of Shang-

hae, and I felt confident that, if they had time, the

rowdies would quarrel over their money, and, probably,

injure one another. It will be seen that my anticipations

were not groundless.

Thinking that the horrible Soo-chow treachery and

massacre (the chiefs and their men who surrendered upon

General Gordon's guarantee of conditions were put to

death by the Manchoo colleague of the British officer)

would surely occasion the British Government to with-

draw its help from those whose sanguinary atrocities were

not only dishonouring them by their participation as

allies, but actually making them morally, if not mate-

rially, responsible; I set out for Shanghae under the

impression that the Anglo-Manchoo alliance would cease,

and the time prove favourable for advocating the Ti-ping

cause and its claims upon all foreign, but especially

British, sympathy.

Having taken leave of the noble Chung-wang and his

son Maou-Iin, I left Wu-see with an escort of fifteen gun-

boats; at the same time the city was evacuated, and the

Commander-in-Chief started with his troops for Chang-

chow-foo, carrying with him the four Europeans captured
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on board the steamer, wlioin lie promised to retain as pri-

soners of mine until the return of myself or my lieutenant.

It has since been reported that the bodies of these four men
were found some time afterwards near Wu-see, and Major

Gordon of the R. E., in his notorious capacity of uncom-

missioned general to Manchoo Governor Le, took upon
himself to report that the Chung-Avang had roasted them
to death, his only authority being the testimony of a

demented " old woman," who declared that "Cantonese

rebels " had killed them ! If the Ti-pings did kill the

four prisoners, the act was not only the first instance in

which they have retaliated upon foreigners,* but was also

the result of Major Gordon's treacherous capture of

Soo-chow, for I sliould have sent the men over to his

lines as exchanged prisoners of war if I had reached that

city. It is, however, believed by all in China who are

acquainted with the facts of the case, that the men fell

into the hands of the Imperialists, and were put to death

by them ; and this seems to me a very likely affair (if they

have been killed, for it is by no means certain), because

the rear of the forces that retreated from Wu-see were

closely pursued by the troops of Le, Putai. But my
strongest reason for believing that the Ti-pings had no

hand in killing them, if murdered they were, is the fact

that the Chuug-wang was personally pledged (to me) to

keep them unliarmed and properly cared for; and even

Major Gordon cannot state that this celebrated chief

ever broke his word, or sanctioned a violation of his

guarantees by associates. Moreover, I particularly gave

the Chung-wang to understand that my future services

would depend very much upon finding my prisoners safe

and sound at my return ; besides, he could not possibly

* Some people have thought tliat tlic four men were executed as a

retaliation for the murder of the Wangs at Soo-chow, because, naturally-

enough, the Ti-pings considered the Europeans present were responsible for

the atrocities. The four prisoners were members of Gordon's force, and it

is just possible that they may have been put to death by some of the Soo-

chow refugees.
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have liad any motive to injure them, and thereby lose

wliat he expected might prove valuable aid; and cer-

tainly, to judge by the kind treatment they received

within Wu-sec, he had no intention of doing so.

At my last interview with the Chung-wang I shall

never forget the speaking expression of his fine eyes, as I

shook his hand for the last time and stepped back to take

my final departure. His look seemed to express friend-

ship and gratitude for what I had already done, doubt for

the future, and a mutely pathetic request, imploring

that I, too, would not desert him in his hour of need.

This Avell-rcmembered glance created another bond be-

tween us which only death can obliterate, and which

would alone have bound me to help the Chung-wang to

the utmost of my ability. No wonder he seemed doubtful

as to my future course, for the Ti-pings had never trusted

a foreigner without being deceived, and they never expe-

rienced anything but insult or unprovoked injury from

European officials !

Prom Wu-see to Kar-sing-foo, via the Ta-hoo Lake

and Hoo-chow-foo, I was accompanied by the Shi-wang,

a cousin of the Chung-wang, who had received instruc-

tions to facilitate my movements and make arrangements

for my return, besides being commissioned to divert to

the city of Hoo-chow the reinforcements on their way to

Ma-tang-chiao. A few days after commencing our jour-

ney we fell in with a body of troops belonging to the

Ting-wang's command at the provincial capital Hang-

chow, who were proceeding to the appointed rendezvous

;

but the Shi-wang ordered them to Hoo-chow, where

they afterwards proved very useful in maintaining com-

munications with Nankin along the west shore of the

Ta-hoo, via Chang-chow, Kin-tang, Li-yang, &c.

After the evacuation of Wu-sce by the Ti-ping troops,

the city, of course, fell into Imperialist hands ; when the

wretches, in their usual style, commenced a general mas-

sacre of the unfortunate inhabitants, it being estimated
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that 6,000, at least, were put to deatli, tlieir crime being

tlic fact that they y/ere found in a city which had

been held by rebels ! The poor people who had been

daily supplied with food from the Ti-ping granaries

were now starved to death, for charity is a virtue un-

known to Manclioo mandarins. I was at AVu-sce for

several weeks, and during that period I went over the

country for miles in every direction, finding everywhere

the same frightful results of British intervention—in the

devastation of the country by the allies, and the starva-

tion of the unfortunate Ti-ping country people. During

my return to Shanghae, every place I saw exhibited

more or less misery ; a painful contrast to the prosperity

universally prevailing only a few months before, when the

power and rule of the Tien-wang was unshaken. Upon
leaving the Ti-ping territory, or ratlier upon passing the

few strong cities they still occupied in proximity to the

frontier, the desolation of the country was perfectly

appalling. Even throughout those portions of the silk

districts still untouched by the enemy, everything was

in a state of turmoil, inactivity, and distress. The mul-

berry-trees and the silkworms, which require constant

care, were but partially tended ; in many parts they were

neglected altogether ; so tliat these facts, coupled to the

wholesale massacre of the people by the Imperialists, fully

account for the great decrease of silk since the Ti-pings

have been driven from the producing districts.

My readers have already been shown the prosperous

condition of the country entirely under Ti-ping control

daring tlie years 1860-1-2-0. We will now notice for

the last time the eifect of British support of the bar-

barous Manclioo.

The change for the worse may be considered to have

fairly commenced directly after the capture of the city of

Quin-san by the Anglo-Manchoo forces. Since that event,

entirely caused by British means, death and destruction

have swept throughout the once free,Cliristiau, and smiling
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land. I have wandered over mile after mile of the once

happy Ti-ping districts (during the latter part of 18G3

and beginning of 1864^) ; I have passed through twenty

and thirty villages in a day, and, horrible to relate, in

almost every room of each house have found the unfor-

tunate people starved, starving, or barely maintaining the

embers of life by a fearful state of cannibalism, feeding

on the dead bodies lying thick around them! I have

seen this sight of unparalleled horror in large unwalled

towns containing many hundred houses, and I frequently

found as many as fifteen to twenty bodies in one dwelling,

the great number being occasioned by refugees from

places already occupied or threatened by Anglo-Impe-

rialists. I have had the fearful consolation of resusci-

tating many of the miserable people for a short time by

giving them all the rice I could obtain, though I was

convinced it would only give them strength to undergo

the pangs of starvation a second time. Some insensate

patriots may accuse me of un-English feeling for my ex-

pressions against the policy of the present British

ministry ; but would not any Englishman feel and write

strongly upon witnessing such scenes as those I am de-

scribing, and wliich have been solely caused by the wicked

use of England's strength ? I denounce the policy pur-

sued against the Ti-pings as being not only egregiously

stupid and suicidal in theory and practice, but absolutely

iniquitous in every result. Nothing could work greater

harm on living mankind.

Erom the few poor wretches I found able to speak, in

most cases I gathered their expression of opinion '* that

it was through foreign soldiers coming to fight the Tien-

ping (Ti-ping troops) that their distress had been oc-

casioned." Some said that " they had come from places

taken by the Kwan-ping (Imperialist troops), and reach-

ing where I found them, could get nothing to eat, were

unable to travel farther, and so had lain them down to

die." Whenever I came to villages where the people were
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not vet reduced to the last stas^e of famine, mothers

were offering their daughters to any one who would take

them ; but even this was unavailing ! Although in other

parts of China the young women would have been taken

for evil purposes, in Ti-pingdom the laws strictly pro-

hibited everything that was condemned as immoral, so

they were left to starve if provisions were not supplied

from better motives. These fearful scenes are so vividly

impressed upon my memory that I am sorry I ever had

the misfortune to witness them.

The desolating sword of Asiatic warfare has been

ruthlessly carried into provinces for years in the most

flourishing condition under Ti-ping rule. Hundreds of

once happy villages have been obliterated from the face

of the earth they once adorned, while the decaying skele-

tons of their industrious and inoffensive people are thickly

scattered throughout the surrounding country, changing

into a vast Golgotha and desert what would otherwise have

remained an earthly paradise.

As many people would probably feel inclined to deny

that the Anglo-Manchoo forces created the desolation I

have described, because it has frequently been misre-

presented by interested persons that the Ti-pings were

the devastators, I have selected two or three statements

which entirely corroborate my own.

The following narrative was given by a gentleman who
has comparatively lately traversed the silk districts in

search of mulberry-trees and silkworms, in order to

estimate the probable extent of the next silk crop, and

the causes of the present great fall-off. It appeared in

the Friend of China, Shanghae paper, of January 13,

1865, from which I quote :

—

" When Burgevine went to Nankin, tliat time the country between it

and Soo-chow was a garden for loveliness. For eighteen le (Chinese

miles) along the canal, on eitlier side, the banks were lined with houses

-r-the inhabitants busy as bees, and as thriving as tbey had rea-son to

expect to be. With the reversion of Soo-chow to the Imperialists, these
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houses and numerous bridges disappeared. For the whole eighteen le tliere

is not a roof—the country around, as far as the eye can reacli, is a desert.

The people have fled from the Imperialists as though they dreaded them

like wolves and tigei's ; nor man, nor woman, nor child, nor beast of any

description to be seen. Fowls, ducks, pigs, buffaloes—no such thing to bo

got for love or money.

*' Twenty-seven le from Soo-chow broiight me to Soo-za-qua, formerly

a ciistom-hovise station, now the abode of part of the residue of Gordon's

force. . . .

" The place is an oasis in the desert. For miles after leaving it, indeed,

all the way thence to Wu-see, the same barren, weed-overgi-own appearance

meets the sight. Pheasants, partridges, and a wild deer now and then,

gave me plenty of amusement for my fowling-piece. But the number of

bleached skeletons, skulls, or partially decayed dead bodies, is awful to look

at—to count them would be impossible—they literally cover the ground

for miles. As for traffic in boats, there was none ; trade is all gone.

Wu-see is in ruins. Where they were going I coiild not make out, per-

haps the boatmen themselves did not know beyond their next stage, but

the number of soldiers passing up in boats was legion, the contrast between

them in their fat, saucy appearance, and that of the meagre, starved-look-

ing wretches in the streets, being very striking. Before i*eaching Wu-see

I pfissed a camp of from 20,000 to 30,000 soldiers—impudent rascals,

shoutiiag after me, ' Yang-qui-tsze, Yang-qui-tsze ' {Foreign devil),* till I

was tired of hearing them ; beckoning me to come on shore ;
waving spears

and dashing them out to show what they would do if they could. They

have evidently no love for Westerns, these Imperial Imps. . . .

" On to Chang-chow-foo, for 95 le, still the same howling desert, not a

Avorking soul to be seen. The dci)tli and strength of the weeds now are

prodigious. Alack, for my search for mulberry-trees ! I could not see one.

All are cut down, and if wood at all were seen, it was bonic by hungry-

looking people, propelled by soldiers who had impressed them into the

wood-cutting line. It was for such a state of things as this, was it, that

Gordon gave his talents? His reward would be a sorry heart (1), could he

only view the misery he has made. They are perfectly rabid after fire-

wood, these same INIandarin soldiers, and cut down green wood and every-

thing they meet. I should say there must be from eight to twelve thousand

men at Tan-yang, which I next got to—Loo-tszeur, a village between Chang-

chow-foo and it, having disappeared to a brick ; not a soul to be seen,

though they have established a custom-house station about five le from it.

" Tan-yang, a small city on the left bank of the canal, is almost entirely

deserted. Soldiers presenting here, as at the other places, the same fat, saucy

* My reader will contrast this with the treatment Europeans received

when these districts Avere in Ti-ping possession.
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appearance I before noticed, some of tliem wearing bangles, earrings, and

jewels of value, while the people around are clotheless and miserable, and

how the poor wretches live at all is a mystery. All that I saw them grub-

bing at was a species of porridge, consisting of the hushs of paddy, a mess

one Avould not give a horse. Oh, the skulls again ! From Chang-chow-foo

to Tan-yang the ground is literally white, like snow, with skulls and bones.

The massacre of the unfortunate Taipings (inoffensive villagers, most

likely) must have been awful ! Between Chang-chow-foo and Wu-see stands

a dilapidated pagoda, said to be 4,000 years old, and I went to look at it.

What was my surprise to find it crammed with dead bodies, from which

slices had been cut to eat as food ! . . . I went on for 45 li beyond

Tan-yang ; the farther I went, the country getting worse and worse, if it

were possible for there to be a difference when one description of ' bad

'

does for all, and I began to think that my search for a mulberry-tree, in

what, under the Taipings, loas a splendid silk-producing country, was use-

less, and I had better turn back."

Here we have the testimony of an impartial mer-

cantile gentleman. Comment is needless. AVe will now

turn to the evidence given by two of Gordon's own

officers, men who were present during the operations

against the Ti-pings, but who were ultimately honest

enough to admit the truth. The following extracts are

from a letter which appeared in the Friend of China,

April 28, 1861 :—

"to the editor op the 'friend of china.'

" Sir,—I read in the I^orth China Herald a letter from Gordon s head-

quarters, in which the writer says that the slaughter among the rebels,

after the capture of Hwa-soo, was terrible. Upwards of 9,000 were taken

prisoners, and of these it was estimated G,000 were killed or drowned,

principally by the Imperialists. Further, that there is no doubt they

would have killed ten times that number if they had the chance to do so.

Now, Sir, I do hope there will be a stop put to such massacres, though I

can but believe that the writer of that article must be, what they call in

Australia, a :ieio chum, for he cannot know much about the treachery of

the Imps, or he would not dwell so much on it. Why, did not the Im-

perialists take i-ice, beans, wheat, and all other kinds of grain out of Wu-
see, even while those around were starving ; and as the old peoi)le came up

to the gate to go outside the city with their few catties of rice, were they

not stopped and their food taken from them, while, if they spoke against

it, they were baniboocd *? Tliere was rice suflicieut in Soo-chow and Wu-see

to keep the poor in the districts arouud for many mouths ; why, tlu'U,
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could not tlie Futai and other Mandarins be made to relieve the poor in

the surrounding country 1

" At Chang-chow, again, in place of bambooing the poor when begging

for a few grains of that whicli was taken from them, why were they left to

die outside by starvation 1 I saw this, for I Avas one of the ofHcers engaged

in the capture of Wu-see, and other cities. Fi'om "Wu-see we advanced

towards Chang-chow, where, at first, there were but few poor to be seen.

After we had been there a short time, however, there was a great number

of them. Why 1—Because the Imjyerialists had gained so much of tite

country, and tlie 2^oor had been robbed by them. As for the much-lauded

Gordon's troops, do they not rob the countiy people on the march ? Ajid

if the disciplined ti'oops do this with impunity, what can you think if the

non-disciplined do it 1 I have seen beggars beheaded by these wretches in

sheer wantonness.

" The Herald's correspondent writes within sight of the walls of Chang-

chow, and says, the starvation and cannibalism which prevail are imre-

lieved by the fiends who have been the cause of so much misery ! The

writer of that article little thinks the Imperialists are the fiends, or he

wovdd not have written so. On the other hand, parties who have travelled

in the rebel districts have seen the Taepings relieve their poor."

Besides the above letter, the following appears in the

issue of the same paper on the 31st of January, 1865 :

—

" TO THE EDITOR OF THE ' FRIEXD OF CHIXA.'

"Shanghae, 26th January, 18G5.

" Sir,—I see you say in your ' apology ' for rebels that the destruction

of the city of Quin-san was caused by the Taepings on their evacuation of

it. Such was not the case. The idol temples and official quarters were

destroyed or ransacked by them ; but the destruction of tlie dwelling-houses

of the inhabitants was the work of the Impei'ialists. I was one of the first

in the city after its evacuation by the Taepings, and what I now state I saw

"ttdth my own eyes. Indeed, it was, as you have stated repeatedly, a prac-

tice with the Imperialists to burn all which the Taepings left. Why they

did so I can hardly tell, further than that the men were encouraged to do

it by their native officers. " I am, dear Sir, yours truly,

" Late of Gordon's Force.

" P.S.—Chmg and Le* were the gi-and devastators, and have to be

thanked for the bulk of the niLsery now so rampant all over the country."

As the Liberal Government has such a 2^enchant for

interfering in the internal affairs of other nations, why has

* Clung and Le were the principal Imperialist generals ; they were

acting in co-operation with Gordon.
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it not devoted its meddlesome talents to killing some one

either in Denmark, America, Italy, Poland, or Mexico ?

Cynical people may well say that the Premier and his

colleagues dared not more than bluster in these cases ;

that in the centre of China, in Japan, Ashantee, New
Zealand, &c., they became very brave and officious because

they could be so with impunity, and that such disgraceful,

unprofitable, and inconsistent, if not imbecile policy, is

either the expiring flashes of their administration or the

greatness of England.

Although it may be perfectly true that the Chancellor

of the Exchequer and his confreres in office have saved

the opium trade and the China indemnity (probably also

their places in office, by covering the expenses of the last

Cliina war, which would otherwise have made a serious

cause of opposition), at the immaterial responsibility of the

destruction of a few millions of Chinese and the devastation

of some districts of China three or four times the size of

England, of what benefit has the meddling policy proved

to general commercial or mercenary interests ? The silk

trade, the most valuable with China, has fallen off exactly

one half at the present date,* since the due effect of

driving the Ti-pings from their dominions has transpired.

The interior, free and open under the revolutionists, who
earnestly desired the friendship of Europeans, has now
been closed to freedom of trade or travel by the very

Mandarins who have been reinstated to tyrannize over

regions their oppression had otherwise lost to them for

ever ; while the old hatred of foreigners, persistent deter-

mination to evade treaty obligations, and the haughty,

exclusive policy of the Manchoo has been resimicd, since

the hypocritical pretence of adopting a more friendly line

of conduct, in order to obtain foreign assistance, has

become no longer necessary, by the recoil of the Ti-ping

revolt before British arms. Besides this, having broken

* June ISGo. 8cc Appendix B,
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the political power of the only movement in China which

aflbrdcd a prospect of improving, pacifying, or Christian-

izing that vast empire, England has been the means of

creating a general state of anarchy. The Ti-pings have

simply retreated to the interior and the sea-coast province

of Pu-kcen, while in every other part of the empire the

people, no longer able to look upon the great revolution

as likely to overthrow the Manchoo, and being more than

ever oppressed by their foreign rulers, are not only driven

to discontent but open rebellion. Besides the Ti-ping

revolution, there are at the present time three or four

powerfully organized rebellions. The " Nien-fei," in the

north ; the " Honan Pilchers," towards the west ; and the

so-called " Mohammedan rebels," in the central provinces.

Elsewhere, the innumerable local insurrections have settled

into a regular system of brigandism, because the discon-

tented have no longer the opportunity or confidence to

join the diminished forces of Ti-pingdom. These circum-

stances, added to the fact that the Imperialist Mandarins

are now systematically enforcing at least five times the

treaty-legalized transit duties upon merchandise, are not

only greatly enhancing the price of foreign goods to the

natives, but, of course, considerably limiting their con-

sumption. The only staple article of trade which has

not at present decreased in quantity is tea. Still the

price has become higher in China, and the non-diminution

of export is due to the fact that the Ti-pings evacuated

their former tea districts and captured the famous Vu-e,

or Bohca districts, wliich they held for some time, without

much fighting. It would be impossible to say that, since

the result of British hostilities against the revolutionists

has transpired, our commerce with China was ever in a

more stagnant, unprofitable, and generally unsatisfactory

condition. So much for the mercenary interests, to aid

which England has l;een unscrupulously dragged into a

clandestine and irrossly criminal vrar

!

Bad as tlie preceding cflects of the foreign policy of
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the Palmerston Government undoubtedly are, there is

yet another and a far worse consequence to he noticed.

Before adverting to the most serious fact it is as well to

epitomize the political action w^hich has created it. It has

been fondly imagined and fatally supposed by the Liberal

ministers themselves, that they, imr excellence, are the en-

lightened men of England, the only framers of philanthro-

pical and progressive measures ; and, in fact, that their

glorious and never-to-be-forgotten place-holding is a

Government of "peace, retrenchment, and reform." The

doctrine of non-intervention having even been especially

professed, and having been carried so far as to make a cer-

tain noble lord sacrifice his publicly and officially declared

determination that " Denmark should not stand alone " in

the event of certain contingencies, by leaving her to stand

alone when those contingencies did come to pass, and then

framing another set of probabilities, about the chivalrous

deeds he would initiate if the King of Denmark were to

be made a prisoner. Doubtless the admirers of that

noble lord

—

avIio once made the astounding and states-

manlike discovery that " all children arc born innocent,"

especially those of his constituents, whose chubby " olive

branches" were also discovered to be the best and most

beautiful in England—considered their representative a

marvellously proper man, and his bragging to light and

then retracting a very creditable proceeding, quite in ac-

cordance with the useful policy of non-intervention : yet,

on the other hand, there are people who have the obsti-

nacy to review this and similar affairs, and deduct three-

from, and observe the fact that in other parts of the world

a very different policy has been enacted where it could be

done with impunity, all of which affords sufficient evidence

that the pretended adoption of a non-interfering policy is

neither more nor less than an unprincipled truckling to

strong powers, and an agressivc bullying of the weak.

It is quite certain that, whether the rulers of China be

Manchoo or Ti-ping, the vast industrial population would

2 T
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still produce tea, silk, and other commodities. Now, the

professed motive for British intercourse with China is

commercial—that is to say, to buy the above-mentioned

articles, and sell the manufactures of the English mar-

kets—but not political ; for meddlesome interference

with the internal affairs of China would prove disadvan-

tageous to both nations, and would certainly be well

calculated to bring the Imperial authority into contempt,

injure the Chinese organizations in an abortive attempt

to substitute those for which they are not yet qualified,

and simply foment the troubles already existing, by the

natural consequences of injudicious and unnecessary

meddling.

But the British ministers, who would justify their

broken pledges in Europe by an appeal to the doctrine of

non-intervention, act upon a very different system towards

China and Japan. They seem to make it their business,

not only to advance trade in the Celestial Empire, but to

concern themselves with its private and political distur-

bances, to judge between the Ti-ping and Manchoo, and

then to settle the affair by destroying the one and bullying

the other. •

In Japan they have attacked feudal chieftains as

though no central Government existed in that country

;

and then, after degrading the Imperial authority in the

eyes of the people, force has been used to compel the

opening of ports to trade. Thus have British statesmen

pursued the best course to increase the animosities

already existing, to produce general anarchy, and to es-

tablish the violation of all principles of international law,

which they are compelled to observe in Europe. The

most convincing fact with regard to the folly of inter-

fering in China, is, that until such idiotic, or rather

wicked policy was commenced, the exports were largely

on the increase, having risen from £9,014,310 in 1859, to

£14,186,310 in 1863 ; while the consumption of British

imports has decreased up to the same period— about
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which time the operations against the Ti-pings were exer-

cising due effect—by more than half a million—£567,646.

In 1863, the total value of British exports to China was

£3,889,927—a sum less than the value of the exports to

Brazil ; yet for this comparatively paltry amount an

enormous military expenditure has been maintained,

whilst it is palpable, by the falling off of trade, that the

policy has signally failed, and the number of persons who
have perished through the mistake would make at least

one life destroyed for every pound sterling.

We now come to the most serious point with regard

to the war against the Ti-pings. It is well known,

and has never been denied, that throughout the country,

under their control, the Bible was circulated not only with

freedom, but gratuitously, by the Government esta-

blished at Nankin. Besides this unparalleled practice,

the fact tliat they accepted the Word of God in its full

integrity is also incontrovertible ; and He has declared,

*'My Word shall not return unto me void." further-

more, it is well known by all who have visited the

Ti-pings in their cities and camps, that (so strict an

interpretation have they placed upon the Commandments,

&c.) they effectually prohibit not only the inveterate

vices of the Chinese, and their heathen practices, but

the evil indulgences which find full sway even in. the

most moral State of Europe. Their abolition of opium

smoking ; prostitution ; the hitherto universal Chinese

slave trade ; the degraded Asiatic status of the women

;

the use of torture and bribery in courts of justice ; the

deformed small feet ; the tail-wearing slave-badge of the

men—these, and other facts proving their complete superi-

ority to the hopelessly corrupt state of public and private

life under the foreign rule of the Manchoo dynasty, we
have already noticed. Let us ask, whence these great

and glorious changes ? Are they, as Lords Palmcrston

and Husscll, and their correspondents upon anti-Ti-ping

Chinese affairs, have repeatedly declared (when obliged

2 Y 2
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to defend their un-English policy) the conduct of the

Ti-pings to be, the natural acts of " bloodthirsty ma-

rauders," " locusts," " merciless brigands," " revolting

impostors," "ferocious hordes of banditti," &c. ? Or

are tliey not rather the blessings bestowed by God upon

people who, to the utmost of their power, and the

sacrifice of their lives, have striven to follow His Word
and Law ? Man may change the public and outward

forms of existence necessary for the body, but only

God can alter the private and moral character necessary

for the soul. There is a doctrine of original and natural

sin ; therefore it does appear presumptuous, if not profane,

when people combine together against any vast move-

ment in which the hand of God is visible—either in

the supernatural or the presence of the Bible ; espe-

cially as they believe that Divine interposition is necessary

to convert and save the souls of all men, and as

they have neither political nor national interest in the

movement to even justify the worldly motives of their

interference.

Present ministers* and their followers may possibly

ridicule the idea, in order to justify their policy towards

China, that whatever the Ti-pings might or might

not have been— even setting apart the fact of their

Christianity—if they have been killed for the sake of

British commerce (especially the vile opium trade, which

they prohibited), every bale of silk and chest of tea brought

into this land bears with it an endless curse ; and that

these, together with every article of British manufacture

forced upon China, arc defiled with the blood of the vic-

tims who have been slaughtered to prosper, forsooth! "our

commercial institutions !
" Man cannot serve both God

and Mammon. The efforts of the British Government

to worship the latter have failed most signally ; but even

had they succeeded in creating the most stupendous

* Paliucrston's Qoverunicnt,
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trade the world ever contained, do they believe that a

righteous and eternal God has not witnessed the means,

and that He who notes the fall of a small sparrow hath

not recorded the niurdcv of every human being, during

their unholy crusade against the unfortunate Ti-pings ?

Throughout a vast extent of China the Bible became
established; but noAV, through the assistance given by

the British Government to the Manchoo, the people

—

even including the little lisping children—have been

slaughtered, while the idols of Budha are re-erected,

dominating for a season over the desecrated ashes of

our Bible.

Nankin, the Ti-ping capital, has fallen, through

British intervention, since my arrival in this country ;

the printing and circulation of the Holy Scriptures have

therefore ceased, and the Ti-pings have become wan-

derers over the face of the earth they would other-

wise have adorned. It is idle and unworthy to cavil

at this dogma or that article of the Ti-ping creed : the

revolutionists did their utmost to enter into the pale

and brotherhood of Christendom. Truly and candidly

speaking, the nation solely responsible for preventing so

glorious a consummation, is—England.
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CHAPTER XXIV.

Kar-sing-foo.— Cliristmcos in Ti-pingdom,
—

"Works of Art.— Dangerous

Companions.—Narrow Escape.—Retribution.—Adieii to Ti-pingdom.

—Mr. White's Case.—The Neutrality Ordnance.—Order of July 9th,

18G4.—Intended Return to England.— Particulars of the Siege of

Soo-chow.—Strength of the Garrison.—The Assault Described.

—

The Nar-wang's Treachery.—Its Cause.—Major Gordon's Report.

—

The Friend of China.—Gordon's Report Continued.—Narrative by an

Eye-Witness.—The Soo-chow Tragedy.—Major Gordon.—His Con-

duct.—Gordon's Letter to Sir F. Bruce.—Analysis thereof.—News-

paper Extract.—Gordon's " Reasons " Refuted.—Analysis Continued.

—Gordon's " Personal Consideration."—His Motives explained.

—

Newspaper Extracts.—Sir F.Bruce's Despatch.—Its Analysis.—Falsity

of Gordon's Statements.—How Proved.—Extract from the Times.

UPON reaching the city of Kar-sing-foo, I was kindly

received by the governor, Yoong-wang, who gave

us all quarters in the Wei-wang's palace. This latter

chief had gallantly assisted in defeating the Anglo-

Manchoo forces on their first attack upon Tait-san; he

had been promoted for his services, and was celebrated as

a brave leader
;
yet, singular to relate, he had gone over to

the enemy with the city (Haining), to which he had been

appointed governor only a few days before my arrival.

Previous to the year 18G0, treachery was a thing

unknown among the Ti-pings. The baneful effect of

British meddling had not been felt ; they were successful,

therefore the mercenary-minded did not find occasion

to desert ; neither was the number of chiefs so great as

since the successes of 18C0-G1, nor the Tien-wang's

appointment of them so imprudent. Latterly, however,

the great extent of country and population included within
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the limits of Ti-pingdom rendered necessary the employ-

ment of a large number of civil and military officers;

unfortunately, the king, having much secluded himself

from the aflPairs of state to study religious matters, and
being influenced by two or three of his non-military

ministers, did not exercise sufficient care in selecting or

controlling them. Thus, it came to pass that sometimes

not only incompetent, but untrustworthy men were placed

in high and important commands; and many of these

new officials were neither animated by the patriotism, nor

inspired with the religious fervour of the older chiefs.

Self-aggrandizement was the motive of such men; and

although some of them were brave soldiers, directly they

found Britisli hostility was making their cause a failing

one, they did not scruple to change sides when they could

obtain reward for doino: so.

At Kar-sing-foo the Shi-wang left me, after having

made arrangements for my return either to that city or

Hoo-chow-foo (where I had left the engineer and another

man from Soo-chow for the purpose of making shell,

casting guns, &c.), and then proceeded on his way to

other places, in order to collect men and money with

which to rejoin the Chung-wang at Chang-chow-foo.

I found the country under the Yoong-wang's admiois-

tration in a far better state than the desolate re£?ions

through which I had passed on my journey to his city,

because the Imperialists and their allies had not yet

attacked and ravaged the neighbourhood; although,

before I started for Shanghae, they made their appearance.

Christmas Day I spent at Kar-sing-foo. The Ti-pings

keep the festival two days before we do ; and, if possible,

venerate it still more. I made the Yoong-wang a present

upon the occasion, and passed the day very happily at his

palace, where a grand dinner was given to all the chiefs

in the city, after special services had been held in the

Heavenly Hall. My friend W was present with me,

and we mutually declared that we had never enjoyed a
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better Christmas iu our lives. Upon the 25th the Yoong'-

wang sent his own cooks, attendants, plate, &c., and

spread a magnificent dinner at my quarters for all the

European and Chinese followers I had in the city.

I found much to admire during my stay with the

Yoong-wang. He w^as one of the best veteran Ti-ping

leaders, and all his officers were stanch, trustworthy

adherents of the cause. Of one Yu, who was a general of

brigade, I became the particular friend, and dined with

him nearly every day. This officer had charge of the

artillery, and I gave him all the instruction I could in

casting shell (which he had just commenced to do),

making fusees, and sighting his guns. The organization

within the city w^as so perfect that everything went like

clockwork. Bars and bolts were not to be found; for

thieves, beggars, or robbers were imknown in Kar-sing-

foo. I felt a real happiness in living there, and was

quite sorry when I took my departure. Here I found

the most splendid building I have ever seen in China.

It was a new palace, not quite linished, for the Ting-

wang, governor-general of the province ; and was a

standing proof of the fact that the Ti-pings (had they

been allowed to succeed by England) would have restored

the arts of China, and especially the public works—all of

which have fallen into decay since the era of the Manchoo.

In general outline the palace resembled those I have

already described as existing at Nankin, but every particle

was far more beautiful and costly. Neither in China nor

elsewhere have I ever seen such a magnificent work of

complicated stone and wood carving. The gorgeous

gilding and painting was, of course, in Chinese style ; and

though very effective and varied, too gaudy for European

taste. The carved work was exquisite ; I have stood for

hours watching either the grotesque or the life-like repre-

sentations. Many hundreds of sculptors, 2)ainters, and

artisans were employed, at a very high rate of wages,

upon the building ; and I found that some of the former
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were the most celebrated professors of the two arts in

China, and had been induced to come to Kar-siug from

the most distant parts of the empire. Prom what I have

seen of China, I do not believe such a building has been

commenced for many hundred years.

At last the Imperialists came to overthrow all Ti-ping

improvement, they having succeeded in capturing

Pimbong, the nearest town, with the help of one Major

Bailey and a powerful artillery corps, a few days before I

left the city.

Previous to setting out for Shanghae, I gave the

rowdies their share of prize-money ; and although I fully

exj)ected that they might cut each other's throats over the

coin, I hardly expected the attack they made upon myself

and lieutenant, whereby our lives were placed in danger.

It seemed that they were aware that we were taking

funds to use at Shanghae; and to three of them the

temptation to possess themselves of the same became
irresistible. Upon receiving their prize-money, furnished

with passes I obtained for them, they set forth from the

city; but, on reaching the suburbs, the afore-mentioned

trio made a halt for the purpose of planning our murder,

and mustering up courage to commit the deed by indulg-

ing in a copious supply of that ardent spirit

—

samslioo.

At length, having cunningly waited until the Yoong-

wani? had crone outside the citv with nearlv all his men,

in the direction of Pimbong, they returned upon their

murderous mission. Portunately for myself and W
,

they went in on the way for another dose of samslioo^

which made one of them helplessly intoxicated, but the

other two had become brave enough to proceed on their

errand without him. After obtaining admittance at one

of the city gates, they came straight to the Yoong-wang's

palace, where we were engaged with an interpreter and

one of the chief's secretaries making up a communicatioj.

I wished to send to the Chung-wang.

A-ling, my own faithful interpreter and companion^
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was quite incapacitated by the injury he had received at

Wu-see. Although standing directly between him and

the enemy's fire when he was struck, the ball passed me
and inflicted a severe wound on his left shoulder, passing

round the back and lodging on the right shoulder blade.

The poor fellow was carried with me to Kar-sing-foo, and

suffered much torture from the Chinese doctors, who

treated him by thrusting long strips of twisted paper into

the wound, and screwing them round until the ball was

reached. At last, however, a better doctor was found in

the person of the Yoong-wang's own medical attendant,

who cut down to the ball and extracted it, much to the

patient's relief. A-ling was not sufficiently recovered to

accompany me to Shanghae; he therefore remained at

Kar-sing-foo, and from that day to the present I have

never seen him again, nor probably ever shall, for I believe

he was killed when the city subsequently fell into

Imperialist hands.

Directly our friends, the rowdies, came into the ante-

room in which we were seated, they began to insult

myself and lieutenant, knowing that the Yoong-wang

was absent and could not arrest them, and that I could

not do so either, as my few men were at the Wei-wang's

palace in another part of the city. As they were no

longer under my command, it was useless ordering them

out of the place ; I therefore sent an attendant to request

the officer left in dharge of the city to send a guard to

remove them.

At this moment the most forward of the two suddenly

drew a revolver and fired it atW 'shcad, immediately

afterwards turning towards me. Through the smoke I

could not see whether my lieutenant had been killed or

not; but before the scoundrel could shoot me, I had

lodged a bullet in his carcase. Almost at the same

instant I heard another shot fired—as it afterwards

proved to be, by W , and saw that my assailant was

unable to discharge his revolver, though evidently tugging
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at the trigger. The other rowdy was now advancing;

and as his companion still endeavoured to fire at me, I

was compelled to again use my own revolver in self-

defence. The would-be murderer now fell dead, while his

cowardly friend ran up presenting his pistol by the barrel,

and crying, "Don't shoot, don't shoot !

"

I really did feel very much inclined to take vengeance

upon the fellow, and my Cantonese (who now came up)

would certainly have put him to death, had it not been

for my lieutenant's request to leave him unharmed. As

it was, the wretch seemed nearly frightened out of life,

and it was singular how such a coward could have

mustered up desperation enough to attempt murder;

evidently, he depended upon the determination of his

comrade; for, had he been at all resolute, we would

assuredly have been killed. Upon examining the dead

man's revolver, we found that although the powder had

exploded, the bullet had never left the barrel, but had

stuck just between it and the revolving chambers, thereby

disabling the w^eapon, and probably saving our lives.

We accounted for this singular circumstance by supposing

the pistol must have been loaded a long time, and that

the powder had consequently lost its strength.

Upon the Yoong-wang's return, I fully intended to

give up the surviving ruffian to be dealt with according

to the law. Again my brave lieutenant begged him off,

blindly and suicidally, as it afterwards appeared, for

ultimately he lost his own life through the treacherous act

of the wretch he spared. The name of the man who was

killed was Hart, an Englishman ; his dastardly companion

was an American named William Thompson.

I would here give a piece of advice to those who may
have the misfortune to fall into the disreputable company

of Yankee and cosmopolitan rowdies abroad. Act Avith

quickness and decision, and you will defeat men who are

mostly cowards at heart ; but if you hesitate or endeavour

to temporize, you are a dead man ; for these murderous
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wretches Avill butclier a fellow-creature with less com-

punction than people generally feel at killing a fly. I

have heard that the man Hart had murdered and

robbed several Europeans in the silk districts, and I

believe his Yankee confederate is now serving a long

term of imprisonment for higlnvay robbery. I engaged

the five rowdies in the dark, and it has given me a caution

against their genus that will never be forgotten.

The Yoong-wang having supplied me with a boat and

guide, accompanied by W , I bid adieu to Ti-pingdom

and set out for the Imperialist territory and Shanghae.

Between the outposts of the two belligerents I found a

considerable tract of country entirely occupied by large

bodies of banditti, who preyed alike upon Ti-ping or

Imperialist. At one place we had a very narrow escape

from falling into their hands, having to run the gauntlet

of a large camp along the two banks of a narrow creek,

which we successfully did amid a storm of bullets, not

one, however, taking effect. These robbers were the

wildest and most ferocious looking men I have ever seen,

and it was said that they spared neither man, woman,

nor child. Since my departure from China this sort of

brigandage has become frequent in the country wrested

from the Ti-pings.

At last we reached Shanghae, after running past all

the Imperialist stations at night, when our small canoe-

like boat was not easily discerned. We at once placed

ourselves under medical attendance, and for a few days

remained perfectly quiet. Within a week, however, I

was grieved to hear that my lieutenant had been seized

and thrown into prison hy the British Consul for being in

the service of the Ti-pings and having captured a Manchoo
vessel, the ungrateful blackguard, Thompson, having

given the information which led to his arrest.

Englishmen should be aware of the gross injustice

exercised by their authorities in all affairs connected with

the Ti-pings, and no more striking example is to be found
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than in the case of Mr. White, who was sentenced to

three years' imprisonment by the Consular Court for

doing upon the side of the Ti-pings exactly what Admiral

Hope, Generals Staveley, Michael, and Brown, and Major

Gordon, Captain Stack, Dr. Marcartney, &c., had done, and

were doing, on the side of the Manchoo ! He was actually

condemned upon the ordinance of neutrality of Sir John

Bowring, the said ordinance being instituted in 1855,

at Hong-kong, to compel British subjects to observe

neutrality towards both parties to the Chinese inter-

necine war. This neutrality reerulation had Ions? been

annulled by the acts of the above-mentioned gallant

officers on behalf of tbe Manchoo, yet the Englishman

who assisted the Ti-pings, and who was no more guilty

of breaking the law than they were, was condemned by

this broken and obsolete ordinance, and died (or rather,

shall we say, was murdered ; for confining a man danger-

ously ill in such a loathsome den was nothing else) a few

days afterwards in his damp and comfortless dungeon ! Is

this British justice ? How long have Englishmen under-

stood ''neutrality" to mean all help and military assist-

ance to one belligerent, but open hostilities towards the

other, and punishment of its allies ? Had England re-

mained neutral, or liad she regularly declared war against

the Ti-pings, there might be some grounds for prosecu-

ting those who have assisted the latter ; but as neither the

one policy nor the other has been followed, it is no more

right and just to punish those who have assisted the Ti-

pings, than those who have assisted the Manchoo. The

Avhole course of the hostilities against the Ti-pings was

irregular and illegal, and certainly no one can deny that

the British officers already referred to have committed a

breach of neutrality quite as much as Mr. White did,

even taking Sir John Bowring's ordinance as being in

full force. The proof that this argument is correct may
be gathered from the fact that when Colonel Sykes,

M.B., and the Hon. ]\[r. Liddel, M.P., brought forward
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Mr. White's case in the House of Commons, the Govern-

ment, in order to protect its agents from prosecution,

then passed an Order in Council* condoning the offences

against neutrality of all those who had assisted the

Imperialists, hut not extending the same favour to those

who had assisted the Ti-pings. A piece of more iniquitous

and unfair legislature, or more opposed to English feel-

ing, it would be impossible to find. Incredible as it may-

seem, the present state of the law by which Britisli

subjects are governed in China, viz.. Sir John Bowring's

ordinance of neutrality, is re-established, but one half

is declared nidi and void, while the other is made execu-

tive by the Order in Council above mentioned, which acts

both retrospectively and anticipatory ! So that a law

which can only exist, or be created, for application towards

two belligerents, is here made ex 2^arte, and exactly the

reverse of what its denomination implies. The wording
of this fraudulent document runs thus :

—

"1. No tiling in the said ordinance, made and passed on tlie 17th day

January, 1855, sluill extend or apply, or be deemed to have extended or

to have been applicable, to any British subject, who, at any time hereto-

fore, may have assisted, or may hereafter assist, the Government of the

Em})eror of China

"2, If any subject of Her Majesty . . . shall . . . levy -war, or take

part in any operations of war against the Emperor of China . . . such

person shall be liable to the several penalties mentioned in the said ordi-

nance of the 17th day of January, 1855."

It is thus perfectly evident that the ostensible neutra-

lity ordinance is literally an alliance with one of the

two belligerents. The style and title are maintained to

satisfy and hoodwink the IIousc of Commons, to deceive

them into believing that the Government is pursuing a

neutral policy in China, while the clauses tacked to the

* This Order in Council was passed on the 9th July, 18G4. Sec "Copy
of all Ordinances relating to Neuti-ality in China," issued in return to an

address of the House of Commons, dated May 30, 18C4. (Colonel Sykes'

motion.)
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old ordinance entirely change its every intention, and

exclude the least particle of neutrality from its meaning.

If Lords Palmerston and Russell are so destitute of

allies in Europe that they cannot restrain themselves from

rushing into alliance with the Manchoo Emperor of China

(who certainly does not reciprocate their extraordinary

ebullition of feeling, and who would take infinite delight

in making mincemeat of his officious friends and all their

countrymen), why do they not proclaim the stupendous

and ever-memorable fact openly ? Why do they seek the

most opposite and roundabout way of effecting their

object by employing chicanery and double dealing to

convert an ordinance of neutrality into an importunate

treaty of alliance; instead of raising themselves from

their slough of shuffling and fraudulent means, by re-

pudiating the false ordinance and duly announcing the

barbarous Manchoo despot as their very good ally ?

Surely the noble lords have not been deterred from giving

to the world their wonderful act of statesmanship, by

doubting that the contented British public would accept

the affair as an agreeable compensation for their question-

able European policy ? Perhaps, however, it is as well

that they have preserved a discreet reticence, because the

Emperor of China is no party to the alliance they have

thrust upon him, and is particularly liable to issue an

edict for the extermination of all foreign devils, the

noble lords included, at any moment that may appear

auspicious.

The shameful Order in Council of July 9, 18C1, is

quite sufficient proof that the trial and condemnation of

my unfortunate lieutenant was illegal ; every British

officer who committed a breach of neutrality by assisting

the Imperialists was equally liable to prosecution. If the

Cabinet Council had not, with oily complacency, justified

the acts of their military subordinates in China after they

were committed to the policy (in fact, when the opera-

tions resulting from their illegal intervention had termi-
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iiatcd), and after Mr. AVliite's death, the friends of the

latter would undoubtedly liave obtained heavy compen-

sation.

Besides the fact that my medical adviser ordered a

change of climate, directly I became aware of my lieu-

tenant's fate I determined to take a trip to England.

Major Gordon, E-.E., had retired with his whole force

from active co-operation with the Imperialists since the

Soo-chow treachery and massacre for which he was re-

sponsible. I therefore naturally concluded that he w^ould

not resume the position of tool to tlie sanguinary, faith-

less Mandarins, who had so completely dishonoured him.

As a Christian, an Englishman, and a British officer,

I did not think it possible he could himself wash to

continue a participator in deeds of revolting barbarity,

and I concluded that his Government would imme-

diately recall him, and cease all active support of the

blood-thirsty Manchoo. Although my latter supposition

proved correct, the former was quite mistaken, as I found

after my return to England. In consequence of these

circumstances, and the fact that at Shanghae I was alto-

gether unable to execute any of my projects for the

service of the Ti-pings, I decided to abandon the sword

for the pen, and to fulfil my instructions from the Ti-ping

autliorities by writing the present work, trusting that I

should serve their cause by appealing to the sympathies

of the British people, and lioping that foreign hostility

would cease, in which case their ultimate success would

be a certainty.

The emissaries of the Manchoo, and the hirelings of

the slaves of the Manchoo, were not either intelligent or

energetic enough to effect the capture of their humble

servant, although they amused themselves by attempting

to do so not only before but after his departure from

China, by one of the overland mail steamers.

Ilaving brought the history of the Ti-ping revolution

and my own adventures down to this period, all that now
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remains to be noticed are the events whicli have trans-

pired since I sailed away from the Chinese land. Before,

however, proceeding with them, it will be necessary to

return to the fall of Soo-chow, and resume our chronicle

from the occurence of that tragedy.

There is but little doubt that the Ti-pings would have

been able to hold their own arainst the enemv, even

taking into consideration all the foreign support the

latter received, had the betrayal of Soo-chow never taken

place. Although Nankin, as the capital and seat of

the Tien-wang's Government, occupied the first political

place, Soo-chow, in consequence of the extraordinary

measures taken to strengthen it, and its central situation

in the Ti-ping dominions, became the principal military

position. The capital, though surrounded by the highest

and most massive walls in China, and defended by some

commanding fortifications, was situated on tlie extreme

verge of the Ti-ping territory, and was the most assailable

point, while its resources were far inferior to those of Soo-

chow. Moreover, directly the latter city became invested

by the Anglo-Manchoo forces, a powerful army was moved

within its spacious walls, while the Chung-wang, with his

own division, co-operated from the outside. These troops

constituted the only Ti-ping army in the field at that time,

all the remainder of the forces being employed, according

to a mistaken defensive policy, in garrisoning the

numerous walled cities throughout their kingdom—tactics

ordered by the Tien-wang in opposition to the wishes of

the Commander-in-Chief, and which ultimately led to

the destruction of the greater number of the garrisons in

detail, and the loss not only of Nankin, but all the former

possessions of Ti-ping-tien-kwo.

The siege of Soo-chow was prosecuted by an Impe-

rialist army of from 50,000 to 70,000 men, including

General Gordon's and other foreign contingents, altogether

about C,000 strong. At least 12,000 of the Imperial troops,

under General Ching, were well armed with foreign

2 z
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muskets and rifles ; they were partly disciplined, and con-

stituted a very eff'ective force, far superior to the usual

class of Chinese soldiers. Attached both to the Anglo-

Manchoo legions and ordinary troops, were many British

officers, and, what was still more useful, a very large

supply of every description of artillery. Three or four

heavily armed and shallow steamers, together with a

great fleet of Mandarin gun-boats, were possessed by the

besiegers. Besides all this array of strength in a bad

cause, several detachments of British troops were moved

up from Shanghae, for the ostensible purpose of giving

• moral support ' to the murderous intentions of the

Manchoo, but, in reality, to afford succour in case the

Ti-pings might defeat their assailants—a contingency

far from improbable. The troops so fraudulently pros-

tituted (fraudulent, because they were solely organized

for the interests of the British taxpayer and not the

Manchoo ;
prostituted, because yellow gold and mercenary

motives caused their disgraceful emj)loyment) consisted

of some companies of the Beloochee E.egiment, sent to

garrison Quin-san (about 14 miles from Soo-chow), and a

force of H. M. 67th Begiment, Boyal Artillery, and 22nd

B. N. I., commanded by Captain Murray, B.A. Not only

were these troops sent to participate in Manchoo atrocities,

but the British General (Brown) in command actually took

upon himself to lend the Imperialists every available piece

of artillery on the station, as though the same were his

private property and did not belong to the British nation,

whose trust he was abusing.

To defend Soo-chow, the Ti-pings had a force of about

40,000 fighting men, including some 8,000 attached to

the Chung-wang outside the city. About one third of these

troops were the elite of the service, while all the others

were brave and veteran soldiers. Besides Mo-wang,

who Avas commandant of the city, four or five other

Wangs were present ; the principal among them was the

Nar-waug, who commanded more than half the troops
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in garrison, his military power being greater than that

of the commandant, although he was placed under the

orders of the latter.

The Mo and Nar Wangs were the Commander-in-

Chief's two priucipal and favourite generals. The former

was a Kwang-si man, and had been the Clmng-wang's com-

panion in arms from the commencement of the revolu-

tion; the latter chief was a native of Hu-peh, and had

joined the Ti-ping cause in the year 1851<, since which

he had been trained to military tactics by the Chuug-

wang. Both leaders were associated together in equal

rank and command for nearly ten years, and it was

always understood among the Ti-pings that they were

not only bound together by the strongest ties of adopted

brotherhood and friendship, but that they were equally

attached to their renowned superior. Yet it will be

seen that, in spite of the good influences and kindly asso-

ciations by which the three were supposed to be go-

verned, the Nar-wang was a man of evil nature, and small,

treacherous mind.

After very severe fighting, General Gordon managed

to eifect the capture of all the stockades outside the

walls of Soo-chow. This, however, was only accom-

plished after many a disastrous repulse, and a great loss

of men and ofiicers.

The following account of the last assaults upon the

fortifications outside the East Gate, which were de-

fended by a few pieces of artillery, is copied from " How
the Taepings were driven out of the Provinces of Kiang-

nan and Chc-kiang," and will be found to illustrate the

bravery with which the garrison of Soo-chow struggled

against irresistible odds :

—

" On 27tli November, after Major Gordon had all infantry (except Ist

Regiment) find artillery assembled at Waiqiiedong, an order was issued tliat

a night attack shonld be made on the Low-mun stockade, wliicli fmincd tlie

key to all other stockades on the east side of Soo-chow.

" Wliite turbans were served out to all soldiers, so as to be able to dis-

2 z 2
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tinguLsh them from the rebels, in case it should come to a hand-to-hand

fight. About one o'clock Major Gordon himself, accompanied by Majors

Howard and Williams, started with about two companies of men towards

the stockade, leaving the remainder of the force behind already fallen in,

so as to advance at a given signal. Everything seemed quiet, and in fact

all thought the plan would siicceed. After Gordon and his followers had

been advancing close to the stockade, they found everything quiet, and no

signs of the guaixls being aware of an attack. The remainder of the force,

therefore, received orders to advance, while the advance giiard had succeeded

in climbing inside the breast-work. Scarcely were all troops iip to the front

and a portion of them crossing to reinforce Major Gordon, when the rebels

began to direct a fire of gi'ape, canister, and musketry on the force, which

made every one shivei-. The Quin-san artillery responded vigorously, and

it was a fine spectacle to see fieiy rockets and red-hot mortar shells

going into the rebel works. But the rebels stood it gallantly, and did not

retreat an inch. The whole line of stockade Avhich the rebels held seemed

one line of fire, and here Major Gordon perceived that Chinese are not fit

to fight at night time, for all the begging and encouraging of the European

officers coidd not make the troops try another attack ; they seemed afraid

of their owni shadows. The only chance left thcrefoi-e was to try and shell

the rebels out of their position, and this was done tUl dawn of day, when
Major Gordon, seeing the rebels still resisting desperately, and receiving

thousands of reinforcements fi'om the city, made good his retreat, leaving

numbers of killed and wounded on the field. This was one of the most

bloody fights the force encountered ; and, judging by what the Quin-san

force lost this night, the rebels must have lost tremendously. Still, the

galhmt fellows, encouraged by their brave chiefs, held their position manfully

against a fire of about 20 guns, flying on them for about three hours. The loss

of the Quin-san force was as follows :—Captains Wylie, 2nd Regt. ; Christie,

4th Regt. ; and Maule, 2nd Regt. ; Lieut. King, 2nd Regt., killed. Major

Ivirkham severely wounded on thehead ; Lieut. Miok, 4th Regt., wounded in

the shoulder; Major Tapp, wounded in the leg; and several more slightly, with

about two hundred men killed and wounded. Major Gordon seeing this night

attack fnistrated, determined to pay the rebels off for it ; and shoi-tly after, on

the 28th November, at night, all gmis, about 4G in number, were brought

in position within about 700 yards of this formidable stockade, and tlie

infantiy was to fall in near the guns at daylight on 29th of November, to

make another attack. The rebels were quite prepared for it, for no sooner

did they perceive all the artillery and infantry so near their works, than

they Jioisted their red flag as a sign that they meant to fight, and not give

u]) this position so easy. Precisely at eight o'clock the signal rocket went

up, and at once all guns sent forth their different missiles, some directing

tlioir fire on the Low-mun stockade, others directing their fire on the stockades

lying to the right and left.
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" The rebels seemed to jjreserve their ammunition, for but very little

fire Avas encountered at first. The 8-inch moi-tars were playing havoc in the

stockades, for every now and then houses, boats, etc., would be blown up

in the air, under the cheers of the Imperialist soldiers, of whom thousands,

under command of General Ching, were present, to support Gordon's force.

Le Futai himself had taken up a place in rear, in one of the Imperial

stockades, so as to witness the spectacle. About eleven o'clock the fire froni

both sides was furious, even the siege artillery had advanced within about

one liundred yards of the rebel works, pouring forth grape at the rebels,

who, however, inspirited by their noble leader, the Mo-waiig, in pei'son,

stood it like European soldiers. The 5th Regiment, under Major Brennon,

was now ordered up, to storm the stockade on the extreme right, near the

Soo-chow creek, the most favourable point to cross the ditch ; but although

this brave regiment advanced with cheers, and some of the officers succeeded in

crossing and trj-iug to climb wp the breast-works, the rebels defended this

point desperately, and poured volley after volley of musketry into the ranks,

so that after about ten minutes' struggle the 5th Regiment was obliged to

retire, having lost several ofticers and men. This attack having failed, the

bombardment was renewed with vigour, and orders given to the .3rd Regiment,

under Major Morton, to go to the extreme left, to make feint of attack, so

as to draw the attention of the rebels on that side. Gordon here succeeded

beautifully, for scarcely had Morton ' and his regiment began to engage the

rebels on the left, when tlie ]\Io-wang, of course anticipating a real attack

on that place, ordered his best men to defend it. Scarcely, however, had

the Mo-Wang's men moved on, than Major Williams, of the 2nd Regiment,

made a dash at the place where Brennon had met with defeat, and not

waiting for bridges, but swimming the moat, followed by several ofiicers

and men, succeeded in getting inside the breast-woi'k, wliich no sooner had

the rebels perceived than the whole flod in confusion into the Low-mun

evacuating all the stockades along the east side of the city, and leaving a

good number killed and wounded on the field. The stockades were soon

occupied by Imperial troops, and thus Gordon's force was within one

hundred yards of the city wall. The Quin-san force, however, paid dearly

for this victory, their loss being Lieutenant Jones (Artillery), Lieutenant

Williams, 5th Regiment ; Captain Acgar, 4th Regiment, killed. Captain

Shaml'sffel lost both eyes ; and several more officers slightly wounded, with

about 100 or 150 soldiers killed and Avounded. The ground around tlic

stockades was as if it had been ploughed by the shell, and no doubt the

rcibels deserve credit for having defeiided the place so long against such

enormous artillery."

Previous to the capture of the last outwork (the Low-
mun stockade), and the day after tlie Angio-Manchoos

had experienced the severe defeat, in attempting- to
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surprise the position at uiglit, the Nar-wang secretly

sent messengers into the besiegers' camp, and declared

his wish to betray the city into their hands, requesting

their co-operation to dispose of the Mo-wang, whose loyalty

would be likely to defeat the proposed treachery.

The motive for this defection at a time when the

Imperialist successes had come to a stand-still, and when
Gordon himself doubted his ability to capture Soo-chow,

seems to have been caused by jealousy the Kar-wang en-

tertained against his old friend and companion, the com-

mandant of the city. Besides this, it is probable that

the previous treachery of the Americo-Ti-ping, or Bur-

gevinc, force had affected the leading traitor and his

evilly disposed associates, by giving them the idea that

they might arrange terms w^ith the enemy, by which

they would not only be able to obtain security for their

lives and property (and retire from the now ceaseless

hostilities, if not desperate straits, to which the Ti-ping

cause was driven), but also receive substantial rewards

from the Manchoo.

The Nar-Wang's jealousy probably arose from the fact

that the Mo-wang was placed over him, as governor of

Soo-chow and its dependencies. That he entertained the

most bitter animosity against his former friend and

comrade is quite certain, for, in order to succeed with

his treachery, he went to the dastardly extreme of assas-

sinating him.

We have now to notice the death of the gallant and

noble Mo-wang, the fall of Soo-chow into Manchoo hands,

and the various events connected therewith. These

cannot be more effectually described than in the words

of Major Gordon, B. E., and in a review of his report

by the Friend of China,— about the oldest and most

independent paper in the foreign settlements in that

countrv.
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"MEMO, (by major GORDON, R.E.) OX THE EVENTS OCCURRING BETWEEN

THE 29th NOVEMBER AND 7tH DECEMBER, 18G3." PUBLISHED IN

THE "FRIEND OF CHINA," SATURDAY, 12tH DECEMBER, 1863.

"The morning after the faihire of the attack by night on the Low-

niun stockades, General Ching came to me, and informed me that Nar-

wang, Ling-wang, Kong-wang, and Pe-wang, with thirty-five Tien-

chwangs* and their followers, had opened negotiations with him for the

coming over of their troops ; that these men composed their quarter of

the garrison, and had possession of fonr out of the six gates of Soo-

chow, viz., She-mun, Tcha-mun, Tche-mun, and Low-mun ; and that he luid

entertained their views, and had ah-eady seen Kong-wang. He said that

they would have difficulty in disposing of Mo-wang, wlio was averse to a

surrender ; but that, if we resumed our attack on the Low-mun stockades,

tliey would endeavour to shut him out of the city. / C07isented to tlie

defection with a good deal of pleasure,^ as I considered that, if the rebels

fought, we should lose heavily.

"On the night of the 28th November, Chung-wang arrived in the

city from Wusieh, and was present at the combat of the 29th. His

arrival made a change in the state of affi:iirs, and the disaffected were

\inable to caiTy out their intention of closing the gates on JNIo-wang.

They, however, sent over three Tien-chwangs on the night of the 30th

November, and proposed to remain neutral if we attacked the city, and

w^ould trust us not to touch their men or horses ; their men to be dis-

tinguished by white turbans. These Tien-chwangs told iis that Chung-

wang, on his return to the city after his defeat, had proposed to vacate

Nankin and Soo-cliow, and for the whole Taeping force to go down to

Kwang-si; and, in fact, give \xp the cause. + The Mo-wang was averse to

tliis, and proposed to remain and fight it out. I have since learned

that he was most anxious to see me, and I think to see what could be

done. This I learnt from two Frenchmen who came out after his deatli,

of whom more hereaftei\ The other "Wangs did not meet the Chimg-

wang's views, as they intended coming over. Chung-wang then left tlie

city, and proceeded to Wusieli. General Ching came to me on the 1st

December, and asked me if I would like to see Nar-wang. I said no,

imlcss it wa.s necessary, and told Ching at the same time that, if the

Futai did not grant the Wangs sufficiently good terms as to induce tlieni

* Tien-chwangs, colonels of regiments.

t Italics are by the Author.

I This the Chung-wang proposed, if the Tien-wang would authorise

such policy. As for his having even thouglit of "giving uj) the cause,"

the assertion is equally false and absurd, which subsetiucnt events have

pi-oved.
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to come over, / thought our attack on the city ml/hi he foiled,''' as we had

lost heavily in officers and men on the attack of 27th and 29th November
;

and a littki hitch with the bridge, which had to be seventy yards

long, might cause a repulse. I told Ching on the same day that I could

not see the necessity of my seeing Nar-wang. He, however, pressed it,

and I consented to meet him at the north gate that evening. I accordingly

went, and met Nar-wang in General Ching's boat. His first woi-ds were

' that he wanted to obtain help from me.' I answered that I was most

hap])y to help him, and then I told him that this proposal to remain

neutral would be of no avail, and that I could not accept it, as I should be

only deceiving him and his chief if I did so, inasmuch as, if the city fell by

assault, I could not, with an undisciplined force such as the one I

command, restrain them from looting every one; and that, therefore,

unless they could give a gate, it would be better for them to fight, or else

vacate the city. I then told the Nar-wang what I thought of the Taeping

prospects, and the little chance of success. I said that I wanted to make

the Imperialists and rebels good friends (?) ; that, since the rise of the

rebellion, the Imperialists had much changed ; and did not dare, from

fear of foreign Governments, to perpetrate cruelties as heretofore (?). He
said he woxild see with General Ching what he could do about t!ic city^

and that he had 50 fear of Mo-wang knowing of his having seen me, or of

Chung-wang either; that he had enough troops to keep both in check.

I then left, and General Ching told me the next day that Nar-wang had

decided to see the other Wangs, and to consult on the course of pro-

ceeding. The next day, the 3rd December, General Ching told me that

Mo-wang had some idea of Nar-wang's negotiations, and wanted to

decapitate him, but that Nar-wang was prepared. Nar-wang also sent

out to tell General Ching that the other Wangs agreed to come over, that

he personally wanted no command, but merely permission to retire to his

home with his property ; but that some of the other Wangs wanted to get

commands of difiei-ent sorts. He told me further that Nar-wang had

some difficulty in seizing Mo-wang. On the morning of the 4th

Decembei', General Ching came to me, and told me that Nar-wang had

determined and agreed with him to get Mo-wang on the wall of the city,

and to throw him down and hand him over to us as a prisoner. I Avent to

General Ching, and told him I must have Mo-wang given over to me ; to

which he acceded willingly, and in fact joyfully, as he had known him in

former days. I then went to the Futiti, who was out, but I saw a very high

Civil Mandarin named Pow, who undertook to tell the Futai tliat Mo-wang

must be my prisoner. I told him to tell the Futai that I would secure his"

not giving any more trouble to China. I had not come back five minutes

before General Ching sent me over two Frenchmen, who had just come into

* Here we have Gordon's reasons for approving the treachery.
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tlie lines. They told me that that afternoon, at 2 p.m., all the chiefs had

been assembled in Mo-wang's palace, and after a dinner, they had offered

mi })rayers and adjourned to the great court, and liaving put on theii' robes,

crowns, &c., Mo-wang mounted his throne and began an address, in which

he stated their difficulties, and expatiated on the fidelity of the Kwang-si and

Canton men. Tlie other Wangs answei-ed him ; the discussion got higher

and higher, till Kong-wang got up and took off his robe. Mo-wang asked

hiiu what he was doing, when Kong-wang drew a dagger and stabbed Mo-
wang in the neck.* The Mo-Avang fell over the table in front of the throne,

and the other Wangs seized him, and decapitated him in the entrance.

They then mounted their horses and rode off to their troops ; Mo-wang's

head being sent to General Clung. Mo-wang's men and the other troops

looted the palace. There was no fighting in the city till the morning of the

5th, when the Nar-wang's men had some trouble with the Cantonese, and

drove them out of the city, killing some 50 or CO of them. General

Ching's men advanced, and with a small body, took charge of the Low-mun,

my men being kept fallen in, as they were under stricter discipline than the

Imperialist soldiei'S are. On the night of the 4th December the rebels

all shaved their heads. I went to the Futai, and telling him that it would

not do to let my men remain idle, proposed to him to march on Wusieh, if

he would give the men compensataion of two months' pay, as they had

received no reward since I had taken the command. He objected to it, and

I told him if he could only j^romise, the matter could be settled well. He
still objected, and I then told him I should leave his service,^ aiad went myself

to the city. The Imperialists had some men straying about, but not many.

I went straight to Nar-wang's house, and saw him and all the Wangs. I

asked him if all was right. He said that everything was satisfactory, and

appeared quite secure. He had not seen Cliing at the time. I went to

]\Io-wang's palace, and the body was where it had fallen. I then went out

of the city, and arrived in time to see General Ching, who came to me on

the part of the Futai to arrange matters. It was now 4 p.m. I told

General Ching that I was helpless in the matter. The colonels of regi-

ments and the officers had little authority over them unless they used the

harshest means, which they would not do in this question. General Ching

offered one month's pay, and the officers refused it. I told Ching that it

was not my intentioii to accept anything ; but that I felt that after the

length of time the force had been fighting it was only right tlie nu'u who

wished to leave shoidd have the means of doing so. Matters began to look

bad, and I at last detormined to make the men acci;pt the one month's j)ay,

which I did with difficulty, the men having made an attempt to march

* It was a follower of the Nar-wang who first attacked the Mo-wang.

t It will be seen that Gordon here admits he was not au Imperialist

officer, but a local Mandarin's.
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cIoA\Ti on tlio Futai. I then, at the Ftitais request/' gave orders for the

march to Quin-san. Ching tohl me at this time that the Futai had written

to Pekin, and said tliat he had (extended mercy to the Wangs and the

rebels. Next morning, after the troops had left, I started for the city,

sending the two steamers to Wu-lung-chiao to meet me, as I expected to be

able to retake the Fire Fly easily from information I had received from the

letters in Mo-wang's house, and from some Europeans who were with Mo-

Avan", and who had escaped, I went to the Low-mun, and there leanit that

Nar-wang and the other Wangs and chiefs were to come out and see the Futai

at 12, noon, and that the city Avould then be given over. I thought I had

better see Nar-wang before I went out, so I called at his palace, and took

him aside and asked him if eveiything was all right, and if he wanted me

to do anything. He said no ; that everything was proper. I told him I

was going to the Tai-hu ; and he said, 'Why not wait 1 I am coming to see

you.' I said it was important business, and that unless he particularly

wished it, or thought it necessary, I would not stay. He said very good,

and I left. He passed me on his way to the Low-mun very soon after on

horseback, with all the Wangs, going, as I supposed, to the Futai. I went

then to Mo-wang's palace, and then to the east, or Low-num, to while away

the time, till the steamers could get round from Wai-quai-duug to Wu-lung-

chow. From the top of the Low-mun I saw a large crowd of people near

Ching's stockades, and thought it was the ceremony of submission going on.

A few minutes after, perhaps 12.30 p.m., a large body of Imperial soldiers

came up, and passing the gate, rushed cheering into the city, as they gene-

rally do into vacated stockades. I thought little of it, more than expressing

my disapprobation to some of them. They, however, went on pouring in

and firing off their muskets in the air and yelling. Ching then came up,

* This sinister statement, when combined with the fact that Cordon

soon afterwards returned to companionship and active co-operation with

General Ching and the Futai, regardless of his responsibility for the

8oo-chow treachery and massacre, certainly affords .some ground for

the belief that the whole tragedy was previously arranged ; that Gordon

retired only while compelled to do so by the unanimous expression of

indignation among all Europeans (General Brown and other authoi-ities

included) ; and that his future course he originally intended to follow

whenever the universal excitement became somewhat abated, and piiblic

attention less directed towards himself Whether this conclusion be

correct or otherwise. Major Gordon and his Manchoo friends alone can

say; Itut in cither case the Englishman fully deserves the imputa-

tion. His first conduct occasioned and made him imrticeiys in the

treachery ; his last act condoned the atrocities at which he had pretended

to be dissnistcd.
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and looked ratlier pale. I asked liim if the interview was over, and if it

had been satLsfactor}'. He said that Kai'-wang had not been to the Fiitai

at all. I said I had seen him going with the others. He said no ; that he

could not say for certaiii ; but that he thought he had run away. I said I

could not make out what for, as I had just seen Nar-wang, and he said every-

thing was all right. I asked Ching, if there was any trouble. He said

that Nar-wang had demanded the command of 2,000 men, and of half the

city of Soo-chow, the division to be a wall, and that the Futai had refused

it, and also that he had let some of Chung-wang's men in. The latter lyart

I knew to be false, hut, strange to say, I believed the former 2Jortion. I

asked him where Nar-wang could go to. He said that he would not go

back to the rebels, but that he woidd go to some village and settle there

I thought the thing so strange that I asked Dr. Macartney, who was by

me, to go to Nar-wang's house, and to see him, and tell him not to fear any-

thing.'"" Ching then told me that his men alone would be allowed in, and

that there would be no looting ; and as I knew before that he had his men

in good discipline, I had no fear, and therefore rode round the Avail with

him. He kept on firing vollies in the air, which I remonstrated at, and

could not make out the object. He said it was merely to prevent Kwang-si

men from doing anything to his men while they Were taking possession of

the city. I became uneasy about Nar-wang ; and at the sovith, or Pou-mun,

1 left General Ching and rode off to Nar-wang's palace. I got there at

dark, and found it had been gutted. I was then met by Nar-wang's uncle,

who asked me to come to his house. Being only with my interpreter, I

had no one to send for General Ching, or for my troops ; but the entreaties

of this Tien-chwang being so gi-eat I agreed to do so, and therefore went

with Nar-wang's family to his house. When I got there his men were all

fallen in, and the streets barricaded. I wanted to send my inter])retcr for

assistance, but they woidd not let hiin go. I therefore remained till

2 a,m., keeping away the Iinperial looting parties. At 2 a.m. I sent my
interpreter and an Imperial soldier, who was with my horse, to get the

steamers round to Wai-quaidung to make the Futai answerable, and also

sent for my body guai'd. After he had started, the man who went with

him came back and said he had been beheaded by the Imperialists. I re-

mained till 4 a.m., and then went out to send orders to the steamers myself.

/ was taken by the Imiyerialists and detained an honr. At last I got to

the Low-mun, and sent the body guard to the Nar-wang's house, but it was

too late, the Impei'ialists had^ entered and gutted it. I then went to the

Low-mun, and met there General Ching, to whom I gaA^e my opinion. He

* This statement is quite sufficient to make Gordon entirely responsible

for every circumstance connected with the surrender of Soo-chow. He
made all the assurances and guarantees, it appears, but never troubled him-

self to insure their observance, although he had complete power to do so.
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was most anxious to excuse liimself, but 1 did not listen to him. At this

time I did not know that the Wangs had been Leheaded. I then Avent

down to Ching's stockades, and met Majoi- Baily, commanding Ching's

artillery there. He said that General Ching was very much put out ; that

the Futai had ordered him to execute the Wangs, and had given orders to

the troops to enter the city, that he had lost face, &c. Baily then told

me that he had Nar-wang's son, and brought him to me. I refused any

communication with General Ching, Nar-wang's son came to my boat, and,

])()inting to the other side, said it was there that the Wangs had been exe-

cuted. I went over, and recognised Kong-waug's, Nar-wang's, Sieh-wang's,

and Sung-wang's heads, but the body of Nar-wang was not to be seen,

having been buried. I took, at the son's request, Nar-wang's head. The

bodies had been cut down the chest, and the wounds on the head were most

horrible, showiiuj the brutality of the executioners. I then was waiting

for the steamers, as I had heaixl that there were some high persons still in

custody, and I thought that I could frighten the Futai into giving them \\\).

He, however, heard of my arrival, and went off to the city. / left him a

note telling him my opinion, and then moved off loith the steamers to

Quin-san.'^ I received, just before leaving, a letter from Futzu-quai,

telling me that a chief had come over witli 3,000 men to my ofBcer in

command ; and that he, the officer in command, had receiA^ed them. I sent

oi-dcrs to him to inform the chief of the treachery, and to let him go with

his men and arms, if he liked, or else to bring his troops to Quin-san.

" This is a brief summary of the late events, ichich ivill jn'ove to the

Imperial Government a most fatal blov). I imagine that the Futai and

General Ching arranged this matter, and know that it is viewed by the

mass of Mandarins with disgust.

" Nar-Avang's son tells me that Chung-Avang A\'as Avilling to come OA'er

;

and that all the peo]>le in the silk districts are the same ; but hoAV to come

they knoAv not. Is not this a time for foreign goA'crnments to come forward

and anunge the terms ? The power is in this force, if the authority

from Pekin is given to it to act under some honest Chinaman. What is

noAv to be feared is that foreigners Avill join the rebels, and Avill thus cause

the Avar to linger on to the extermination of the unfortunate people on

'" Here is another extraordinary admission ; for, though Goi'don's

honour avjis ])ledged to jn-cserve the Ha'cs and property of the deceived

traitors, he very coolly took himself oft' to Quin-san, without making the

slightest exertion to save the unfortunate people Avho had trusted to his

Avord as a British officer. Subsequent to this event hundreds and thousands

of the betrayed garrison were cruelly put to death. Who is responsible for

the massacre—the Manchoos, avIio folloAved their natural instincts and

barbarous laAvs, or the British officer, Avho obtained the sun-ender, guaran-

teed the terms, and then quietly permitted the violation of his pledges ?
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wliom the burden falls, and to the detriment of tirade of every sort. That

the rebels really do not possess the qualities of government cannot be

doubted. They merely hold cities, and let the villages govern themselves.

The head chief may know something of the Christian religion, but I will

answer for it that nine-tenths of the rebels have no real ideas on the

subject. It is sincerely to be hoped that the Government will interfere at

this time.* " C. E. Gordon, Major Commanding.

" r.S. Prince F. de "Wittgenstein was present at most of the above occur-

rences, and can vouch for the correctness of the same."

"'the friend of china,' SATURDAY, OCT. 12, 18G3.

" We publish to-day a document which we consider one of the most re-

markable that it has been our good or evil fortune to peruse for many a day.

Emanating as it does from a man of Gordon's ability and position, we have

been much more than disappointed. How we have been so, let our readers

judge.

"The exact position of the major is, it would appear, that of Adjutant of

Quin-san, though possessing less power than General Ching, whose faculty

of lying seems to have the wonderful power (by attraction we suppose) of

giving credence ; though the major tells us that he knew the rogue icas

lying. "We give the major's own words, ' the latter part I knew to he/alse ;

but, strange to say, I believed the former portion.'

"This General Ching, this cowardly liar, it was who voted as the right-

hand man on all occasions concernmg the conduct of negotiating "svith the

rebels. The major tells us that the Taeping "Wangs had opened negotia-

tions with Ching for the surrender of at least four gates of the city. We
suppose this was before the 29th of November. On the 4th of December

we learn of Ching's being joyf\d at tlie prospect of the Mo-wang falling

into the hands of Major Gordon, and on the same day we hear of his re-

ception of the uuhap})y Wang's head.

" Ching next appears as Eiwoy of the Futai ' to arrange matters/ we

sujjpose, for the surrender of the city. Here the major slips out of the

'matter 'by declaring himself 'helpless,' and this, after he had a.ssurod

the Nar-wang that he wanted to make the Imperialists and Taepings friends,

and only wanted possession of ' a gate ' to prevent looting everybody.

"Major Gordon does not tell us ic/ty, at the 'supreme' moment of the

taking of Soo-chow, he was so anxious to get possession of the Fire Fly.

We beg to call our readers' attention to the following statement :
—

' I

*This concludiug paragra})h is siui})ly a tissue of mendacity and :ibsurdity.

Does the dishonoured officer intend to qualify the treacherous destruction

of his prisoners, by introducing the totally irrelevant opinion that they have

no Government, or " real ideas" of Christianity ]
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tlioiiglit I had better see Nar-wang before I went out, so I called at his palace,

and took him aside, and asked him if everything was all right, and if he

wanted me to do anything. He said no ; that everything was pi'oper. I told

him I was going to the Tai-hu; and he said, "IFA^ not wait 1 I am coming

to see you at the meeting of the Wangs," as he supposed, at the Futai's.'

Why was Major Gordon absent 1 Why did he not make it his business to

see that the assui'ances which he had given to the Nar-wang were carried

out 1

" The major tells us that he got ' imeasy ' when he found that Nai'-

wang's palace had been gutted ; however, his remaining till 4 o'clock next

morning where be was (though why he did not go himself for his body-

guai'd instead of sending his servant he has not told us) hardly seems

to prove this assertion ; but the affair of his steamers being of so gi-eat a

consequence, he sends an assistant ' to send orders to them,' when he

is taken and detained by the Imperialists for an hour. (General Cliing

was, of course, busy just at that moment, and Major Gordon's detention

was most opportune.) The screaming farce of General Ching's losing face,

and Major Gordon's refusal to have anything to do with him, here ojipor-

tunely follows the tragedy—(one likes to laugh after the heavy business !).

The idea of frightening the Futai is nicely got over. The latter gentleman

goes into the city, where, of course, he couldn't be frightened ! The

major takes a steamer and goes off to Quin-san.

"Leaving a note for the Futai,

" Our readers have the major's letter before them, and they can judge

for themselves whether our analysis be correct or not. Our own opinion

is that the major—owing to his recent losses, fearing a repulse if the city of

Soo-chow had then been attacked, and finding occasion of taking it himself

by treachery, and yet desiring to shield himself from the infamy of such a

transaction—would have acted precisely as he declares he has done.

" Though a considerable reader of history, our recollection does not

supply a parallel to the infamous treachery practised upon the unsuspecting

Taeping chiefs. The conduct of Pizarro, in Peni, was nothing in compa-

rison. One Inca, and a room full of treasure, is a small affair when com-

pared with the confiding Princes of Soo-chow. Now, we ask all right-

minded men to take Major Gordon's statement to Nar-wang, which we

quote literally :
—

' I said that I wanted to make the Imperialists and rebels

good friends. That since the rise of the rebellion the Imi)erialists had

been much changed ; and did not dare, from fear of the foreign Govern,

monts, to perpetrate cruelties as heretofore.' And compare his account of

the ati'ocities committed upon the Princes of Kong, Nar, Seili, and Sung.

" Our x-eview of these facts is based upon Major Gordon's own state-

ments ; and if he does not find means of extrication, we have placed him

upon a piimaclc of infamy whence he shall not readily descend. From the

moment Major Gordon first became jjarfice^s in the aflfair of the surrender
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with Genera] Ching (the very ideal of a JManchoo liar), he should have

stood between the Manchoo butcher of a Futai and his confiding victims,

and, as a true soldier (the soul of honour), yielding his life rather than

have exposed himself to the execration of all society as a traitor of the

deejjest dye.

" Major Gordon wUl, no doubt, think us severe upon himself ; but we

assxire him that what we have said is by no means meant as a personal attack.

We are simply commenting ujion his own statement of what has lately

occurred at Soo-chow. It may possibly be tru6 that he has Ijeen victimized

by the liar, Ching, and the Futai. We are half inclined to think such to

be the case, considering his simplicity in telling us, on the authority of the

Nar-wang's son, that * Chung-wang was willing to come over, and that all

the people in the silk districts are the same.' He also tells us that the

' rebels do not possess the qualities of government.' That they actually

allow ' s'illages to govern themselves;' and that while the 'head chief

may know something of the Christian religion, nine-tenths of the rebels

have no real ideas on the subject.'

*' We are rather astonished at Major Gordon's information as to this

point. We have l^een for many years in Chma. We have seen the way in

which the cherished temples and idols of the Manchoos have been treated

by the Taepings ; and it is rather late in the day to tell us what rebel

' ideas ' are on the subject of the Christian religion.

" In conclusion, Major Gordon hopes for the interference of the * Go-

vernment.' He means, of course, the Englisli, Government. If there

wei-e anything wanting to make JNIajor Gordoii contemptible in the eyes

of all Europe and America, it was this last phrase. What ! the English

Government interfere to prop up the Manchoos after the statement of

what Major Gordon says has occurred at Soo-chow ! Major Gordon ! We
thonglit you not only an English officer in Chinese employ, but we considered

you an honourable subject of our Sovereign, yet it seems you penned this

sentence after the atrocious perfidy of Soo-chow— ' It is sincerely to be

ho[)ed that the Government [English] will interfere at this time.'

" If he had not added this last sentence wc could have imrdoned

Major Gordon everything. What ! the Government of EnglLslimeu to

sustain a Government which, by Major Gordon's own showing, is so

perfidicnis that we can make no possible comparison ! There is no Englisli-

man in this or any other })art of the world who will not blush for

Gordon, or tlie era in which it was found that an Englishman advo-

cated assistance for a Govornuient which has violated every treaty, and

even the most sacred obligations recognised among men.

"As for om'selvcs, we arc not military adventurers, and, i)erha}w,

cannot understand how any slralaijem may be fair ' in war ivs in lov(>,'

but we do hereby protest agaiiist a violation of a solemn word of honour

given. Major Gordon must clear himself, or he will go down to pos-
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terity not only ' unlionoured and unsung,' but as a wretcli who sold

blood to General Chiiig and the present Futai of Kiang-nan.

" Major Gordon, in telling us that, or, in fact, asking the question,

viz., 'Is this not the time for foreign Governments to come forward and

arrange terms ?
' looks as though he fancied fi)reign Governments could

entertain the idea of an honest Chinaman under authority from Pekin.

But in spite of the testimony of the Prince "Wittgenstein, or any other

potentate, we are inclined to believe that unfortunate Taepingdom has little

to learn from Manchoo moi'ality, and still less from mercenary soldiers,

whose honour is bought and sold !

"

Some people may consider tlie article last quoted as

too severe upon Gordon—perhaps tliey may change their

opinion after perusing the following extracts from a

narrative of a journey to Soo-chow, by the sub-editor of

tlie Friend of China, soon after the great treachery.

I prefer giving this authenticated description by an

eye-witness, to narrating the facts myself, because I did

not enter Soo-chow after its betrayal, and cannot, there-

fore, vouch for the subsequent massacre (and other

disputed points) from my own personal observations,

although otherwise I have the strongest proof that the

reported atrocities were perpetrated :

—

"to soo-chow and back, via quin-sax.

" After leaving Slianghac, our route (or creek) lay through a low, flat

country, intersected by canals innumerable in all dii-ections ; the richest

land in China, stretching away to the very horizon, unbroken to view,

except by countless graves, commemorative arches, and hea})s of niins.

The weather, though superb, seemed oppressive, from the utter abandon-

ment of the country ; not a soul was to be seen as for as the eye could

roach, and the endless fields of neglected and fallow gi-ound (once the garden

of China) deepened that air of sadness which winter always seems to wear in

the country. Though a.sliore the desolation is complete, not so on the

water ; Mandarin squeeze stations have sprung up in all directions.

"At Wong-doo we were actually stopped, and 400 cash demanded from

our Louda. Our indignation getting the better of us, we did then and

there write our protest against thievery upon the rogue's ribs ; and in

round, legible characters, too, we did all we could to teach this Manchoo

robber that the higher the squeeze, the less commerce, and the less

commerce will certainly produce less revenue. AVhen will all Manchoos,

INIorrill tariff men, itc, learn this lesson?
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" There were, besides, a few wi-etclies fishing by means of coi'morants

(so often described that I will say nothing about it), making up the sum

total of popvilation. At last, Quin-san pagoda became visible ; and after a

short run over the country (our boat following), we reached the city.

" Of course, we went to see the ' lion ' of the place. He seemed to be

in a consumedly bad humour ; but, nevertheless, gi'anted us passes for Soo-

chow. Dropping metaphor. Major Gordon impressed us as a very young

man (say thirty) vnthoid an 'old head on his shoulders.' We suppose

coolness is a quality which he constantly displays on the field ; he certainly

displayed it in his own hoi;se when we called upon him.

"On the ISth December, after a run of fifteen miles from Quin-san, Ave

reached the stockades outside the city of Soo-chow. They had evidently

been the scene of a fierce encounter. Innumerable sliot (solid) in their

interiors told the tale of carnage ; and numerous unburied corpses were

lying about in all directions, in spite of the number which had been

disposed of in the creeks. As we drank our tea that evening, we
studiously avoided any remark on this subject. Four or five miles more

l)rought us to the lofty walls of Soo-chow. Inside the gate (Lo-mun) an

immense stone wall and water-gate (as protecting the outer bastion) will

ever stand a monument of Taeping energy. Of course, our first move was

to see the ' lion ' of Soo-chow, the m-famous Futai. The palace of tliis

magnate (the former Ya-mun of the Chung-wang) really ' impressed ' us as

something worthy of the ' Mings,' in which style it is erected.

"We have visited hundreds of such structures, but the Soo-chow

pagoda is certainly the finest we have ever seen. In ascending we counted

220 steps, and judged the heiglit to be from 1.50 to 170 feet from base to

summit. It is nine stories high (as usual, an odd number) ; but when we

reached the top, the view there presented well repaid our trouble. The

vast city lay at our feet—the Venice of China—intersected with hundreds

of canals, pagodas, and tem])lcs (in the tent-like style of the Chinese),

relieving the otherwise moi\otonous view of infinit(} tiled roofs.

" In many places the city was obscured by the burning of houses, set

on fire by the Imperialist soldiers.

'•On the 19th December, having .sent our cards before us, we called

upon General Ching. While waiting for his appearance, we had tinie to

examine a magnificent English clock (looted from ]\Io-wang's palace),

which formed the main ornament of the 'reception-hall.'

" Over the dial was a fountain oi water (in glass), and under it a

pastoral scene, with moving figures of impossible shepherds and shep-

herdesses, worthy of Arcadia—all moved by the mechanical contrivances

provided in the clock itself. At last Ching entered, luid at first took us

for a second edition of General Brown, for he immediately entered upon

a defence of Lo Futai. After telling him wlu) we really were, he

3 A
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suddenly Ijecaiue so reserved that we beat a polite retreat (for tlie fate of

the Taeping-wangs had by no means faded from our memory).

" As it was still noon, we determined on a visit to the residence of

Chung-wang's secretary in the neighbourhood.

" On our arrival we found that the house had not only been looted, Init

that the valuable furniture it contained had been literally smashed to

atoms by the Imperialist soldiery.

" In the rear we discovered a large hall, over the entrance of which a

rebel tablet still remained— ' Teen-foo-dong '—
' Hall of the Heavenly

Father.' But what really astonished us was to find on the walls a complete

set of elegant lithogi-aph engra\ings, which Roman Catholics are accus-

tomed to call the 'stations,' a series of pictures representing the sad

journey of Jesus from the house of Pilate to His place of execution.

" One of the j)ictures we became possessed of, and we shall ever keep it

as the most precious souvenir of our trip to Soo-chow ; for we think that

the affecting story of Jesus' passion and death was appreciated by these

Missionary-forsahen patriots.

" It certainly shows that a high Taeping official loved to contemplate

the various scenes of that awful tragedy (for principle's sake) over which

the world, till the end of time, shall weep the bitter tears of violated right

and triumphant wrong.

" 20i/i Dec.—The day being fine, we determined to have a look at the

steamers Feillony and Sycee. A smart walk to the Padi-cho gate brought

us to the 'fifty-two arched bridge,' where we saw the heavy artillery just

outside.

" We looked with I'egret upon those splendid ' peace-makers,' that they

should have been loaned to the butcher of Soo-chow—that tltey should be

the jiroperty of the British Govenament—were thoughts upon which we
need make no comment.

" Captain Baily in charge, and very creditably too ! His hospitality

is the last pleasant impression we had of Soo-chow, if we omit the feeling

of relief we experienced when once outside of its walls on our way to

Shanghae.

"21s< Dec.—On learning (to our sui'prLse) that the locale of the

* execution ground ' w<is neither more nor less than the court-yard of the

' Shing-s-tah,' * twin pagodas,' where the iinhappy rebels had paid with the

forfeit of their lives for trusting in the word of honour of their un-

principled a.ssailants, we determined on a trip thither. On our arrival,

we examined several most ancient tablets of stone, whence we gathered

that these pagodas were erected long anterior to the Ming dynasty {i.e.

reign of Tai Ching, dynasty of Sung) ; but we will not detain our readers

with antiquarian trifles. On entering the court-yard (about half an acre)

we found tlie gi'ound soaked with human blood ! the creek forming its

drain was still (after twenty days of slaughter) reddish with blood, as the
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oflBcers of Dr. Macartney's force can testify. The gi-ound for three feet

deep stunk with blood (and the best blood of China) ; though the weather,

except at noonday, did not favour the corruption of animal particles,

Soo-choAv being situated in lat. 31° 23' 25" N., and long. 120° 25' E.;

consequently of rather a warm climate even in winter.

" Our Chinese informants told us that 30,000 rebels had been led to

these shambles, and executed. We had proofs enough to know that the

number was enormous ; we have it on authority of an European eye-

witness that this creek was so full of decapitated rebels that the Mandarins

employed boatmen to clean it, by pushing the bodies with boat-hooks

outside of the city into the principal stream.

"We quitted the 'execution ground' (travellers will know it by the

' twin towers '), faint at these horrible proofs of human butchery which had

met our view, and overcome with emotion. Was it for this that English-

men fought 1 Was it for this that English guns had been loaned by the

representatives of the British peopled Was it for this that the 'first

nation of the world ' and the two Scotchmen, Gordon and Dr. Macartney,

had fought 1

" Let the spirit of Robert Bruce forbid it ! Let the noble sons of

Scotia contemn it ; and all Christendom, in the name of ... .

liberty, protest against the unspeakable pei'fidy, the horrible treachery,

and brutal butchery of Soo-chow !

" 22nd Bee.—Though the experiences of yesterday made us long to

leave Soo-chow, we determined to visit the ruins of Mo-wang's palace

;

though completely burned, it had evidently covered an immense area of

several aci-es ; huge bronzes half melted obstructed the passage, and only a

solitary drum stood sentinel at the entrance.

" It was with a melancholy satisfiiction that we gazed at the wreck of

his palace.

"Among so many traitors (his brother Wangs) he had been tnie to his

flag. He knew what Manchoo honour meant, and his death by the hands

of Taeping traitors is his eulogium. If his spirit can visit this world of

ours, we must rejoice that the Manchoos have not profited (even in

money) by his destruction.

" If the infamous barbarity of the Futai can be excused ; if his

atrocious violation of justice and right can bo pardoned; if there is any

possible .Jesuitical ground of justification for his immeasurable atrocities,

it is this—he betrayed the betrayers of theii* own cause : he was a traitor to

traitors, and has broken faith with the recreant Wangs.

" Depressed in s})irit, we hurried from the ruins of Mo-wang's palace

to our boat, and instantly gave orders to our crew to get under weigli for

Shanghae.

" Hardly had we quitted the gate, when a letter was placed in our

hands by a trusty agent from C-hung-wang, dated Kia-ching-foo ; what

3 A 2
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were our feelings in perusing it and finding tliese woi'ds :
—

' You foreignei-s

are like the Manclioos
;
you have no honour ! you have deceived us !

' We,

as a foreigner, felt all the bitterness herein contained. We, a personal

friend of hLs, blushed for our nationality in being compared to perfidious

Manclioos !

" We candidly avow it, if we thought that the sword was really

stronger than the pen, we would have girded it on, and be one more

' mtness ' to the glorious cause of libei'ty ! We should like to prove to the

Taepings that European nations are not all unprincipled liars, devoid

of every virtue recognised by men, and that sacred volume which teaches

a morality of which one would think they were igiiorant. So much for

our trip to Soo-choo and back. " S. E. F. 0. C."

The dreadful Soo-chow tragedy may be considered

the terminatmg point of that unrighteous period of Bri-

tish policy commencing with the organization of the

Anglo-Manchoo flotilla; the hiring out of Major Gordon

and other officers; and the making of those infamous

Orders in Council authorizing military and naval support

of the Manchoo, while it has since been declared that an

ordinance of neutrality was in force all tlic time ! That

the terrible result of their policy would have so far in-

fluenced the supposed Christian and civilized principles

of those members of Lord Palmerston's Government

who originated it, as to make them admit their mistake

with worthy humility, and seek to rectify the wrong
already done by an essay towards the much easier path

of right, is very doubtful. However, the spirit of Eng-

lishmen could no longer be restrained, and the Govern-

ment were driven to rescind their former Orders in

Council (placing the forces of England at the evil dis-

posal of the Manchoo) by the unanimous voice of the

Parliamentary representatives of the people.

Englishmen may thus flatter themselves that they

have repudiated the atrocities which they had occasioned ;

but the very fact that their mistaken policy entirely

caused such deplorable results, makes them morally re-

sponsible for the same. Still the national complicity

may be glossed over. Tlic participation of the agents on
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the spot, and especially the principal, Gordon, cannot, by

any stretch of imagination, be excused.

If Major Gordon had resigned his employment in the

service of the local servant of the Manchoo Government,

he might, by thus immediately forsaking his bro-

ther generals when he became involved in their deeds

of blood and treachery, have saved his honour from sus-

picion and his name from everlasting infamy. If he had

possessed the least particle of self-respect, humanity, or

Christian feeling, he could not possibly have followed any

other course. Incredible as the fact must ever seem to

right-minded Englishmen, Major Gordon, after craftily

passing two months at Quin-san, still in command of the

Anglo-Manchoo contingent, and still receiving his pay

from his employer, resumed active service with those

sanguinary monsters and consummate betrayers, General

Ching and the Eutai Le.

Men judge by actions, but despise words. Gordon

has said that his disgust was something stupendous at

the revolting barbarities perpetrated by his friends
;
yet

the sentiment did not make him refuse their pay, neither

did it prevent his return to participate in fresh atrocities

within two months, nor shock him sufficiently to stay

his early reconciliation with the blood-stained wretches

who had smeared him with the same unfading and pol-

luting mark. Of course, before returning to active service,

the British officer induced his Manchoo master to indite

a cunningly worded Chinese despatch, setting forth that

he was not actually concerned in the massacre of

the confiding Soo-chow victims. Naturally enough, to

retain the services of Major Gordon (and the consequent

assistance of the British Government), without which

they would still have been powerless before the Ti-piugs,

the Manchoos, through Eutai Le, verbosely declared all

that was required. Shortly afterwards, besides resuming

his employment, the major responded by writing an

official letter, in which he forgot his former disgust, and
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had the singular audacity not only to exonerate the Putai

from blame for his unparalleled atrocities, but to request

Sir P. Bruce not to make any further complaint about the

same *—events that had seriously stained the honour of

Great Britain, and which only the most prompt and

unqualified repudiation,' together with entire cessation

of further countenance and help to the Manchoo, could

either erase from her scutcheon, or clear her policy from

the imputation of complicity.

Unfortunately for the reputation of Major Gordon,

since his elevation to the position of General of Pntai

Le's Anglo mercenaries, he had been too much accustomed

to intrigue and encouragement of treachery to have felt

a proper indignation at the Soo-chow affair; and it is

possible he might have had some knowledge of the

planned perfidy before it was put into execution, and so

was not sufficiently horrified to throw up his 1,200 taels

(£400) per month. Gordon's behaviour in the treachery

of the Burgevine-Ti-ping legion is one specimen, and a

very strong one too, of the conduct referred to. lie

induced the Europeans who went over to him to desert

the Ti-ping cause by his promises of oflaee, bribes, and

safe conduct to Shanghae for such as were tired of

fi":htin2:. Some mistaken individuals have ascribed this

proceeding to the humane disposition of the man who
condoned the ruthless massacre of his paroled prisoners,

who assisted as a principal agent in the vast destruction

of life and desolation of country during the unjustifiable

British hostilities against the Ti-pings, and who never

put himself to the trouble of saving the lives of those

he assisted to vanquish. It must be a rather lax code

of military honour which could reflect any credit on

Gordon for rewarding many of the traitors (mostly low

* Sec Inclosure 1 in No. 9, " Return to an Address of the Honourable

House of Commons," dated July 1, 18G4:—for "Copies of Communica-

tions which have passed between Sir F, Bruce and Colonel Gordon."
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American rowdies), by bestowing upon them various com-

mands in his own force; and he—supposed to be an

English officer and gentleman—with open arms receiving

them as his messmates and brother officers : even less

creditable is the fact that he obtained pecuniary reward

for those whom he did not make his friends.

The letter written to Sir E. Bruce by Gordon as a

justification for his fresh alliance with the Eutai Le,

appears in the Parliamentary Papers, as noticed by the

foot-note on the preceding ];)age. This document is so

important, as showing the character of Gordon's connec-

tion with the Imperialists, that I quote it in full, and

then subject it to a close analysis.

"Inclosure 1 in No. 9.

" 3fajor Gordon, R.E., to Sir F. Bruce.

"Soo-cliow, February G, 18G4.

" My dear Sir Frederick Bruce,

—

Par. 1.—" In consequence of the danger which will arise hy my delaying

inaction with the force any longer in a state of v/ncertainty, I have arranged

with the Footae to issue a proclamation (which he will send to you), clear-

ing me of any participation in the late execution of the Wangs, and have

determined to act immediately."

Par. 2.—" The reasons which actuate me are as follows :—/ hnow of a

certainty that Burgevine meditates a return to the rebels ; that there are up-

wards of Z^^ Europeans ready to join them, of no character; and that the

Footae will not accept another British officer if I leave the service, and there-

fore the Government may have some foreigner put in, or else the force put

under men of Wai'd's and Biirgevine's stamp, of whose action at times we

should never feel certain,"

Par. 3.—" / am aware that I am open to very grave ceiisure for tlie

course I am about to pursue ; but in the absence of advice, and knoiong as

I do tJuxt the Peking authorities will support the Footae in whit he Juts

done, I have made up my mind to run the risk. If I followed my own

desire I should leave now, as I have escaped imscathed and been wonder-

fully successful. But tlie rabble, called the Quin-san force, is a dangerous

body, and it will be my duty to see that it is dissolved as quietly as

possible, and that, while in course of dissolution, it should serve to benefit

the Imperial Government."

Par. 4.—" I do not apprehend the rebellion will last six montlts longer if

I take the field. It may take six years if I leave, and tlie Government docs

not support the Imperialists. I i)roi)ose to cut through the heart of the
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rebellion, and to divide it into two parts by the capture of Ye-sing and

Liyang."

Par. 5.—" If the course I am about to pui'sue meets your ai)proba-

tion, I shall be glad to hear ; but, if not, shall expect to be well rebuked.

HowcA'er, / know that I am not actuated by personal considerations, hut

merely as I think loill he most conducive to the interests of our Govern-

•ment.

"The Footae does not want the force to move against Nankin I imagine,

as Tseng-kwo-fan has the wish to capture it himself"

Par. 6.

—

''The Footae, if he is to he believed, has some extenuating

circumstances in his favour, for his action ; and although I feel deeply on

the subject, I think that we can scarcely expect the same discernment that

we should from an European governor.

" This letter will relieve you from any responsibility on this matter,

and thanking you very much for your kind letter, which I Avill answer

shortly, I am, itc.,

(Signed) "C. G. GORDON."
Par. 7.—"P.S. Ifyo7iwotddletthe matter drop, and make me responsible

for my action in the matter, I think it would he more conducive to our

good relations with the Fckin Government titan 2n'essiny them to liunish or

degrade the Footae.

"C. G. G."

Note.—The parts of the letter in italics are those subjected to review.

Analysis of Major Gordon's Letter.

Par. 1. Xow, with regard to this first premise, what

right had Major Gordon to make a prospect of dagger

to the Imperialists a pretext to resume friendship and

alliance with the faithless and barharous wretches who
liad already implicated him in their revolting atrocities ?

Major Gordon's duty as a British officer, specially executing

the policy of his Government, and leaving it responsible

for his conduct, was simple and palpable. To avoid the

deathless guilt of participation in the Soo-chow treachery

and massacre, he should have repudiated both. "What

course did he pursue ? He wrote and talked a great deal

about disgust, indignation, horror, &c., but never took

any action to fulfil his otherwise worthless protestations.

By the only part we find he really performed and did

not merely talk, it appears that he actually had the
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unparalleled audacity, folly, or knavislmess, to arrange

terms witli the Futai, although any intercourse, arrange-

ment, or communication whatever, upon a friendly

basis constituted a direct condonation and approval of

the atrocities which would have made an unqualified

separation from all interests and future connection

imperatiA^e to any man of honour, humanity, or Christian

principle.

Par. 2. The assertion that Gordon hieio for a certainty

that Burgevine intended to rejoin the Ti-pings, is best

controverted by the following extract from the Friend

of China, Shanghae newspaper (issue of September 29,

1861), which, being one of the principal organs among a

population of Europeans and Americans, scarcely num-

bering 2,000 souls, may be credited for being well

informed upon affairs in. their midst ; moreover, the editor

was personally acquainted with Burgevine, and was aware,

equally with myself, that he entertained no enthusiasm

for the Ti-ping cause.

The article referred to states :

—

" As for Gordon's assertion to Sir F. Bruce that lie knew for a cer-

tainty Burgevine meditated a return to the rebels, and that upwards of 300

Europeans—[This estimate is supremely absurd. During the whole time

Burgevine was with the Ti-pings, and when everything seemed to flivour

his enterprise, he could never obtain more than one-third of 300 Euroi)cans]

—of no character, intended to join him. This being wiitten in February

last, we know for a greater certainty that, at that time, neither did Bur-

gevine meditate anything of the kind, nor were there thirty—the tenth of

300—Europeans in this quarter Hvailal)le for any such game. And though

Gordon may have been under an impression that he was writing truth

when he made this assertion, his common sense might have told him the

thing was as improljablc as it has eventually proved incorrect. We say he

may have been under an im2)ression that he was writing truth. We
may not i-efrain, however, from saying we doubt it. Why, Gordon

knew as well as we did that the rebels never sought the assistance of

foreignei's, did not care to see them in their ranks, and were always

jealous of them. Gordon knew right well, moreover, that when Bur-

gevine left Soo-choAv he left the rebel service for ever ; tliat he was sick

and disgusted with it ; and if ever he meditated anything afterwards, it

was operation rather as an independent buccaneer than as (i Ti-ping
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general. The nssevtion—yarn, wilful lie, or Avliatever it shall be called

—did A'cry well, however, in the place it was intended for, viz. Pekin, a

place so far away from the scene of action, that there was no possibility of

contravening it at the time."

Besides the facts—incontrovertible to those acquainted

with the case—in the above refutation of Gordon's " rea-

sons " for his fresh blood-alliance with that cold-blooded

murderer, the Eutai, another strong argument may be

proved against his veracity :

—

1. AVe may be quite sure that the Ti-pings would

never have accepted a second time the services of the

man who had once betrayed them. Erom my own know-

ledge of the. opinions entertained by the Chung-wang, I

am quite assured on this point. 2. Then with respect to

the probable action of Burgevine himself. Having de-

serted the Ti-ping cause before Soo-chow had fallen, and

while its prospects were in vastly more favourable con-

dition than at the period of Gordon's statement, he

would, consequently, never be disposed to join when its

circumstances had become desperate. 3. As for the " 300

of no character," mercenaries would certainly not espouse

a failing movement, which, in fact, had become still

more "unprofitable" than when the Burgevine-Ti-ping

legionaries ran away because, even at that time, they

found no sufficient inducement to remain. These pro-

positions cannot fail to damage the "reasons" given by

Gordon, because they show that all common sense and

reason points to an exactly opposite conclusion. Thus we
fmd that logic reverses Gordon's " reasons," while facts

entirely prove the falseness of his statements. The prin-

cipal argument is the fact that Burgevine did not join the

Ti-ping, and the mythical " 300 " were never more heard

about.

Par. 3. Tliis paragraph of Gordon's letter seems to

contain about the most severe condemnation of his

" reasons" that it would be possible to imagine. lie

states that " he is open to very grave censure for the
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course he was about to pursue," and that, "knowing the

Pekin authorities will support the Putai in what he has

done," he had made up his mind to " run the risk ;" that

is to say, he knew that the Manchoo Government would

approve the treachery and massacre m which the Eutai

had involved him ; yet such was his obliquity of principle

that he actually used as a reason to resume the sanguinary

alliance the very fact which should have made his separa-

tion from the Manchoo still more imperative.

With regard to the ungenerous, if not treacherous,

manner in which Gordon, behind their backs, termed his

comrades " the rabble," it is well noticed in the quotation

from the Hong-Kong Dailij Press, at the end of this

analysis.

Par. 4. This section of the letter exhibits a very

pretty ebullition of overweening self-conceit. If the

writer takes the field again, the rebellion cannot last

"six months;" without that mighty warrior's hostility,

it would last " six years." Well, Bombastes did take the

field, but the " rebellion " still flourishes. It will be seen

that the blower of his own trumpet modestly puffs his

value at only twelve times that of any other officer who
might conduct the operations against the Ti-ping.

Par. 5. Concerning this protestation of disinterested

motives—" I know that I am not actuated by personal

considerations "—I beg to refer my readers to the con-

cluding paragraph of the analysis, when they will find

that this statement is no less questionable than others

by the same author. With regard to Gordon's excessive

care of the "interests of our Government," and his

declaration (in paragraph 2 of the letter), "that the

Putai will not accept another British ofhcer if I leave

the service," the article in the Friend of China, already

quoted, continues from where we left off:
—" And just as

likely to be true was the statement that the Putai would
not accept another British officer if he, Gordon, left the

Chinese service, llow did Gordon learn that fact, or
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that story ? What can there be in British officers that

they should be so repugnant to the Deputy Viceroy ?

What Gordon really meant was :—If I leave, ' the Govern-

ment ' will not find such a faithful tool in any one else

as they have found in me."

Par. 6. In this ])^vi of the precious letter it is

shamelessly declared that " the Eutai has extenuating

circumstances in his favour" for breaking faith and

cruelly butchering the defenceless prisoners at Soo-chow,

wlio solely surrendered upon the terms guaranteed by

Gordon himself.

Par. 7. This postscript makes a fitting conclusion to

the bad principle and illogical reasoning of the letter

we have reviewed. Gordon has the audacity to request

that the " matter"—aff'ecting not only his own character,

for that is immaterial, but the honour of the 13ritish

army and the fair fame of England herself—may be

"let drop," and to opine that " good relations" should

be maintained with the Pekin Government, by no longer

expressing any indignation at the immeasurable disgrace

reflected upon England by the revolting barbarities

perpetrated by her very good Manchoo allies, through

the aid, and in the actual presence, of British officers.

Before concluding the analysis of Gordon's apology

for resuming active operations with the Eutai, it is

necessary to make a few further observations. In the

first place, it is quite impossible to deduce a sufficient

cause from the three "reasons" by which he declares

himself to have been actuated (paragraph No. 2). Even

suppose we admit the allegations tliat Burgevinc medi-

tated a return to the rebels ; that 300 Europeans were

ready to join him ; and that the Eutai would not have

accepted another British officer, to what conclusion do

they lead us ? Simply, that if these suppositions became

realized, the event might prove disastrous to the Man-
choo. Tsow, as Gordon chose to make this his excuse

for comfortably passing over the Soo-chow affiiir, and
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resuming active service, it is perfectly clear that (whether

he intends to convey this meaning or not) he pursued

such conduct in the interest of his Imperialist friends

;

and this reduces the three "reasons" into a plea of duty

to the Manchoo. Moreover, from the independent action

claimed throughout the letter, the writer does not attempt

to justify himself by any pretence of duty to his own
Government. British officers, and, indeed, all their coun-

trymen, may well feel astonished and disgusted at the

extraordinary reasoning of Gordon, who, though merely

the hired mercenary of a local Mandarin (Le Putai),

and being totally without status in the Imperialist ser-

vice,* made his duty to the Manchoo, forsooth, a reason

for condoning the atrocities in which they had already

involved him, and justifying his future participation in

deeds equally abhorrent to every civilized and Christian

sentiment.

We now come to the question as to the worth of this

plea of duty. Either Gordon was the servant of the

Manchoo Government or the British Government. When
the English Commons compelled ministers to revoke the

Order in Council authorizing the employment of British

officers by the Manchoo, and to recall all so employed, in

consequence of the Soo-chow massacre^ Gordon, eventually,

was withdrawn from service with the Eutai. Now this

proves that he was bond fide the servant of the British

Government, and not only destroys his implied plea of

duty to the Government of China, but virtually disclaims

any countenance or indorsement of his act in joining the

Eutai and resuming active operations subsequent to the

Soo-chow tragedy. Thus it is palpable beyond any manner

* Seo "Our Interests in China," by H. 'Lay, C.B., late Inspector-

General of Chinese Customs, pp. 37—41. Tliis expose of British policy in

China fully pi'oves, together with Blue Book information, that Gordon

never held any commission from the Rmperor of Cliina;that neither did he

hold any commission from the local authorities, but, by serving without,

was in reality a " fililjuJitei'."
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of. doubt that the course Gordon pursued was entirely

according to " personal considerations ;" was at his ow^n

responsibility; and was neither in consonance with duty

to his own Government nor that of the Manchoo.

There are but three other motives which might be held

to account for Gordon's conduct. The first would be,

duty to his God—but this never has been attributed to

him, and it would be gross blasphemy to do so; the

second, philanthropy, has been professed both by himself

and friends ; the third, which is pecuniary, has been more

frequently ascribed to him. The philanthropical motive

will be controverted shortly when we come to a case in

which it is attributed to him. With one exception (the

China Mall), the whole European press of China lamented

Gordon's connection with the Eutai at Soo-chow; still

more indignant were the channels of public opinion when
they found that he quietly ignored the treacherous mas-

sacre by remaining at his post ; and then rumours were

not wanting with regard to the mercenary motives

believed by many people to be the real cause of his return

to active service. Major Gordon has not only brought

himself into evil repute, but also the service of which he is so

questionable a specimen. Take, for instance, the following

extract from the Friend of China (issue Eebruary 20,

186d<) :
—" If it be true that Major Gordon has again

coalesced with Le Eutai, he must not blame us if we
judge of his motives according to the old maxim, ' actions

speak louder than words.' It would seem that his late

rejection of rewards from the hand of Kung was simply

because of its having been too little for his acceptance,

not too vile. Ilis retirement to Quin-san was a safe

dodge to quiet public opinion in regard to the Soo-chow

massacre . . . We hope that he has stipulated for tens

of lacs of rupees. Why should a soldier of fortune not

make a fortune ? When the major returns to Scotland,

will any of his * canny ' countrymen ask impertinent

questions as to the source of the ' silier ' ? To be sure,
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military men who wear Queen Victoria's uniform may
hem and haw, cough and look doubtful ; but we assure

the major that if one British officer can sell his sword,

the others have no right to complain about the price

. . . Dollars cover every defect, and a wealthy soldier

can afford to buy the respect which he cannot exact.

Let the trade of murder flourish, as it always has done,

and may Major Gordon fully enjoy all the w^ealth that

the Manchoos can give, and that mental satisfaction

which faithful servitude never fails to bring to those of

integrity ! Is not faithfulness bought and sold in * Vanity

Pair,' and should that not be looked for in the conduct

of a— British soldier ?
"

If this article were to be literally intended, it would

probably indicate the principles of Gordon. It appears

very unfair to judge him by the code of honour, civilized

morality, and Christian doctrine, when he does not seem

either to appreciate such restraints or conform to them

;

therefore it is possible that the press has been too severe

when condemning acts that, in this case, may, perhaps, be

rather virtuous than otherwise.

We now bring the analysis of Gordon's " reasons" to a

close by the following extract from the Hong-hong Daily

Tress (October, ISOi), which refers to paragraphs 2, 3,

and 5 of the letter, and finishes by making a direct

accusation of mercenary motives for his coalescence with

the Putai :

—

" We believe it is \ve]l known that had Gordon left, Macartney would

have succeeded. Certain it is that Macartney was an applicant for the

post when Gordon was nominated, and as he had subsequently comi)letely

won the Futai's confidence, there can be little doubt about the matter.

" It will be seen, therefore, that Gordon's pretexts ai'c shallow subter-

fuges, which will not stand the test of truth for one moment. He admits

lie is open to grave censure, but he says, 'knowing as I do that the Pekiu

authorities will support the Futai in what he has done, I have made up

my mind to run the risk.' That is a nice process of reasoning, certainly !

"He then turns round on his comrades—calls them a dangerous rabble,

' which he will make it his duty to see dissolved as quietly as possible, and
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that while in couv.sc of dissolution it should serve to benefit tlie Imperial

Government.'

" Apart from Gordon's unprincipled conduct with respect to the

jx'rlidy of the Futai, and to the murder of the Wangs—conduct wliicli

must heap disgrace on his nan\e, and for ever pi-event him. from looking

an honest man in the face again—we doubt whether, in the whole page of

history, a parallel is to be found of a victoiious fortunate connnander

turning on his comrades in the disgraceful, and we will add treacherous,

manner in which Gordon turns on the Quin-san force in the letter befoi-e

us. Let the reader remember the number of times Gordon hnd led the

Quin-san force to victory—how splendidly they behaved in the campaign

which Gordon was about to lead them throiigh when he thus treacherously

denounced them 1 Whatever they were, they had made him what he was
;

and bad as they might have been, we doubt whether any one of them ever

departed more directly from the code of honour hiid down by himself than

Gordon did in rejoining the Futai, or even wdiether any one of them so far

betrayed his comrades as Gordon does in the letter before us.

"A letter from Sir F. Bruce to Earl Russell, dated Pekin, 21st

March, encloses a letter from Mr. Hart, the Inspector of Customs, to Sir

Frederic, communicating the important fact that, at the intei-view which

Colonel Gordon had had with the Futai at Soo-cbow, about the beginning

of February, he, Mr. Hart, acted as interpreter between the two. The
ostensible reason for Mr. Hart thus acting was to enable the Futai to

exculpate himself, which, according to Mr. Hart, he most comjiletely

did. Why did not Gordon mention this im})ortant circumstance in his

letter to Sir Frederic advising His Excellency that he had agaiia taken

the field 1
'' How came it that Mr. Acting-Consul Markham in his letter

to Sir Frederic announcing the reconciliation, was silent on the point?

How came it that General Brown was either ignorant of, or suppressed the

fact ? How did the fact come to be kept so secret from tlic jiublic 1 Not

a whisper nor a hint of Mr. Hart's presence is to be detected in the

despatches of these officers, let alone the complete vindication of the Futai

which that gentleman avers was effected at the interview ?

" The answer is plain. Mr. Hart is a man of good repute, of high

standing, and is a true and faithful servant. The Mandarins have gi-eat

faith in him, and his word goes a long way. If they sent him to

Gordon with an offer of 50,000 taels, the colonel might be assured not

only that the money would be placed to his credit in any bank in London,

he might name, but that the transaction would be kept an inviolable secret.

" There, reader, you have the clue to Gordon's sacrifice c>f principle,

and Mr. Hart's visit to Soo-chow."

It will be seen that Gordim's htter is dated from Soo-chow,
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Before narrating the events subsequent to Gordon's

return to active operations, and bringing the history of

the Ti-ping revolution down to a close, it is necessary to

review a despatch written by Sir P. Bruce, the British

Minister in China. The document constitutes the only

authority, or rather the only official approval, Gordon

ever received for rejoining the Eutai. It is necessary to

notice the same, because, as it was an entirely conditional

approval, and the conditions were never observed, it na-

turally became null and void. It is, therefore, our duty

to prove these facts, and thereby elucidate what might

otherwise be held to remove the responsibility from

Gordon, and, in fact, justify his conduct. The following

despatch is the one in question, and it will be seen that

it is the reply to Gordon's letter :

—

" Pekin, March 12, 1864.

" Sir,—I have received your letter of the 6th of February, stating the

reasons that have led to your continuing operations in concert with tlie

Governor of Kiang-soo. I informed the Chinese Government that I did

not feel called upon to interfere with the course you have taken, hut that

my acquiescence was founded on the passage in their despatch to me, which

states, that in any future opei-ations in which a foreign officer is concerned

the rules of warfare as practised among foreign nations are to be observed,

and that I should enclose you the extract of that despatch for your

guidance, and as containing the arrangements agreed upon for tlie

future. [1.]

" I have received the strongest assurance that it will be strictly adhered

to, and that the Governor Le is to be instructed to that effect. I need

not impress ujion you how essential it is that there should be no repetition

of the occuri'ence at Soo-chow.

" I fully appreciate the motives that led you, after the correspondence

that has taken place, to resume operations at once, and to expose yourself

thereby to hostile criticism. You might have limited yourself to a state-

ment of the reasons which rendered the st(!p expedient, and have thrown

upon others the onus of decision before committing yourself to any

action.

" But you appear to have felt, as commander of a Chinese force, and

as the only person thoroughly acquainted with its c<)mi)osition and with

the dangers to which this force, if indiscreetly handled, might give rise,

3 B
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that the decision must be based on yoiir representations, and you therefore

assumed its responsibility.

" This honourable and manly conduct on your part entitles you to a

frank expression of my opinion on the subject.

" I think it due to you to state that my concurrence in the step you

have taken is founded in no small measure on my knowledge of the high

motives that have guided you while in command of the Chinese force, of

the disinterested conduct you have observed in pecuniary questions, and of

the influence infavour of humanity you exercised in rescuing Burgevine and

his misguided associatesfrom Soo-chow. [2.]

" I am aware of the perseverance with which, in the face of serious

obstacles and much discouragement, you have steadily pursued the pacifica-

tion of the province of Kiang-soo. In relieving it from being the battle-

field of the insurrection, and in restoring to its suffering inhabitants the

enjoyment of theii* homes and the uninterrapted exercise of their industry,

you may console yourself with the assurance that you are rendering a

service to true humanity as well as to great material interest. [3.]

" It would be a serious calamity and addition to our embarrassments in

China were you compelled to leave your work incomplete, and were a

sudden dissolution or dispersion of the Chinese force to lead to the

recurrence of that state of danger and anxiety from which, duiing the

last two years, Shanghae has suffered.

" Her Majesty's Government cannot be expected to garrison Shanghae

indefinitely, and tranquillity cannot be relied on until a civil administra-

tion suited to Chinese ideas and habits is firmly established in the province,

and until the disorderly and brigand elements which form the force of the

Taeping insuiTCction are either put down or so thoroughly repelled from its

frontiers as to leave that unfortunate province in peace.

"To the force under your command we must look for that result, and

to its efficiency and discipline your presence is indispensable. In a body

so composed a state of inactivity is full of danger, and I approve your not

awaiting the result of the inquiry into the Futai's proceedings at Soo-chow,

provided you take care that your efforts in favour of humanity are not

infuture defeated by the Chinese authorities.* [4.]

" I am, Sii', youi- obedient Servant,

" Fkederic W. a. Bruce.

''Major Gordon, RE., &c."

[1.] Now, here we have the condition upon which Sir

P. Bruce am'eed to Gordon's action. Let us see how the

condition has been observed. If my readers will take the

* Italics by the Author.
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trouble to turn back to the preceding chapter, they will

find that the capture of Hwa-soo and Wu-see (as corro-

borated by the letter dated "April 28, 1864," from one

of Gordon's own officers) was followed with a complete

violation of Sir P. Bruce's conditional "acquiescence"

by the wholesale massacre of the unfortunate Ti-pings.

Furthermore, the following chapter will prove that at

every city captured by Gordon and the Imperialists " the

rules of warfare as practised among foreign nations " were

not observed, nor even pretended to be fulfilled according

to the terms of the condition upon which Gordon's action

was approved : the principal cases referred to will be

found to be the capture of Kar-sing-foo, Hwa-soo, Chang-

chow-foo, and Nankin.

[2.] The preceding quotation from the lEong-kong

Daily JPress, and the description of Burgevine's hegira in

Chapter XXII., sadly differ from Sir F. Bruce's " pecu-

niary " and " influence in favour of humanity " theories

formed at Pekin upon evidence supplied by Gordon

himself. Burgevine had actually left Soo-chow before

Gordon interfered.

[3.] Headers of this history will at once perceive the

falseness of these statements, Major Gordon having, in

fact, not only prevented the " pacification of the province

of Kiang-soo " by the Ti-pings, but made it "the battle-

field of insurrection" by his "steadily pursued" invasions

of the otherwise peaceful and settled Ti-ping territories.

As for the hypocritical cant about "a service to true

humanity," &c., I need only refer to the narrative of the

journey to Soo-chow by the sub-editor of the Friend of

China ; the travels of the silk-merchant through the

pacified country ; the letters from two of Gordon's own
officers, &c.

[4 and 1.] Combining the first and last paragraphs

selected from the precious letter for review, we will

briefly notice the facts proving in what manner Gordon

fulfilled the proviso of Sir P. Bruce—" I approve your

3 b2
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not awaiting the result of the inquiry into the Futai's

proceeding's at Soo-chow, provided you take care that

your efforts in favour ofhumamtu are not in future defeated

by the Chinese authorities." In Chapter XXIII., the

letter from one of Gordon's officers contains the following

statement relative to the capture of the village of Hwa-
soo, subsequent to the reconciliation between the official

Manchoo murderer and the British bravo, and also subse-

quent to the establishment of the conditions by Sir E.

Bruce's despatch :
—" The slaughter among the rebels after

the capture of Hwa-soo was terrible. Upwards of 9,000

were taken 'prisoners^ and of these it was estimated 6,000

were killed or drowned, principally by the Imperialists."

Now, Gordon himself commanded on this occasion, but

he did not "take care" that "the rules of warfare as

practised among foreign nations should be observed."

This distinct violation of the British Minister's conditional

sanction is alone sufficient to illustrate the fact that his

'protege's conduct was contrary to his wish or intention,

and, also, to withdraw his stipulated justification. More-

over, we shall find that, at every succeeding capture of a

Ti-ping city tlie same barbarities were perpetrated, and

the same indifference to his superior's instructions exhi-

bited by Gordon, who stuck to his dear Imperialist friends

with extraordinary devotion and tenacity, considering

their sanguinary deeds and treacherous nature.

The Shanghae Recorder (a paj)er supporting the policy

of the British Government in China, and their very good

Manchoo allies), in its issue of March 31, 180 i, thus

narrates the capture of Kar-sing-foo by the Imperialist

General Ching and Major Baily, one of Gordon's subor-

dinates :
—" As we expected, the usual horrible and

revolting cruelty was exercised, after the surrender of Kar-

sing-foo, by Ching's troops. On entering the city they

encountered no resistance, when the unfortunates {all

non-combatants) found remaining were laden with loot,

obliged to carry it out to the Imperial lines, and forthwith
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"beheaded, as payment in full ! Truly it is the cold-

blooded butcheries which disgrace the Imperialist cause,

and deaden every feeling except unmitigated disgust at

their mode of warfare." The city had been evacuated

by the troops.

The China 3Iail (describing the capture of the city of

Chang-chow-foo) by Gordon's Anglo-Manchoo force and

an army of his Imperial friends, in its issue of May 30,

1864, states :
—" The two breaches were carried in a rush,

and quarter was given to only afew hundred m<?7i who had

offered to surrender some weeks before." The families of

the garrison and the other inhabitants of this large city

numbered many thousand ; but all, excepting the " few

hundred men," were cruelly butchered in cold blood during

several days.

The Times, in its issue of September 28, 1864, in a

leading article upon the fall of Nankin, states:
—"What

the cost of human life has been on this occasion we cannot

yet calculate. It is plain that no mercy was extended,

and althousrh the treacherous deeds at Soo-chow must

have acted as a warning to the European ofi&cers, the

account of the European eyewitnesses makes it evident

that the carnage was very great." According to my own

private advices, the Friend of China and other journals,

the Ti-ping capital was evacuated ; therefore, the unfor-

tunates butchered by the Imperialists were, probably, the

sick, wounded, and poor inhabitants who were unable to

fly, or had not sufficient inducement to do so.

With re2:ard to Gordon's " influence in favour of

humanity," can any man of ordinary mind understand

these results as philanthropical : viz., the slaughter of

thousands in the field; the cold-blooded massacre of

thousands of helpless prisoners; and the death of even

hundreds of thousands by starvation ; the destruction of

Christianity and free circulation of the Bible, as prac-

tised among the Ti-pings; and the re-establishment of

Buddhism? Those who ascribe philanthropical motives to
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Gordon must entertain curious ideas as to the love of

mankind, when they illustrate it by ravaging Ti-pingdom

with fire and sword !

Having now terminated the narrative of Gordon's

reconciliation with the Eutai, the next chapter will

describe the subsequent events.
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CHAPTER XXV.

Operations Eesumed.—Attack on Kin-tang—The Battle of the Brickbats.

—Ti-ping Success.—Active Operations.—Manceuvi'ing.—Hang-chow

Invested.—Fall of Kar-sing-foo.— Gordon's Proceedings.— Chang-

chow-foo.—Narrative of the Siege.—Fall of Chang-chow.— The Foo-

wang.—Manchoo Cruelty.—Debate on the Chinese War.—Lord

Palmerston's Policy.—Its Errors.—Mr. Cobden's Policy.—Mr. Layard.

—His Inaccuracy.—Extracts from the Debate.—Result of Lord

Palmerston's Policy.— Fall of Nankin.—"Imperialist" Account.

—

The Chung-Wang's Capture.— Other Reports.— Digest of Events.

—

The Chung-wang.—His Position in Nankin.—Events in the City.

—

Newspaper Reports.—Doubts as to the Chung-wang's Fate.—The

Retreat from Nankin.—Newspaper Extracts.—-The Shi-wang's Pro-

clamations.—Lee Shai-Yia's Address.

LATE in the month of Eehruaiy, 1864, the Eutai's

Generali Gordon, resumed operations against the

Ti-pings. Upon this occasion it appears that he acted

entirely on his own responsibility, neither under the

orders of his hitherto controller, General Brown (com-

manding H.B. Majesty's forces at Shanghae), nor the

Eutai. Consequently, the campaign to be noticed partook

more strongly of filibustering than any of the preceding

raids already described.

The first movement the Ansrlo-Manchoo force made

was directed against the walled city of Yih-sing, on the

western shore of the Ta-hoo Lake, and about forty miles

south-west of Wu-see. After a short engagement, the

usual result of such operations occurred. The garrison,

unable to resist the overwhelming artillery employed by

Gordon, an arm newly replenished from the British

arsenal at Shanghae before taking the field, was driven
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from the city with much loss ; those who managed to

escape retreating to Li-yang, the nearest walled town.

Sooif, however, they were followed up to this place, but the

commandant having received orders to retire to another

city, it was evacuated upon the appearance of the dis-

ciplined troops and their irresistible guns.

The appearance of the country lately wrested from

the Ti-pings is given as follows by one of Gordon's own
officers (who was present during all operations) in his

notes, " How the Taepings were driven out of the provinces

of Kiangnan and Chekiang." Describing the march

to Yih-sing, he states :

—

" Some comuiLssariat boats also went astray, causing tlie infantiy a

few days' hunger, as scarcely any food could be obtained, the country being

all deserted and devastated. Seemingly it had not been cultivated easily

after the Taepings lost lyossession. Hundreds of dead bodies were strewn

along the roads, people who died from starvation ; and even the few who
were yet alive, watched one of their comi-ades dying, so as to obtain some

food off his dead body." *

Sleep calmly and sweetly, ye China-rebel-subduing

English politicians, and speak authoritatively as to the

benefit of your intervention in the Chinese civil war, after

reading this testimony from the hand of one of your mer-

cenary tools ! Is there a man so ill-" liberal" as to consider

Lord Palmerston and colleagues are responsible for the

results of their policy of interference towards the outlandish

Chinamen ? What do the starving Chinamen above men-
tioned say ?

Their easy successes seem to have made the victo-

rious enemy too confident in their own prowess, and less

cautious than heretofore. Leaving a garrison at Li-yang,

and also a considerable portion of his artillery, Gordon
next advanced upon Kin-tang, a small city to the north-

west. Elated by his former triumphs, and believing that

his appearance alone would cause the submission of all

* See Friend of China, July 11, 1865.
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Ti-ping cities in the district, and place their long-haired

people under the barber's razor, Gordon expected no

resistance at Kin-tang, and was induced to think that the

place would open its gates to receive him as a sort of

" conquering hero " whenever he might choose to enter.

It will be seen that he became the victim of misplaced

confidence.

Although, since my departure from China, and since

the Ti-pings have been driven far inland, all informa-

tion has been received from Chinese sources—false, exag-

gerated, and figurative—it seems pretty certain that the

Chung-wang, after parting with me at AVu-see, placed the

Slii and Poo Wangs in charge of the military position,

while he proceeded to Nankin in order to confer with his

king, the Tien-wang. Chahg-chow-foo became the head-

quarters of the Poo-wang, and it so happened that Kin-

tang was similarly occupied by the Shi-wang (a general

second only to the Commander-in-Chief in talent and

capability), when Gordon arrived before its walls. Both

cities were situated on the southern road from Nankin,

and their retention was absolutely necessary to maintain

either the communications of the capital, or insure the

retreat of the garrison, should they be obliged to abandon

their charge. In consequence of this the Chung-wang
divided about 10,000 of the best Ti-ping troops between

his two lieutenants for the express purpose of holding

Kin-tang and Chang-chow, while another force was organ-

ized to co-operate in the field.

The two Wangs had concentrated all their strength at

Chang-chow when intelligence of Gordon's advance upon

Kin-tang reached them. The Shi-wang, with a division

of several thousand men, by forced marches, managed

to throw himself into the city just before the enemy

appeared.

When the Anglo-Manchoo contingent arrived under

the walls on the 20th of March, they summoned the place

to surrender, but no reply was made, for the battlements
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were silent and deserted, neither soldier nor spear, nor

sign of living occupation being visible. The gates v^^ere

all fast closed, and although Gordon had been looking

forward to enter peaceably, and when he had arrived

could see neither trace of man nor prospect of opposition,

something there must have been ominous and suspicious

in the stillness reigning over the city, for he preferred

battering the walls down to knocking at the gates and

demanding admission. The heavy guns were moved up

to within a few hundred yards ; the boats, containing

supplies, followed them by the creeks ; and batteries

were soon thrown up, still amidst the same profound and

mysterious silence upon the part of the garrison. During

the bombardment all the noise was on one side ; nor flag,

nor face, nor living thing could be observed about the

encompassed battlements. After several hours' constant

firing, a large and practicable breach was effected, and

the 1st regiment of Anglo-Chinese ordered to storm the

silent ramparts. The enemy came forward with a loud

cheer, bearing with them bamboo bridges to throw across

the moat, while the stormers were closely supported by
portions of the 2nd and 5th regiments, who were allowed

to enter the city ditch in their boats and cross unopposed.

The short space between the moat and the foot of the

breach was soon passed, and the storming column began

to ascend. At this moment the hitherto invisible gar-

rison appeared and broke their previous silence in a

manner fatal to the assailants. Manning every available

position, they threw such incessant showers of brickbats

that the Imperialists, despite the gallant behaviour of

their foreign officers, were unable to advance. The Ti-

pings then rushed into the breach, and charging with

their spears, drove them back in confusion. Three times

the enemv turned to renew the struo:i?le, but on each

occasion were hurled back with loss, being quite unable to

cope with the Ti-ping soldiers in a hand-to-hand combat.

The breach was now played upon by the artillery, and the
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defenders driven back with great loss of life from the

canister, grape, and shell. Gordon then ordered his

Adjutant-General, Kirkham, to bring up fresh com-

panies of the 2nd and 5th regiments, and himself to lead

them forward to a second assault. Scarcely, however, had

he given the order, when a jingall ball reached him at his

almost secure distance and wounded him in the leg.

Colonel Kirkham, with great bravery, led his men into

the deadly breach, but when half-way up, fell severely

wounded. Still, Avith courage worthy of a better cause,

his men followed their officers only to be again charged

by the valiant garrison and completely routed after a

desperate conflict at close quarters. Again the mur-

derous artillery swept away the defenders of the breach,

and Major Brown, Gordon's aide-de-camp ^ leading forward

fresh columns, made a last desperate attempt to storm

the yawning chasm. Again the disciplined Chinese and

their foreign officers rushed upon the blood-stained ruins

;

but with dauntless and undiminished courage the Ti-

pings again met them—spear to bayonet and firelock,

and man to man. After a terrible struggle the assailants

were finally driven off", and retreated upon Li-yang, with

Major Brown and all their commanding officers hors-de-

comhat. This action has been called " the Battle of the

Brickbats," such missiles being the principal means of

defence used by the garrison.

The attack upon Kin-tang was the most severely con-

tested action that the Anglo-Manchoo troops had ever

fought. Their defeat is to be attributed to the fact that

they were not assisted by an overwhelming park of artil-

lery, which usually did all the fighting. If the Impe-

rialists had not been supplied with British guns, men,

and munitions of war, ad lihittim, the Ti-pings would

have been quite able to manage the disciplined legions.

Gordon, in this assault, lost fourteen European officers

and nearly one-seventh of the men engaged. The

destruction amongst the defenders of Kin-tang must
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have been equally severe, not less than 600 having

fallen.

At this period the Ti-pings seem to have made a

desperate effort to defeat the overwhelming numbers of

the enemy encircling them on every quarter. At Nankin,

Chang-chow-foo, and Kin-tang they managed to defeat

the Imperialist forces almost on the same day at each

place. The garrison of the capital having sallied forth

in strength, defeated a portion of the great beleaguering

army under Tseng-kwo-fan (Imperialist Commissioner

and Governor-General of the two Kiang provinces) with

much slaughter. Upon reaching Li-yang, after narrowly

escaping being surrounded by the troops pursuing from

Kin-tang, Gordon received intelligence the same evening

that the garrison of Chang-chow had sallied out, com-

pletely routing the large investing force commanded by

the Putai's brother, and following up the success by

moving between Soo-chow and Shanghae, thereby threat-

ening not only to recapture all the country lately wrested

from Ti-ping rule, but isolate his division and more
than counteract its operations by a powerful diversion

upon Shanghae or Soo-chow.

Leaving a strong detachment to garrison Li-yang,

Gordon at once proceeded with the remainder of his

force, and all the artillery, to operate against the Ti-pings

from Chang-chow. On the 29th of March he came upon

them at Hwa-soo, in the neighbourhood of the city of

Chang-zu, about 35 miles north-east of Soo-chow. On
the morning of the 30th, finding that the Ti-pings did

not number more than 3,000, he ordered about 1,500

infantry to attack them, while he followed in the boats

witli the artillery, to give assistance if required. Again,

as at Kin-tang, the Royal Engineer was completely out-

generalled. The Eoo and Shi Wangs were both consum-

mate strategists, and at irregular warfare, when artillery

was not employed against them, would easily have foiled

Major Gordon.
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The Ti-pings continually gave way as the disciplined

troops advanced ; hut they were manoeuvred so as to draw

their pursuers into a position from which for a time they

were themselves invisible, while a masked breastwork,

ingeniously stretched across the end of the slight hol-

low, helped to conceal them. Barely had the retreating

forces disappeared behind their slight intrenchment and

the inequalities of the ground, when they were doubled

back upon each flank so as to almost completely envelop

the enemy. The Ti-pings were allowed to execute their

manoeuvre thus easily through the incautious advance of

their antagonists, for the latter halted in the very hollow

to which they had been enticed, directly they lost sight

of those whom they were pursuing. When next the Im-

perialists saw their opponents, it was in the form of a

serried line, surrounding them upon every side except a

small space in their rear, and charging them on front and

both flanks. After a feeble resistance, during which they

lost seven English officers and more than 200 men, the

ranks of Gordon's force were broken, and the whole mer-

cenary contingent fled from the field with precipitation.

According to the published accounts of this engage-

ment, the Ti-pings were commanded by the Poo-wang,

"numbered about 3,000," and were "badly armed." It

will thus be seen that, without artillery being brought to

bear against them, they were quite able to cope hand to

hand with the disciplined troops, officered by foreigners

and well armed with musket and bayonet as the latter

were, although poorly equipped with a small supply of

jingalls, a few bad European firearms, and a majority of

bamboo spears.

During the spring of the year 1864, the Ti-pings strug-

gled with depcrate bravery against the odds opposed to

them ; and for some time it seemed very doubtful whether

they would succeed or not. While Gordon and the Im-

perialist troops were being defeated in the northern dis-

tricts of the Ti-ping territory, the Eranco-Manchoo con-
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tingcnt and co-operating forces were meeting a similar

fate in the south. Late in Pebruary the Imperialists

besieging Hang-chow, the provincial capital of Che-kiang,

were totally defeated by a sortie of the whole garrison.

About the same time another large army was routed by
a Ti-ping force in the neighbourhood of Eo-yang, a city

not far from Hang-chow. Having recovered from their

former repulse and obtained fresh supplies of British

mercenaries and munitions of war, the Mandarins again

proceeded to invest the provincial capital. On the 2nd
of March the Eranco-Chinese, commanded by Generals

D'Aiguebelle and Schodelana, attacked the above city,

and after several hours' hard fighting, succeeded in cap-

turing three forts on the south side ; only, however, to be

driven out by a desperate charge the Ti-piugs made
during the afternoon, with a loss of fourteen Europeans

and more than a hundred men. On the 29th of the same
month, the besiegers recommenced active operations.

Supported by a strong body of Imperialists, the Eranco-

Chinese attacked and carried the outworks of the city a

second time, the garrisons retiring within the walls after

some hard fighting. The next day fire was opened upon
the city from numerous siege artillery, and a practicable

breach was soone fi'ected. Again the Eranco-Chinese, or

more correctly speaking, Manchoos, led the assault, but

met with such gallant resistance that they were driven

back to their supports in confusion. Twice they bravely

rallied, and twice they endeavoured to storm the breach,

rendered impregnable by the brave hearts and ready

hands defending it, and each time they were repulsed

with great slaughter. At the close of the day the assault

was given up, after a heavy loss of life, and a vast ex-

penditure of British shot and shell without other result.

Although Hang-chow could not be wrested from the

Ti-pings by force of arms, a few days later it fell from
external influences, having been rendered untenable

through the capture of Kar-sing-foo by the enemy,
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whereby its supplies and lines of communication were

cut off.

About the same time that Gordon commenced his raid

upon Yih-sing, Li-yang, and Kin-tang, Manchoo General

Ching proceeded with a large army and an auxiliary force

composed of detachments from the English contingent, to

beleaguer the city of Kar-sing-foo, situated about mid-

way between Soo-chow and Hang-chow, on the Grand

Canal. Ching was the bravest native general engaged

against the Ti-pings ; he was a renegade from their cause,

and we all know that such people make the most bitter

enemies. He had already been defeated before the city,

shortly after I had left it on my last return to Shanghae.

Gordon's subordinate, Colonel Bailey, had charge of the

large siege train accompanying the army, and in a few

hours after establishing his batteries, managed to effec-

tively breach the walls of the doomed city. On rushed

Ching's men and their allies, but their efforts were use-

less, for every assault failed ; and Ching himself received

a wound which, more than a month later, proved mortal.

Some few days subsequent to this repulse, large reinforce-

ments were received by the enemy, fresh breaches were

made, and the small but devoted garrison was compelled

to evacuate the place at night, having lost their gal-

lant commander, Yoong-wang, and nearly two-thirds of

their number. When the Imperialists at last entered,

they put to the sword all the unfortunate non-combatants

who had not fled the city,* sparing neither man, woman,

nor child, during their cruel butchery of the unoffending

inliabitants. Does Colouel Gordon, R.E., call this "ob-

serving the rules of warfare as practised among foreign

nations," according to the proviso of Sir P. Bruce ? Does

Sir E. Bruce, after the massacres at Wu-sce, Kar-sing,

&c., still term Gordon's conduct " a service in favour of

humanity " ?

* See the account from Shanghae liecorder, at the end of the preceding

chapter.
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After the loss of Kar-sing, Hang-chow was also

evacuated, and the two garrisons retreated to the large

city of Hoo-chow-foo. The fortune of war now set

strongly against the Christian patriots. With a few

memorable exceptions, they were everywhere defeated,

through the British influence so cruelly brought to bear

against them, for which they were always unprepared,

and equally unable to resist.

Having retired to Quin-san (the head-quarters of the

Anglo-Manchoo contingent), after his defeat at Hwa-soo,

Gordon was shortly joined by an Imperialist army of

15,000 men. A body of troops, commanded by ofiicers of

H.B. Majesty's 67th regiment, was also moved from

Shanghae to support them. The Imperialists and the

whole disciplined force, together with the latter's large

park of artillery, now took the field again and moved
upon the Eoo-wang's position. The Ti-pings were still

lightly intrenched at the village of Hwa-soo ; they had

been strongly reinforced by the Shi-wang, but were con-

siderably hampered by a large number of country people

who had fled from the enemy.

On the lltli of April the Imperialists commenced
their attack, but, warned by former defeats, they entirely

depended upon their artillery, to which the Ti-pings had

not a single gun to reply with. The over-matched de-

fenders were at last shelled out of their open breastworks

with great slaughter, and being outflanked by the disci-

plined and undisciplined enemy, were much cut up during

their retreat, while a great number were made prisoners

and savagely put to death, as described in Chapter XXIII.
by the letter of an ofiicer present, under the eyes of

General Gordon. The loss of the Ti-pings on this oc-

casion was very heavy. Although the Shi and Foo
Wangs succeeded in cutting their way through the enemy
with their best troops, at least 8,000 unfortunates, prin-

cipally country people, were killed.

Following up his success, Gordon pursued the retreat-
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ing force to Chang-cliow-foo. Meanwhile troops were being-

concentrated upon the same point from every quarter,

so that within a few days the city was surrounded by an

immense Imperialist army, which was estimated to exceed

100,000 men. The Shi-wang having proceeded to Kin-

tang, the garrison commanded by the Poo-wang cannot

have consisted of more than 7,000 to 8,000 effective

soldiers, but at least 10,000 civilians, including all persons

of any standing in the Chang-chow district, and who were

Ti-ping subjects, or held civil office under the Tien-

wang's Government, had sought refuge within the city

walls, carrying Avith them their movable property and

their families, whereby the number of non-combatants

was more than doubled.

Three times already had the Imperialists been com-

pletely routed before the city, and the siege raised by

the gallant resistance of the garrison, although on two

occasions the enemy were assisted by detachments of

foreign artillery and disciplined troops. After much hard

fighting the defenders were driven from all their out-

works and strictly confined to the city walls, when the

besiegers at once proceeded to effect several breaches.

The following account of the subsequent efforts of Gordon

and the Eutai to storm the place is partly transcribed

from the narrative of an officer engaged, and which was

published in the Shanghae Recorder of May 2, 1861*.

The Ti-pings having been driven from all their

stockades and intrenchments to the west of the city, and

these being occupied by a strong force of Imperial troops,

Gordon moved round opposite the south-east angle, and

commenced forming his siege batteries, while the Im-

j)erialists placed their guns on his left, facing the south of

the city. A combined attack was arranged for the 27th

of April, but as the Imperialist batteries were ready on

the 21th, and the troops who had so often been defeated

were eager to storm, and averse to relinquish their hope

of taking the city, the Putai gave orders to open fire, and

3
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by three o'clock in the afternoon a capital breach was

effected. The advance was sounded and the stormers

pushed on steadily to the city ditch, but were there

thrown into confusion by some defect in the bridges. At
last, however, they scrambled across, and advancing

through the stakes got to the foot of tlic breach, where

they maintained themselves for a considerable time ; but

the defenders, notwithstanding a most destructive cover-

ing fire from the Imperialist guns and from a battery of

Gordon's enfilading the terre plein^ manned the breach

and wall with great courage, regardless of life, and com-

pelled the assailants to fall back with heavy loss. This

ended the first day's assault.

Gordon's guns having been put in position during the

night, and a pontoon bridge laid down over the city ditch

(the garrison was too weak to prevent the same by a sortie,

and had not a single cannon to oppose its construction),

at daybreak he opened fire, while the Imperialists' bat-

teries did the same to knock away tlie barricades thrown

up in their breach. Bang, bang, went the heavy guns,

as quickly followed by the boom of bursting shell tearing

up ponderous masses of the wall, and burying beneath

them many of the defenders, while the smaller guns laid

along the parapet right and left operated with deadly effect

wherever the garrison appeared, or opened fire with their

jiugalls or musketry. By half-past twelve o'clock the new
breach was rendered practicable, and the signal was given

to the Imperialists to storm at the old one. On rushed

the 4th Ilegiment of Anglo-Manchoo mercenaries, bravely

led by Colonel Howard, and forward came the Ti-pings to

the breach, determined and daring, to be mowed down in

heaps by the terrible covering fire of the artillery ; but no

sooner down than their place was filled by their followers

rushing with unabated courage to the defence. In the

words of the officer whose narrative we are making con-

tribute to this history :—The edge of the city ditch was

gained, and over went the 4th Ilegiment' s colours, accom-
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panied by Colonel Howard, Captain Cane (E/.A.), and

Lieutenant Stackpole, and up the breach tlirough a shower

of missiles and fire-balls. Then came that deadly pause,

the colours waving on the breach, defended by a iew brave

men. The defenders and assailants hesitated. They stood

•at bay for a moment. The " celestial " nature shrank from

the dread conflict hand to hand. The ofl&cers attempted to

break the spell : they pushed their men, they pulled them,

they beat thcDi with their swords, but in vain. The Ti-

pings, fighting for life, sooner recovered their presence of

mind, and every man discharged his missile on the heads

of the assailants. The colours and their defenders were

pushed off the wall down the breach, and had to retire

over the bridge on their column. A murderous fire was

poured from every loop-hole, men were falling fast, yet

the attacking force stood its ground, but hesitated to

advance to where it would have been comparatively safe,

being too low for the aim of the besieged. The retire was

now sounded, and the stormers fell back to cover.

The Ti-pings suffered terribly from the superior arms

of their assailants, and now that they had succeeded in

repulsing them a second time, they were swept from the

shattered walls by the artillery, which still continued to

fire on them. At half-past two o'clock in the afternoon

the enemy were ready at both points of attack for a

simultaneous movement. Up went their signal rockets,

a yell burst from the ranks of Gordon's force, which

was taken up and carried along the Imperialist lines, and

on came both storming parties at a rapid pace. The 3rd

Regiment of the English contingent now made the assault,

and their colours were borne up the breach by Captain

Winstanley (II.M.'s 67th Regiment), and other officers

rallying around them and fighting hand to hand with

the defenders. The Imperialists crossed their bridges,

crowded at the foot of the other breach, and waved their

flags about, but hesitated to mount it. With their

bamboo spears, and undiminished courage, the brave gar-

3c2
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rison rushed to meet their well-armed enemy, while all

who possessed firearms plied them diligently from the

walls, and others kept up an incessant volley of brick-

bats from the heaps piled ready for use around the ram-

part, and which formed a principal means of defence.

Still Gordon's trooj)s maintained their position on the

walls, and, if possible, began to increase the extent of

their lodgment, whilst the Ti-pings were falling fast from

the musketry of the enemy, which they had but small

means to answer. At this critical moment the Foo-wang

headed a last desperate charge in person. Leading for-

ward all his unwounded men, this gallant chief inspired

them with fresh ardour, while the efforts of the assailants

began to flag. As one present stated : The contest every

moment became more close, and was prolonged for at

least twenty minutes. At length the stormers were driven

from the ground they had gained, and hurled to the bottom

of the breach. Several times they struggled to mount
again, but every attempt was futile. The rear ranks of the

enemy being under the fire from the wall, lost heavily in

killed and wounded, Avhile the front ranks, so desperately

opposed, could not advance. The order to retire was now
given, and the assaulting forces were withdrawn to cover,

while their artillery again swept the breach with canister,

shell, and grape, inflicting fearful havoc among the daunt-

less garrison of CJiang-chow. During all this time the

Imperialists had hurried on column after column to

assaiQt by their own breach, but none were able to effect

a lodgment within the well-defended walls of the city.

Every attack was repulsed with great slaughter upon both

sides, and at last the bravest of the late General Ching's

—

he had died from the effects of a wound in the head re-

ceived at Kar-sing—Mandarins advanced with his men,

but though he passed the sticking point and got his

colours partly into the breach, yet he too was brought

to a stand and obliged to retire. The assault was now
abandoned, and tlic besici^ers carried off their killed and
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wounded, including 27 European officers, 400 of the

English contingent, and about 1,500 Imperialists.

Although the Ti-pings were victorious, and had suc-

ceeded in defeating every attack upon the city, their

triumph was only purchased by an awful sacrifice of life.

When the stormers mounted the wall a fearful sight was

before them. "Ear as the eye could see, heaps upon

heaps lay dead and maugied." During the different

assaults at least one half the garrison were placed hors-de-

combaty
principally by the murderous fire of the enemy's

artillery, which they were totally unable to countervail,

having none to reply with. Chang-chow being com-

pletely surrounded by the vast Imperialist army, its fall,

either by famine or the sword, was certain.

Having established fresli batteries at a different part

of the city, on the 11th of May the enemy succeeded in

capturing it. Upon this occasion two immense breaches

were made, while tlie incessant artillery fire, and the over-

whelming rush of the enormously superior assailing force

over the wide-spread ruins of the wall, quickly over-

powered the last gallant resistance offered by the remnant

of the garrison. A comparison of the casualties of the

English contingent at each attack affords the best proof

that the terrible results of the first had almost extermi-

nated the defenders. At the first attack the contino^ent

lost 27 officers and 400 men ; at the second, only 2

killed and 5 wounded ! When the Imperialists poured

through the two fresh breaches, the best and bravest of

the remaining Ti-ping soldiers sacrificed themselves in the

futile effort to repulse tliem, while their comrades, although

fighting desperately to the last, were driven from the

walls, and then through the streets of the city, still dis-

puting the ground step by step. At last the few survivors

were brought to bay in the commandant's palace.

Throughout all the fighting the brave Eoo-wang had been

foremost in leading and encouraging his troops, and now,

still unwounded, Avith several officers and a score or two
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of men, lie made a last desperate stand in his own house.

One by one his few followers—unable to conquer, but

determined to die with their faces to the foe and their

hands raised to the last in defence of their noble cause

—

fell around him, and then for a moment he fought alone

against a host of assailants. Still he was not killed, for

a price was fixed upon his capture alive. At length

this dauntless chief, whose acquaintance I have valued,

and whose elegist I am proud though grieved to have

become, was overpowered by numbers and beaten to the

ground, though not until many an enemy had fallen under

his heavy sword. Even when disarmed and helpless in

the grasp of the foe, he still struggled against a fate that

would never have befallen him but for the unexpected, irre-

sistible, and unrighteous military interference of England.

One report of the capture of Chang-chow {China Mail,

May 30) states :
—" The chief (Eoo-wang) of those who

were in command of the city, fought in his palace to the

last, and required ten men to bind his hands and secure

him ; and, when brought into the presence of the Eutai,

refused submission or to pay any respect to him, saying,

' Ah ! were it not for the aid of the disciplined troops

(under Gordon) he defied all the Eutai's hosts to take the

city from him.' " If the British army, arsenals, and navy

had been thrown open to supply the young and vigorous

revolution, instead of loasting their help upon the cor-

rupt and hopeless Manchoo, how great would the

success and future results have been! With all the

British assistance the Imperialists have barely been able

to drive the Ti-pings from their cities and possessions in

the provinces of Che-kiang and Kiang-nan, much less to

suppress the great Christian and patriotic movement, or

insure its final extinguishment.

The Eoo-wang was cruelly put to death by his merci-

less captors. " The two breaches were carried in a rush,

and quarter was given to only afew hundred men ;
" so says

the report above quoted from. How many days the
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triumphant Mandarins were engaged butchering the

unfortunate inhabitants does not transpire ; but, with the

exception of the small number mentioned, the whole

12,000, besides the garrison, with their families, were

massacred. Two years' provisions were found in the city,

and this being stored in the Ti-ping granaries, was the

entire produce of the district, and was the sole means

destined to support the people during the ensuing season.

The whole supply was seized by the Imperialists ; and

though previous to their success much misery had been

caused by the general effect of the war, after their

capture of the departmental city the entire department

was starved ; such being the usual result of Manchoo re-

establishment in any locality, and particularly so at

Chang-chow-foo, as proved by the letter of the first

English-contingent officer in Chapter XXIII.

We have now noticed four authenticated instances

(the captures of Wu-see, Kar-sing-foo, Hwa-soo, and

Chang-chow-foo), subsequent to Gordon's return to

service, Avhen the conditions upon which Sir P. Bruce

gave his approval to that officer's action were violated by

the wholesale massacre of the vanquished and prisoners.

We may, therefore, while expressing boundless disgust at

Colonel Gordon's persistent continuance in the Putai's

service after each and every one of these atrocities, fairly

presume that the astounding assertion as to his influence

in favour of humanity—in spite of the eulogy by Mr.

Montgomery Martin at a late " China dinner " in London,

wherein he stated that the officer in question had done

more/or the " civil cause " in China than all the bishops,

merchants, and military put together—is not only

negatived, but quite reversed.

Soon after the capture of Chang-chow-foo, Colonel

Gordon was compelled to withdraw from active military

operations by the Order in Council, prohi1)iting further

aid to the Manchoo. lie managed, however, to continue

acting contrary to the ordinance, by organizing camps of
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instruction and proceeding to Nankin in person, there to

advise the besieging forces commanded by Tseng-kwo-fan.

About the time the events noticed in this chapter

were taking place in China, in England the energetic

opposition of such men as Lord Naas, Colonel Sykes,

Hon. Mr. Liddell, Mr. White, Messrs. Bright, Cobden,

&c., from their places in the House of Commons, drew

attention to the subject, and will ever stand as a

memorable protest against the criminal policy of the

Government.

During the second debate of the session on " British

relations with China" (May 20, ISOJi), Mr. Baxter, M.P.,

very happily termed the policy of the Government " not a

comedy of errors, but a tragedy of errors." Lord

Palmerston, in this case, defended his policy by a very

extraordinary argument, which it is singular that his

opponents did not use to his confusion. Coming out as

the advocate of intervention in foreign alTairs, he stated,

as a justification of his war against the Ti-pings :

—

" We liavc intei'fered iii other coimtiies, and with great l>enefit to

those countries. . . . We interfered in the case of Greece, and esta-

blished the independence of the Greek state. We interfered in the affairs

of Belgium, and established j.t as an independent state. We interfered in

the case of Portugal, and enabled the people of that countiy to obtain a

free and parliamentary constitution. (Hear, hear.) We interfered in the

affairs of S])aui with equal success, and a similar resiilt. . . . We in-

terfered in a great measure in those events which led to the Criuaean war.

. . . We interfered in the affairs of Cliina ; and why ? Because our

treaty rights were endangei-ed, and our national interests toere at stake."

Now, the noble Premier here cites a number of

precedent cases ; unfortunately, however, for his argument

and acumen, on each occasion referred to, England, as

worthily became her, interfered in the cause of an

oppressed people ; w^hereas, in the present case, he had

been the active originator of an intervention diametrically

the very opposite—a military interference against the

oppressed natives of China, who were striving to liberate
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and Christianize their unfortunate country. If Lord

Palmerston had interfered in the spirit of the cases which

came so glibly to his voluble tongue, he would have

interfered to support the Ti-pings—not to slaughter

them.

After striving to justify his policy by precedents

which should have entirely reversed it, Lord Palmerston

was equally unhappy in his faulty explanation of the

reasons "why " he interfered in China. As the Hon. Mr.

Liddell, M.P., well said in his speech after the Premier,

" The noble Viscount said that the Government interfered

because the treaty rights v/ere in danger. He wanted to

know in what single instance had our treaty rights or our

trade been in danger ? He had asked that question

before, and he now repeated it. (Hear, hear.) He wished

to know any instance in which either the property or the

life of a British sul)ject had been placed in danger ?
"

Every member of the British Parliament, who
questioned the China policy of the Government, has

asked the same question. It has never been answered,

because there is really not a single fact on which to base

an answer. Colonel Sykes, M.P., has frequently defied

and challenged the Government to cite one act ever

committed by the Ti-pings prejudicial to British interests,

and they have been quite unable to do so ; for none are

upon record.

Those who have been interested enough to wade

through the compiled portion of this work will, no doubt,

at once perceive the truthlessness of Lord Palmerston's

charge against the Ti-pings, viz., that they endangered

the treaty rights and national interests of England. No
particle of truth mingles with the unfounded charge ; no

tittle of proof has ever ])ecn produced to justify the

undeclared hostilities perpetrated against a friendly people

which were consequent on it.

Besides this, tlic venerable Premier was no less

unfortunate with each proposition he chose to base his
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arguments upon. To prove the cruelty of the Ti-pings,

he stated :

—

"A steamer, called the Firefly, was can-ied off, and fom* or five men,

who were upon the vessel, were roasted to death.

" Colonel Sykes.

—

< By whom?'
« Lord Palmerston.— ' The Taepings.'

" Colonel Sykes.—' No, no !

'"

Now, by the above extract from the StandarcVs report

of the debate, we find that the Prime Minister's vivid

imagination positively roasted the men whose fate has

never yet been ascertained even in China. They are

referred to in Chapter XXIV. of this work, but whether

they are li\dng or dead, and, if dead, how they were killed,

are questions which have never yet been satisfactorily

answered ; and, from the mystery in which the fate of the

unfortunate men is involved, probably never will be.

Again, in a feeble effort to vaunt the duration and

existence of the Manchoo dynast}', and, consequently, to

make it appear that the Ti-pings were not striving to

expel a foreign rule of comparatively modern establish-

ment (which has never been entirely acknowledged nor

submitted to, which has always been rebelled against, and

which is still foreign to and hated by the Chinese), but, on

the contrary, were simply rebels against an ancient and

legitimate throne, Lord Palmerston made another very

singular and important mistake. He tried to be satirical

in commenting upon the excellent speech made by

Mr. Baxter, M.P., who brought on the debate, by
stating :

—

" My lion, friend says he has studied the Blue Books, but I apprehend

that he has not equally studied the histoiy of China. He talks of tlie

Imperial dynasty as ha\dng been recently estaljlished over a conquered

country ; and, if I am not misinformed, I think it has existed for nearly

500 years."

Well, tlie noble Premier was misinformed, and very

much so, too. The Manchoo Tartars invaded China a.d.
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1644 ; they had not established themselves as its masters

before the year 1683. It was, doubtless, very funny and

gratifying to chaff a troublesome member out of coun-

tenance, but still there must be some people who expect

the Chief Minister of the British Government to be pretty

accurate in the statements he makes from his place in the

House of Parliament.

We will now notice a few incidents of the next, and

last, debate on China ; when the late Mr. Cobden, on the

evening of May 31, 1864, rose to move in the House of

Commons :

—

" That, in tlie opinion of tliis House, the policy of non-intervention, by-

force of arms, in the internal political affairs of foreign countries, which

we profess to observe in our relations with the states of Europe and

Ameiica, should be observed in our intercourse with the Empii-e of China,"

Mr. Cobden, after making a truly magnificent and

exhaustive speech, was replied to by Mr. Layard, the

Under Secretary of State for Poreign Affairs. Out of the

many distinguished Members who followed, only one,

Mr. Gregson, supported the policy of the Government

;

and he, by faintest praise and three minutes' unmeaning

talk, proved but a poor champion, if he did not make a

worse case for his superiors.

At the termination of the debate, Mr. Cobden with-

drew his motion because Lord Palmerston distinctly

avowed the failure and abandonment of his policy of

intervention in China, and declared his intention to

preserve an entirely neutral, defensive attitude in future.

The faithlessness and falsehood induced by the evil

course adopted by the British Government in persistently

endeavouring to carry out Lord Palmerston' s perti-

nacious, crotchety, unrighteous policy to force British trade

upon China (which involved the necessity of crushing the

Imperial power, and then that of the Ti-ping revolution

which would have succeeded it, so tliat, in fact, the British

Government could dictate its wliims without fear of
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refusal or opposition) were singularly exemplified during

the debate referred to.

We have seen that in the jjreceding debate Lord

Palmerston plainly and frankly declared :

—

" We interfered in tlie affairs of China ; and why 1
"

Kow, Mr. Layard, when replying to Mr. Cobden's

speech, stated :

—

" Her Majesty's Government had been accused of supporting the

Chinese "' (Manchoo) " government against the Taipings. [Caries of hear,

hear !] He lincLpoinfed out that shcIi ivas vot the case."—He tlien qualified

tliis sentence by saying,

—

'' Beyond our preventing the Taepings entering

tlie treaty ports for the purpose of destroying them, a course which we

were compelled to take."

Pirst, Mr. Layard denies the interference declared by

Lord Palmerston, and then he admits it, attempting to

justify the policy by the sweeping assertion in capitals.

Now, if the ministers were " compelled " to prevent the

Ti-pings entering the treaty ports, how is it that they

Avcre allow^ed to capture and occupy the treaty port of

Kingpo ? And now, to impugn Mr. Layard's veracity,

if the Ti-pings endeavoured to enter the treaty ports

" FOR THE PURPOSE OP DESTROYING TIIEM," llOW is it that

they held the city of Ningpo for many months and did

not destroy the least particle of property within its walls ?

Mr. Layard's fault is a common one, only in an un-

common position. He knew that the policy of the

Government was wrong, he knew that he Avas wrong

himself, and besides occupying the pugnacious position of

buffer or breakwater to the Poreign OfiB.ce, he did not like

to admit it. Poor Mr. Layard's situation must be an un-

pleasant one sometimes. He has unpleasant Avork to do.

Undoubtedly he has an irritable temper and a sharp

tongue, but it is rather unfortunate that he has a bad

memory. After stating that her Majesty's Government
had not been interfering, *' such was not the case," be-
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yond preventing tlie destruction of the treaty ports,

and affirming, " the hon. gentleman the member for

Montrose (Mr. Baxter), the other evening, after con-

demning the policy of the Government, concluded by

expressing a wish, that the Government would continue

to defend the treaty ports and protect British interests in

China. That was what the Government had been doing all

along. '" After thus expressing himself, Mr. Layard

declared, " His hon. friend had really condemned a state

of things in China ichich no longer existed.'" That is to

say, Mr. Layard firstly stated that the hostilities waged

against the Ti-pings were only to protect British interests

;

in fact, simply a defensive policy ; and, secondly, he stated

that such policy '' no longer existed !
" Therefore, the

natural deduction is that the British Government ceased

to protect British interests at the treaty ports ; such, how-

ever, was not and is not the case. The change that took

place was the abandonment of the policy " of supporting the

Chinese (Manchoo) Government against the Taepings,"

and the cessation of further aggressive military and naval

operations against them. This was satisfactorily proved

by the Premier's speech, who sadly contradicted his sub-

ordinate's defensive theory, as the following extracts from

it will show :

—

" Now, it is almost unnecessary, I think, for them " (the members who

had spoken against his policy) " to have expressed their opinion with

regaixl to the expedition of Captain Osborn, and the employment of jNIajor

Gordon and others, because we ha"\'e stated on foi-mer occasions that those

Orders in Council under which those officers were employed " (by the Man-

choo Government; how about Mr. Layard's "such was not the case" ?)

" have been revoked. . . . Therefore that policy is at an end." (Now

the following is a plain a^'owal of what Mr. Cobden brought his motion

against.) " I think that we Avere perfectly justified in the steps we took,

because it is evident that the more we can contribute; to the hiternal cldtssi-

fication of China, the more the trade, which everybody agrees is the main

and principal oljjcct of our going to China, the more that trade would

iiourish.

" If, by allowing a British subject to enter into theaervice 0/ tho J'Jnipcror
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of China^^ we have been tlie means of strengthening the hands of the

Chinese Government, and enabling them to put down in any degree or

diminish the scope of that rebellion, I say we should have been rendering

not only a service to Chitia, but promoting those objects to which alone

our intercourse with China ought to be confined. i- Those measures have

FAILED, and I am sorry for it."

After this expression of opinion it is by no means sur-

prising to find the Premier declaring a little further on,

in the same speech :
" I say it is the duty of this country

to endeavour by all the means in her power to extend her

commerce." Under Uiese circumstances it is not difficult

to account for the intervention in China, and while Eng-

lishmen, who have any respect for the .principles of right

and justice, may regret their late lamented statesman did

not say, " by all the " righteous or legitimate " means
in her power," they cannot fail to feel gratified that

"those measures have failed," even though the originator

of the measures, their late popular and jaunty minister,

was " sorry for it."

Those measures have failed ! it is true. They have

failed miserably ; they have failed to work good, but not

to do harm. England has derived no benefit from them,

China has received much evil. The schemes to Anglicise

the Chinese army, navy, and civil service have failed;

the efibrts to extinguish rebellion against the Manchoo
allies of the I3ritish Government (after the last war had
rendered them quite powerless and docile for the time

being) have likewise signally failed, for rebellion is more
rife than ever : but " those measures " have been fa-

mously successful in causing an enormous sacrifice of life,

in injuring the cause of Christianity and civilization, and

obstructing its jDrogress in China for the present.

The failure of Lord Palmerston's policy came all too

* Eeferrmg to Colonel Gordon, Captain Osborn, R.N., and their

siibordinates.

t Meaning the noble occupation of buying and selling ; and that, too,

at the point of the bayonet.
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late for rectifying the evil already perpetrated. Within

two months of his puhlic announcement that the measures

of his administration had failed, Nankin, the capital and

the political strength of the Ti-pings, fell into the hands of

the Imperialists. Assisted, as we have described, by the

j)owerfui, though underhanded, British alliance, the Man-

choo forces were enabled to capture or isolate every city

beyond the capital. When Chang-chow-foo was taken by

the Englishman Gordon, the neighbouring cities of Tan-

yang, Kin-tang, &c., became untenable, and were con-

sequently evacuated by their garrisons. Under command
of Le-shih-seen, the Shi-wang (the Chung-wang's cousin,

sometimes figuratively referred to as his " brother "),

were also the troops from Hang-chow (capital of Che-

kiang), Kar-sing-foo, Yih-shing, Li-yang, and many
smaller places. Between these forces and Nankin the

vast army commanded by the Imperialist Le-Eutai now
intervened, but their communication with the great city of

Hoo-chow-foo, at the south of the Ta-hoo lake, and

strongly garrisoned by several wangs, was still intact.

Unable to advance against the superior forces of the

enemy, much less to reach Nankin and endeavour to

rescue it from the besieging army of Imperialists under

Tseng-kwo-fan, at least 80,000 to 100,000 strong, the Shi-

wang commenced what seems to have been a preconcerted

retreat to the south. This occurred during the month of

June.

Shortly afterwards, on the 19th of July, 1861,

Nankin reverted to Manchoo authority. Thus the city

which had been the capital of the great Ti-ping revolu-

tion and the head-quarters of its Government during

more than eleven years, and which throughout that period

had defied the strongest efforts of the rulers of the

greatest and most populous empire in the world, suc-

cumbed at last through the unjustifiable hostilities and

crotchety, bullying, meddlesomeness of the British Go-

vernment or some of its members.
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Again, soon after this overwhelming disaster, the Ti-

ping forces at Iloo-chow-foo, after soundly beating their

immediate adversaries, evacuated that city, and followed

in the rear of the Shi-wang's army, if they did not join it

during the nearly simultaneous retrograde movement.

During the months of May, June, July, and August,

1864, the remnants of Ti-pingdom continued retreating to

the southern provinces.

We must now consider for a moment the loss of

Nankin. Of the two other events—the retreat of the

Shi-wang's army and the retreat from Hoo-chow—it is

needless to say much, as these fugitives are well known
to be safe, and at present advantageously disputing the

enemy in the south of China.

The only records of the fall of the Ti-ping capital are

those of Imperialist origin, and the lying proclivities of

the whole body of Manchoo of&cials are too well known
to need comment.

The following particulars are condensed from the

Mandarin reports.; they cannot be depended upon except

to a very limited extent, and are, therefore, succeeded by

a version I have deduced from almost every source of

European information in China, comprising the Shanghae

and Ilong-kong press, and intelligence gathered for me
by friends on the spot. Besides this, I have carefully

traced the progress of events since the fall of Nankin till

the present moment, and have found my former ex-

perience of much value in disentangling contradictory

and confused statements.

The Imperialist accounts of the capture of Nankin

are to the following effect :

—

On the 17th of August news reached the besieging

army that the Tien-wang had committed suicide by swal-

lowing gold-leaf. The Imperialists now pushed on their

works more rapidly than before, and on the 19th of the

same month, having run an enormous mine under the

north-east gate, they fired it, and completely destroyed a
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portion of the wall, about one hunclred and twenty feet in

length. It is also reported that 68,000 pounds of powder

were used in the explosion.

The Imperialists stated that they lost 5,000 killed and

Avounded in the breach, but, as the North China Market

Meport observed, "for this assertion there is not the

slightest foundation, as on the day following- the assault

there remained no trace of a struggle." In similar style

they declared that their losses while storming the Tien-

wang's palace were immense, but, as the European

journals say, " This assertion is in like manner utterly

false. The gate must have been forced with little or no

difficulty, or quietly given up, and the very citadel of

Taepingdom was in the hands of the enemy."

Now, after having poisoned the Ti-ping king with gold

leaf, the enemy very curiously burned him to death.

Immediately after the capture of Nankin, Mr. Adkins,

H.M. Consul at Chin-kiang, proceeded to the city on board

M.M.S. Slaney^ in order, as he expresses himself in his

despatch to Earl Ptussell on the subject, " to congratulate

the Chinese (Manchoo) Commander-in-Cliief on the

auspicious termination of his two years' siege." Well, the

commander, or some of his followers, told the officious

Mr. Adkins that when they made good their entrance

into the city, " they found that the palace of thq Tien-

wang had been burnt to the (jromidr

What about the " immense loss " of the other ver-

sion, in which they do such heroic deeds to capture the

palace ?

Mr. Adkins goes on to say " that the impostor (?) and

his immediate attendants lie buried in its ruins."

The victors also reported that they captured the

Chung-wang a few days later, and also the Kan-wang when

they entered the city, finding him in the Tien-wang's

palace. Chung-wang, they say, managed to leave the

city with a number of followers, but was captured three

days later by a body of cavalry sent in pursuit : this was

3d
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the account given to Mr. Adldns. Another Imperialist

version states that the Ti-ping Commander-in-Chief was

captured by some villarjers a few miles from the city,

through having given up his own white horse (celebrated

for great strength and fleetness) to his young prince, the

Tien-wang's son, and having compelled him to mount it

and escape when he saw that at least a portion of his

party must be captured. Certainly this seems very charac-

teristic of the Chung-wang's brave, loyal, and generous

nature, but then it is the only incident in the whole narra-

tive whicli bears the appearance of truth and probability.

Besides tlio above two stories of his capture, Avhen the

enemy obtained possession of Hoo-chow-foo, they re-

ported that they had caught the Chung-wang therey and

from that place a head, stated to be the great rebel gene-

ral's, was sent over the country as a warning to the people.

As for the story of the Kan-wang's capture, there arc

several contradictory and apparently authentic state-

ments : one by a certain Patrick Nellis, who personally

saw the chief and talked with him at Hoo-chow (subse-

quent to the fall of Nankin), where it seems that he pro-

ceeded with an escort to communicate the loss or aban-

donment of the capital, and concert measures for the

evacuation of Hoo-chow-foo as well.*

Besides the above reports, others were promulgated

by the Mandarins, in which they defeated different Ti-ping

armies en route for the south, killing thousands and tens

of thousands of rebels and capturing many chiefs, among
them the Shi-wang, who, singularly enough, still managed
to be in command of the Ti-pings near Amoy, until within

the last few months, when he retired to join other leaders

farther inland. Confessions were produced which pro-

fessed to be written by the penitent rebel leaders in their

dungeons, while awaiting their turn to be disembowelled,

* Tunes, JaniKvvy \2, 18G-5, China Overland Trade lie^wrt, 30tli

November, 1864.
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or " cut into a thousand pieces "—a pleasing prospect, of

course likely to make the destined victims suddenly feel

inspired with love and respect for the benevolent Man-
choos, whom they had so vigorously opposed all their

lives ! Among these seemingly fabricated confessions

only one is worthy of any attention, and that is a lengthy

composition, entitled, " The autographic deposition of

Chung-wang, the faithful king, at hi^ trial after the cap-

ture of Nankin." Were it not for the known mendacity

of the Mandarins, and their particular addiction to forg-

ing documents of this sort in order to lessen the prestige

of the revolution by representing its principal leaders as

in their merciless power, there would be little doubt

but that the one in question was genuine. In 1852,

previous to ihe capture of Nankin by the Ti-pings, the

Imperial authorities concocted an article they named
the *' Confession of Tien-teh," pretending that it was the

deposition of the leader of the rebellion, whom they

falsely declared was their prisoner. It is quite probable

that the " Chung-wang' s deposition "is of similar truth-

lessness, and was made up by some prisoner of note (who

may have been pardoned in consequence), and the cun-

ning writers attached to the Governor-General of the two

Kiang, Tseng-kwo-fan. Still it must be admitted that

many portions of the alleged deposition bear not only the

impress of truth (in so far as historical events, data, &c.,

are concerned), but expressions closely resembling the well

known sentiments of the great Ti-ping general ; so that if,

as we trust, he was not the author, some one pretty in-

timately acquainted with him must have been. However,

some facts tending to support the theory (for there is no

direct proof in any case except the Shi-wang's movements

subsequent to the fall of Nankin) of the Chung-wang's

escape, will be given in the course of our narrative.

Having noticed the Imperialist reports, it is now
necessary to give the following digest of the events

referred to, and which may be depended upon as the only

3d2
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possible version to be derived from the existing and

attainable sources of information :

—

It is known that when the Chung-wang' became con-

vinced England was determined to persist in prose-

cuting hostilities against his people, and likewise felt

their inability to cope with the foreign power, he at once

decided upon the best military movement under the

circumstances—namely, an entire abandonment of all

accessible possessions, and a retreat into the interior,

where British hostility could not reach them, and where

no Manchoo forces could either prevent their operations,

restrain their consequent reinforcement, or impede their

future progress.

Before parting with the Chung-wang, I was myself

present at several councils when the above plan was

discussed, and unanimously agreed to by every chief

present. But one impediment prevented the Commander-

in-Chief from acting with his usual brilliancy of concep-

tion and wonderfully successful rapidity of execution ; it

was the Tien-wang, who refused even to listen to any

proposal to abandon his capital.

Different people will view this ruinous obstinacy of the

Ti-ping king in various ways. Some will look upon it as

sheer, downright folly ; others, as the useless, fanatical

sacrifice of a bigot ; while some may consider that that

great, heroic, noble-minded man, having once established

the capital of his dominions and the centre of his religio-

political movement at Nankin, did right and gloriously in

meeting death rather than turning backwards on the

grand path. If we ascribe to the Tien-wang motives

partaking equally of the three traits—nobleness, fana-

ticism, and rashness—we shall probably be pretty near

the truth.

At all events, the Tien-wang passionately refused to

entertain the only plan by which the existence of the

Ti-ping power, and the perpetuation of his dynasty,

seemed possible. All the court officers, cabinet ministers,
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and oilier high authorities of Nankin, were blindly sub-

servient to the will of their king", and equally infatuated

with his religious and temporal command. Besides,

many of those about him were of the Hung family, and,

being nearly related to their chief, not only followed

implicitly his wishes, but jealously formed themselves

into a clique about him, to the prejudice and exclusion of

other more capable and independent officers. All the

fighting Wangs were outside the capital, and incessantly

engaged Avith the enemy ; few troops were in garrison,

while many thousands of helpless non-combatants daily

diminished the stores of the failing granaries ; and if the

multitudinous besieging army, encamped and fortified

all round the devoted city, had been animated with the

slightest particle of courage or military spirit, they might
easily have captured it many months before it eventually

fell through starvation, or was evacuated by the troops.

The Chung-wang, after his separation from myself at

Wu-see, proceeded direct to Nankin via Chang-chow-foo.

His only object was to save the king and his own family

(living with his aged mother, whom he loved with excessive

filial tenderness), by ijiducing them to leave the untenable

city. He, alone, proposed the unpalatable manoeuvre to

the Tien-wang, whose severe displeasure he had already

incurred, being punished in various ways—by deprivation

of titles, refusal of audience, accusation of disloyalty, &c.

How the time (December, 18G3, to 19th July, ISci) was

passed, from the arrival of the Chung-wang to the fall of

the capital, unless the professed " autographic deposition
"

be true, or the garrison really abandoned the city and

escaped, will probably never be known to history.

Either, as the " deposition " states, the whole city peti-

tioned against the departure of the renowned commander,

or he personally elected to remain, rather than desert his

king in the hour of death and darkness, even though

such calamity might have been avoided but for the fatal

perverseness of the monarch ;
perhaps both causes operated
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to confine him to useless inactivity within the walls of the

doomed city—inevitably doomed, and encircled by the

nmnberless siege works of the enemy as with a band of

impenetrable steel.

How the poor people, fated by the passive stubborn-

ness of their rulers, must have gathered together round

their great warrior, as men will rally about a tower of

strength ; how the unnumbered thousands of helpless

non-combatants must liave rejoiced at the presence of

him whose very name was an army, a bulwark to his

people, and a terror to the enemy ; how bitterly must the

brave, energetic soldier have grieved and chafed at the

unnecessarily-incurred annihilation, and growing horrors

of the siege, which should have been avoided ; but, alas !

how could one great man, without means, save a people,

a sacred cause, and a city invested by 100,000 savage

foemen ?

Loyalty and filial duty brought the ^' faithful prince
"

to Nankin ; the same motives bound him there to await

destruction, when his presence in the field—at the head

of his own army, left under command of his cousin, the

Shi-wang—would have proved invaluable, and would

surely have placed the Ti-pings in a much better position

than they occupied at the close of the year 1865.

Nankin fell at last. All that is positively known by

Europeans—apart from false, garbled, and exaggerated

Mandarin sources—may be summed up in few words :

—

Prightful privations were endured before the enemy took

possession ; and when the city was entered by Mr. Consul

Adkins, and other gentlemen, the streets and houses

were literally blocked up with the bodies of tlie dead, by

far the greater portion having the appearance of death

from starvation ; and many being very far advanced in

decomposition, proved that, long before the Imperialists

found courage enough to blow an opening through the

undefended walls, the unfortunate people had succumbed

to famine faster than the living could bury the dead—in
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fact, it was evident that no sucli effort could have been

successful from the numbers who had daily perished.

Mr. AdkinSj in his despatch to Earl Uussell, places

the number of people slaughtered by the Imperialists on

their entry at 10,000 ; but other visitors state as many as

30,000, which is probably nearer the truth.

It is also certain that many chiefs with their followers

left Nankin in safety. A successor to the Mo-wang,

assassinated at Soo-chow, having afterwards appeared at

Hong-kong ; the Yu and Hsieh Wangs (the latter being

one of the Tieu-wang's brothers, and always attached to

the court) being heard of in Kiang-si at the head of an

army ; while the following extract from the narrative of

one Patrick Nellis, already referred to, and which was

made on affidavit before the British Consul at Shanghae,

seems to prove that the Ti-ping prime minister escaped

from Nankin, and such being the case, undoubtedly there

are strong grounds to believe the military leaders did

likewise. In the evidence sworn to, Nellis, after de-

scribing an engagement with the Imperialists, states :

—

" On our return to Hoo-cliow-foo, Kaug-wang arrived from Nankin

with an escort. Great ceremonies were sliown at his reception ; he did not

look as if he had suffered any hardship. ..."

In speaking of tlie evacuation of the city, Nellis makes

the following statement :
—

" Kan-wang spoke to me in English very slowly. He asked me what

I was. I said, ' an Englishman,' He said he had never met a good

foi'oigner, and asked me if I would go with him to Kiang-si. I said I

shotdd be veiy glad if Tow-wang (Commandant of Hoo-chow) would

let me."

This conversation took place more than a month after

the fall of Nankin, and a few days before tlie abandon-

ment of Hoo-chow-foo on the 28th August, ISO t. Upon
the strength of such facts the Friend of China has

steadily maintained that Nankin was abandoned by all

but the poorest civilians when the Imperialists made their

breach and marched through without ojiposition.
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Another circumstance damai>'in2: to the veracity of

tlie Imperialist reports, is a statement (contained in one

of the ^Mandarin's inspired " confessions,") purporting to

be that of the Tien-wang's son (the heir to the thrOne).

The young prince is made to state that his father

"succumbed to sickness on the 2-lth of May, 1861;"

but of this all-important event the " Chung-wang's

deposition " makes no mention. Here is an inconsistency

which at once proves either one or both the " confessions
"

false; because, if the Tien-wang had really died, the

Chuncr-wani? would have been at liberty to carry out

his own views and abandon Nankin ; whereas his pro-

fessed "deposition" states that, to the day the city fell,

he was unable to do so in consequence of the Tien-wang's

opposition.

The Friend of China also states that a Mr. Butler, of

Shanghae, actually witnessed the withdrawal of the gar-

rison. Moreover, adding together the few spared by the

enemy, those slain and those destroyed by famine, we
should even then scarcely have the number of destitute

people—labourers, coolies, and friendless non-combatants

—who were relieved by the Chung-wang alone during the

early part of the year 1861, when he kept a list of about

80,000 dependent upon liis resources and charity. In 1863

rations were daily issued to upwards of 100,000 people.

At the period now referred to, when the Chung-wang

shut himself up in the beleaguered city, the population,

inclusive, was certainly not less than a fifth of a million,

and, probably, far exceeded that number ; therefore,

even supposing that one-half (which is a large estimate)

perished, were slain, or made prisoners, during and at

the termination of the siege, how can we account for

the 100,000 remaining, unless we believe that they

had previously managed to effect their retreat from the

city ?

In the Friend of China, August 16, 1861, appears the

following :—
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" We are still assured by parties who have means of knowing, that our

fii'st story of the evacuation of Nankin by its soldiery, l)efore the Impe-

i-ialists s})rung their mine and rushed in, was the correct story ; all those

30,000 massacred individuals told of by the Recorder (but not mentioned

at the Asiatic Society with the " flushing of a pheasant ") being inoffensive

men, women, and children.

" The Chung-wang, it is said, is not dead. He is at Iloo-chow-foo,

wliile the Tien wang is still in the body,"

The strongest support of the Imperialist statement of

the death of the Tien-wang, and the capture and sub-

sequent execution of the Chung-wang, is the fact that,

since the fall of Nankin, nothing whatever has been heard

of them elsewhere. On the other hand, however, it was

supposed that one or the other was commanding the forces

in the interior, acting in Eu-keen in concert with the Shi-

wang when he occupied the city of Chang-chow, near

Amoy, from October, 1864, to May, 1865 : and what seems

to lend force to this supposition is that he appeared to be

acting under the orders of some superior farther inland

;

tlie only cliiefs of higher rank being the King and his

son, the Chung, Kan, I (several years absent in Sz-

chuen), and Si Wangs—the latter being a young

man (son of the original Western King) attached to

the court at Nankin, and totally without authority in

military affairs. Upon the whole, it is quite possible that

the Ti-ping King, his son and heir, Prime Minister, and

General-in-Chief, may have met with the fate ascribed to

them by the enemy ; still there is no positive proof, and

there are good grounds for supposing that some, if not

all, are yet living and directing the Ti-ping movements.

The siege of Hoo-chow-foo by the Imperialists was

merely nominal, for, up to the abandonment of tliat city

by the Ti-pings, they were never allowed within range of

its walls, and were compelled to act almost entirely on

the defensive, so repeated and vigorous were the attacks

by tlie garrison and a corps of observation they had

encamped outside the place on a neighbouring range of
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hills. Only a few clays before the evacuation took place,

the garrison succeeded in capturing a number of Impe-

rialist stockades, several hundred gun-boats, and three or

four thousand men, besides inflicting heavy loss in killed

and wounded ; the Franco-Manchoo disciplined auxiliaries

alone losing 6 officers and 800 men. Very soon after this

victory, the evacuation was effected with consummate

skill, the enemy not discovering that the Ti-pings had

flown until the day after. The number of troops forming

the garrison and encampment was very considerable,

50,000 being the lowest estimate ;* their line of retreat

was either through the province of Fu-keen or Iviang-si,

and their destination is even yet unknown, none of the

chiefs from Hoo-chow having been recognised anywhere

since. It is, however, pretty certain that they acted in

concert with the forces led by the Shi-wang, though

keeping an inland position, while the latter advanced to

the sea-board at Amoy.
The Friend of China, Sept. 8, 1861, under the heading,

—

"Another of the parties despatched by us a short time

ago, to learn the real state of affairs about Hoo-chow-

foo, has just returned,"—reports as follows:

—

" The Chung-wang was iii command \ip to the last. . . . Hoo-

cliow was evacuated. . . . Three days aftex'wards—we repeat—tliroe

days afterwards, Le Fiitai gallantly marched into the city with a thundering

noLse ; and then what did he 1 The gates were closed, and then commenced

a general sack, and the usual massacre of innocent individuals. ... A
laughable story is told of the second capture of the Chung-wang here, at

Hoo-chow; his head—the vei'itable caput—with loud clamour of gongs,

being sent round to all the A-illages, that people might behold the head of

the arch traitor ! Our reporter, wicked sceptic ! loudly declares that the

head said to he the Chung-wang's, truly sat on the shoulders, a week ago, of

a man whose highest grade in life was that of a coolie !

"

• The Times, October 2G, 18(14, in its China intelligence (under date,

" Shanghae, September 4'"), descril)ing the evacuation of Hoo-chow, makes

the following statement, which is a further proof of the total or ])artial

escape of the Nankin garrison :
—" The rebel force had been so greatlj^

swollen by fugitives 7ro7/iiV«nZ;i/j and otlier places, that it constituted (piite

a fdriuidablc army."
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In the month of October, 1864, the residents of Amoy
were suddenly surprised to hear that a body of Ti-pings,

about 10,000 strong, had surprised and captured the city

of Chang-chow, barely twenty miles inland, and situated

on a river emptying itself into the sea at the Treaty

Port.

From this reappearance of the Ti-pings close to a

Treaty Port, we are enabled again to obtain some authen-

tic records—many Europeans, including the British Con-

sul, having visited them at Chang-chow. One English

gentleman wrote the following account (which may be

relied on as authentic) of his experiences to the Daily Fress,

and the same was reproduced in The Overland CJiina

Trade Meport, 1st January, 1865 :

—

"a visit to CHANG-CHOW.

^^To the, Editor of the ' Bcdly Press^ Hong-hong.

" Sii',—As you appear desii'ous to oljtain information I'egarding tlie

insurgents in tins neighboiivliood, I take leave to furnish yon witli the

following result of my personal observations, which were derived in the

course of a visit amongst them.

'' The city and suburbs of Chang-chow are still occupied by the

Taeping insurgents. About three-fifths of the whole city is burnt, and iir

the ruins may be seen the dead bodies of the late inhabitants, uninjured

except by fii'e ; not a wound could I see on any, which plainly shows, and

as the rebels themselves affirm, that the iuhaljitants sot fii-e to their

dwellings themselves, and perished in theui ; having previously drugged

themselves with opium rather than fall into the hands of the insui'gents.

" Those portions of the city unburnt are occupied by the rebels, but

there are many streets of Hongs, the doors of which are sealed up,

uninhabited, and apparently full of merchandise. The rebels appear to be

very numerous; I should estimate them at about 12,000; but they affimi

themselves that they number 15,000. There are a great number of boys

and youths among them, but I saw no women. They are miich sunburnt,

thin, and haggard in their appearance, and evidently have imdorgone much

hai'dship before they took this city. I was told by many of them that

they underwent extreme privations during their retreat from the noi'th

;

that food of any kind, at many places, could not be obtained, on account

of the country people being extremely hostile, and destroying every-

thing as soon as they heard that the rebels were nearing them. That

at several small towns on the Ijorders of the Provinces of Chc-kiang and
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Fnkien human flesh was used for food ; and that a peasant's 1)ody was

it'taik'd out at 80 cash per catty by the fortunate rebel who had

killed hiiu !

" The chief in command at ('hanchow is Tszle-wang,'"' brother to

Chiing-wang. He was at Ningpo during its occupation by the insurgents

in 18G2, and he commanded in tlie defence of that city when he was

attacked and driven out liy the British naval force, under Captain Dew.

But he says he l>ears no animosity towai'ds the British on account of it, as

ho is aware that Cai)tain Dew was subsidized by the Chinese Government

to retake Ningpo from the rebels. He professes the profoundest respect

for the British nation for tlieii- bravery and power; and wliat he

most ardently wishes is to be on friendly terms with her ; and all that he •

requests is for her to act fairly up to her -[jrofessed nevtral'ii]] to both

contending parties. He says that, should they not succeed in conquering

the Imperialists, he would be most happy to see the country under British

mle. He promised he would not venture nearer to Amoy than Chang-

cliow (whicli is about twenty miles distant), provided the Mandarins

at Chau-bay, a town situated on the river, about half way between Amoy
and Chan-chow, did not blockade the river, and cut off all native ti-ade and

communication with them. That, in case they did, he should be compelled

to take Cha\i-bay. That he should on no account attack Amoy, as he did

not wish to have any rupture with foreigners. That he was very sorry the

trade of Amoy suffered on account of their occupation of Chau-chow.

That he would be only too happy to open trade reciprocally with foreigners
;

and that he would grant them every privilege and protection. That he

was willing to trade with them for any description of European goods and

native produce in return. Opium was not interdicted. He has made a

law to protect all native farmers and tradespeople, and this has l^een

already felt by the country people who have opened a day market in one of

the main streets of the south suburb ; and, from daylight to dark, until the

gates ai'e shut, every description of native ' Chow-chow ' is to lie obtained.

T.szle-wang told me that the establishing of this market, though doing a

great deal of good to both i)arties, had led to many executions of both

rebels and country jjeople—the former on account of taking goods and

not paying for them, and natives found in the city setting fire to houses

and phnuhning ; who, when caught, are taken before a rebel Mandarin,

and, if found guilty, executed ; a.s no rebel, under penalty of death, can

take the life of any person, except in action. The rebels appear to be well

armed with rifles, revolvers, and miiskets. The Imperial soldiei-s in this

re.spect are not to be compared to them, as their arms consist entii-ely of

* The writer of the letter has evidently made a confusion of the name,

Le, and title, Shi, of the chief, for the following proclamations jn-ove him
to bo the Shi or Shoe Wans.
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native raatclilocks, gingalls, and spears, and not one in ten lias even a

matchlock ; and they are a wretclied lot of ragged rabble. On the other

side, the rebels are very neatly dressed, more cleanly, and are di'illed after

Euro}iean tactics. There are some Europeans amongst them, but I had no

communication with them. They have entirely routed the Imperialists

in every engagement they have had with them ; and on the 3nd instant

they came down on the Imperial lines 3,500 strong, the Imperial troo])s

numbering 11,000; who have advanced to within about five miles of the

city, to endeavour to protect the farmers, to gather in the standing cro[)S

of rice, which are in great abundance for many miles around the city, and

Avhich the rebels have gathei-ed in and secured. The Impei-ials were

encamped on both sides of the Rim, but their greatest force was on the

right bank, behind a rugged hill, the inner extremity of which was crossed

at right angles by a valley, which could have been easily 2'^rotected by

throwing up a f<?w eai'thworks and mounting a few guns in them. Their

weak point they could not see ; and the rebels, taking advantage of the

hilly ground in the neighboui'hood to advance under cover during daylight,

and, coming down the valley at dark, entered tlie Impeiial camp about

eleven p.m., without any warning being given. The Imperials were com-

pletely panic-struck ; and having no retreat but by river, rushed to their

boats in such nunibei-s that many of them were swam})ed, and hundreds of

soldiers drowned. Many of them ran and hid themselves wherever they

could, and among the latter was the chief ]\Iandariu in command. They

offered little or no resistance ; and the rebels, after killing 1,000 and

taking 4-50 prisonei's, destroying the cam}) equipage, returned to the city

at daylight. Tszle-wang told me that his plan of campaign would be next

to take the large and pojiidous town of Tong-wah, and from thence march

upon the district city of Chin-chew in the .spring. That the amount of the

whole rebel force in the province of Fokien under his command fell little

short of 50,000 men ; and hoping to inci-ease it to 80,000 after the capture

of Chin-chew, he should then endeavour to open communication witli the

British authorities, and arrange to take Foo-cliow-foo.

" Tszle-wang appears to l^e a man of considera1>lo calibre. He appears,

for a Chinaman, to be Avell up in foreign politics, and conversant on many
subjects that you generally find the Chinese most ignorant on. He is affable

and engaging in his manner, and appears to treat those about him with

kindness. He is tliirty-one years of age; short, stout, and well-made; his

face is much sunburnt, and complexion, say dark ; any ])ei'son might think

he was of Malay origin, as lie has both the features and colour of a iMalay.

That he is some strategist and has consideraljlc military tact must be

acknowledged by the manner he took the city of Chang-chow, before a

ruuiour was even circulated of the rebc-ls being anywhere near the place, or

intending to capture it; and from the defeats the Imperial force has

sustained in every engagement they have had with him, although in
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numerical strength the Imperial force has ahvays been 3 or 4 to 1. I

should like to ])ay another visit to the insurgents, hut all foreigners are

interdicted from visiting them, both by the Consuls and Mandarin authori-

ties ; in fiict, we are now not even allowed to enter the I'ivei', which is only

a mile and a half, and nearly twenty miles from Chang-chow, on the usual

shooting excui'sions, wild fowl being very plentiful in the river, and which

is our only amusement at this season of the year. The whole foreign

community feel this to ]>e very hard indeed, and consider it to be very

arbitrary oa the part of the Consul, as this ]ilace is extremely dull—no

amusements whatever, our only reci-cation laeing in a picnic or shooting

excursion up the rivei*—but Mr. Pedder tries to make himself as impopular

as he possibly can, and he has told the Mandarins that they can arrest any

foreigner they can find on the river under any circumstances whatever, and

the IMandarins have threatened to decapitate any boatmen who may hire

their boats to or take foreignei'S up the river. I also hear that the British

Consul some few days ago issued a warrant to seai'ch the private dwelling

of an English resident here for arms and munitions of war ; and, if any

were found, to bring liim prisoner to the Consulate ; hwt, happily, his

suspicions were wrongly placed, as they found nothing of the kind in the

gentleman's house whatever. Has a British Consul authority to search a

gentleman's private dwelling whenever he may please, and set spies to

watch the movements of a pei'son to please the Chinese Mandarius ?

Beally this is cringing or holding the candle to the Celestials, and taking

away the liberty of the subject entirely; and if it goes any further, I

cannot say how it may end.

" Your obedient servant,

"Amoy, 14th December, 1864." "Veritas.

In a subsequent letter, describing another visit to

Chang-chew, the same writer states :

—

" The rebel campaign is about to be carried on with -s'igour in this

quarter ; of the 30,000 men collected in Chang-chow, not one-fifth are

requii-ed to garrison the city. I heard from Tszle-wang myself that he

slio\ild immediately detach 7,000, under Tsi-wang, to assist in the capture

of Tong-san, and another force would be despatched simultaneously to

attack Toug-wak and Chin-chew. The rebels (Ti-pings) are in posses-

sion of six cities in this part of the province of Fu-keen, and witliin a few

days' march. The rebels tohl me that Tien-Wang's son ivas at one of the

cities."

The violation of the Queen's Order in Council (com-

manding neutrality to be observed after the Soo-chow

massacre) by the British Consuls in China, is well shown
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by the previous letter of *' Veritas." Besides the partisan

acts therein complained of, six or seven English steamers

were hired to the Mandarins at Shanghae to carry Impe-

rialist troops to Amoy. They did so, and were well paid

for the affair; but is this neutrality? Moreover, every

kind of war material was freely supplied to them, and

British officers were allowed to command some of the

Imperialist troops (Colonel Kirkham, formerly with

Gordon, and one Captain Macdonald being particularly

noticed), while all supplies for, or communication with,

the Ti-pings were forbidden and attempted to be cut

off; but, notwithstanding, munitions of war, and some

Europeans (including Colonel Pthode, Gordon's late Ad-

jutant-General, and Co^ow^^Williams, who had commanded
one of the Anglo-Manchoo regiments) managed to reach

the revolutionists.

Shortly after the capture of Chang-chew, the Shi-wan

g

issued the following proclamations :

—

"notification from the taiping chief at chang-ciiow.

" Notification from His Royal Highness Lee, Shee-king and Protector

General, ordeiing the people to submit willingly and to continue their

occupations.

" Whereas agriculture is the chief of the occupations of mankind,

upon which people necessarily subsist, and whereas, since I rule this city

I have always informed the people everywhere that they may continue

their duties and occujiations as usual—be it therefore known that those

who submit to this government are called good j^eople. Strict ordei's have

been given to my officers and soldiers not to make any disturbance among

the inhaljitants, which orders you must have heard.

" But how is it that at present the fields are left uncultivated and all

agricultural business seems to be entirely neglected ? The plantations of

sugar-cane are nearly ready for harvest, but will si)oil if not cut, and the

gi-ains and paddy are nearly rotten, the reason of which we camiot com-

prehend. Probably the raisuig of arms is the cause of it, of which the

people stand in awe, consofjuently Wwy moved to tlicir coinitrios ; or Ls the

cause that at the time of fighting they are afraid that tliey may be

implicated, that on this account tliey fled to other places ? But the

benevolent and just army will not destroy the good pcoi)le ; Avliilc they

exterminate the wicked, they will not punish the innocent.
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" Now two villages on the south aud north have already submitted,

they are settled as usual. You people should Ije diligent at all times in

trade and agriculture.

" Fui-ther, in the four villages of that place, the sugar-canes may be con-

verted into sugar and the grains be collected : if you do not immediately

return and resume your occupations, then how will the people get their

subsistence 1 Furthermore, the people who fled away have not paid their

taxes due, being thus ignox-ant of the plan of seeking peace.

" I treat others Avith great liberaKty, and therefore again and again issue

these notifications, intimating to you that all those who have fled away

may quietly return to cut the sugar-canes and collect the grains, and those

M'ho have not paid their taxes must, with submissive mind, come and pay

theii- taxes. You must not cherish an;;' doubt or hesitation, nor have a

difterent heai-t, otherwise you will too late repent what you have done. I

protect the people as children, and look upon tliem as wounded ; therefore,

for more than a month since I liave taken possession of the place, I have

never allowed a single soldier or officer to go to any village to give trouble.

Now all the regulations have been arranged and the laws rectified, aud

strict orders have also repeatedly been given to the army thus treating you

people bountifully and kindly. When the superior is so afiectionate, you

inferiors should readily come and pay ti'ibutes.

" After this notification has been issued, if those who have not paid

their taxes and still insist on their obstinacy by disregarding it, troojis will

be raised to punish them in order to wai'n those who are 2:)erA"erse and

stuljboni, without lenity. Every one of you must obey this command and

not disappoint me of my atfection to you.

" Lee-Shai-Yin,

"Shee-kiug, and Protector General of the Celestial Dynasty.

"Taiping Celestial Kingdom, 14th year, lOtli moon, 30th day."

—Daily Freas.

"address from the taiping chief at CHAXG-CIIOW TO THE TREATY

POWERS.

" His Royal Highness Lee-Shai-yin, Shee-king and Imperial I'rotector

General of the Celestial Dynasty, to their Excellencies the Plenipo-

tentiaries of England, France, United States, and the people of their

respective countries.

" Since creation our Chinese Empire was first governed by Shinnung,

then by the Empei'ors Yaw and Shun, who afterA\ards resigned their

tin-one. Again the Emperors Tang and Mo attained to their throne by

force of arms ; then Dynasties Chun, Han, Ngai, and Tsiun transmitted

their thrones to their respective posterity, and were succeeded by the

Dynasties Tang, Sung, Yune, and Ming. It would be a matter of con-

siderable difficulty, when referring to the distant generations, to rei)eat
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tlieiu all, but as a nation it had liitlici'to been in amity with all yo\ir

various nations, no distinct border having been marked out. I was born

late, and have not had the fortune to view these good prospects, and to

enjoy the administration of the benevolent Govei'iiment, but I have ex-

amined ma])s of the world, and studied the histories, and I am happy to

possess a thorough knowledge of them, and the contents of which are as

before me. For a man to guard a place, the watchwoitl is to remember

the fact that when the lijis are cut off, the teeth will be endangered. To

Ije in amity with adjacent countries, and for one to keep intercourse with

neighbouring countries, it is essential not to forget the maxim of one

large nation serving another small one. Of the history of China in count-

ing back from the Dynasties of Ming and Yune, there have been innumer-

able successive revolutions of kingdoms who invariably paid tribiites and

presented precious stones to each other when due, and who never en-

croached upon other's territory. But the Tartars were of a different

species, remarkable for their ravenous disj)osition, and for this reason, the

central kingdom with the eastern provinces, in order to prevent their

invasion, built the great wall. Unfortunately, during the latter part of

the Ming Dynasty they were allowed to invade the interior, we became

their victim, and have since been disgraced by them for these two centuries

or more. Who then with common sense and natural patriotism would

not strike his breast and weep ? Even your various nations, in a practical

point of view, are countries and in relation as lip to teeth, would not Ml,

I think, to hate them. "
•

" Long had it been designed to raise the just standard, but in conse-

fpience of their being few in China who would support the movement,

the design had for a time to be abandoned. Happily our Heavenly

Father the Almighty God did not desert the descendants of Han (China),

and hated the Tax'tars, and sent down my Lord who settled at Kinling"' as

a basis of opei-ations for more than ten years, and during that period

extei-minated thousands and ten thousands of Tartars. My Lord had

always been in friendship with the heroes and enterprising men of your

various nations who carried on their respective trades as usixal. Further,

the provinces of Kwang, Cheh, Yu, and others have been opened, and the

ministei's and people of various nations have travelled and rambled, and

trade has been carried on uninterruptedly as usual. Is this not excellent 1

In obedience to my Lord's comniand I have been ordered to extirpate and

root out the Tartars, Recently I attacked, and took Chang-chow, where I

encamped my soldiers. Whilst there I was glad to hear that you were

close by, and I would ere this have sent a despatch to you, but various

difficulties were thi-own in the way. I now write tliis and tell the people

of Tai-po-tsz of Clia-chow to present it for your perusal, earnestly hoping

* This must mean Najikin.

3 E
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that after reading, yoii will consider the importance of lip-lost-and-teeth-

endangered i)lirase, and perceive the advantage of a large nation serving a

small one ; that yon will support our just movement by combining to-

gether to put an end to the Tsing Dynasty, in oi'der that the people may

live in happiness, and your various natives enjoy peace. The doctrine of

our Heavenly Father, the Almighty God, and of Jesus Christ, teaches us

that He is merciful, saving us, answering to prayers and unselfish—all

mankind should look to future and believe in Christianity.

"Therefore, more than ten years before my Lord's accession to the

throne, he believed in Christianity, as his conduct would show.

" He also received the Rev. Mr. Robei-ts, who preached the Gospel to

the Chinese who believed and praised -svith him to God. We have welcomed

your doctors, who cured many Chinese, and healed their diseases. "We all

feel grateful for their merciful kindness, and are under obligation for their

favoui's. From this you will see that your nations and our Chinese in a

universal point of view are as one. But the Tartars believe in Buddism,

despise Christianity, and turn a dead ear to its doctrine. It may be

argued that belief or disbelief rests witb them, and they will afterwards

reap the fruit of their conduct. "Well, why then do they persecute

Christian converts so that theu- lives are in jeopardy 1 Therefore my Lord

reluctantly took up arms, raised an army, and coped with them. This has

been going on for these more than ten years, and through the mercy of

our Heavenly Father, the Almighty God, and Jesus Christ, and through

the assistance of your vai'ious nations, my Lord has taken many cities and

provinces, and killed many Tsing de-\dls. Still to conquer and subdue an

empire of eighteen provinces, combined with a strong army of Mongols

and Chinese, who have ample munitions of war and provisions, must be

extremely difficult.

•< Let us learn from the ancients as well as the moderns that to lead

an army to battle it is indispensable to have reinfoi'cements ; and to esta-

blish a kingdom it is essential to get assistance from the neighbouring

countries. Your various nations and China are at present like lip to

teeth, and similar to a large country serving a small one. Let me ask

you that before my Lord settled at Kiang-nan, could you get admittance

into the interior 1 Now you can ride from east to west and from north to

south, and the provinces of Hupeh and • Ngan-hoin have been opened to

trade. If your various nations do not ally with me to exterminate the

Tsing Dynasty, and in case our force being unable to cope with the

Tai-tars, as we are deficient in naval power, we shall be conquered, then the

result of lip-lost and teeth-endangered will soon follow. Therefore it is

desii-able that your various nations should embrace this opportunity as

presented.

" If, on the other hand, your various nations, relying on the omnipo-

tence of our Heavenly Father and Jesus Christ, and acting upon the
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doctrine of Christianity, will come to terms with us for destroying the

Tsing Dynasty, if you command your naval armies and attack those places

near the water, and whatever cities, districts, ports, and passes you will

have taken and conquered by your force, you will be at liberty without

the least hinderance on my part to keep them, and whatever treasures and

food found therein, you will be at liberty to appropriate them. And so I

will attack on land, and whatever cities, districts, and passes I conquer, and

whatever treasures and food I find, I will divide, giving one half to you,

and all the distant cities, ports, and marts will be surrendered to you.

" Thiis having your naval armies, we can cross the ocean and besti-ide

the rivers without obstacle or hinderance. Our army, I must confess, in

its beginning is weak, and food is not plentiful ; and unless your various

nations lend a hand to assist me, the Tartars will be more ravenous and

their ferociousness will be greater, and if once our army is subdued, they

will as a matter of course come ujjon your various nations, when, it is

clear, you will be precluded from trading and travelling in the pro^^nces

of Kiang, Kwang, Cheh, and Yu. I earnestly pray that you \y\11 despatch

your soldiers and co-operate with me to exterminate the evil posterities,

and that we all may obtain advantages. Hoping you will comply with

my views is my earnest prayer.

" The statements I have made, though they are vidgar, I undertake to

swear before heaven that I will keep them. Let us wi-ite in benevolence

to accomplish our undertakings, then we shall make peace with each other,

trade with each other from generation to generation, and enjoy together

universal peace. Is this not the best plan ? The city of Chang has been

and is a rich place, at present both the soldiers and inhabitants are happy,

trade is flourishing,- and treasures are plentiful. I also earnestly request

that you will convey merchandise and vessels containing all kinds of foreign

cargo, and the caps, powder, &c., which will be sold immediately here.

You have no occasion to fear that some of my men will take them with-

out paying for them. I will make up the damages should they do so, and

sui'ely I will not break my promise !

" On the day of this epistle reaching you, you will favour me -with a

reply.

" With my best compliments to your gentlemen of your various nations,

" I am your obedient servant,

"Lee-Shai-Yin,

*•' Shee-king, and Impei'ial Protector General of the Celestial Dynasty

"Taiping Celestial Kingdom, 14th year, 10th moon, 1st day."

—Daily Press.

3 E 2
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CHAPTER XXVI.

Results of Briti.sli rolicy.—Its Effect on Trade.—The Inspectorate System.

—The Tien-tsin Treaty.—Present State of Cliina.—riebellion in tlie

Ascendant.—Proposed Remedy.—Tlie Mandarin Policy.—The Extra-

dition Ti-eaty.—The Mo-wang's Case.—Its Injustice.—Its Illegality.

—Burgevine's Case.—Our Treatment by the Manchoos.—Russia's

Policy in China.—Contrasted with that of England.—Russian Pro-

gress. — Statistics. — Acquisition of Territory by Russia. — Her

Approach to British India.— Russia's Advantages. — Her Future

Policy.—"Pekmgand the Pekingese."—Its Author's Misstatements.

—

Misquotations.—Examples thereof.— " Chinese Miscellanies."— Ti-

ping Movements.—The Future of the Ti-pings Doubtful—Latest

Movements.—The Kan-wang.—Nien-fie Victories.—Future Pros-

pects.—Finis.

IXCE Whig Ministers took it into their heads to

become Manchoo Mandarins, tlie result may soon

be told.

The wars have all been undertaken for the purpose

cither of forcing trade—principally, if not wholly, that in

opium—upon the Chinese, or else to chastise that people

for endeavouring to put their own laws against opium

smuggling into force, from the time of the fracas with

Commissioner Lin to the lorcha Arroio pretext for the

last war.

The results of the late British policy in China are

summed up generally in the following sectional review :

—

1. As for the vaunted treaty of Tien-tsin, /o^'cecZ from

unwilling Manchoos by the results of the " Arroto war,"

it has greatly restricted trade along the coast of China,

closed ports (such as Wan-chew, Tai-chcw, Lam-quan,

Iloc-kau, Chin-chew, &c.), which were virtually open to

foreign trade, and by confining commerce to a few Treaty
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Ports, played exactly into the hands of the anti-foreign

Mandarins. Upon this subject a capital article appears,

from an old resident of many years' standing in China,

in the Overland Trade Mcport, September 11, 1865,

which, as the editor says, " contains the most able expo-

sition of the defects of the treaty of Tien-tsin, of the per-

nicious results of the foreign inspectorate, and of the

crusade carried on against foreign shipping visiting non-

treaty ports, that we ever read." The article is long,

but some of its salient points are to the follov/ing effect

:

Until the signing of the treaty of Tien-tsin, the whole

coast-line, from Canton to Woo-sung, with all its interme-

diate ports, was virtually open to foreign trade ! I'oreign

vessels of all nations were allowed and even encouraged

by the local authorities to enter any port they chose, and

were permitted to trade in any article, either native or

foreign, without hindrance or molestation, provided they

paid the lawful duties.

The disadvantages to which British (and all foreign)

trade is subjected by the treaty of Tien-tsin, and the

establishment of the foreign inspectorate of Chinese Cus-

toms, are these :

—

1st. To pay nearly double as much duty on both im-

ports and exports as native vessels or junks are charged.

2nd. Heavy tonnage dues are enforced, consisting of

di mace or 4i-10 of a tacl (6s. 8d.) per ton, every four

months, instead of every six months as previous to the

war
;
junks paying no tonnage dues !

3rd. Interdicted from carrying or trading in salt, one

of the principal articles of trade in all parts of Cliina and

Eormosa. Likewise saltpetre, sulphur, alum, and some

other articles of general commerce, on pain of confisca-

tion of vessel. Junks allowed to carry or trade in any

article either native or foreign

!

4<th. Interdicted from entering any port on the coast

of China, except those specified "open ])ort" by the

treaty, on pain of confiscation of vessels and cargo. Junks
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free to enter any port or harbour either in China or foreign

countries. What a contrast of advantages and disad-

vantages ! Whereas, before the concoction of the Tien-

tsin treaty, foreign vessels enjoyed equal privileges with

native craft, they have since been placed at a discount

by the execution of the retrogressive measures of that

treaty so inimical to British interests. No doubt the

astute Manchoo statesmen who acted for China during

the negotiations gained many advantages over the repre-

sentatives of England. They succeeded in obtaining

terms which restricted trade, and limited foreign inter-

course to a few ports ; their latest act has been to follow

this up (now that the dread of the Ti-ping is over and the

Ta-ku forts in their hands again) by interdicting the

employment of foreign vessels to carry goods on Chinese

account even between treaty ports !

2. The foreign inspectorate of Chinese Maritime Cus-

toms was a scheme effected by officials of Lord Elgin's

embassy to China; its aim was to make sure of the

indemnity by placiiig Englishmen in charge of the Im-
perial revenue, and to enable the squeezed Government
to suppress rebellion by handing it over the remainder.

Beautifully has the Pekin Cabinet responded by taking

advantage of every opportunity to limit the rights of

Englishmen, and resuming step by step its habits of

repellance and exclusiveness

!

A very significant event has lately taken place, being

the elevation of Tseng-kwo-fan, leader of the anti-foreign

party, and sometime besieger of Nankin, to a position of

unprecedented magnitude. This Mandarin has been

appointed to the absolute civil and military control of

all the officials and troops, whether Tartar or Chinese, in

the three provinces of Chili, Shangtung, and Honan.

Speaking of this appointment, the CJliina Overland Trade

Hejoort, 12th August, 1865, states:

—

" Lest it may bo hoped by some that Tseng-kwo-fan is a man adapted to

the times, and likely to cany into effect salutaiy reforms, it should be
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meutioned that lie is tlie quintessence of a Mandaviii in tlie full acceptation

of the term—corrupt and venal to a dcgi-cc, and perfectly indifferent to tke

welfare of the countiy or the people. His anti-foreign tendencies form the

leading feature of his political creed, and there is good reason to suppose

that Prince Kung fully agi-ees with him. . . . The influence he

ohtains in the empii-e will be irresistible, and must insure success in what-

ever line of policy he may feel inclined to pursue."

Tseng-kwo-fan's rank is that of Commander-in-Chief

and General "Viceroy of the empire.

The inspectorate system has placed a set of cosmopo-

litan mercenaries in a position not only to govern but

to prey upon the whole foreign trade with China. They

are ever upon the qui vive to seize and confiscate the

merchandise of their own countrymen, and have caused

the efi'ectual closing of every port on the coast of China,

except those opened by treaty. Property that may be

unprotected by every legal right, or may be placed

(through the owner's ignorance of inspectorate forms)

in such a position as to incur some of the vexatious

penalties attaching to every infraction of rules almost

daily issued by the European Commissioners of Customs,

or their Mandarin colleagues, ad libitum, is eagerly

pounced upon and appropriated. In fact, it may safely

be said that, instead of benefiting foreigners and their

trade, the scheme acts directly against their interests

;

that it places a number of European and American

adventurers in a position to assist the Mandarins in

taking every advantage of each flaw in the treaty, while

at the same time constituting a capital shield behind which

the still repulsive Manchoos can execute their anti-foreign

plotting in safety.

3. The hostilities against the Ti-pings were caused

through the unrighteous policy established by the treaty

of Tien-tsin, the foreign inspectorate of Customs, the

extortion of indemnity for the war, and the protection of

the vile opium trade. This policy has been a great

success, in so Im' as arresting and beating backward
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the only jiortion of the multituclmous Chinese whose

progress afforded a prospect of change for the better.

It has, with still greater iniquity, warred against and

prevented the spread of Christianity ; destroyed many,

thousands and tens of thousands of those who professed

that faith, and has stopped the circulation and printing of

the Bible in its full integrity by the Ti-ping Government,

besides having caused the re-establishment of idolatry

on the ashes of the destroyed Book, and the wholesale

slaughter of those who only begged for our friendship

and instruction. Through the wicked intervention of

England, the former territory of the Ti-pings has been

Avrested from them, and the bleached bones of the victims

mark the country thick and close for hundreds of miles.

The starvation, the horrors, have been fully described;

and now it is reported from China that many of the

solitudes created where once happy villages of Ti-pings

were found, have become infested with beasts of prey

—

Avolves, panthers, and tigers.

As for having effected the slightest improvement in

British relations Avith China, made the Manchoo authori-

ties less unfriendly and illiberal, or rendered the least

service to the general welfare of humanity, the past

policy of the British Government has proved a lamentable

failure.

By unjustifiable meddling, England has thrown China
into a state of general anarchy. The cruelty and exces-

sive corruption of the Manchoo officials throughout the

country have always been sufficiently great to cause local

insurrections and different regular systems of rebellion;

but it was only to the great Ti-ping revolution (which

proved its power so superior to that of the Imperial

Government as to threaten the rapid extermination of the

latter, and compel the assistance of England to save it)

that people could look for success, and eventual pacifica-

tion of the empire. Well, these urgently required results

have been prevented by the policy in question.
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Unable to depend upon the success of the Ti-ping

movement, the disaffected Chinese have joined other

rebellions, and at this day there are many desolating the

country. In the north, a great amalgamation of the

Yellow River rebels (an old organization, sometimes

under allegiance to the Ti-piug king) or Nien-fie, with a

force of Ti-pings, and a large body of Mohammedan
rebels, has taken place. The army of this league is

estimated at over 300,000 men ; in the summer of 1865

they defeated the Tartar Generalissimo (of Pekin cam-

paign memory) San-ko-lin-siu, w^ho was afterwards killed

by some country people with whom he sought a refuge

—

thus showing the state of feeling amongst the population.

The northern rebels then seriously menaced Pekin itself,

and at one time it was reported that they had captured

the city; lately they seem to have moved more to the

westward—probably to effect a junction .with other

revolutionists ; but it is quite certain that the Imperial-

ists are unable to subdue them.

Besides the league, there are two other formidable

rebellions rasrinc; in the north of China—the Moham-
medan rebels, who defy the power of the Government in

Shen-si, Shan-se, Kan-su, and other parts of the empire.

To the south of these come the " Honan filchers," a horde

of more than 100,000 banditti, who maintain, as they

have done for years, an independent existence in the

llonan Province. Away to the west, the large Tartar

province of E-li, four times as large as Great Britain, has

been wrested from the Imperialists by a rising of

Mahommedans.
Along the western boundary general anarchy prevails :

it would almost seem that as Ilussia advances into central

Asia, the Mohammedans were moving towards China.

In the great province of Sze-chuan, the Ti-pings

under Shih-ta-kae, the I-wang, or his successor, are still

in power. At Hankow (treaty port) in llu-peh, and at

Kew-kiang in Kiaug-si, the Imperialist troops lately
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revolted and set up the standard of rebellion. In Ngan-

wliui serious disturbances have arisen. Earther south, in

Kwei-chow, Yun-nan, and Kwang-si, the Miau-tze, or

independent mountaineers, are steadily increasing in

strength ; in fact, every province of China is more or less

the scene of formidable revolution or local revolt.

The Ti-pings, in strong force, under the Shi-wang and

other leaders, are making rapid progress on the borders of

the provinces of Kwang-tung, Kiang-si, and Ij'u-keen, and

the Imperialist troops seem totally unable to interfere

with them.

Keferring to the distracted state of China, the Over-

land China Mail, June 29, 18G5, truly states that " there

must be something in the conduct of the Imperial

Government, and of the local Mandarins, which provokes

a strong feeling of resentment against their authority in

all parts of the empire." Singularly enough, the same

journal has always opposed the revolutionists who tried

to alter a Government the people hate.

The Times, in its Chinese intelligence of June 21,

18G5, referring to the successes of the Nien-fie League,

states :

—

" So far a3 we can at present see, the Nien-fie insurrection is likely to

prove quite as formidable as was that of the Taepings. Theii' leaders have

substantial wrongs to avenge, and the people themselves have been

subjected to so many hardships at the hands of the local Mandarins that

the slightest spark is sufficient to set the whole north of China in a blaze of

rebellion."

Those who have advocated interfering against such a

movement as that of the Ti-pings, and supporting such a

dynasty as that of the Manchoos, must have very curious

reasons to plead for a justification—they have generally

admitted the necessity for a change of government, and

then amused themselves by resisting the change when
ofiered.

The only policy which could have benefited China

would have been, either an energetic protectorate esta-
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blished by England, and maintained with energy until

the evil Government had been thoroughly and radically

reformed in every branch ; or, what would have been far

better, the Chinese should have been left to themselves

and allowed to choose their own rulers. If England had

simply preserved her honour and remained neutral, China

would have had a native, progressionist, and powerful

Government at the present day. That huge empire has

lasted more than 2,000 years, and the only deterioration

its constitution has suffered has been caused by the

Tartar conquest. The resources of China are as great,

the capacities of her people as vigorous, and the elements

of her ancient civilization as durable as ever : once let the

incubus of Manchoo maladministration be removed, that

vast and intelligent people will rapidly establish a native

Government which will inaugurate an era of progression

and improvement. Eor some time the usurping dynasty

has been tottering towards its fall ; England would have

done well to have avoided supporting the decayed and

hopelessly corrupt fabric. She has served a dying despot-

ism, too far gone to feel even gratitude for her assistance,

and has repelled a young successor who wished ardently

to become of the same brotherhood as herself

!

4. By her aggressive, meddling policy, England has

alarmed the naturally suspicious and treacherous Man-

choos. Making them feel towards the " outer barbarians
"

the passion of fear as well as hate, has, of course, only

tended to make them more exclusive and repellant than

ever. Every mail from China brings successive proof of

the fact. Those who receive advices from the East

cannot fail to notice such passages as the following :

—

The Overland China Trade Report, in its issue

September 11, 1865, states :

—

"Each succeeding mail takes some instance of ISIandarin repellanco

towards foreigners. There can be no doubt that this feeling is the policy

decided on by the Pekin Cabinet. ... As bearing upon this pomt,

reference is called to a notification . . . issued by the Shanghae
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authorities, forbidding Chinese to hire foreign vessels. . . . The liand

of Tseng-kwo-fan, the leader of the anti-foreign party, becoming visible

in the present foreign policy pursued. . . ."

The article then proceeds to notice the fact that the

Mandarin policy of preventing the employment of foreign

shipping, and encouraging that of native craft, simply

tends to increase piracy by providing prey ; and is further

reprehensible because the Mandarins will not assist to

suppress an evil which, were it not for the presence of

British men-of-war, would destroy their entire maritime

commerce. Mr. Hart, the Inspector General of Customs,

endeavoured to induce the Imperial Government to allow

Chinese to own vessels constructed after the foreign

mode, but the hatred of foreign innovation, however

beneficial, prevailed, and the authorities refused the

much-desired boon.

Another instance of Manchoo repellance is the with-

drawal of the concession formerly granted to foreign

vessels to visit the ports of the Island of Formosa.

And again : the port of Wan-chew was open to foreign

trade before the treaty of Tien-tsin, and became a place

of much importance. Why it was not included in the

list of open ports it is difficult to understand. The

foreign representatives and merchants lately endeavoured

to obtain the concession of having it opened to foreign

trade, and for a time were encouraged by Prince Ivung to

believe that their request would be complied with. But

since Tseng-kwo-fan has come to the front, the concession

is rejected, and the idea abandoned.

The notification referred to as prohibiting the employ-

ment of foreign vessels was issued by Liu, Imperial

Commissioner, and acting Viceroy of Kiang-su, in which

province Shanghae is situated. It seems to have proved

very cff'ectual, and very injurious to British shipping

interest.

The last mail from China brought the Overland Trade

Jxcj^ort^ dated *' Ilong-kong, October 15, 18G5." It
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contains these lines :—" The repellance and anti-foreign

tendencies of the Mandarins are becoming more broadly

marked as each month advances."

The North China Market Report states " that the

Chinese are rapidly learning to disregard the most

important of the treaty stipulations." In fact, all sources

of information are mianimous as to the hostile feelings of

the Manchoo Government England has done so much to

bolster up.

Just six months have elapsed since the Colonial

Government of Ilong-kong perverted its powers by giving

up an unfortunate refugee from Nankin to the sanguinary

Imperialist Mandarins. After noticing the facts of the

case, we will observe how the Manchoos responded to the

officious and unwarrantable efforts of the Ilong-kong

rulers to execute the exterritoriality clause of the

notorious treaty of Tien-tsin, the twenty-first article of

which stipulates that, " if criminal subjects of China shall

take refuge in Hong-kong, or, on board of British ships

there, they. shall, upon due requisition by the Chinese

authorities, be searched for; and, on proof of their guilt,

be delivered up."

Acting upon the above clause, the Canton Mandarins,

in the month of April, 1805, demanded from the Colonial

Government the rendition of a certain Chinaman residing

at the latter place, on the plea of his having 1)een a pirate.

The man demanded had been residing in Ilong-kong

since September, 1864^, and the following facts transpired

during the inquiry instituted. He had been a Ti-ping

chief, known as the Mo-wang (probably a successor to the

rank of the assassinated Commandant of Soo-chow) ; and,

upon the evacuation of Nankin, had escaped and made

his way to Hong-kong, with a considerable sum of money.

As this became known to members of some secret societies

established amongst the Chinese there, he was subjected

to much extortion from people who threatened to denounce

him to the Mandarins as a rebel unless he satisfied their
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demands. At last the persecution drove him to seek

legal advice from some English lawyer, who told him that

he was perfectly safe on British soil. Consequently, he

defied his persecutors ; and they, douhtless, to ohtain

reward from the Mandarins, fulfilled their threats. The

principal Manchoo ofiicial at Canton, who was certain of

promotion should he succeed in catching a rebel of such

rank, forthwith demanded his rendition as a pirate.

The man was seized and tried before the magistrates'

court, where the above evidence was obtained. The proof

of his piracy (although consisting of the testimony of only

one Chinese witness, sent cloimi specially by the Mandarins)

was considered sufficient ; and, notwithstanding the

protest of the counsel retained for the prisoner, the

magistrate, under the direction of the law officers of the

Crown, made out the requisite order for his rendition.

The valuable account from which the facts of this

case.are taken * states :

—

" On this being communicated to tlie Mo-wang, lie made np Ms mind to

commit suicide, if possible, by jumping overboard on bis passage to Canton,

knowing, as he did too well, the horrid fate that there awaited him. When
handed over to the Chinese officials, he begged to be released from the

handcuffs ; but one of our civil officials (the man's name should be made

public), not in the police, woiild not permit this ; and he was thei'efore

conveyed to Canton in the manacles of the Hong-kong police. On his

arrival there he was taken to prison, the next day brought before the

Mandarin, where he refused to plead, acknowledging himself a Ti-ping

chief : he was taken back to prison, and the next day was executed in the-

way reserved for political offenders, viz., he was tied to a cross, his cheeks

then sliced off, then the insides of his anns, thighs, &c., and finally

disembowelled while yet alive. This put beyond a doubt the real cause of

the demand for this man, and the real offence for which he was wanted."

Now, in this cruel case of rendition the Government of

Hong-kong committed an act repugnant alike to humanity

and the Christian principles of their countrymen, and

v/hich was not only entirely illegal, but grossly unjust.

* Published in the Daily JHfews, August 8, 1865.
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The Mo-waiig was demanded and given up as a pirate.

The only evidence against him was given by one China-

man, and tended to prove that the chief had once stopped

a Chinese vessel, on board of which was the witness,

endeavouring to run past the Ti-ping Custom House

established at Nankin. The junk was confiscated by the

Ti-ping authorities. Here we have the main point of the

case. This was the only act charged against the Mo-
wang. The only question is whether it was piracy. The

Colonial authorities, true to the Mandarin-worshipping-

and-Ti-ping-destroying policy, answered in the affirmative.

Let us examine their decision.

Eirst. The Ti-pings had been recognised as bellige-

rants ; and, moreover, as an established power, by

repeated acts upon the part of representatives of Great

Britain (and other countries) ; how then could the seizure

of a vessel of the enemy by the Mo-wang—a regularly

commissioned officer of the Ti-ping Government—be

construed into an act of piracy ? Why, the United States

of America would have stronger (though none the less

unreasonable) grounds to demand from England the

rendition of every ex-Confederate officer, as a pirate, who
might be found within her jurisdiction ! The decision of

the Hong-kong authorities is clearly against the rights, of

the case and the law by which it was tried. But what

conclusively proves this is the fact that the Mandarins

demanded the Mo-wang as a pirate, but executed him as

aj^olitical offender, and nothing else.

Thus, it cannot fail to be seen that the unfortunate

victim was not a pirate—the Hong-kong Solons gave him

up as one.

Secondly. The extradition treaty with China specially

declares '^criminal" offenders as those who may be given

up, upon "proof of guilt." The Mo-wang was not a

criminal, therefore the Hong-kong authorities violated the

law by giving him up as such.

Thirdly. The treaty of Tien-tsin was not the law of
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Hong-kong, therefore the authorities had no legal right to

render np even a criminal subject of Cliina—how much
less the innocent Mo-wang ! As tlie Ilong-kong China

Ocerland Trade Report^ May 30, 1865, truly states, in

reviewing this atrocious affair :
—" It would appear that

the local authorities have not only read the treaty

erroneously, but that they have no power whatever to

meddle in the matter, no ordinance ever having been passed

to enable them to take cognizance of offences under the

Tien-tsin treaty. . . .

" The case of the St. Alban's raiders has elicited the

fact that a treaty is not a statute, and cannot be adopted

by a court of law without a statutory enactment. The

Ashburton treaty was not the law of Canada, because the

Government had neglected to legalize it by statute. So

the Tien-tsin treaty is not the law in Hong-kong, because

no ordinance has been passed to legalize it."

The above three objections to the rendition of the

Mo-wang pretty strongly prove that his death was a

judicial murder by those who unlawfully gave him up to

so frightful a doom. Another example of British malver-

sation in China, and a further instance of persecution of

the Ti-pings

!

It might at least have been expected when British

officials exceeded their authority and so misapplied the

exterritoriality clause of the treaty in order to oblige the

Mandarins, that the latter would have responded. We
will observe how they did so.

"Within one month of the rendition of the Mo-wang,

the Imperialists in the neighbourhood of Amoy cap-

tured the mercenary soldier, Burgevine (already noticed

in these pages), an Englishman named Green, and a

British East Indian subject, whilst endeavouring to join

the Ti-pings at Chang-chew. These men had committed

no crime, and were caught before having committed any

political offence (any previous episode of Burgevine'

s

life constituting another case, which did not concern the
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Englishman, Green). Even if they had succeeded in join-

ing the revolutionists, and had afterwards been caught

levying war against the Imperialists, their only ofiFence

would have been a political one, viz., breach of neutrality,

punishable by deportation from China or three months'

imprisonment.

The American Consul at Amoy, hearing of the seizure,

demanded, as in this case he bad a perfect right to do, the

rendition of Burgevine, according to the terms of the

exterritoriality clause of the treaty. The Mandarins re-

fused to fulfil their obligations and give up the men.

They carried them into the interior and murdered them

by heavily ironing, and then drowning them, afterwards

pretending that the three unfortunate prisoners had met
their death by the capsize of a boat in which they were

being conveyed across a river !

Thus we see that immediately after a Chinese j^olitical

offender was illegally given up to the Manchoo Govern-

ment by the authorities of Hong-kong, the Mandarins

deliberately violated the exterritoriality stipulations of

the treaty, by refusing to give up the three men whom
they had seized before offence, on suspicion only, and by

cruelly putting them to death.

The last mail from China brin<?s intelliGrence of the

murder of three Europeans at the treaty port of Chin-

Iviang. Two (Messrs. Eilleul and Pickernel) were English-

men, and old friends of mine ; the third, a Mr. Lewis,

was an American. These men were set upon by Im-

perialist soldiers in the dead of the night, while sleeping,

and cruelly murdered, without having given any oU'ence,

although another European had struck a Chinaman on

the previous day. The murderers belonged to a disci-

plined contingent, commanded by a Mandarin named

Kwo, a force which had been raised, officered, and

equipped by British means !

Besides the continual violation of the exterritoriality

clause of the treaty, the Manchoos have lately displayed
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their growing disregard for their ohligations and their

increasing repugnance to foreigners in a variety of illiberal

measures. To those which we have already noticed may be

added the late blunt refusal of the Pekin Cabinet to allow

the construction of a proposed Russian line of telegraph

from Siberia to that city.

Another very serious blow to British and Chinese

interests has been the fruitless mission of Sir M. Stephen-

son. The Manchoo Government has pointedly refused to

grant 2:)ermission for the introduction or construction of

railways, and the local authorities have obstructively

prevented the formation of proposed experimental lines

at Canton, and between Shanghae and Woo-sung, a dis-

tance of about fourteen miles.

There is another case in point, which effectually

proves the thorough impracticability of the Manchoos. A
few months ago an enterprising Shanghae merchant, Mr.

E. A. Reynolds, W' as public-spirited enough to erect a line

of telegraph from Shanghae to the sea-coast. He made
all arrangements, compensated various native landowners,

and erected his posts, only to find them all chopped dow^n

again one fine morning. The Mandarins, when appealed

to, insulted the British Consul, and refused to allow the

erection of the telegraph, the alleged reason being that it

interfered with Pung-shui—the spirit of geomancy, the

air, or something else.

Shortly before the above outrage, the Mandarins

shovr^ed their gratitude for the assistance England had

given them, by closing the whole of the silk districts and

interior to steam communication or transit by foreigners,

the same having been free and open under the rule

of the Ti-pings, who encouraged the employment of

steamers.

Many other instances of Manchoo repugnance and
hostility could be mentioned, but those noticed are

sufficient for all purposes, and so we will close our review

of some of the results of British policy in China.
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After having examined the conduct of England, it

may not be out of place to follow with a short sketch of

E/Ussian policy, which is daily becoming so closely

connected with China, whilst the frontier of the great

Muscovite Power is rapidly extending towards the

Chinese and Indian empires in one direction, is peace-

fully established against Chinese territory in another, and

is gradually annexing to herself vast portions of Chinese

territory in the north.

Although the Manchoos have always been hostile to

British intercourse, "there is a system of European

policy which they can and do appreciate," as the

Standard, August 28, 1865, well said. The substance of

the article referred to so thoroughly expresses what I

would say, that I cannot refrain from using it :

—

The Manchoos comprehend the spirit of B^ussia, and

dwell at peace with that empire on her borders. Instead of

a great wall, they are divided from their powerful neigh-

bour by a wooden paling, and there has not been a shot

fired between Hussia and China, contiguous though they

are, during the last fifty years. But what has been the

course pursued by Bussia with regard to that which is

loosely and inaccurately termed the Ti-ping revolt ? One

of complete neutrality. We, however, from the coast,

hoisted our flag in the war. We have taken an active

and open part, declared against a tremendous national

movement, and been virtually beaten off the Chinese soil

and waters. Looking for results, it is impossible to find

any, except that our name is hated by millions of people

who desired to live and trade upon friendly terms with

us. Our representative diplomacy at Pekin is a nullity,

and there is every chance that, a change of dynasties

intervening, we shall have to undo our Manchoo states-

manship, and comply with a very different set of political

necessities in the East. Your Chinese are very intelligent

fatalists ; they rarely quarrel with facts ; they are con-

vinced, it may be, of the English fighting quality ; but

3f2
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they can feel little respect for our wisdom when they see

us standing in a baffled attitude between both their great

parties, blundering- and bewildered, with an enormous

trade to foster, with prodigious future interests to foresee,

and yet with a diplomacy which means neither peace nor

war, which binds us to no intelligible line of conduct,

and which has brought us to a condition wherein, through

any accident, whether of Imperial or insurrectionary

success, we may be called upon to defend our rights by

force of arms.

It is a fact no less singular than true, that the

Hussians, in contradistinction to all other Europeans,

show a strong tendency to amalgamate with the higher

races of Asia, In consequence of this, her rapid pro-

gress on the continent referred to partakes of the

nature of absorption and not of conquest. The policy of

Hussia seems inseparable from continual increase of her

already vast dominions. In every direction her frontier

is determinatcly advanced, while thousands of strange

people are submitting to her SAvay. In Europe she uses

force to obtain any desirable locality ; and although it is

true that occasionally some obstinate or patriotic chief of

Central Asia may dispute her advance, such obstructions

would seem to form the exception to the general progress

she is enabled to make rather by conciliation and clever

seizure than by force of arms.

If people have the audacity to use their eyes, and
the unparalleled hardihood to discover the extraordinary

increase of the Hussian empire, there is a cli(iue of

venerable wiseacres who always think to annihilate them
by the crushing denunciation, Bussophobia ! Now,
these old gentlemen—it is presumed that they are rather

decrepit—may call the knowledge of modern geography
and the continual increase of Kussja whatever gives them
a little innocent amusement ; but all the calling in the

world cannot alter the fact.

There are two questions which particularly concern
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England : is she content to halt on the forward path of

nations, while E^ussia, by reclaiming the people of Asia,

bids fair to rival her in every duty assumed by great

civilized Powers ? Is the meeting of the frontier lines of

E/Ussia and India, which, according to the regular increase

of tlie E^ussian possessions in Central Asia, might be cal-

culated almost to the day, likely to prove disastrous to

British empire in the latter country ?

Other European Powers can afford to look on without

being interested, for only England has so precious a jewel

as Hindoostan. The first question may be passed over

as merely bearing upon the advancement of abstract

principles, or the propagation of Christian doctrine, phil-

anthropy, and civilization ; but the second is very dif-

ferent, relating as it does exclusively to the material

and commercial interests of Great Britain. Before ex-

plaining how these may be affected by the future move-

ments of Pi^ussia, or describing the present position of

that Power in Central Asia, it will not be out ot place

to give a short sketch of Russian progress.

At page 410, vol. ii., "MacGregor's Commercial

Statistics," the following interesting calculations are

given :

—

" ^tu.'^^^ia contajnecl

—

At the accession of Teter I. in 1G89 ... 15,000,000 inlial.Uanis.

At the accession of Oathcnne II. hi 17G2 ... 2.5,()00,()00

At her death in 1 790 ... 30,000,000

At the death of Alexander 1825 ... 58,000,000

" Her acquisitions from Sweden are greater than "wluit remains of that

kingdom.

"Her acqiiisitions from ToLand arc )3 early equal to the Austrian

empire.

" Her acquisitions from Turkey in Europe arc of greater extent than

the Prussian dominions, exclusive of the Khenish provinces.

" Her acquisitions from Turkey in Asia arc nearly equal in dimensions

;to the whole of the smaller states of Cermany.

" Her acquisitions from Pei'sia are equal in extent to England.

" Her acquisitions in Tartaiy have an are;? Tiot inferior to that of

Turkey in Europe, Greece, Italy, and Spain."
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The valuable work quoted from was published in the

year 1814. It proceeds to state :

—

" The acquisitions she has made within the last sixty-four years are

equal in extent and importance to the whole empire t^he had in Europe

before that time.

"The Russian frontier has .heen advanced towards

—

Berlin, Dresden, Munich, Vienna, and Paris ... about 700 miles.

Constantinople ... ... ... ... ... „ 500 „

Stockholm ... ... ... ... ... „ G30 „

Teheran „ 1,000 „

" It Ls to be borne in mind that the Russian tariff of exclusio^i has been

extended to all those acquisitions where formci-ly British merchandise was

freely sent."

To the above may be added the Russian acquisitions

in North America, which arc nearly five times the extent

of the British Isles.

Her acquisitions from the Chinese empire, the river

Amoor territory in Manchuria, are about equal in dimen-

sions to England.

Her acquisitions from independent Tartary since 18ii4i

are more than four times greater in extent than the

British Isles. The advance of the Hussian frontier from

Orenburg to Samarkand is about 800 miles.

Every mail from India brings intelligence of further

Hussian progress or conquest. The position at which we
have placed her is within 200 miles of Cabul, and 400 of

Jcllalabad and Cashmere. Nothing but the mountains

of Cashmere and Cabul separate the Russians from

British India. Eoiled and driven back by the results of

the Crimean war, Hussia changed her line of aggression

from facing directly through Turkey, Persia, and so to

Hindoostan ; but, by concentrating her forces upon and

crushing poor Circassia (which might liave been pro-

tected with almost more reason than Turkey was), she

opened a direct passage to Persia upon the west of the

Caspian Sea, whilst at the same time other legions were

carrying her frontier line at a quick march through
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Tartary to the eastward. The command of the Bosphorus

would have made the Black Sea a E/Ussian lake, and the

only assailable flank of a march into Persia wonld have

been protected against the great naval Powers. That

position has been par force abandoned, but Russia has

succeeded in obtaining another almost equally good. By
her extraordinary efforts against Circassia she has at

length managed to obtain the .long-coveted Caucasian

Mountains. These, in the hands of a comparatively small

force, constitute an effectual barrier to any foreign offen-

sive movement against her operations on, and to the

eastward of, the Caspian Sea. Thus it is palpable that

no European Power could in Europe, upon equal terms,

or with a chance of success, oppose her designs on the

southern and eastern portions of Asia. Meanwhile she

is steadily possessing herself of the territory yet inde-

pendent on the frontiers of India and Thibet. During

the last few years she has successfully absorbed Khiva,

the territors of the Kirghiz and Kalpak Tartars, the

provinces of Turkestan, and the principal points of

Kokan. The great cities of Tashkend and Samarkand

are in Russian hands, and the last mail from India

(December, 1865) announces that war has commenced

between them and Bokhara — the last independent

kingdom of Tartary. There is an old Muscovite pre-

diction, which declares :
" When the Ilussians shall

have conquered Samarkand, and shall have returned to

the cradle of their Tartar ancestors, there shall be but

one rule in Asia, and the Mongols and Tartars united

shall brave the whole world." Certainly this prophecy is

in progress ; it remains to be seen whether it will be

accomplished.

The last telegrams report that the Russians are witliin

six miles of Bokhara, the capital of the country of that

name, and that many thousands of workmen are engaged

constructing their military roads through tliat kingdom.

And where are these roads Icadina? ? In a direct line for
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the nearest portion of British India ! Perliaps the Rus-

sians only wish to build summer-houses on the northern

slopes of the mountains of Cashmere, though it is strange

militarj^ roads and large bodies of troops are required

for such a purpose. Perhaps they wish to get on the

other side of these mountains,—time will shoAV.

Such is the present (December, 1805) position of

Kussia in Asia ;. but already there are signs indicative

of a much farther progress. Already the people a little

beyond her advancing frontier are in turmoil and con-

fusion. Kashgar, Yarkend, and other portions of eastern

Tliibet, together wdth Cabul, being in anarchy, and

waiting for the arrival of the paciiicating, absorbing

invader, whilst the great Mongolian province of I-li has

thrown off its allegiance to the Emperor of China.

Already the next nations are breaking up like fallow

earth before the resistless ploughshare.

The JBomhay Mail of December 13th states :

—

" Many reports are current of commotions in the Affglian states and

along the Punjanb frontier. . . . The internal commotions in Cahnl con-

tinue. . . . An envoy from Kotan has arri^'ed at Cashmere. . . . The

ohject of his visit is said to be to ofler the Empress of India the allegiance

of Kotan, iu return for an assurance of pi'otcction from the Russians. . . .

The inhabitants of Soket, in the hills north of Jullunder, lately made an

attack on Mundi. . . The country near Yarkand is reported to be in a

state of insurrection. It is conjectured that this manifestation of revolt

is an indication of some greater 2^oioer having instigated it, having for its

object the creation of universal revolt, and thus breaking the influence of

China in these parts.

"An afiray recently took place between the sepoys of the Jeyporo

Rajah and the Rajah of Khetra, in Avhich several lives were lost. Go-

vernment have called u])on the former chief for explanations.

" Advices from the north-western frontier indicate tlie necessity for

being more than ever on the alert against tlie increasinof raids bv various

sects. Letters recently received report tliat the Wahabee Moulvies at

Sittana have been purchasing the favour of the Akhoond of Swat, who

was to stir up the tribes to a united effort against the British.

" It is reported from Peshawur that the Afreedies are very restless,

and inclined to give trouble. This tribe occupies the hills all along the

western side of the Peshawur Valley, and their territory interposes be-
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tween tlie Peshawur and Koliat districts. They can mnster some 20,000

lighting men, all of them as good soldiers as can he found on the

frontiei'."

It is quite plain to those who have studied the

question, that Russian progress towards India and Cliina

is seriously alFecting the material and commercial interests

of Great Britain. Eor some years the E^ussians have

successfully competed with British merchants in Cliina.

Although their trade has been carried on through a vast

extent of territory, still the import of Bussian woollen

and other manufactured goods, via Irkoutsk, Kiachta,

and Mongolia, has been sufficient to suit and satisfy the

market of Western, Northern, and Central Cliina, besides

Mongolia and Thibet. Every day increases this commerce,

and makes it less expensive. Bussia brings into the

contest with England (whether it be commercial or

military) overwhelming natural advantages. She is

rapidly extending her railway and telegraphic lines

throughout her Asiatic dominions ; and these, besides

serving to introduce the sciences, arts, and mechanical

inventions of modern civilization, are being constructed

for the conveyance of armies to the utmost limits of her

empire. It is quite possible that, by the time the Bussian

frontier joins that of India, railway communication will

be extended to the same point, and afford the oppor-

tunity of conveying large bodies of troops. Bussia un-

doubtedly has a great future in Asia, and it is difficult to

see how England can ultimately avoid yielding before the

natural advantages that wdll be brought into the field

against her—for that they will be so employed one cannot

doubt; unless, indeed, there be some charm by which

British interests are made sacred to her rival, and

certainly the Bussians are not likely to j)refer a barren

steppe of Tartary to a rich slice of India. As for the

principle of tlie thing, the less said about that the better.

Considering the manner in which England obtained her

dominions in Ilindoostan, the Bussians have quite as
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much ric^ht to take them, if they can ; and why shoukl wo
flatter ourselves that they will not try when they become

our neighbours, when we see them indiscriminately

seizing all territories which lie in their way ?

It may be that we should rather rejoice at the position

Russia is taking up against India and China ; it may be

that, even should the result prove injurious to us, it will

not be felt till something like the lapse of another

century ; but these are grave questions, and it is quite

within the bounds of probability that another few months

may find us either defending our Indian possessions, or

crushing internal dissension created by Hussian intrigue

amongst our coloured subjects.

It is scarcely to be expected (except in the event of

European war) that Russia will make any direct attack

upon British India, but the very contrast of her method

of conquest with ours will create disaffection amongst the

excitable, fanatical, treacherous natives. Why this result

should ensue is explained by the well-known fact that

(probably from the admixture of Tartar blood) the

Russians can amalgamate with Asiatics, while the English

cannot. Englishmen may flatter themselves that British

rule is adored in India, but all the flattery in the world

cannot obliterate the remembrance of the terrible

mutiny, which, considering the numbers that joined it

who were not sepoys, might more appropriately be termed

a rebellion. Unless we have thoroughly established our

rule in the hearts of the people, we may be sure that the

vicinity of Russian dependencies will cause troulde,

because Asiatics will become Russianized far sooner than

we can Anglicise them, and Russian influences are already

at work in Aff'ghanistan, if not also in Cashmere—whence

disturbances were lately reported. In conclusion, on this

subject, it may fairly be said that Russia is performing a

great work, no doubt to the benefit of thousands of

uncivilized nomades, and that her course is very likely

to lead her into collision with British India. England
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cannot stop her if sbe would; but England miglit have

had a powerful friend and ally in the shape of a great

Asiatic Power if she had not destroyed the Ti-pings who
would have established it. By the wilful, unjustifiable,

short-sighted policy of her Government, England has lost

the glorious opportunity of helping to establish a vast

Christian empire in Asia—a course the more impolitic

because its reverse would not only have tended to raise a

balance against the incessant encroachment of E>ussia in

the East, but to create a strong friendly Power on the

frontier of her own Indian possessions.

One object for which the author has steadily laboured,

and which has had no small share in causing the pro-

duction of this work, is to counteract the gross amount

of ignorant prejudice which has been excited against the

Tipings through the medium of false reports in England.

Persons either individually implicated, or credulous

cnousrh to believe the interested statements of those who
have been concerned in slaughtering the Ti-pings, have

been gratified at the diffusion of their opinions by sundry

publications, journals, and magazines—patriotic, very, no

doubt, but nevertheless either unscrupulous or gullible.

Just to prove the utter worthlessness of the reports

referred to, the following statements are selected from

two new books (" Peking and the Pekingese," by Dr.

Rennie; "Chinese Miscellanies," by Sir J. E. Davis);

whilst it is also unhesitatingly affirmed that every

similar effusion, having for its basis defamation of the

Ti-pings, is equally untrustworthy, and as easily, if not

more so, refuted.

In the Dedication of the former of the two works to Sir

E. Bruce, Dr. Ptcnnie lias sufficient power of imagination

to term that official's vacillating and inane diplomacy

—

"A policy auguring %o favourahly '"
[1] for the future of China."

* The italics are ours.
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With a further combination of inaccuracy, adulation,

and prejudice, Dr. Kennie proceeds to state :

—

" And Avliicli, Jiaving been mainly conducive, to the extinction of the

Taeping rebellion, [2] has already been attended with results of the highest

importance to the cause of hnmanityp [3]

[1] It is for those who peruse this work, and all who
have other opportunities than such as Dr. E;ennie gives

to cnligliten them, to judge whether the "policy" in

question has proved ^^favourahle^^ or the reverse.

[2] As for the second passage, if Dr. E^ennie means that

the shuffling, spiritless, and vacillating conduct of Sir P.

Bruce, marked by total want of energy and impartiality,

conduced to a certain result, by means of having established

no policy or principle of statesmanship whatever, he is

right ; but if he means that his patron advocated, advised,

or countenanced the massacre of Ti-pings, he is labouring

under some extraordinary delusion, and the words of him

he tries to praise, but clearly misrepresents, prove it. Not

only has the weather-vane of the political fancies of Sir P.

Bruce never been blown to within many points of recom-

mending direct intervention, but on the other hand he has

violently deprecated any such operation, as may be seen

by referring to page 280, Chapter X., and many other

parts of this work. The finishing blow, however, is given to

Dr. Bennie's illusory though amusing panegyric, and his

unfortunate premises are proved to be without foundation

;

by the well-known fact that the " extinction of the

Taeping rebellion" has neither taken place, nor even

seems likely to be, as appears by a telegram in the Lon-

don papers (November 24i, 1865), viz.:

—

"Shanghae, October 9, 18G5. The Taepings arc reported to be again

a))pcaring in large bodies."

[3] With regard to Dr. Ronnie's rodomontade about
*' the cause of humanity " as the Ti-pings are not yet

exterminated, it is simply unmeaning ; and all that can be
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said in its favour is, that it is correctly copied from the Blue

Book (see p. 738, Chap. XXIV.).

At the 89th page of " Peking and the Pekingese,'*

Dr. Ptennie endorses the following misrepresentations :

—

" The Taepings wlio, Mr. Parkes states, endeavour to copy tlie most

objectionable traits in the Imperialist character (?), in addition to which a

sort of ' High life below stairs ' farce is enacted, embracing the most absurd

assumptions of dignity, with general licentiousness, bhxspliemy, and

obscenity. . . ."

Then Dr. Rennie's ire becomes aroused at the thought

of such wickedness, and the consciousness of moral recti-

tude filling him with a strange cacoethes scrlbendl, he

abuses the Ti-ping Wang very cruelly, by declaring :

—

" This lunatic monarch (for such he would really seem to be) is waited

on only by women, no males being allowed to approach him ; bigamy (]),

with general immorality, is said to be the prevailing institution of the

Court of Nankin."

Now the above statement is no less incorrect than

absurd. The Tien-wang regularly held council witli his

ministers and chiefs. The insertion of the word " bigamy"

suggests motives on the part of the writer, who, we may
suppose, means polygamy. He not only forgets to blame

his Imperialist friends for conforming to the same custom

of China, but he must be ignorant of the fact that " bigamy"

means the crime of marrying more than one woman only

in countries where the civil law makes such connection

illegal. Not satisfied with thus abusing those he had

never seen, Dr. Ptcnnie proceeds to mis(\}xoiQ from Blue

Books. He says, at the same page :

—

" The following rhapsody has lately appeared, in the form of a procla-

mation, from the Tcen-wang."

He then quotes a decree, issued on the 7th of March,

1861, to establish certain regulations in the civil depart-

ment of the Ti-ping Government,—a translation of the

same being given at page M (Inclosure 6, in Number 11)
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of the Blue Book on China, presented to the British Par-

liament, " in pursuance of their address, dated April 8,

1862."

The clause which either Dr. Kennie or his authority

has altered, in the original and official translation, is as

follows :

—

" Thus, in addition to the perfect regulations, we have added six more,

making nine altogether. Do not go and tui'n your backs on the Father,

Brother, myself, and my son, who illuminate all places, benevolently har-

monizing them for a myriad myriad generations. . . ."

The words " Father—Brother " are, in the Chinese text,

raised the usual number of spaces above '* myself and my
son," which at once properly represents the Divinity.

Any unprejudiced mind would certainly understand the

sentence as meaning that—" the Pather, Brother, Myself,

and my Son," in our respective spheres, benevolently

harmonize all things. Dr. Bennie, however, tries to prove

the blasphemous nature of the Ti-pings in the following

manner :—At page 90, first volume of his work, he mis-

quotes the clause of the proclamation referred to in this

way :—

" Now do not in the least turn away your back upon Ya-ko-chum and

Yan (?)—God, Christ, myself, and son—who illuminate all places as one

BODY POLITIC, benevolently harmonizing them for ten thousand times" ten

thousand generations."

Where does Dr. Bcnnie get the interpolation from ?

It is a totally un-Chinesc expression, but a favourite

term loith English diplomatists. It appears a clever

attempt to alter the sense of the proclamation, and

brand the Ti-pings with the crime of blasphemy.

There are other cases in which the author of " Peking

and the Pekingese" goes out of his way to endorse

second-hand opinions inimical to the Ti-pings; but

as he does not attempt to corroborate them by any

mention of his own experience, it is unnecessary to fur-

ther notice such valueless statements; the misquotation
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exposed al30ve, not only evidences how little reliance is to

be placed on the clique of Ti-ping maligners, but forms a

fitting conclusion to our acquaintance with a book which

would have been more valuable had the author refrained

from aspersing a political cause of which he knows
literally nothing.

The misrepresentation contained in " Chinese Miscel-

lanies," though merely consisting of one sentence and a

foot-note, is important and worthy of contradiction, be-

cause it is promulgated by Sir J. F. Davis. Speaking, in

the preface, of the Governments of China and Japan, he

states :

—

" With all their faults they ai'e, iii their integral characteristics, better

than the mock Clu-istian '• Taepuigs of China. . . .

"

As for the mockery of Christianity, perhaps the

readers of "Ti-ping Tien Kwoh" may agree with its

author in believing that it has been altogether upon the part

of those who, like Sir J. Davis, have scoffed at, abused,

and ridiculed the faith of the Ti-pings. Many millions of

men do not establish a great revolution, and sacrifice

their lives for a mock purpose, whatever Sir J. Davis

may think to the contrary. If " it has been plain from
the first" that the Ti-pings were no more like Christians

than Mahomet was like a Jew, will the clever discoverer

kindly explain the meaning of the statements of the

Bishop of Victoria, llevs. Edkins, John, Medhurst,

Muirhead, &c., referred to and quoted in this work ?

All that now remains to be noticed are the movements
of the Ti-pings since capturing the city of Chang-

chew, near Amoy, their present circumstances and

position.

After holding a large portion of the province of Eu-

keen for about eight months, on the IGth of May, 1SG5,

* "It has been plain from the first, that tliey were no more like

Christians than Mahomet was like a Jew" (p. iv).
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the Ti-pings evacuated the city of Chang-chew, and

moved off to the westward.

This proceeding took both Europeans and Imperialists

completely by surprise ; fof, up to the day before the Shi-

wang left Chang-chew, his outposts were five miles from

the city, and the jVIanchoo forces had not ventured to

attack them for a long time. The place was also strongly

fortified and well-provisioned—so much so, indeed, that

large stores of grain, &c., were left behind,—while the

country to the west and south was entirely under the

control of the Ti-pings.

The explanation of the Shi-wang's sudden movement
is due to the fact that eleven days afterwards he joined

his forces with Hung-jin, the Kan-wang, at a distance of

eighty or ninety miles inland.

Of course, as usual, frightful accounts of Ti-ping

atrocities on the march were concocted to harrow the

feelings of those simple enough to believe them. It is

fortunate that trustworthy evidence exists to prove that

the Ti-pings have not yet become the " horde of banditti

"

England's policy lias worked so hard to make them. The

Uev. W. McGregor, English Presbyterian Missionary at

Amoy (about fourteen miles from Chang-chew), in a

letter dated 10th April, 1865, declares that, Avhilst

conquering neighbouring parts of the province by expedi-

tions issuing from Chang-chew,* " the Ti-piugs had been

guilty of no wanton destruction of property or slaughter

of the people." Again, in another letter, dated 26th

May, 1865, after the revolutionists had retreated inland,

he states :

—

" Of course many stories are being ])ut in circulation about tlio cruelties

of the Ta(;pings when iii possession of Chang-cliew ; but it must be remem»

bered that these come from Mandarin sources, and thence through the

foreign custom-house pass into circulation in the foreign community, while

* Published in The English Presbyterian Messenger, July 1st and

August 1, 1865.
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a little investigation often shows them to be quite unfounded. Foi'

example, it was reported that the Taepuigs left Cliang-chew a perfect

shamble, having massacred all the people that were of no use to take with

them, and in cori"oboration of this some of the foreign community were

taken up, and shown the city burning La several places, with numbers of

dead bodies lying about ; but it has to be kept in mind that, before this the

Mandarin troops had been some days in the city, and the remembrance of

Soo-chow ought to teach Englishmen, at least, how these days would be

spent. The Chinese have a technical term for a proclamation issued

oixleriug soldiers to desist from indiscrimhiate slaughter and plunder, and

I casually got the information from my teacher (who has the means of

getting all news circulating in the Yamens), that Chang-chew was in

the hands of the Imperialists four or five days before this proclamation was

issued. The fact is, that, immediately on the Taepings leaving, the

l^eople whom they left (they took a large number with them as baggage-

bearers, itc), endeavoured to escape from it as fast as possible ; and we

have information from some who have escaped that, before the departure of

the rebels no slaughter took place. How the Imperialists have acted in

Chang-chew and the surrounding villages will be apparent fi'om the single

fact tliat, since they entered the city, the soldiers have been selling women

at four dollars each. No e^^.dence has yet been ])roduced that the

Taepings have been guilty of such atrocities as are implied in this state-

ment. A short time ago, in consequence of some disturbances in the

Tung-au region, a body of soldiers were detached from the Mandarin force,

near Chang-chew, who by their own account burnt over twenty villages

and massacred over 2,000 women and children, without meeting with any

resistance. They ultimately returned, in consequence of the villagers,

farther north, forming a combination for mutual protection, and threatening

to join the rebels. We have not heard of an instance of the Taejnngs

acting in such a manner."

It is impossible to tell, at present, whether the Ti-

pings may become a scourge to their country, or whether

they will again rise into power and importance, and

occupy their old position. But the fact must be carefully

recorded that, in event of the former deplorable contin-

gency, it is British interference which has made them

what they are, and that it must be regarded as the original

and responsible cause of all that is or may be objection-

able. It is now placed beyond doubt that the Kan-wang

is at the head of a great body of Ti-pings, although it is

equally certain that other divisions not under his

3 G
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command exist in various directions ; but, so long as he

remains in authority, there need be little fear as to the

deterioration of the movement. One fact in connection

with the retreat from Chang-chew speaks volumes. It

seems that when some missionaries visited the place

immediately after the Ti-pings had fled, they made the

interesting discovery described by Dr. Carnegie (medical

missionary) in the following words :

—

.
* " Only some two or tliree of the Cliristians have been heard of. . . .

A native preacher is amongst the missing. An iateresting fact, however,

remains to be told in connection with tlie rebels, and it is this :—That

whilst they gutted the heathen temples and utterly demolished the many

hundreds of idols with which these temples were stored, they respected the

Christian places of worship, and in one of the chapels, where there is a

scroll bearing these words, ' The pure religion of Jesus,' some of them

added underneath, ' May it spread oyer the whole earth !
'

"

As Colonel Sykes, M.P., truly observes in a letter upon

the above subject, published in the Star, December 28th,

1865 :—

"These two testimonies, standing unscathed in a desolated city, will

fall gi-atingly upon the memories of those who, with British bayonets and

British shot and shell, in violation of good faith and in violation of a

commanded neutrality, have aided a Government, which has been charac-

terized for its constant perfidy and cruelty, to defeat a national pai'ty, in

which, as we see, was not only a germ of Christianity, of probable develop-

ment into a rich harvest, but which party also constantly had manifested a

desire to cultivate friendly relations with foreigners, with a view to the

introduction of Western science and art, as contra-distinguished from the

Imperial Government, which stupidly and doggedly opposes itself to every

proposition for the establishment of railways, telegraphs, the steam naviga-

tion of internal waters, and other useful objects."

Since the evacuation of Chang-chew, but little informa-

tion has been received regarding the movements and

whereabouts of the Ti-pings. Prom the depositions of

* See p. 13, "Occasional Paper," No. 10, dated July, 1865, issued with

the Tenth Annual Report of the Cliina Mission at Amoy and Swatow,

1864-5.
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two foreigners (Mansfield and Baffey), it has been ascer-

tained that the Kan-wang is in supreme commandj

nothing whatever being heard of the Tien or Chung

Wangs. Besides the force from Chang-chew, and the

main body with which it effected a junction, another

division seems to have arrived from the city of Kia-ying-

chow, in the province of Kiang-si, but it is not stated

under what leader. The concentration of these troops

was probably caused by the orders of the Kan-wang, who,

it would seem, has since led them northward into Kiang-si.

Whither they are marching is as yet unknown. It is

quite possible that their intention is to join the Nien-fie

in the northern provinces, who have again defeated the

Imperialists under Tseng-kwo-fan, and seem to be moving

in every direction in overwhelming numbers, while one

body is especially reported as making a diversion to the

south-west.

The men, Mansfield and Bafi'ey, were present at the

junction of the Ti-ping forces. The latter, in his

deposition, states :
*' The Kan-wang is about 35 years of

age. He is the principal rebel-chief at the present

moment. . . . When I left, the rebels were talking of

retreating towards Kiang-si. They have great confidence

in the Kan-wang. The latter is an exceedingly clever

man, very fond of European ideas, but very distrustful

of foreigners"—as well he may be.

Between the Nien-fie league in the north and the

Ti-pings in the south, it seems very probable the Manchoo

dynasty will ultimately be overthrown. If the Impe-

rialist forces are concentrated in the north, in all other

quarters insurrection breaks out, and the Ti-pings rapidly

increase their strength and conquests ; and so, upon the

other hand, when they move against the Ti-pings in the

south, the Nien-fie, Mohamedan rebels, &c., gain number-

less adherents, and capture city after city with impunity.

Every mail brings some dim tidings of disaster to the

Tartar cause England has been so wantonly led to

3 g2
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support. It is extraordinary that while internal clangers

are rapidly increasing, the Manchoos should he fulfilling

their anti-foreign intentions when foreign help alone can

save them. A late num])er of the China Overland

Trade Beport, dated Hong-kong, 31st Decemher, 1865,

states :

—

" Since tlie late evacuation of the Taku forts luucli labour and outlay-

have been expended in strengthening the fortifications ; in fact, it is said

that when the plan adopted shall be carried out, these forts will be

impregnable except to iron-clads. The proceeding is significant when

taken in connection with the anti-foroign policy known to bo cherished."

Intelligence from China, bearing date Pebruary 1st,

1866, announces a Ti-ping victory in the province of

Fu-keen, the Imperialists losing their leader, Kwo-sun-

liang. The Ti-pings have also re-captured the im-

portant city of Kia-ying-chow, which had been evacu-

ated by the third division of the army, at present com-

bined under the Kan-wang's command, before the

junction was effected.

At the same time further victorious progress of the

Nien-fie is reported, and a large rebel force (supposed to

be of that movement) has appeared within 30 miles of

Hankow, the great commercial city and treaty port

situated some 700 miles up the river Yang-tze-kiang. It

would thus seem that a considerable division of the

Kien-fie army has been detached on a rapid march to the

south-west ; at the same time the Ti-pings have moved

to the north-west, and captured Kia-ying-chow, so that it

is plain, if each force continues its advance, they will

shortly meet, which is very likely their intention.

What the consequences will be if the Ti-pings are

fortunate and wise enough to effect a junction with the

Nien-fie can scarcely admit of a doubt. AVithout foreign

assistance the Imperialists are unable to cope with either

of the great rebellions, how much less would they be able

to resist the two combined ! It only requires such an
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amalgamation of the two great parties in opposition to the

Manchoo rule to cause the native population to rise en

masse. Each mail brings tidings of fresh outbreaks

in every part of the distracted empire, and it is

ominous for the present dynasty that the literary class,

the highest in China, arc beginning to raise and lead local

insurrection, as was the case in December, 1865, at the

town of Chin-shan, only 65 miles from Shanghae, a part

of the country just pacified l)y British swords !

"The unfortunate have always been deserted and

betrayed," and how much more by those who liave

guiltily made them unfortunate in the first place ! It

is therefore easy to understand the nature of the hostility

which has been excited in England against the Ti-pings

—

against the only section of the people of China whom
righteous men can look to as affording a prospect of

forwarding the true interests and improvement of that

vast and beautiful and incalculably rich country.

It is bad to go to war at all ; it is highly criminal to

make war upon an unoffending neighbour ; and it is

enormous guilt to use hostilities for the purpose of sub-

duing a free and happy people because they onight

interfere Vv^itli our profits; but in what words can the

double crime of waging war upon mercenary grounds

against the cause of liberty and Christianity be ex-

pressed ? Yet such, unfortunately, is the course which

England has pursued by taking part against the Ti-pings.

It is true there is yet some hope that the policy of the

Cabinet of her late lamented statesman. Lord Palmerston,

may prove a failure. The Chinese Christian patriots have

still a chance of successfully defending themselves, and

they have strong hope, for their chiefs have repeatedly

said, " The Mings took a hundred years to found their

dyn asty, and possibly so may we, but most assuredly,

sooner or later, we shall expel the Tartars and succeed,

for the Heavenly Father is with us, and who can triumph

against Him ?
"
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Let Englishmen therefore trust that their rulers will

in future observe the neutrality they have once more pro-

fessed, and not again wage an unrighteous war without

even declaring it, and in violation of their official pledges.

All men whose minds have a spark of philanthropy,

civilization, or Christian faith, will wish their Chinese

brothers God speed.

Let us trust that, phcenix-like, the Ti-pings may
rise from the ashes of their former glory and yet succeed

in their great religio-political movement, that they may
again print and widely circulate the Holy Bible, which,

throughout all their former territory, British bayonets

and Manchoo torches have for a time destroyed, and that

England will not have to answer for the sin of crushing

the first Christian movement in modern Asia, and the

last apparent opportunity of Christianizing and liberating

China.

"While looking forward hopefully to the future of the

Ti-pings, because the cause of liberty is theirs, and the

cause of the Gospel is theirs also, let it be remembered

(as applying to the former phase) that a great man
has said :

—

" For freedom's battle once begun,

Bequeatlied by bleeding sire to son,

Though baffled oft, is ever won."

And let it be remembered (as applying to the latter

phase) that the Ti-ping movement was originated through

acceptation of the Gospel, and that to comfort those who
are persecuted for Its sake, it is therein declared :

—

" Wc are troubled on every side, yet not distressed ; we are perplexed,

but not in despaii'.

" Pei-secuted, but not forsaken ; cast down, but not destroyed."
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RELIGIOUS PUBLICATIONS WRITTEN BY THE TIEN-WANG
HUNG-SIU-TSHUEN, AND USED BY THE TI-PINGS.

DECALOGUE.

THE TEN CELESTIAL COMMANDS WHICH AllE TO BE

CONSTANTLY OBSERVED.

THE FIRST COMMAND.

THOU SHALT HONOUR AND WORSHIP THE GREAT GOD.

Rema/rh—The great God is the universal Father of all men, in every

nation under heaven. Every man is produced and nourished by him
;

every man is also protected by him : every man ought, therefore, morning

and evening, to honour and worship liim, with acknowledgments of his

goodness. It is a common saying, that Heaven produces, nourislies, and

])rotects men. Also, tliat being provided with food we must not deceive

Heaven. Therefore, whoever does not worship the great God breaks the

commands of Heaven.

The Ilymn says :
—

Imperial Heaven, the Supreme God is the true Spirit ((iod) :

Worship him every momiing and evening, and yoii will be taken up
;

You ought deeply to consider the ten celestial conmiands,

And not by your foolishness obscui-e the right piiuciples of nature;
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THE SECOND COMMAND.

THOU SHALT KOT WORSHIP CORRUPT SPIRITS (gODS).

Remark.—The gi-eat God says, Thou shalt have no otlier spirits (gods)

beside me. Therefore all besides the gi*eat God are coiTupt spirits (gods),

deceiving and destrojing mankind ; they must on no account be worshipped :

whoever worships the whole class of coiTupt spirits (gods) ofl'onds against

the commands of Heaven.

The Hymn says

:

—
Corruj^t devils very easily delude the souls of men.

If you perversely believe in them, you will at last go dowai to hell.

We exhort you all, Ijrave people, to awake from your lethargy.

And early make your peace with your exalted Heavenly Father.

THE THIRD COMMAND.

THOU SHALT NOT TAKE THE NAME OF THE GREAT GOD IN VAIN.

liemarh.—The name of the gi-eat God is Jehovah, which men must not

take in vain. Whoever takes God's name in vain, and rails against

Heaven, oflends against this'couunand.

Tlie Hy7)1)1 says:—
Our exalted Heavenly Father is infinitely honourable;

Those Avho disobey and profane his name, seldom come to a good end.

If unacquainted with the true doctrine, you should be on your guard,

For those who wantonly blas})hcme involve themselves in endless crime.

THE FOURTH COMMAND.

ON THE SEVENTH DAY, THE DAY OP WORSHIP, YOU SHOULD PRAISE THE
GREAT GOD FOR HIS GOODNESS.

lieDiarlc.—In the beginning the great God made heaven and earth,

land and sea, men and thing.s, in six days; and having finished his works

on the seventh day, he called it the day of rest (or Sabbath): therefore all

the men of the world, who enjoy the blessing of the great God, should on

every seventh day esjjecialiy reverence and Avoi'ship the great God, and

praise him for his goodness.

The Hy1)1)1 says :—

All the happiness enjoyed in the world comes from Heaven
;

It is therefore reasonable that men should give thanks and sing

;

At the daily morning and evening meal there should be thanksgiving,

Uut on the seventh day, the worship should be more intense.
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THE FIFTH COMMAND.

THOU SHALT HONOUR THY FATHER AND THY MOTHER, THAT THY DAYS

MAY BE PROLONGED.

Remark.—Whoever disobeys liis parents breaks this command.

The Hymn says:—
History records that Slum honoured his parents to the end of his days,

Causing them to experience the intensest pleasure and delight

:

August Heaven will abundantly reward all who act thus,

And do not disappoint the expectation of the authors of their being.

THE SIXTH COMMAND.

THOU SHALT NOT KILL OR INJURE MEN.

Remurh.—He who kills another kills himself, and he who injures

another injures himself. Whoever does either of these breaks the above

command.

The Hymn says:—
The whole world is one family, and all men are brethren,

How can they be permitted to kill and destroy one another 1

The outward form and the inward principle are both conferred l)y Heaven :

Allow every one, then, to enjoy the ease and comfort Avhich he desii-es.

THE SEVENTH COMMAND.

THOU SHALT NOT COMMIT ADULTERY OR ANYTHING UNCLEAN.

Remark.—All the men in the world are brethren, and all the women in

the world are sisters. Among the sons and daughters of the celestial hall

the males are on one side and the females on the other, and are not allowed

to intermix. Should either men or women practise lew(lm\ss they are con-

sidered outcasts, as having offended against one of the chief commands of

Heaven. The casting of amorous glances, the harbouring of lustful

imaginations, the smoking of foreign tobacco (oi)ium), or the singing of

libidinous songs must all be considered as breaches of this comiuaud.

T'lbe Hymn says:—
Lust and lewdness constitute the chief transgression,

Those who practise it become outcasts, and are the objects of pity.

If you wish to enjoy the substantial happiness of heaven,

It is necessary to deny yourself and earnestly culti^atc virtue.
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THE EIGHTH COMMAND.

THOU SHALT NOT ROB OR STEAL.

JReDUO'k.—Riches and povei-ty are determined by the great God ; but

whosoever robs or })lundei'S the property of othere transgresses this com-

mand.
Tlie Hymn says

:

—
Rest contented with your station, however poor, and do not steal.

Rolibery and A-iolence are low and abandoned practices.

Those who injure others really injure themselves.

Let the noble-minded among you immediately reform.

THE NINTH COMMAND.

THOU SHALT NOT UTTER FALSEHOOD.

Remark.—All those who tell lies, and indulge in devilish deceits, with

eveiy kind of coarse and abandoned talk, offend against this command.

The Hymn says

:

—
Lying discourse and imfounded stories must all be abandoned.

Deceitful and wicked words are offences asrainst Heaven.

Much talk will, in the end, bring evil on the speakei's.

It is then much better to be cautious, and regulate one's own mind.

THE TENTH COMMAND.

THOU SHALT KOT CON'CEIVE A COVETOUS DESIRE,

Bemarh.—"When a man looks upon 'the beauty of another's wife and

daughters Avith covetous desires, or when he regards the elegance of another

man's possessions with covetous desires, or when he engages in gambling,

he offends against this command.

The Hymn says

:

—
In your daily conduct do not harbour covetous desires.

When involved in the sea of lust the consequences are very serious.

The above injunctions were handed down on Mount Sinai

;

And to this day the celestial commands retain all their force.

" Note.—The expression ' corrupt spirits ' in the remarks upon the second com-
mandment, rendered by the translator 'gods,' refers probably to the numerous
malevolent spirits whom all uneducated Chinese believe to have power over all

things noxious to the Imman race. The gods of thunder, lightning, wind, &c., are
tlic principal of tlicse, but there are also hundreds of inferior spirits whom poor
householders believe to be abroad at night, with power, if they so will, to spread
pestilence, disaster, and fii-e, and who consequently receive daily and nightly offerings

of prayer and incense from the timid and trembliug poor, who dread the exercise of

their malevolence."

—

(The Tac£>inrjs in China.)
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THE TRIMETRICAL CLASSIC.

EACH LINE IN THE ORIGINAL CONTAINING THREE WORDS,
AND EACH VERSE POUR LINES.

The Great God
Made heaven and earth,

Both land and sea,

And all things therein.

In six days
He made the whole

;

Man, the lord of all,

Was endowed with gloiy and honour.

Every seventh day worship,

In acknowledgment of Heaven's favour;

Let all under Heaven
Keep their hearts in reverence.

It is said that in former times
A foreign nation was commanded
To honour God

;

The nation's name was Israel.

Their twelve tribes

Removed into Egypt

;

Where God favoured them,
And their posterity increased.

Then a king arose
Into whose heart the devil entered

;

He envied their prosperity,

And inflicted pain and misery.

Ordering the daughters to bo preserved,
But not allowing the sons to live

;

Their bondage was severe
And very difficult to bear.

Tho Great God
Viewed them with pity,

And commanded Moses
To return to hia family.

He commanded Aaron
To go and meet Moses

;

When both addressed the king,

And wrought divers miracles.

The king hardened his heart

And would not let them go
;

Wherefore God was angry
And sent lice and locusts.

He also sent flies,

Together with frogs,

Which entered their palaces

And crept into their ovens.

When the king still refused,

The river was turned into blood I

And the water became bitter

Throughout all Egypt.

God sent boils and blains,

With pestilence and murrain

;

He also sent hail,

Which was very grievous.

The king still refusing,

He slew their first-born ;

When tho King of Egypt
Had no resource.

But let them go
Out of his land

;

Tho Groat God
Uphckl and sustained tlicni.

By day in a cloud,

By night in a pillar of lire

;

Tlio Great God
Himself saved them.
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Tlio kinr,' liarclcncd his heart,

And led his armies in pursuit;

But God was angry
And displayed his majesty.

Arrived at the Tilvil Sea,

The waters were spread abi'oad

;

The people of Israel

Were very much afraid.

The pursuers overtook them,
But God stayed their course ;

lie himself fought for them,
And the people had no trouble.

He caused the Red Sea
With its waters to divide;

To stand up as a wall,

That they might pass between.

The people of Israel

j\Iarched with a steady step

As though on dry ground,
And thus saved their lives.

The pursuers attempting to cross,

Their wheels were taken off,

When the waters closed upon them,
And they were all drowned.

The Great God
DiHpla3'ed his power,
And the people of Israel

AVerc all preserved.

\VLen they came to the desert
They had nothing to eat

;

But the Great God
Bade them not be afraid.

lie sent dowu manna,
For each man a pint

;

It was as sweet as honey.
And satisfied their aiipctitcs.

The people lusted much,
i\nd wished to eat flesh,

AVhen quails were sent
By the millions of bushels.

At the Mount Sinai

Miracles were displayed,
And Moses was commanded
To make tables of stone.

The Great God
Gave hii celestial commands,

Amounting to ten precepts,

The breach of which would not be for-

given.

He himself wrote them,
And gave them to Moses

;

The celestial law
Cannot be altered.

In after ages
It was somtimes disobeyed.

Through the devil's temptations
AVhen men fell into misery.

But the Groat God,
Out of pity to mankind,
Sent his first-born Son
To come down into the world.

His name is Jesus,

The Lord and Saviour of men.
Who redeems them from sin

By the endurance of extreme misery.

Upon the cross

They nailed his body.
Where he shed his precious blood

To save all mankind.

Three days after his death
Ho rose from the dead,

And during forty days
He discom-sed on heavenly things.

When he was about to ascend.

He commanded his disciples

To communicate his gospel

And proclaim his revealed will.

Those who believe will bo saved
And ascend to heaven

;

But those who do not believe

Will be the first to be condemned.

Throughout the whole world
There is only one God,
The Great Lord and Ruler
AVithout a second.

The Chinese in early ages
Were regarded by God

;

Together with the foreign states

They walked in one way.

From the time of Pwan-koo,*
Dowu to the three dyuasties,t

They honoured God,
As history recoi'ds.

* Pwan-koo, the first man, was, according to Chinese mythology, the ofiFspring of
Chaos, and the creator of the earth, sun, moon, and stars.

t The period of the three dynasties began u.c. 2207, and cudcd u.c. 247.
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T'hanfy of the Shang dynasty,*
And Wan of tlio Chow,"t
Honoured God
Witli the intenscst feeling.

The inscription on T'hang's bathing-tub
Inculcated daily renovation of mind

;

And God commanded him
To assume the government of the empire.

Wan was very respectful

And intelligently served God ;

So that the people who submitted to him
Were two out of every three.

When Tsin obtained the empire J
He was infatuated with the genii,

And the nation has been deluded by the
devil

For the last two thousand years.

Suen and Woo of the Han dynasty§
Both followed this bad example,
So that the mad rebellion increased
In imitation of Tsin's misrule.

When Woo arrived at old age,

He repented of his folly,

And lamented that from his youth up
He had always followed the wrong road.

Ming of the Han dynast}^
||

Welcomed the institutions of Buddha,
And set up temples and monasteries
To the great injury of the country.

But Hwang of the Sung dynasty
Was still more mad and infatuated,

For he changed the name of Shang-to
(God)

Into that of Yuh-hwaug (the pearly em-
peror). T[

But the Great God
Is the sui:)reme Lord
Over all the world,

The Great Father in heaven. •

His name is most honourable,

To be handed down through distant ages

;

Who was this Hvvuy,

That he dared to alter it ?

It was meet that this same Hwuy
Should be taken by the Tartars,

And together with his son

Perish in the northern desert.

From Hwuy of the Sung dynasty

Up to the present day,

For these seven hundred years

Men have sunk deeper and deeper in

With the doctrine of God
They have not been acquainted.

While the king of Hades
Has deluded them to the utmost.

The Great God displays

Liberality deep as the sea

;

But the devil has injured man
In a most outrageous manner.

God is therefore displeased

And has sent his Son **

With orders to come down into the world

Having first studied the classics.

In the Ting-yeu year (1837)

He was received up into Heaven,
Where the affairs of Heaven
Were clearly pointed out to him.

The great God
Personally instructed him,

Gave him odes and documents,

And communicated to him the true

doctrine.

God also gave him a seal.

And conferred upon him a sword
Connected with authority

And majesty irresistible.

He bade him, together with tlio elder

brother,

Namely Jesus,

To drive away impish fiends

With the co-operation of angels.

* B.C. 1766.

t B.C. 1121. Both these emperors (T'hang and Wan) are stated by Da Halde to

have worshipped Heaven.

X B.C. 2 17.

§ B.C. 74—A.D. 25.

II
A.D. 58. The emperor IVling, having heard that the true rt^ligion was to be found

in the west, despatched (a.d. 6G) ambassadors into Nortliorn India, wlio, finding tlio

majority of the peoplt! in that region to bo worshippers of Fo, brouglit l)ack witli thoiu

several Bonzes in order to spread tho faith; and thus Buddhism was introduced into

China.

% This emperor (Hwuy) was a firm believer in tho superstitions of tho Taouists.

A.D. 1101—1126.
** Hung-siu-tsuen.
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There was one who looked on with envy,

Namely, the king of Hades,

Who displayed much malignity

And acted like a devilish serpent.

But the great God,
With a high hand.
Instructed his Son
To subdue this fiend.

And having conquered him.

To show lum no favour
;

And in spite of his envious eye

He damped all his courage.

Having overcome the fiend.

He returned to Heaven,
Where the great God
Gave him great atithoi-ity.

The celestial mother was kind

And exceedingly gracious,

Beautiful and noble in the extreme,

Far beyond all compare.

The celestial elder brother's wife

Was virtuous and very considerate,

Constantly exhorting the elder brother

To do things deliberately.

The great God,
Out of love to mankind,
Again commissioned his Son
To come down into the world.

And when ho sent him down,

He charged him not to be afraid

;

I am with you, said he,

To superintend everything.

In the Mow-shin year (1848)

The Son was troubled and distressed.

When the gi-cat God
Appeared on his behalf.

Bringing Jesus with him.

They both came down into the world,

Whore he instnictcd his Son
How to sustain tho weight of govonimcnt.

God has set up his Son
To endure for ever.

To defeat corrupt machinations

And to display majesty and authority.

Also to judge the world.

To divide the righteous from the wicked.

And consign them to the misery of hell,

Or bestow on them the joys of heaven.

Heaven manages everything,

Heaven sustains tho whole

;

Let all beneath the sky
Come and acknowledge the new monarch.

Little children,

Worship God,
Keep his commandments,
And do not disobey.

Let your minds be refined,

And be not depraved.

The great God
Constantly sm-veya you.

You must refine yourselves well.

And not V)o depraved

:

Vice willingly practised

Is the first step to misery.

To insure a good end.

You must make a good beginning

:

An error of a hair's breadth

May lead to a discrepancy of a thousand li.

Be careful about little things,

And watch the minute springs of action

:

The gi-eat God
Is not to be deceived.

Little children,

Arouse your energies :

Tho laws of high heaven
Admit not of infraction. -

Upon the good blessings descend,

And miseries on the wicked

;

Those who obey Heaven are px'esei'ved,

And those who disobey perish.

The great God
Is a spiritual Father

;

All things whatever
Depend on him.

The great God
Is the Father of our spirits :

Those who devoutly serve him
Will obtain blessings.

Those who obey the fathers of their flesh

Will enjoy longevity ;

Those wlio requite their parents

Will certainly obtain happiness.

Do not practise lewdness.

Nor any uncleanness

;

Do not tell Ues,

Do not kill and slay.

Do not steal.

Do not covet

:

The great God
Will strictly carry out his laws.

Those who obey Heaven's commands
Will enjoy celestial happiness

;

Those who are grateful for divine favours

Will receive divine support.
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Heaven blesses the good
And curses the bad :

Little cliildren

!

ilaintain correct conduct.

The correct are men.
The corrupt are imps :

Little children

!

Seek to avoid disgrace.

God loves the upright,

And he hates the vicious :

Little children

!

Be careful to avoid error.

The great God
Sees everything

;

If you -wish to enjoy happiness,

Refine and correct yourselves.
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ODE FOR YOUTH.

EACH LINE IN THE ORIGINAL CONTAINING FIVE WOllDS,

AND EACH VEUSE POUIl LINES.

ON THE WORSHIP OF GOD.

Let the true Spirit, the great God,

Be honoured and adored by all nations
;

Let all the inhabitants of the world

Unite in liis worship, morning and evening.

Above and below, look Avhere you may.

All things are imbued with the Di^•ine favour.

At the beginning, in six days,

All things were created, perfect and complete.

Whether circumcised or uncircumcised,

Who is not pi-oduced by God 1

Reverently praise the Divine favour

And you will obtain eternal glory.

ON REVERENCE FOR JESUS.

Jesus, his first-born Son,

Was in former times sent by God :

He willmgly gave his life to redeem us from sin

;

Of a truth his merits are pre-eminent.

His cross was hard to bear

;

The sorrowing clouds obscured the sun.

The adorable Son, the honoui-ed of heaven.

Died for you, the children of men.
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After his resurrection he ascended to heaven

;

Resplendent in glory, ho wields authority supreme.

In him we know that we may trust

To secure salvation and ascend to Heaveii.

ON THE HONOUR DUE TO PARENTS.

As graiii is stored against a day of need,

So men bring up children to tend their old age
;

A filial son begets filial children,

—

The recompense here is truly wonderful.

Do you ask how this our body

Is to attain to length of years 1

Keep the fifth command, we say,

And honour and emolument ^vill descend upon you.

ON THE COURT.

The imperial com-t is an awe-inspiring spot.

Let tliose about it dread celestial majesty

;

Life and death emanate fronx Heaven's son,

Let every officer avoid disobedience.

ON THE DUTIES OF THE SOVEREIGN.

When one man presides over the government,

All nations become settled and tranquillized :

When the sovereign grasps the sceptre of powei-,

Calumny and corruption sink and disappear.

ON THE DUTIES OF MINISTERS.

When the prince is upright, ministers are true
;

When the sovereign is intelligent, ministers will ho honest.

E and Chow ai-e models worthy of imitation :

They acted uprightly and aided the government.

ON THE DUTIES OF FAMILIES.

The members of one family being intimately related.

They should live in joy and harmony

;

Wlien the feeling of concord unites the wlu»lo.

Blessings will descend upon them from above.

3 H
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ON THE DUTIES OF A FATHEK.

When the main beam is straight, the joists will be regular

;

When a father is strict, his duty will be fulfilled :

Let him not provoke hLs children to ^vl•ath,

And a delightfiil harmony will pervade the dwelling.

ON THE DUTIES OF A MOTHER.

Ye mothers, beware of pax-tiality,

But tenderly instruct your children in virtue
;

When you are a fit examjJe to your daughters,

The happy feeling will reach to the clouds.

ON THE DUTIES OF SONS.

Sons, be pattei-ns to your Avives

;

Consider obedience to parents the chief duty
;

Do not listen to the tattle of women,

And you will not be estranged from your own flesh.

ON THE DUTIES OF DAUGHTERS-IN-LAW.

Ye that are espoused into other families,

Be gentle and yielding, and your duty is fulfilled
;

Do not quarrel with your sisters-in-law,

And thereby vex the old father and mother,

ON THE DUTIES OF ELDER BROTHERS.

Elder In'otliers, instruct your juniors
;

Bemember well your common parentage
;

Should thev commit a trifling fault.

Bear with it and treat them indulgently.

ON THE DUTIES OF YOUNGER BROTHERS.

Disparity in years is ordered by Heaven

;

Duty to seniors consists in resi)ect.

Wlien younger brothers obey Heaven's dictates.

Happiness and honour will be theii' portion.

ON THE DUTIES OF ELDER SISTERS.

Elder sisters, instruct your younger sisters.

Study improvement and fit yourselves for Heaven.

Should you occasionally visit your former homes.

Get the little ones aroiuid you and tell them what is right.
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ON THE DUTIES OP YOUNGER SISTERS.

Girls, obey your elder brothers and sistei-s,

Be obliging and avoid arrogance,

Carefully give yourselves to self-improvement,

And iDtud and keep tbe Ten Commandments.

ON THE DUTIES OP HUSBANDS.

Unbending firmness is natural to the man,

Love for a wife should be qualified by prudence

;

And should the lioness roar,

Let not terror fill the mind,

ON THE DUTIES OF WIVES.

Women, be obedient to your three male relatives, -

And do not disobey your lords :

When hens crow in the morning,

Sorrow may be expected in the family.

ON THE DUTIES OF ELDER BROTHERS' WIVES.

What is the duty of an elder brother's wife,

And what her most appropriate deportment ?

Let her cheerfully harmonize with younger brothers' wives,

And she will never do amiss.

ON THE DUTIES OF YOUNGER BROTHERS' WIVES,

Younger brothers' wives should respect their elder brothei's' wives,

In humility honouring their elder brothers
;

In all things yielding to their senior sistei's-in-law,

Which will result in harmony superior to music.

ON THE DUTIES OP THE MALE SEX.

Let every man have his own pai-tner

And maintain the duties of the human relations

Firm and unbendmg ; his duties lie from home,

But he should avoid such things as cause suspicion,

ON THE DUTIES OF THE FEMALE SEX.

The duty of woman is to maintain chastity •

She sliould shun })roximity to the other sex

;

Sober and decorous, she should keep at home :

Tlius she can secure happiness and felicity.
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ON CONTRACTIXO MAUUIACKS.

Marriii.gos arc tlio result of some relation in a former state

The disposal of Avliicli rests witli Heaven.

When contracted, affection should flow in a continued stream,

And the association should be uninterrupted.

ON MANAGING THE HEART.

For tlie purpose of controlling the whole body,

God has given to man an intelligent mind
;

When the heart is correct, it becomes the true regulator

To which the senses and members are all obedient.

ON MANAGING THE EYES.

The various cori'uptions first delude the eye

;

But if the eye be correct, all evil will be avoided :

Let the pupil of the eye be sternly fixed,

And the light of the body will shine up to heaven.

ON MANAGING THE EAR.

Whatever sounds assail my ear,

Let me listen to all in silence :

Deaf to tlie entrance of evil,

rcrvious to good, in order to bo eminently intelligent.

ON M.\NAGING THE MOUTH.

The tongue is a prolific source of strife,

And a multitude of words leads to mischief;

Let me not be defiled by lying and corrupt discourse,

Careful and cautious, let reason be my guide.

ON MANAGING THE HAND.

To cut ofl" the hand whereby we are dragged to evil

Appears a determination worthy of high praise
;

The duty of the hand is to nuinifest respect.

But for improper objects move not a finger.

ON MANAGING THE FEET.

Let the feet walk in the path of rectitude,

And ever follow it, without treading awry ;

For the countless by-paths of life

Lead only to mischief in the end.
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THE WAY TO GET TO HEAVEN.

Honour and disgrace come from a man's self

But men should exert themselves

To keep the Ten Commandments,

And they will enjoy bliss in Heaven.



APPENDIX B.

EXPORT OF TEA AND SILK FROM CHINA,

Shoiving the State of the Trade before, during, and after the Occupation

of the 2>yoducing Districts lij the Ti-inngs.

[From the following Figures the Effect of their Presence upon Commerce may be judged.]

Total Exports duriug the Five Years immediately preceding the

Outbreak of the Ti-ping Revolution.

Date of Export.
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Eemarks.—It will be seen that the expoi'ts, although to a certain extent

coming from, or passing through, Ti-])ing territory, continued regularly

increasing, especially in the case of the silk trade.

Total Exports during the Two Years preceding the Capture, of the entire

Silk, and about half of the Tea, Districts.

Date of Export.
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